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Abstract 

Timber joints fastened with prototype double-sided nail plates were fabricated from Eu

ropean whitewood of densities generally in the range 350 to 600 kg/m3 . Joint behaviour 

was characterised from experimental results of 150 joint tests conducted to current 

European standard methods. Three characteristics, namely tooth load-carrying capacity, 

slip modulus and ultimate modulus, were required to fully describe the joint behaviour 

envelope up to maximum load. Joint performance was found to be well correlated to 

timber density and empirical models relating each characteristic to density were derived. 

For analytical modelling purposes, each nail plate tooth was assumed to act as a dowel. 

Theoretical capacity based Johansen's pin joint theory and the Eurocode 5 embedding 

strength prediction for driven nails over-predicted the empirical model by 15% at 350 

kg/m3 density, improving with increasing density to 8% at 600 kg/m3
. Also, effective 

embedding strengths derived from Johansen's theory were perfectly correlated to those 

predicted from an empirical model based on tests conducted using a rigid embedment 

tool on fine-sanded wood surfaces. On the assumption of no joint separation at failure, 

the effective embedding strength was half the rigid embedment value. The proportion 

decreased for assumed larger gaps. 

Modelling of nail plate fastened timber joints is complex and often relies on empirical 

calibration. In contrast to the conventional approach of using non-linear springs to lump 

tooth-wood interaction at the tooth root, modelling in this thesis treated the double-sided 

nail plate as separate from the timber. Tooth-wood interaction was modelled using 

contact mechanics and effective material properties determined from inverse modelling. 

FE modelling was done using ABAQUS 6.3 software. Analysis using a two-tooth joint 

model showed that tooth capacity per unit length increased with decreasing tooth length 

but other factors outside the scope of the study precluded the determination of optimal 

tooth length. Parametric studies based on the nail plate tooth width were undertaken 

using a ½ joint model. At optimum, the tooth width increment was 25% and the 

capacity gain was 12%. Base plate buckling, which was absent in the original 

configuration, was well pronounced at optimum. 

Keywords: Timber, wood, joints, connections, nail plate, truss plate, connector, 
fastener, double-sided, tooth capacity, optimisation, embedding strength, 
finite element, ABAQUS, inverse modelling, Johansen's theory 
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Definitions 

The following non-standard terms have been used in connection with this thesis. For 
clarity of reading the thesis, the following definitions shall apply. 

Nail plate: Punched metal plate connector with integral teeth 

xxu 

In-direction test: Strength determining test in which the nail plate teeth (projections) are 
caused to continue bending in the direction they were initially bent at the metal plate 
punching stage 

Against-direction test: Strength determining test in which the nail plate teeth are caused 
to bend such that the direction they were initially bent at the metal plate punching stage 
is reversed 

Constant density series: Series of tests in which all the five specimen replicates per 
series are made from timber taken as having the same density at test 

Variable density series: Series of tests in which the density of the timber at test is varied 
from replicate to replicate within the series 

Full nail plate: A double-sided nail plate used as supplied by Wolf Systems 

Half nail plate: A nail plate of the same overall dimensions as the full nail plate but 
with half the number of original projections removed such that the remainder of the 
teeth acted in the same bending direction during anchorage testing 

Rigid embedment: Embedment test carried out using a rigid steel tool on a timber 
surface prepared by fine sanding. 

On-flat: Process of embedment in which the fastener tooth undergoes only rigid body 
translation in the direction of loading. 

On-slant: Process of embedment in which the fastener tooth undergoes only rigid body 
rotation about the tooth end furthest from the base plate. 

'Damaged ' timber: Timber elements in which the effect of damage and experimentally 
observed joint stiffness are combined and defined by a single set of reduced material 
properties 
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Chapter 1 : Introduction 

1 .1  General 

Timber is a naturally occurring material and arguably one of the oldest known to have 

been used for construction by mankind. Despite its age old usage, its fundamentals are 

less thoroughly understood when compared to relatively new construction materials 

such as steel and concrete (Haller, 1999a). This is attributable, in part, to the non

homogeneous anatomic constitution of the material, the presence of growth and 

conversion characteristics which manifest in structural use as defects, and to its 

anisotropic behaviour under load, evident even in clear wood specimens. Although 

wood science as a field of study is fairly advanced, disparities exist between the 

behaviour of clear wood (the wood science material) and timber (the construction 

material) due to the presence of defects in the latter (Madsen, 1992). Advances in wood 

science have, therefore, not been able to explain fully how timber behaves under load. 

The material complexity is compounded by its behavioural dependence on the duration 

and rate of loading, and on state variables such as moisture content, temperature and 

damage/decay (Haller, 1999a). However, the ecological and renewable nature of timber, 

and its capacity to be produced and processed at low energy costs still make it an 

attractive and sustainable building material in the face of climatic changes brought 

about by human activity. This realisation has in recent years seen increases in research 

and development activity in timber behaviour and timber/timber-based structural 

systems as well as composite products that include timber. 

1 .2 Timber connections 

Timber used in construction is usually available in limited lengths due to constraints 

imposed by production and transportation processes. In order for timber to be utilised in 

construction, it requires jointing to produce the lengths, forms and shapes necessary for 

fabricating the designed structural systems. Traditional timber joints with no metalwork 

and of varying complexities have, over time, been used by many different communities 

across the world. These range from simple joints comprising wooden poles tied together 

using tree bark to sophisticated systems requiring highly skilled craftsmanship, for 
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example, those used in traditional Japanese timber construction (Sumiyoshi and Matsui, 

1991 ). However, the advent of the human acquisition of skills to work metals saw metal 

fittings such as nails and bolts being increasingly incorporated into carpentry joints to 

achieve higher strengths in joints. Modem structural timber jointing methods 

predominantly employ mechanical connectors and adhesives. 

As in structures made from other materials, joints in timber structures play a critical role 

in meeting overall structural requirements of strength, stability and serviceability. 

However, when viewed from a structural standpoint, joints do perturb load transfer and 

weaken the structure (Haller, 1999b). The loads that require transfer through joints 

primarily consist of combinations of tension, compression, bending moments and shear 

loading. Timber failure under tensile loading is brittle and without appropriate means of 

connection, timber joints in tension are also liable to brittle failure. Brittle failure in 

joints can also occur as a result of timber shearing or splitting under compressive 

loading that induces tension perpendicular to grain. Brittle failures occur without 

warning and, as such, carry a higher likelihood of leading to catastrophic consequences. 

Generally, brittle failures are avoided in the structural design of key components. For 

such cases, ductile failure modes are preferred. Joint ductility is usually quantified as 

the ratio of the slip at ultimate to the slip at yield. It gives a measure of the ability of a 

joint to undergo large amplitude slip in the plastic range without a substantial reduction 

in capacity (BS EN 12512: 2001). In addition to providing ample warning prior to 

structural collapse, joint ductility offers a means of load redistribution and energy 

dissipation for structures under cyclic loading, especially as occurs in earthquake- and 

hurricane-prone regions. The low weight and high stiffness of timber also add to its 

suitability as a construction material where cyclic loading is expected. 

In order to introduce ductility into timber joints, use is made of metal connectors or 

fasteners. The plastic deformations experienced are as a result of wood crushing under 

fastener bearing, and fastener deformation under bending and local shear flow. Large 

quantities of metal connectors per connection can lead to joint over-strength and brittle 

failure of the connected timber members. Small quantities can also result in ductile but 

weak joints. The desirable scenario, however, is to design joints that possess both high 

strength and high ductility. This is achieved by using appropriate types and quantities of 

metal connectors, combined with adequate timber member sizing, edge and end 
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distances, and connector spacing. Typical load-slip curves illustrating brittle and ductile 

behaviour and the desired target scenario are shown in Figure 1.1. 

strong but brittle 

ductile but weak 

Slip 

Figure 1 . 1 :  Typical load-slip curves illustrating brittle and ductile joint failure (after 
Haller, 1999b) 

Larsen (1999) presents a visual comparison of the ductility performance, under 

monotonic loading, of joints made using some of the more common structural timber 

connection methods, namely glue, nails, bolts and nail plates, as shown in Figure 1.2. 

Slip 

Bolt 
(crushing) 

F = load 

Nail 

F 011 = maximum load 

Nail plate 

Figure 1.2: Typical normalised load-slip curves for adhesive and mechanically 
connected joints ( after Larsen, 1999) 
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For the normalised joint strengths shown in Figure 1.2, glued joints stand out due to the 

fact that they result in brittle failure. Under cyclic loading such joints, therefore, neither 

contribute towards plastic deformation nor energy dissipation. On the other hand, the 

most ductile behaviour can be expected from nailed joints because of the relatively 

larger slenderness ratio of typical nails (usually greater than 8). However, nailed joints 

are much more labour intensive when compared to other methods and therefore the 

associated costs tend to be higher. Bolted connections are usually fabricated with 

oversize holes and this slack is responsible for the initial slip Goint settlement) in the 

load-slip curves. Two failure modes are illustrated for bolted joints, one brittle due to 

timber splitting, and the other ductile due to wood crushing with or without dowel 

bending. Of the metal connector joints shown, nail plate joints offer the least ductility 

but because of their design they are assembled mechanically with much improved 

efficiency and reduced material costs. However, nail plate joints are prone to brittle 

failure under cyclic loading due to either plate failure or tooth pullout. This thesis is 

based on nail plate technology, so nail plate joints will, therefore, be discussed further in 

later sections. 

The more common mechanical connectors discussed above only offer limited joint 

capacity when each is used individually. One approach of overcoming this limitation 

when joint loads larger than the single fastener capacity are encountered is to use 

multiple fasteners per joint. Research, however, has shown that the capacity then 

realised is frequently less than the sum of the individual fastener capacities (Blass et al, 

[eds] 1995). As pointed out earlier, use of a large number of metal fasteners can also 

result in very strong but brittle joints. If brittle failure is to be averted, then member 

sizes would have to be increased to accommodate the fasteners, which in tum means 

loss of economy. The alternate approach has generally been to combine different 

materials to improve structural joint performance in ways that result in both high 

strength and ductility being obtained. Rodd (1999), and Larsen and Jensen (2000) 

outline some techniques that have been developed in Europe which are generally geared 

towards limiting timber splitting due to tension perpendicular to grain. This is achieved 

by attaching other materials on the surface of the connected timber members to 

reinforce the tensile strength perpendicular to grain. Examples cited include adhesive 

bonding of glassfibre fabric (Larsen and Enquist, 1996; Haller et al, 1996), plywood 

sheets (Larsen and Enquist, 1999; Rodd, 1996) and densified veneer wood (DVW) 
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sheets (Rodd, 1996; Leijten, 1995), and pressing in of bands of nail plates onto the 

connected timber members (Kevarinmaki et al, 1995). While the primary objective of 

the above reinforcing techniques was achieving ductile joint behaviour, significant 

strength enhancements were also obtained, particularly where the timber embedding 

strength was improved as a result of its interaction with the reinforcing material. High 

embedding strengths were also derived from the densification of the connected ends of 

web members of the Warren truss girders tested (Haller et al, 1996). The fasteners used 

for these joints included the usual: bolts, solid dowels and nails, and more novel ones 

like expanded tubes (Leijten 1995) and hollow tubes with resin injected within the 

annulus between the tube and timber to improve initial stiffness (Rodd, 1996). Rodd and 

Leijten (2003) also summarise how these schemes have been used to improve joint 

strength, stiffness and ductility, and applied in a real structure. 

Over time, other advances in joint design have included the development of metal 

connectors such as ring connectors, shear plate connectors and toothed-plate connectors 

which are used in conjunction with bolts or coach screws to deliver higher joint 

strengths per connector (see Section 1.2.2). High strength and ductile joints have also 

been obtained from using bonded-in (or glued-in) rods (Serrano, 2001). Materials used 

for the rods include steel (Davis and Claisse, 2001 ), glassfibre reinforced plastics 

(GFRP) (Madhoushi and Ansell, 2004) and wood (Kweonhwan et al, 2004). Bonded-in 

plates have also been used in other connections. More recently, steel flitch plates and 

dowels have been effectively used as a high strength and high ductility achieving 

jointing method. Adhesive bonding of lap joints and finger joints has also delivered 

high capacity joints, although these tend to have no ductility and therefore more suitable 

for use where the risk of cyclic loading is minimal. For glued-laminated timber, glulam 

rivets were been developed and they have yielded some of the strongest joints in terms 

of capacity per unit of joint area (Smith, 1999). 

1.2.1 Single-sided punched metal plate fasteners 

Nail plates or punched metal plate timber fasteners with projections on one side were 

invented and patented in the United States of America in 1952 by Carroll Sanford 

(Wolfe et al, 1996). At that time, as is mostly the case at the present moment, they were 

primarily intended for roof and floor truss joint fabrication. As a result, in the USA nail 
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plates are commonly referred to as truss plates, although the term metal plate connector 

is also used. The terms punched metal plate timber fasteners/connectors and nail plates 

are used interchangeably in this thesis to refer to fastener plates with integral tooth 

projections. The evolution of nail plate joint concepts can be traced from beginnings in 

lapped joints as shown in Figure 1 .3 .  

( 
) 

(a) Eccentric bolted connection 

(b) Concentric nailed gusset connection 
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(c) Concentric nail plate connection 

Figure 1 .3 :  Single ply timber joints utilising (a) bolts, (b) nailed gussets and (c) nail 
plates 

Engineered trusses for domestic dwellings were initially assembled by overlapping the 

members and fixing them in position using either nails or bolts, and in some cases both. 

Truss assembly was done on site. For single-ply trusses, which constitute the majority 

of those used in domestic timber roofs, the overlap arrangement resulted in non-planar 

trusses with eccentric joints, of which a typical one is shown in Figure l .3(a). These 

non-planar trusses required more material in order to counter the eccentricity and 

provide adequate strength and stability. The joint eccentricity problem was addressed by 

the use of gussets that were either nailed or glued on the outside of the connected 

members such that planar trusses with concentric joints, such as the one shown in 

Figure 1 .3(b ), were obtained. Preferred gusset materials progressed with time from 

wooden boards through plywood to steel plates. With each step, the joint was made 

thinner, the risk of splitting was reduced, and the bearing capacity of the nails was 

increased (Larsen and S0rensen, 1 973). Steel gussets with pre-drilled holes evolved 

from these concepts and they offered improved precision in positioning the nails in the 
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joints. These types of steel gussets are also referred to as nail plates in the USA, hence 

the use of the term truss plate to distinguish between the two fastener types (American 

Society of Civil Engineers, 1995). Gusset plate timber joints were mainly made on site 

and were thus still labour intensive. The punched metal plate fasteners were invented 

directly as a result of work on gusseted timber joints. The advancement was that instead 

of the nails being supplied separately, they were provided integral with the plate from 

which they were punched. Using specialised equipment, planar trusses with typical 

joints as shown in Figure 1.3( c) were fabricated. 

The first nail plates produced were patented and up to the present day, commercially 

available nail plates are proprietary and their tooth profiles and geometry are protected 

by patents. A direct consequence of this state of affairs is that information on the 

development of nail plates is hardly available in the public domain. As an invention, 

however, the nail plate brought about a revolution in the trussed roof construction 

industry. The process of nail plate manufacture was automated such that it was made 

possible to punch out the teeth and shear the plate to the required dimensions at the 

same time, thereby driving down the cost of production. The materials used for making 

nail plates are galvanised mild steel or stainless steel coils with thicknesses varying 

from 0.9 mm to 2.5 mm. A typical single-sided nail plate is shown in Figure 1.4. 

Figure 1.4: Typical single-sided punched metal plate fastener (or nail plate) 

Truss assembly was also automated using precision equipment for cutting the timber to 

the required dimensions, and presses and rollers for pressing the nail plates into the 

timber. Truss design also became computerised enabling the design of a roof to be 

completed in a very short time span and to be integrated with the production process. 
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The additive effect of these technological advancements was to speed up the truss 

design and assembly process, and greatly improve the economy with which the final 

product was delivered. The nail plate technology also took roof truss assembly from the 

site into the factory leading to better quality control and improved margins of safety 

because of the consistency in strength between different trusses. With the trusses being 

delivered on site prefabricated, the time required to erect roofs was also drastically cut, 

adverse environmental exposure of the materials reduced and the delivery of completed 

projects hastened. Further, it became possible for the site erection to be done by semi

skilled personnel only since the amount of cutting and connecting was greatly reduced. 

However, challenges still remain in following proper erection, handling, transportation, 

storage and bracing practices. The efficient joint design results in trusses which are both 

very slender and weak out-of-plane. Improper out-of-plane handling and transportation 

can easily result in joint damage prior to installation. Failure to properly follow set 

specifications has, unfortunately, resulted in many a premature failure or collapse of 

prefabricated trussed timber roofs. 

In the analysis of framed structures, the joints are classified as either pinned or rigid. 

Pinned connections possess no capacity to transmit moments are therefore assumed to 

have no rigidity under flexure. Rigid connections, on the other hand, have the capacity 

to transmit moment without undergoing relative rotations with respect to the connected 

members. They are, therefore, assumed to have infinite rigidity under flexure. In 

general, timber joints made with mechanical connectors have been shown to behave 

neither as pinned nor as rigid connections, but in a manner that lies somewhere in 

between the two bounds. This behaviour is commonly referred to as semi-rigid, and 

there is scope for it to be classified using criteria such as initial and post yield stiffness, 

ultimate strength and ductility (Haller, 1999a). Traditionally, timber trusses were 

designed as pin-jointed (Luttrell and Tuomi, 1984). This implied that material savings 

could be realised if the semi-rigid nature of the joints is taken into account in the design. 

Kevarinmaki (2000) verified that nail plate joints can be designed as semi-rigid thus 

making them more competitive and applicable to a wider range of structures. 

The engineering and commercial success of nail plate technology has seen it spread all 

over the world, mainly propagated by the major global players in the prefabricated 

timber roof truss industry. This success, coupled with global moves towards promotion 



of sustainable use of forest resources and reduction of atmospheric greenhouse gases 

through using carbon sinks provided by young growth forests (Zerbe and Green, 1999), 

provides justification for further research and development in nail plate technology. 

This thesis seeks to explore the mechanical potential of a prototype strip-type nail plate 

with projections on both sides. The punched metal plate timber fasteners with 

projections on both sides are referred to as "double-sided" in this thesis, thus 

distinguishing them from the established single-sided fasteners. The concept of a 

double-sided timber connector is not new per se as several other types have been used 

before and these are briefly discussed first. 

1.2.2 Double-sided timber connectors - General 

9 

Various mechanical devices interacting with the connected timber members have been 

used to enhance the lateral load-carrying capacity of bolted timber joints. These 

connector devices were/are used in both single-shear and double-shear plane joints. In a 

way, the actions of the connectors can be regarded as double-sided in that the 

interaction with the timber about the connector minor centroidal axis is nearly 

symmetric. Early types of such connectors included cast iron toothed dogs such as the 

one shown in Figure 1.5. The toothed-dogs were placed in between the timber members 

to be connected and the joint pressed together simultaneously with, or followed by, 

fastening of the bolts. The toothed dogs contributed to joint capacity through the 

bearing of the teeth on the wood, and that in tum led to the development of embedding 

stresses as the timber was crushed (Johansen, 1949). Both the bolt and toothed dog 

contributed to the joint capacity. 

Figure 1.5: Toothed-dog timber connector (after Johansen, 1949) 

In situations where pinned timber-to-timber joint conditions are desired, a single ring 

connector per connection is used as shown in Figure 1.6. However, ring connectors can 
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be and are used in other formations as well to make semi-rigid high capacity timber 

joints. The rings are formed from cast iron, cast alloy or steel and are always circular 

with diameters varying from 60 mm to 260 mm (Racher, 1995). The rings can either be 

closed or split with either a 'slot and tongue' or 'V-shape' cut at one place on its 

circumference. Fabrication of ring connector joints requires precision grooving and 

boring of the timber, installation of the rings in the similarly profiled grooves, followed 

by fastening, mainly with bolts although coach screws can be used as well. Joint 

assembly is generally done on site. Ring-fastened joint strength enhancement is derived 

from the increased bearing surface in the timber grooves on which embedding stresses 

develop. Load transfer from member to member is achieved through the shear resistance 

of the ring. In tension, the joint capacity is limited by either the timber embedding 

strength or the shear strength of the wood in front of the ring. Where a significant 

component of the tension is applied perpendicular to grain, splitting of the timber also 

becomes a limiting factor. Under compressive loading, failure of ring fastened joints is a 

combination of embedment failure and wood splitting. In this case, the bolt contribution 

to joint strength is significant although in design this is only indirectly taken into 

account by using an experimentally derived artificial embedding strength (Blass, 

1995a). Required groove depths range from 9.5 mm to 25 mm and therefore reduce the 

net cross-sectional area of the timber members connected. However, this effect is 

minimised by the use of rings with relatively larger diameter-to-groove depth ratios. 

Figure 1 .6 :  Split-ring timber connector (with kind permission of TRADA) 
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Another type of connector also used in timber-to-timber connections is the double-sided 

toothed plate such as the ones shown in Figure 1. 7. Double-sided toothed plates are 

formed either from malleable cast iron, hot-dipped galvanised steel or cold rolled band 

steel, with circular ones coming in diameters ranging from 38 mm to 165 mm. Other 

shapes that are used for toothed plates are square and oval. Toothed plate connectors 

operate in similar ways to ring connectors with the exception that they do not need prior 

grooving. Joint fabrication involves drilling of the bolt holes, placing of the connector in 

between the timber, pressing the connector teeth into the timber using either hydraulic 

presses or high strength bolts with large washers, and fastening with mild steel bolts. 

Toothed-plate joints are also generally fabricated entirely on site. Their use is limited to 

timber of maximum density 500 kg/m3 to ensure tooth penetration with minimal 

distortion. Both the toothed plate and the bolt contribute to joint capacity, and plastic 

deformations occur in the plate teeth, the bolt and the wood. For the toothed plate, load 

transfer is from one timber member, to the plate teeth, then to the base of the plate, over 

to the teeth on the other side and into second piece of timber. If the end distances are 

small, splitting and shear out of the wood in front of the bolt can occur before plastic 

failure in the wood, plate or bolt (Blass, 1995b ). 

Figure 1.7: Double-sided toothed plate timber connectors (with kind permission of 
TRADA) 

Whilst ring and toothed-plate connectors are competent devices for transmitting lateral 

loads, they offer very little resistance to fastener-axial loading. As a result, they require 

the fastening effect offered by bolts or coach screws in order to operate effectively. The 
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eccentricity introduced by their mode of operation leads to fastener axial loads which 

induce tensile forces with increasing joint slip. The axial loads are generally thought of 

as resulting from the fastener withdrawal and culminate in the string effect (Johansen, 

1949 and Smith, 1983), which is also referred to as the rope effect in BS EN 1995-1-1 :  

2004. The rope effect enhances the capacity of the connection. Eccentricity effects are 

largest when the connectors are used in eccentric joints, such as the single-shear plane 

joint shown in Figure 1.3(a). 

As discussed in Sections 1.1 and 1.2, solid timber often comes with defects and in 

limited lengths. These factors tend to limit the span of structures that can be fabricated 

from solid timber. Several techniques have been developed in which the structural 

performance of timber is improved by reconstituting it so as to minimise the presence of 

weak points/zones. For framed structural timber sections, the most common 

reconstituted wood materials used are glued-laminated timber (glulam), parallel strand 

lumber (PSL), laminated strand lumber (LSL) and laminated veneer lumber (LVL) 

(Blass et al, [eds] 1995). With these reconstituted wood products, it became possible for 

long span trusses to be fabricated from timber. However, the long span structures 

required connectors capable of taking the high loads transmitted. Double-sided Multiple 

Nail Connectors (MNCs) are among the connectors developed to serve such a purpose 

(Kevarinmaki, 1995). MN Cs are also capable of producing centred node joints. They 

are constructed from nails perpendicularly welded onto 10 mm thick steel plates using a 

peg welding machine to produce a typical layout like the one shown in Figure 1.8. 
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Figure 1 .8 :  Configuration of a typical nail-type Multiple Nail Connector (after 
Kevarinmaki, 1995) 
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MNCs are generally used without bolts and specially profiled nails are used in order to 

increase the pullout resistance of the connectors. The flared head shape of the nails 

increases the rigidity of the nail-to-plate connection thus allowing nail bending along 

the length of the nail to control joint behaviour. Kerto-L VL trusses tested in Finland 

comprised two elements (two-ply) fixed and jointed together using the same MNCs. 

The MNCs were pressed individually into the first ply members using ribbed pressure 

plates. Second ply members were then laid on top and pressed into position. In the tests, 

ductile joint behaviour due to nail yielding was obtained if the number of nails in any 

row in the direction of load did not exceed six. Beyond that, brittle failures, as a result 

of the L VL peeling off, were observed. It can be concluded that, when properly 

proportioned, MNCs are very effective connectors in joints symmetrically disposed 

about the mid-thickness of the base plate. 

In the same manner that nailed gusset plates made of plywood or predrilled metal sheets 

paved the way for the invention of single-sided punched metal plate fasteners, MNC

type connector philosophy is likely to have inspired the conception of double-sided 

punched metal plate connectors. The driving force can be perceived as the need for a 

double-sided connector that can be produced and installed economically to widen the 

range of prefabricated components for modular timber light frame construction. 

1.2.3 Double-sided punched metal plate fasteners 

The research into the use of punched metal plate timber fasteners with projections on 

both sides presented in this thesis is part of the quest for nail plate technology product 

range diversification. Forms of this type of connector have been researched on in 

Germany and licensed in Poland (Malinowski, 1985) but no documentation of their 

development and/or use elsewhere in the world could be found during the course of this 

study. For the United Kingdom market, this type of connector is new and, therefore, not 

as yet certified for use in structural connections. In fact, current European and British 

structural timber design codes make no direct reference to this type of connector. 

Double-sided nail plate connectors offer two distinct potential advantages over their 

single-sided counterparts (Malinowski, 1985). These are: 



(1) improved joint fire resistance since the metal connectors are sandwiched 

between the timber members connected, and 

(2) better joint aesthetics since the metal connectors are concealed by the timber 

members connected. 

The overall dimensions of the nail plates used in those studies generally corresponded 

with those of single-sided nail plates. Identified potential fields of application for the 

double-sided nail plates were given as multiple ply timber trusses, compound columns 

and moment resisting frame comer joints, all of which could be prefabricated. In 

continuous strip form, the nail plates were also identified as potentially useful for 

fabrication of compound beams for large span roof and floor construction. A central 

feature of all the proposed joints was that the symmetry of the connection was 

maintained, even if it meant using wooden packing and outer straps to achieve joint 

symmetry. 
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The major drawback double-sided punched metal plate connectors present is the 

increased handling difficulty due to the presence of projections on both sides. For this 

reason, joint assembly using double-sided nail plates presents greater challenges when 

compared to single-sided nail plate joint assembly procedures. The difficulty, however, 

can be overcome by developing appropriate handling and joint assembly procedures and 

apparatus, examples of which are presented in this thesis. 

1.3 Development process of punched metal plate fastener 

The Malinowski studies give a rare insight into the development process of punched 

metal plate connectors. Preliminary studies on the performance of double-sided nail 

plates were conducted using various trial plate geometries on symmetric timber joint 

arrangements. It can be argued, then, that in the manufacturing industry for nail plates, 

product development of new punched metal plate fasteners is largely empirical, as was 

the case with the Malinowski studies. The optimal configuration of the fastener, 

therefore, is arrived at by trial-and-error. Each successive step builds on the experience 

with the previous nail plates. Using such an approach invariably leads to several 

prototypes and their refinements being required to take the product development from 

concept to production. Associated development costs are, therefore, often significant as 
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new tooling is required for most changes in configuration, particularly in the case of 

tooth geometry change. The finite element method (FEM) possesses capabilities that 

can be exploited to reduce development costs through substitution of intermediate 

prototypes with numerical models. The numerical models so created can serve as 

development tools wherein the design parameters can be varied economically and with 

short tum-around times on assessment of the effect of the changes. Only initial and final 

prototypes, however, would be required for calibration and validation of the numerical 

model. The efficacy of the tool can then be assessed on the basis of how well it can be 

calibrated and validated against experimental results. 

1.4 Research focus 

This research is focussed on developing a new approach for optimising the performance 

of a double-sided punched metal plate fastener in softwood timber joints. The prototype 

double-sided nail plate used for this study was proposed and supplied by Wolf Systems 

(UK) Limited, a manufacturer of traditional nail plates. This particular type of nail plate, 

henceforth referred to as the Wolf plate, was based on the geometry of an existing 

single-sided plate and is shown in Figure 1.9. 

Figure 1.9: Proprietary prototype double-sided punched metal connector produced by 
Wolf Systems UK (the Wolf plate) 

The narrow width and limited length of the Wolf plate makes it more suitable for use as 

an intermittent connector. In its current form, the Wolf plate is unlikely to perform 

satisfactorily as a replacement for bolts in eccentric lapped joints such as the one shown 

in Figure 1.3(a). However, there is potential for its application as an intermittent shear 

connector in stressed skin panels for roofing and flooring installations. Its primary 

function, therefore, will be to transfer shearing loads acting in the nail plate tooth lateral 



direction at the interface of the webs and the skins. A typical arrangement for the 

proposed use in stressed skin panels is shown in Figure 1.10. 

Double-sided nail plate Wood-product material flanges 

(J t) 
(a) Unit cell longitudinal section (b) Unit cell cross section 

Figure 1 .10:  Conceptual stressed-skin panel joints using strip-type double-sided nail 
plates 
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The success of single-sided nail plate technology lay in the economy it offered as a 

result of the improved design and the mechanised prefabrication systems. Light weight 

timber frame construction can enhance its competitiveness in relation other construction 

materials if more components are prefabricated, to a high standard and at reduced costs. 

While stressed skin panels are already manufactured using glued or nailed joints, nail 

plate jointing has potential to yield faster and more economic prefabrication and at the 

same time offer some joint ductility, when compared to glued joints. 

In single-sided nail plates, the net cross sectional area of the base has a significant 

influence on plate capacity. On the other hand, the manner in which double-sided nail 

plates are used points to a reduced degree of influence of the net area as compared to 

single-sided plates. This project looks at how the dispersion of plate material between 

the teeth and base areas can be optimised in double-sided metal connectors. The Wolf 

plate is used as the starting point, with the investigation starting by characterising the 

behaviour of softwood joints in which it is used. A semi-empirical approach is adopted 

in which the capabilities of the finite element method (FEM) are exploited to simulate 

experimentally determined material and joint behaviour. The commercial software 

package ABAQUS/Standard Version 6.3 (Hibbitt, Karlsson & Sorensen, Inc., 2002) is 

used for this study. Due to the complexity of direct determination of material properties 

of the joint component elements in the localised connection zones, characterised 

experimental behaviour is used to appraise the acceptability of the model output. This is 

achieved by empirically determining modification factors during model calibration and 
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applying them on reference material properties. Inverse modelling techniques (Hambli, 

2002, Zhao and Lee, 2004 and Lindkvist, 2001) are used in the derivation of the 

modification factors. Application of FEM is then extended to the use of calibrated 

models to predict joint behaviour under a further four nail plate tooth sizes. 

1.5 Objectives and Scope 

The objectives of this study were: 

(1) to design and conduct experiments assessing the structural performance of 

softwood joints made with the prototype double-sided punched metal connector 

produced by Wolf Systems (UK) Limited, 

(2) to characterise the behaviour of joints fastened with the double-sided punched 

metal connector in terms of timber density, 

(3) to establish the applicability of Johansen's theory for dowel type joints to doubled

sided punched metal nail plate fastened joints, 

(4) to simulate, using the finite element method (FEM), the experimentally determined 

joint behaviour, and the associated behaviour of a typical nail plate tooth in 

bending, and a timber block in embedment and in shear (i.e. FE model calibration), 

(5) to use the calibrated FE models as a tool for determining the optimal configuration 

of the proposed double-sided nail plate connector in softwood joints with respect to 

tooth dimensions and joint capacity. 

The experimental, analytical and numerical modelling tasks undertaken in this study 

were limited to short term behaviour of softwood joints under static loading. This 

limitation meant that longer term joint behaviour, and other loading types, such as 

impact and cyclic, fell outside the scope of the study. Service Class 1 conditions were 

assumed and, therefore, all joints and timber specimens were fabricated and tested at 

equilibrium moisture content corresponding to conditioning at temperature 20 ± 2°C and 

relative humidity 65 ± 5%. Testing and analysis were limited to single shear plane joints 

of minimal eccentricity. The load was applied primarily parallel to timber grain, and 

along the nail plate longitudinal direction with the tooth projections bearing on the 

wider sides (the tooth faces). 
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1.6 Thesis Outline 

This thesis comprises seven chapters. This chapter has briefly introduced timber as a 

naturally occurring and potentially sustainable construction material. The need for 

timber to be jointed and several common methods used for timber joint fabrication were 

qualitatively discussed. Punched metal plate fasteners were identified as amenable to 

efficient joint design and mechanised prefabrication processes that lead to significant 

material and time savings, as illustrated by the success of single-sided nail plates. By 

way of extension, double-sided nail plates have been introduced as holding similar 

potential and, therefore, warranting further investigation. 

Following the introduction, literature relevant to this investigation is reviewed in 

Chapter 2. Overviews of theoretical aspects affecting the modelling of timber joints are 

addressed starting from implementation of the finite element method up to material 

constitutive relations and plasticity theory. The concept of inverse modelling and its 

applicability to the modelling of timber joint behaviour is introduced. Timber material 

properties pertinent to joint design such as embedding and shear strengths are reviewed. 

The behaviour of timber joint systems is examined from the theory of single fastener 

joints conforming to the European Yield Model to fastener group behaviour exhibited 

by single-sided nail plate joints. Available research results on other double-sided nail 

plate joint tests are also examined. Various models employed in the modelling of timber 

joints are also discussed. Information presented in these first two chapters feeds into the 

main body of the thesis, which is made up of four chapters that follow. 

Experimental designs for the two main categories of tests undertaken, namely joint 

anchorage and material property tests, are discussed in Chapter 3. For these designs, 

standard practices taken as equivalent to the tests being conducted are reviewed and 

deviations from them highlighted. The anticipated effects of such deviations are 

discussed. 

The results from the experiments are presented in Chapter 4. At this stage, the 

discussion is limited to commenting on the locally observed behaviour of individual 

groups of results. These are compared to similar results from other researchers where 

such results are available. 
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Further analysis, discussion and interpretation of the experimental results are presented 

in Chapter 5. At this stage a global approach is taken linking results from the various 

groups of results previously presented in Chapter 4. Further comparisons with existing 

theories and other published material are also drawn at this stage. 

In Chapter 6, the FEM simulation of experimentally determined material and joint 

behaviour using ABAQUS/Standard is presented. Inverse techniques are used to 

calibrate material and joint behaviour. The starting assumption made for the material 

constitutive models is simple linear elastic-perfectly plastic, and the magnitude by 

which this differs from the actual behaviour, as observed from tests, is established using 

inverse modelling and presented as empirical modification factors. Calibrated behaviour 

models are then used as a tool to determine the optimal nail plate configuration. 

Finally, the conclusions drawn from the work in Chapters 2 to 6 are presented in 

Chapter 7, together with recommendations for future work. 

The synergies between the chapters in this thesis are illustrated in the flow chart in 

Figure 1.11. Key output parameters are also shown at various stages on the route 

towards optimisation of the double-sided punched metal plate connector. 
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Chapter 2 : Literature Review 

2.1 General 

This thesis seeks to characterise, through investigation, modelling and analysis, the 

behaviour of European whitewood timber joints fastened with a prototype double-sided 

punched metal plate fastener produced by Wolf Systems (UK) Limited. In Section 1.5, 

the objectives of this study were stated and central to them, the characterisation of 

experimental behaviour of double-sided punched metal plate fastened softwood timber 

joints. The ultimate goal was to use the experimentally determined characteristics in 

numerical modelling for optimisation of the configuration of the Wolf plate. This broad 

definition of the study' s objective places it in the general study area of structural timber 

connections fastened with mechanical connectors, and in the sub-specialist area of 

punched metal plate fastened timber joints. 

The double-sided load transfer action of the proposed fastener implies that, in common 

fashion with similar connectors introduced in Section 1 .2.2, the load transfer path in, for 

example, two member timber joints is from the first member, through nail plate teeth on 

one side of the fastener, into the base plate, then the teeth on the opposite side of the 

fastener, and finally into the second member. The method of joint fabrication employed, 

i.e. driving of teeth into timber by roller or press action, and the geometry of the nail 

plate teeth are such that, in the main, the transfer of lateral loads at the tooth level can 

only be achieved by means of bearing resistance of the wood to tooth embedment in the 

direction of applied load. This process involves wood crushing under tooth bearing and 

tooth deformation in bending. Other load transfer mechanisms, such as fastener 

resistance to pull-out, are not expected to play a significant role in lateral load transfer 

due to the limited length of the teeth. This being the case, the softwood resistance under 

fastener bearing, in other words the embedding strength, is then thrust into the centre of 

the problem as the key determinant of attainable capacity in double-sided nail plate 

fastened timber joints. However, experience with single-sided nail plate timber joints 

has shown that other plate dependent factors such as premature tooth pull-out, plate 

shear, buckling and net-section tension failures often curtail the attainment of joint 

capacity accruable from bearing resistance-type failures (McCarthy and Wolfe, 1987; 
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Gupta and Gebremedhin, 1990; Stahl et al (1994); and Wolfe et al (1996). Further, 

timber material property factors such as knots and other defects, splitting parallel to 

grain under tension perpendicular grain and 'shear out' failures also contribute to brittle 

failure in nail plate fastened joints (Rodd, 1995). The extents to which these adverse 

factors are likely to affect double-sided nail plate fastened joint behaviour need to be 

established from experiments and available literature. 

In the light of the above factors, the double-sided nail plate optimisation problem can be 

seen to extend over three major areas of inquiry, namely: 

( 1 )  Experimentation - encompassing data generation and reduction, together 

with derivation of prevailing empirical relationships. 

(2) Analytical modelling - involving use of existing theories and their 

adaptation to suit study objectives. 

(3) Numerical modelling - involving adoption of appropriate techniques to 

create models that simulate observed experimental behaviour. With the 

efficacy of the adopted approaches established, one can then have some 

confidence to extend the models to predict joint behaviour for which no 

experimental data is available. 

Each of the three areas identified above is very broad and exhaustive treatment of each 

in the time frame and resource allocation of a doctoral thesis is not feasible. A literature 

review for a project of the nature undertaken in this study should, therefore, seek to 

address each of the areas in a rationalised manner. Under the auspices of these broad 

areas, only issues judged as pertinent to the development of the project, and 

interpretation of the results thereof, are reviewed in this chapter. 

The broad area of structural timber connections contains joints of various constructions, 

many of which have been investigated to different depths by many researchers. A 

comprehensive literature survey on research conducted on timber joints in general, and 

on timber material properties is presented by Madhoushi (2003). The sub-specialist area 

of punched metal plate fastened timber joints encompasses single-sided and double

sided plates. Single-sided nail plate joint behaviour has also been a subject of 

considerable investigation, but far less literature is available in the public domain as 

compared to other joint types. This, in part, is due to the proprietary nature of the 
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products which makes most of the investigations to be carried out in the form of 
confidential contract research and development work (Gupta and Gebremedhin, 1 990). 
Abdulrahman (2002) conducted a detailed literature survey focussing on single-sided 
nail plate joint behaviour research. As will be shown later in Section 2. 12, literature on 
double-sided nail plate fastened timber joints is, however, very limited. 
The three major areas of inquiry identified above are inter-twined in this project, just as 
there are in many other studies reported in literature. It seems reasonable, therefore, that 
a convenient starting point to review the literature be chosen to suit the development of 
arguments in the discourse. Although this treatment is in reverse order of the timeline 
progression of the study, the literature review will first consider numerical modelling 
theory, then analytical modelling theory, and lastly, experimental work and application 
of various theories used to model experimental behaviour. 
The theory of the finite element method (FEM) as implemented in the software package 
used in this study, and material constitutive laws needed for numerical modelling are 
presented first. These aspects are then used to establish a link with the inverse 
modelling technique that is adopted for creating the numerical tool for fastener 
optimisation. An overview of the dowel-type joint theory, on which most joint design in 
Eurocode 5 (BS EN 1995- 1 - 1 : 2004) is based, is then presented, followed by a review 
of some literature on timber material properties affecting joint capacity. The behaviour 
and modelling of dowel-type joints, taken here as representing general timber joint 
behaviour, are then reviewed next. Particular aspects of joint behaviour and modelling 
specific to nail plate joints are reviewed last, beginning with single-sided nail plate 
joints and concluding with double-sided nail plate joints . Wherever possible, parallels 
are drawn between European and American practice. The rationale for drawing such 
parallels lies in the fact that punched metal plates were invented in the United States of 
America and are widely used in Europe, where this study took place. It is, therefore, 
thought to be of interest to compare the developments of the technology from the 
viewpoint of the nation that invented it, and that of other users and developers in 
Europe. It is also of interest to note that the yield theory for timber joint design that 
originated from Europe (Johansen, 1 949) has also been adopted in America. From this 
perspective, the technological developments for timber connections in Europe and 
America can be seen as complementary and/or reciprocal. 
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The finite element method (FEM) is a highly versatile computational method that is 

capable of solving a wide range of engineering problems that are based on differential 

equation formulations (Rao, 1988). Its ability to handle plasticity problems makes it 

indispensable as a tool for solving limit-value type problems (Owen and Hinton, 1980). 

FEM theory is extensively documented in literature, e.g. Zienkiewicz and Taylor 

(1989). Needless to mention, however, the full value of the method is only realised 

when implemented for solution by computer. FEM implementation in commercial or 

other software varies from developer to developer. The commercial software 

ABAQUS/Standard (Hibbitt, Karlsson & Sorensen, Inc. {HKS Inc. } ,  2002) was used 

for this study. Its implementation is based on Lagrangian mechanics and takes the rate 

form of the statement of virtual work. While the theory behind the ABAQUS/Standard 

implementation is quite rigorous, only aspects required to explain the modelling 

approach adopted in this thesis are restated as follows. 

Consider a body of current volume V bounded by a surface S whose natural, elastic, 

reference properties to which it will return upon unloading are volume V 0 and 

bounding surface S0
• The body is subjected to surface tractions t per unit of current 

area and body forces f per unit of current volume. The force equilibrium of the body can 

be expressed as: 

ft dS + ff dV = 0 
S V 

The Cauchy stress matrix <T at any point is defined by: 

t = n · <T  

where n = the unit normal to S at the point. 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

Substituting Equation (2.2) into Equation (2.1) and applying Gauss's theorem to the 

surface integral yields: 

r( �) - u dV + ff dV = 0 J�ax V 

where x = current position in space of a material point. 

From Equation (2.3) it follows that: 

(2.3) 



(!) - u + / = 0 (2.4) 

The moment equilibrium of the same body is stated as: 

J(x x t) dS + J(x x J) dV = 0 (2.5) 
V 

Applying Gauss's theorem to the surface integral leads to the result that the Cauchy 

stress matrix can only be symmetric: 

(2.6) 
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It, therefore, conversely follows that by assuming a symmetric Cauchy stress matrix, the 

moment equilibrium is satisfied. This then leaves only the force equilibrium equation 

needing further consideration to obtain the solution. 

In ABAQUS/Standard, the principle of virtual work is applied in developing the 

displacement-interpolation finite model used to obtain the approximate solutions. 

Therein, a completely arbitrary but compatible and sufficiently continuous virtual 

velocity field 8v is used to obtain a virtual work rate (scalar quantity) as follows: 

(2.7) 

The velocity vector of material particle within the body at time t is given by: 

V = -
8 t 

(2.8) 

Equation (2. 7) reduces to the classical virtual work statement, in rate form, given by: 

f u : bD dV = f 8v · t dS + f 8v · f dV (2.9) 
s V 

The virtual rate of deformation matrix bD and 8v are compatible and given by: 

(2.10) 

In ABAQUS/Standard, the virtual work statement of Equation (2.9) is used to derive a 

system of non-linear equilibrium equations given by: 



and 

f /JN : -r e dV0 = fN: • t dS + fN: - J  dV 
� S V 

where t c and E are any conjugate pairings of material stress and strain 
measures respectively. 

(2.11) 

P N = the matrix that defines the strain variation from the variations of 
the kinematic variables and therefore a function of the displacements. 

N N = interpolation functions which depend on the material coordinate 
system. 

where u N = the nodal variables, and 

vN = the nodal velocities. 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

The Newton algorithm used in ABAQUS/Standard requires the Jacobian matrix of the 

finite element equilibrium equations to be defined. This is developed by taking the 

variation of the statement of virtual work and performing several operations to yield: 

KMN = f PM : H :  PNdV0 + f-r c : 8 NPM dV0 
- f N: · Qtds - f N: · Q�dV (2.14) 

v0 v0 S V 

(2.15) 

(2.16) 

A - 1!!§_1 r - dS O (2.17) 

J = l!!!_I dV0 
(2.18) 

(2.19) 
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H and g are constitutive material model properties given by: 

dtc = H :  dt + g 

The system of equations given by Equation (2.11) takes the form: 
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(2.20) 

(2.21) 

where F N is the force component conjugate to the Nh variable in the problem. 

uM is the value of the Mh variable. 

In this problem, Equation (2.21) is solved for the variable uM throughout the history of 

interest. The problem is solved numerically through a series of small increments. After i 

iterations, an approximation to the solution of value u:1 , which differs from the exact 

solution by c::_1 , is obtained. It then follows that for equilibrium: 

Expanding the left-hand side of Equation (2.22) using Taylor series gives: 

N ( M ) aF N 
( M ) p a 2 pN 

( M ) p Q F u; + -P- u; c;+i + P Q u; c;+iC;+i + ... - 0 
au au au 

(2.22) 

(2.23) 

Higher order terms in Equation (2.23) can be ignored if c::_1 is small (i.e. if u;t is a close 

approximation of the solution.) This then yields: 

where : 

K NP = aF N 
( M ) 

I p U, 
au 

is the Jacobian matrix, and 

The next approximation to the solution will then be taken as: 

(2.24) 

(2.25) 

(2.26) 

(2.27) 
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The Jacobian matrix of Equation (2.25) is approximated from Equation (2.14). What is 

interesting to note is that the Jacobian matrix incorporates the effect of the element 

geometry and displacement, and material constitutive relations. It, therefore, means that 

for the same equivalent element stiffness, the under-estimation of the value of one 

component is compensated by over-estimation of the other components. Admittedly, 

this leads to inaccuracy in the prediction of the exact magnitude of the components but 

this downside is more than atoned for by the flexibility such an approach offers to 

produce an acceptable effective element stiffness using much simpler overall structural 

geometries and material constitutive laws. This numerical device is used with inverse 

modelling to simulate closely experimental behaviour (see Section 2.4). 

2.3 Overview of material constitutive laws 

Material constitutive laws define how stresses in a system are related to the strains. 

With linear elasticity, the formulation is straight forward. However, the formulation can 

become quite complex for inelastic behaviour in anisotropic materials such as timber. 

The general principles are discussed first, followed by description of the model adopted 

in this study for FE modelling of timber joint components. 

2.3.1 General plasticity 

Most structural materials and systems continue to satisfactorily transmit load after 

yielding first appears in some parts of the structure. For a structure that initially behaves 

in a linear-elastic manner, the system's response to further load or deformation 

increments turns non-linear after yielding. This makes manual calculations tedious and, 

at times, even intractable. With the rapid rise in availability of affordable computing 

power, most non-linear problems are readily solved on personal computing systems 

using numerical modelling techniques. Proper implementation of numerical modelling, 

however, requires material behaviour models that correctly relate the strains to the 

stresses (and vice-versa) in the post-yield or plasticity phase. 

Full definition of material plasticity requires specification of its three components 

(Boresi and Schmidt, 2003) namely: 



1. a yield criterion, defining when the material yields, 

11. a flow rule relating plastic strain increments to stress increments after 

initiation of yielding, and 

111. a hardening rule, which predicts changes in yield surface owing to plastic 

strains. 

Yield functions are usually of the form: 

where CI';; = state of stress 

Y = yield stress in uniaxial tension or compression. 

The interpretation of a yield function is given as follows: 

C = 0 satisfies the yield function definition, 

C < 0 signifies elastic state of stress, and 

C > 0 is undefined. 

Flow rules take the form (CRISP Consortium, undated): 

where e P1 = plastic strain tensor 

u = stress tensor 

m = plastic multiplier 

(2.28) 

(2.29) 
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g = plastic potential function, whose partial derivatives define the ratios of 

the plastic strains. 

In metal plasticity, the plastic potential function g is the same as the yield function/ 

Therefore, the flow rule can be expressed in terms of the yield function. When this is 

done, the flow rule is termed the associated flow rule and is stated as follows: 

depl = m of 
ou 

(2.30) 

Hardening occurs when, after yielding, stresses continue to rise with strains, i.e. the 

stress-strain curve has a positive gradient in the plastic phase. A zero gradient implies 

no hardening, and a negative gradient implies material softening. A hardening rule 

defines how the yield surface behaves with increasing strain. Two types of strain 
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hardening are possible (CRISP Consortium, undated), namely isotropic and kinematic 

hardening. With isotropic hardening, the yield surface expands uniformly but with 

kinematic hardening it is "dragged along" by plastic strain increments. This is illustrated 

in Figure 2.1 for strain hardening between points A and B. 

Stress-strain curve 

, , 

' ,  .,. "  .... - - - ... 

I , 

Isotropic hardening 

, , 

' ' 
... - - - ... 

, , , 

Original yield surface 
Hardening yield surface 

Kinematic hardening 

Figure 2.1 :  Illustration of material hardening rules (after CRISP Consortium) 

Although strain hardening was not applied in this study because of limited scope for it, 

the information has been included here for the completeness of plasticity definition. 

2.3.2 Constitutive laws for orthotropic materials 

Wood is an anisotropic material with different material properties in different directions 

(Bodig and Jayne, 1982). For modelling purposes, and under appropriate conditions, 

wood may be assumed to be orthotropic (Patton-Mallory et al, 1997). If an orthotropic 

elasto-plastic material model is adopted in ABAQUS/Standard, the elastic behaviour is 

defined in terms of the 9 independent engineering constants, three elasticity moduli, 

three shear moduli and three Poisson's ratios. The corresponding constitutive law for 

the material is stated as (HKS Inc, 2002): 

cr = DE (2.31) 

where cr = stress tensor, 

E = strain tensor and 

D = elasticity tensor 

For ease of post-processing of the output from ABAQUS/Standard, the Cartesian co

ordinate system shown in Figure 2.2 is adopted. 



2 (L) 

3 (R) 
l(T) 

Key 
1 = T = tangential direction 
2 = L = longitudinal direction 
3 = R = radial direction 

Figure 2.2: Cartesian coordinate system adapted for FE modelling of timber 

The stress tensor is then given by: 

G' L 0'22 0'22 
G'R 0'33 0'33 
G'r 0'1 1 0'1 1 

cr = = = 
T RT 0'3 1  0'13 
TLT 0'21 0'12 
TLR 0'23 0'23 

The corresponding strain tensor is given by: 

8L 822 822 
8R G33 G33 
Br 81 1 81 1 

E =  = = 
YRr G31 81 3 
YLT 821 812 
YLR 823 823 

The elasticity tensor is given by: 

l - V3 1V13 V32 + V12V3 1 V12 + V32V13 
0 0 0 

E
3
E1 !1 E

3
E

1 !1 E
3
E

1 !1 V23 + V21V12 l - V12V21 V1 3  + V12V23 0 0 0 
E

1
E2 !1  E

1
E

2 !1 E
1
E2 !1  

D =  V21 + V23V31 V1 3 + V21V31  l - V23V32 0 0 0 E2 E3 !1 E2 E
3
!1 E2 E3!1 

0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 

3 1  

(2.32) 

(2.33) 

(2.34) 

(2.35) 



where E 1 = ET = Young's modulus for the tangential direction 

E2 
= E

L
= Young's modulus for the longitudinal direction 

E3 = ER
= Young's modulus for the radial direction 

G3 1  = �T = Shear modulus for the radial-tangential plane 

G 12 = GTL = Shear modulus for the tangential-longitudinal plane 

G23 = �R = Shear modulus for the radial- longitudinal plane 

For a symmetric stiffness matrix (based on orthotropic material assumption), the 

following relationships have to hold true: 

V32 + V12V3 1  V23 + V21V12 = 
E3 E/i E 1 E ifi 

V12  + V32V13  V21  + V23V3 1  (2.36) = 
E3 E/i E2 E3 !1 V13  + V1 2 V23 V1 3  + V21 V3 1  = 
E 1 E 2!1 E2 E3!1 

For material stability, the following relationships have to be satisfied: 

(2.37) 

(2.38) 

(2.39) 

(2.40) 

(2.41) 
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The timber plastic behaviour is described using classical metal plasticity. The yield 

surface is assumed to be anisotropic and the potential function proposed by Hill (1948) 

is assumed. In ABAQUS/Standard Hill's  yield function is stated as: 

J(u) = .J F (a-22 - 0"33 )2 + G(o-33 - 0"1 1 )2 + H(a-1 1  - a-2J2 + 2La-2/ + 2Ma-3 1
2 + 2Na-1/ 

(2.42) 
where F, G, H, L, M and N are constants obtained by tests of the material in different 

orientations and are defined as follows: 
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(2.43) 

(2.44) 

(2.45) 

(2.46) 

(2.47) 

(2.48) 

Ru are yield ratios which relate the yield level for stress component a iJ to the reference 

yield stress a 0 of the material. The yield ratios are defined as follows: 

R _ C51 1  
I I  -

(5
0 

R _ C522 
22 -

(5
0 

R _ C533 
33 -

(5
0 

R = C512 
1 2  0 r 

R = a13 
1 3  0 r 

R _ C523 
23 - r o 

(2.49) 

(2.50) 

(2.51) 

(2.52) 

(2.53) 

(2.54) 



o-o 

ro = -✓3 (2.55) 

For the orthotropic material plasticity, the associated flow rule used in ABAQUS is 

given by: 

where 

b = 

- G(o-33 - o-1 J+ H(o-l l  - 0"22 ) 
F(o-22 - 0"33 )- H(o-1 1  - o-2J 

- F(o-22 - 0"33 ) + G(o-33 - o-1 1 ) 
2No-12 

2Mo-3 1 

2Lo-23 

(2.56) 

(2.57) 
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At a microscopic level, timber has a cellular structure that is made up of lumens and cell 

walls (Forest Products Laboratory, 1999). Reiterer and Stanzl-Tschegg (2001) showed 

that due to this structure, timber cells buckle and collapse under compressive loads. In 

the longitudinal direction, they reported plastic softening (post-peak) in their specimens. 

Perpendicular to the grain they reported extended yielding plateaux followed by 

significant hardening after the cell walls had collapsed into the lumens and the wood 

densified. This type of hardening is only feasible in nail plate joints well after failure. 

Therefore, no material hardening is assumed for the timber in this thesis. 

2.4 Inverse modelling 

In science and nature, there sometimes arise situations in which the causes of observed 

phenomena have to be approximated from their measured effects. Such calibration of 

model parameters using known data is called inverse modelling (Lindkvist, 2001 ). 

Inverse methods have drawn more attention from Mathematicians because of the rather 

abstract nature of the problem statement and the complexity of its formulation. The 

formulation is usually such that the uniqueness of the solution is not as guaranteed as in 

direct modelling problems. However, inverse methods have also found increasing 
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application in the fields of medical imaging and geophysical prospecting, among other 

fields. In material science, inverse methods have been applied in the determination of 

elastic constants and plastic stresses for metal plates used in plate forming processes, 

fibrous composites and textiles. It is from the latter fields of application that a link is 

drawn with the FEM approach used in this thesis. 

In material parameter identification, the target is to search for material constants that 

yield the minimum error norm, i.e. the distance between the measured and computed 

process parameters. The general procedure involves setting up of an experiment from 

which measured data is obtained (Hambli, 2002, Zhao and Lee, 2004 and Lindkvist, 

2001). An assumed parameter model is then implemented in modelling to generate 

computed data. Either a simplified or rigorous procedure is adopted to assess the match 

between the two data sets. The simplified procedure involves visual appraisal of the 

response curves (Peng and Cao, 2000) and is more suitable if the interest is only in 

obtaining the overall behaviour, e.g. identification of an effective Jacobian matrix that 

produces a match with test results. Because inverse problems, in general, lack 

uniqueness of solution, the rigorous approach is required if specific material constant 

parameters need to be determined. It involves choice of discrete predictor points, e.g. 

displacements, and using the mismatch between the computed and measured responses 

at those points to assemble a vector of residuals r given by: 

r = q - q 

where: q is the computed response vector, and 

q is the measured response vector. 

(2.58) 

The error norm is then calculated as half the sum of squares of the residuals to yield the 

object function <D given by: 

where: r T is the transpose of vector r. 

(2.59) 

Parameter optimisation is implemented through minimisation of the object function. 

Different methods are used to achieve this, e.g. the modified Levenberg-Marquardt 

method used by Zhao and Lee (2004), and the in-house INVSYS software method 

described by Lindkvist (2001). 
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Metal forming processes often use cyclic loading regimes that involve stamping, 

extrusion, stretching, bending, reverse bending and unbending of the workpiece. 

Formability is strongly influenced by the material resistance to these processes. 

Complex phenomena such as damage and hardening frequently occur and they alter the 

material properties. Damage in the material has potential to cause progressive 

degradation of the metal and failure in connected parts. Springback is also often 

experienced upon removal of tools. Significant experimental effort is required to 

address these problems. FEM is, therefore, often employed to reduce development costs 

but appropriate constitutive models are difficult to determine directly. Long, and often 

problematic, testing programmes are required for experimental identification of material 

damage laws. For sheet alloys, tension and compression coupling data is generally not 

available because of the difficulty of applying compressive loading in the plane of the 

sheet. Further, the strains in metal forming can reach many levels higher than those to 

cause fracture in a tensile test. Assessment of cyclic loading effect for metals is usually 

done using the cyclic torsion of a bar but this method is not applicable for sheet alloys. 

Inverse modelling has, therefore, become the most pragmatic way for parameter 

identification in metal forming processes. A few examples are given below. 

Zhao and Lee (2004) used analytic inverse modelling for determination of hardening 

evolution laws, the Young's modulus and the material yield stress under cyclic loading. 

Their work was driven by the need to quantify the perceived influence of isotropic 

hardening on the accuracy of springback prediction. The process they employed utilised 

a cyclic three-point bending test of a flat plate of uniform cross-section for which 

measured bending moments were obtained from force and displacement measurements, 

and computed bending moments were calculated analytically applying assumed material 

constitutive laws. The modified Levenberg-Marquardt method was used for optimising 

the material parameters. The extent of the punch stroke was such that the validity of 

their constitutive model extended only to strains of 3-5% maximum. For the two steel 

types used, the identified Young's moduli averaged 160 GPa, against nominal tension 

test values ranging from 200 to 210 GP a. With the identified material parameters, a 

good match between computed and measured responses was obtained. This work 

illustrated that even for relatively low cyclic strains, an appreciable amount of material 



stiffness degradation can be expected. Further, the importance of accounting for this 

degradation in models to enable realistic prediction of physical behaviour was also 

highlighted. 

Hambli (2002) applied FEM-based inverse modelling in the determination damage 

evolution laws with respect to the Young's  modulus. The work was motivated by the 

realisation that large plastic deformations induce initiation and growth of cavities and 

microcracks in the material. The constitutive model they applied was based on the 

damage theory proposed by Lemaitre (1985) in which the softening of the material 

under repeated cycles of loading and unloading is given by the damage variable D 

defined as: 

D = 1 - E(t) 
Ea 

where Eo = original Young's modulus of the material, and 

E(t) = Young's modulus of the material after damage initiation. 

(2.60) 
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The damage variable D, however, is zero-valued if the strain the material is subjected to 

is below a certain threshold logarithmic strain at which the damage initiates. This is in 

line with the generally accepted notion that the loading and unloading paths for steel 

under cyclic loading are parallel. Typical loading and unloading paths for a tensile test 

specimen in which the damage evolution is taken into account is shown in Figure 2 .3. 

E(t) = ( 1 -D)Eo 

Strain 

Figure 2.3: Material response to repeated cycles of tensile loading and unloading in a 
steel specimen ( after Hambli, 2002) 

Two features that stand out in Figure 2.3 are the degradation of the material stiffness 

with increased cyclic pre-rupture large strain, and the rise in the corresponding yield 



stress due to strain hardening. These aspects have implications on the material 

properties of nail plates where, prior to test-loading of the joint assemblies, the tooth 

root areas would have already undergone large (but admittedly herein unquantified) 

plastic deformations and subsequent unloading due to punch removal during 

manufacturing. 
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The experimental process used by Hambli involved repeated tension loading and 

unloading of a flat plate of variable cross-section along its length. With each cycle, 

testing was repeated with higher strains than previously exerted until the specimen 

ruptured. The strains involved, therefore, were much larger than those considered by 

Zhao and Lee. This necessitated replacement of the strain gauges during the repetitions 

in order to keep the gauges within their operational range. FEM simulation using an 

initial constitutive model that assumed no damage yielded stiffness and strength values 

larger than those obtained experimentally. To match the modelled stress-strain response 

to the measured response, a multivariable object function, of least squares form, was 

used to optimise the material constant parameters. Typical inversely determined results 

for the 0.6% carbon steel used were a Young's modulus value at rupture of 132 GPa 

(i.e. D = 0.365), as opposed to a monotonic tension test value of 210 GPa. Again, a 

good match between computed and measured responses was obtained using the 

inversely determined constants. This work, therefore, illustrated the efficacy of the 

inverse technique to determine material constants for large strain problems. 

Lindkvist (2001) also applied FEM-based inverse modelling to optimise plastic stress 

parameters using a three-point bending test of a flat plate of uniform cross-section. The 

loading was monotonic and the plate was bent through 90°. No evolution of the Young's 

modulus was included in the constitutive model. Like in the Hambli studies, modelling 

using initial parameters overpredicted the experimental response. In the model utilising 

a power law to define the plastic stresses, the optimisation yielded a yield stress of 301 

MPa as opposed to 390 MPa from tension tests. The overall match of the computed and 

measured was inferior in comparison to the other two studies discussed above. This was 

especially evident in the stiffness of the response where the Young's modulus had not 

been included in the optimisation. However, the suitability of the inverse technique for 

determining material constants for problems involving large bending angles can not be 

doubted, and was indeed reaffirmed by the study. 
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Textile composites possess high specific strength and stiffness and, in addition, 

improved impact resistance. They also possess good formability and ease of handling. 

These qualities have resulted in textile composite use in more and more structural 

applications. However, there is an immense variety of available textile composites and 

possible fabric construction geometry (Peng and Cao, 2000). Textile composites are 

also highly heterogeneous and have complex tow architecture (Ng et al, 1998). It is, 

therefore, impractical and time consuming to experimentally obtain material 

characteristics for modelling their forming processes and structural performance. Three 

methods have been identified as being generally in use for determining textile 

composite material properties. Homogenisation is the first of these and it makes use of 

the easier to determine properties of the constituent fibres and matrix. This method 

becomes computationally expensive for complex textile architecture. The second type 

of approach is analytical methods but they cannot deal with complex fabric construction 

geometries. The third is the FEM which is usually used as a hybrid with other methods 

to improve effectiveness. 

Peng and Cao (2000) used FEM-based inverse modelling to determine the evolution of 

mechanical elastic constants with increasing strain. Unlike the modelling discussed in 

Section 2.4.1, Peng and Cao based their optimisation on the comparison of two 

independent FE models. The first FE model used a unit cell whose profile was based on 

actual yam geometry. The unit cell model comprised four fibre yams, each modelled 

with 304 8-node brick elements. Using the elastic constants of each fibre yam, two 

numerical tests were conducted simulating trellising and uni-axial tension. To improve 

computational feasibility and economy, the unit cell was replaced by a single shell 

element whose effective material properties were determined using inverse modelling. 

Third order polynomials were assumed for the variation of the elastic moduli with 

strain, and a second order polynomial was assumed for the Poisson's ratio. Initial elastic 

constants derived using the homogenisation method were used as first approximations 

for the elasticity tensor. The single element FE analysis was conducted incrementally to 

simulate trellising and uni-axial tension, with material properties converging at each 

matched discrete strain point being noted. Visual appraisal of the plots generated was 

used to judge the goodness of the match. Constants for the assumed polynomial fits 
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were then evaluated from the discrete strain point data sets and implemented in an FEM 

user subroutine for implementing the material constitutive relations. Validation of the 

constitutive model was carried out by further simulation of a different set of numerical 

tests. Good agreement between the unit cell and single element models was obtained. 

This work illustrated that it is feasible to greatly reduce computational costs by using 

much smaller numerical models with the equivalent characteristics to the much larger 

detailed model representations of the physical geometry of the structure. Timber, being 

a fibrous material with similar complexities to textile composites, is therefore amenable 

to inverse modelling for determining its effective material constants as well. 

2.4.3 Applicability to timber joints fastened with punched metal plates 

Successful modelling using FEM hinges on input of realistic material constitutive 

models to independently obtain output that is in agreement with test results. For many 

structural systems, the constitutive models are generally derived from direct methods of 

measurement of the material behaviour, e.g. tension or compression tests. For nail plate 

fastened connections, however, direct measurement of all the necessary in-situ material 

properties is difficult to execute for both the fastener and the timber in the local tooth

penetration zones. These difficulties are discussed for each material in the following 

paragraphs. 

Punched metal plate fasteners are products of metal forming processes. As identified 

above, the punching, shearing and bending they are subjected to in production have a 

significant effect on their material properties. The same difficulties in direct material 

property determination discussed for sheet metals are also applicable. Further, the 

punching process used to manufacture nail plates results in each tooth undergoing 

severe plastic deformation at the root whilst being bent so as to end up perpendicular to 

the plate. Material dislocation of the steel plate in the locality of each tooth root results 

in the alteration of the corresponding material properties. This plasticity at the root of 

the teeth is also difficult to directly measure. Before joint fastening, it should be 

appreciated that the teeth would have already undergone a cycle of loading and 

unloading during production. Therefore, cyclic material behaviour is more applicable 

than parent material monotonic test properties. A lower Young's modulus is, therefore, 

expected to prevail in the fastener when compared to the parent sheet material. The 
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change in material yield stress for joint modelling, however, is more difficult to predict. 

This is because the reduction due to modelling effects as observed in the metal plate 

forming cases discussed above is countered by strain hardening of the material as shown 

in Figure 2.3. The curved and twisted geometry of the teeth also presented, once 

fastened, difficulty in ascertaining the degree of contact between each tooth and 

surrounding timber. This aspect has a significant effect on joint capacity (see Section 

2.6.1.6). Individual tooth geometries were also difficult to profile, thereby making 

accurate geometric representation in the numerical models not feasible. As illustrated by 

the cases taken from metal forming processes research, inverse modelling can be 

confidently used to determine the appropriate equivalent material properties for punched 

metal plate timber fasteners. 

For the timber two factors, namely the small scale of the local tooth-connection zone 

and the joint fabrication process, complicate the determination of in-situ material 

properties. The mechanics of tooth penetration during hydraulic pressing of the fastener 

into the timber, as to whether that involves fibre fracturing, fibre separation or other 

processes, is also not as yet fully documented. However, Groom and Polensek (1992) 

and Chen et al (2003) submit that wood crushing exists in the tooth-penetration zone 

and this exacerbates the non-linear response problem of the wood in compression and 

causes a reduction in the modulus of elasticity. In joint fabrication, the nail plate teeth 

penetrate the timber such that the disturbed material in the vicinity of the embedded 

teeth becomes inaccessible for purposes of direct measurement of the in-situ properties. 

Furthermore, the extent and magnitude of the residual stresses that 'lock' the teeth in, 

giving the plate frictional resistance to pull-out, are difficult to measure. 

In the absence of accurate stress-strain data for the timber in the vicinity of the 'pressed

in' nail plate teeth and for the plastified material in the tooth root zones, and without the 

precise geometry of individual teeth, inverse modelling proffers itself as a very rational 

tool for implementing 3-D modelling of the nail plate timber joint problem. Firstly, it is 

possible to adopt both idealised tooth profiles and simple material constitutive laws for 

the models. With the global behaviour of the joints, i.e. load-slip behaviour, being the 

more easily observable and measurable aspect, it then remains to match the model 

response to this aspect of experimental behaviour. In a way, the problem is then reduced 

to the comparison of global modelled behaviour to global measured behaviour. Global 
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modelled behaviour is easily controlled through the manipulation of the Jacobian matrix 

of the form given by Equation (2.14 ). This form is convenient in that it incorporates the 

effect of the element cross-sectional properties, displacement and material constitutive 

laws. By using this global measure of stiffness, the need for rigorous determination of 

its components through using precise geometry and complex constitutive relations is 

alleviated. Since the Jacobian matrix is assembled using in-built routines in ABAQUS/ 

Standard, it is only necessary to explicitly define the element geometry and the required 

elastic engineering constants and the plasticity definition parameters. The idealised 

profile of the teeth used in the models mean that, during calibration, the contribution of 

the constitutive laws is adjusted accordingly to deliver an equivalent Jacobian matrix 

that produces a match with experimental behaviour. As pointed out earlier, optimisation 

of the object function can be satisfactorily done by visual appraisal of the load-slip 

curves in cases like this. This approach is adopted in this thesis to model double-sided 

nail plate timber joints. 

2.5 Overview of dowel-type joint theory 

In Europe, the design of dowel-type fastener timber joints is widely done according to 

the pin joint theory proposed by Johansen (1948). The theory forms the basis of the 

joint design equations in Eurocode 5, which in the United Kingdom is published as BS 

EN 1995-1-1 : 2004. In fact, the theory has largely gained worldwide acceptance as a 

rational method for determining the lateral capacity of joints made with dowel-type 

fasteners. It was adopted in the American timber design code ( currently published as 

NDS-2001), the Canadian timber design code (currently published as CSA-O86-01) and 

is under consideration for adoption in future Australian and New Zealand timber design 

codes (Foliente and Smith, 2004). 

Several adaptations have been implemented on the original Johansen's theory to 

account for different joint conditions and connector types (Blass, et al [eds] , 1995, 

2001). Steel-to-timber types of connections have also evolved as part of this process. 

These are of particular interest to the study of double-sided nail plate fastened timber 

joints. Double-sided nail plate fastened timber joints are practically single shear plane 

joints (i.e. the physical thickness of the base plate separating the jointed timber 

members is generally negligible compared to the width of the members). However, the 



teeth on either side of the base plate act as dowels attaching a thick steel member to 

timber (the base plate is restrained from displacement out of its plane). This situation 

creates two shear planes, one on either side of the base plate, and joint capacity is 

controlled by either of these. Figure 2.4 illustrates the principle this connection type. 
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Figure 2.4: Failure modes in steel-to-timber connections for the thick steel plate case. 

Joint failure occurs when the wood embedding strength is exceeded along the whole 

fastener length, and/or when the fastener forms a mechanism by developing sufficient 

plastic hinges in the nail plate teeth. The plastic hinges in the tooth are formed either at 

the root only, or both at the root and elsewhere along its length. The capacity of a joint 

with a single tooth, assuming parity with the conditions for the case of a thick plate in a 

steel-to-timber connection, is given by (Blass, et al [eds] , 1995): 

where: Rd = shear resistance of the joint 

fi = embedding strength of the timber 

d = diameter of the dowel (= width of the nail plate tooth) 

b 1 = yielded timber stress block width as shown in Figure 2.4 

(2.61) 

The stress block width b 1 is dependant upon the mode of failure in the joint. For Mode 

2, equilibrium equations yield a stress block width given by (Blass, et al [eds] , 1995): 

(2.62) 



where: Mp
= plastic moment capacity of the tooth 

t1 = width of timber in contact with the dowel (length of tooth) 

In the case of Mode 3, the stress block width can be computed from: 
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(2.63) 

Equation (2.61) shows that the shear resistance of the connection is dependent on the 

magnitude of b 1 for given specimens of timber and nail plate tooth. The variation of b 1 
with nail plate tooth length therefore yields useful information for determining the 

optimum tooth length in a connection. The two failure modes shown in Figure 2.4 are 

analysed for their response to increasing tooth length. Optimality is achieved when one 

mode places a tooth length limitation on the other, that is, when the results of equations 

(2.62) and (2.63) are equal. Equating (2.62) and (2.63) yields a non-trivial solution for 

the optimum tooth length given by equation (2.64). 

(2.64) 

Tooth lengths less than t1 correspond to stocky connectors, and hence are governed by 

Mode 2 failure and tooth length greater than t1 correspond to slender connectors in 

which Mode 3 failure governs. 

In Eurocode 5 ,  the corresponding equation for joint capacity also takes into account the 

contribution of the rope effect (briefly discussed in Section 1.2.2). The contribution of 

the rope effect is estimated as 25% of the characteristic withdrawal capacity of the 

fastener if it is known, otherwise it is ignored. However, this contribution is limited to a 

proportion ranging from 0% to 100% of the lateral capacity calculated from equation 

(2.62), depending on the type of fastener. Examples of the prescribed limits are 0% for 

dowels, 15% for round nails and 25% for square nails. In this study, it is conservatively 

assumed that there is no rope effect contribution to double-sided nail plate fastened 

timber joint capacity. 
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2.6 Timber embedding strength 

Timber embedding strength is a key parameter in the design of dowel-type joints using 

the Johansen yield theory. As a result, this subject has received a lot of attention from 

researchers across the world. However, up until fairly recently, research on embedment 

behaviour of timber was based on non-standard practices. The adoption of Johansen's 

yield theory for dowel-type fastened timber joint design has necessitated standardisation 

of the practices, but the developments have tended to have some regional biases. 

In Europe, the defining research on standardised embedment testing was conducted in 

the United Kingdom in the 1980's by TRADA through two projects sponsored by the 

United Kingdom Department of the Environment and the Commission of the European 

Communities. The research culminated in the works published by Smith and Whale 

(1987), Rodd et al (1987), Hilson et al (1987), Whale et al (1989) and Hilson et al 

(1990). The studies conducted were very comprehensive and involved 3200 embedment 

tests using seven nail diameters and four bolt diameters; five softwood species and two 

hardwood species encompassing a broad range of densities; four single-species 

plywoods and two thicknesses of tempered hardboard; and tensile and compressive tests 

parallel to grain and compressive tests perpendicular to grain. The projects also 

involved the development of procedures for standard test methods and apparati for 

carrying out the embedment tests. The possibility of using timber density as the 

predicting parameter for certain key characteristics was also examined. Hilson et al 
(1987) reported high correlations between maximum embedding load and timber 

density. Results of this work are reflected in the European standard for determining 

embedding strength, BS EN 383 :1993 and in the Eurocode 5 timber design code. 

The American practice is based on the work of Wilkinson (1991). This work was less 

comprehensive in comparison to the TRAD A work. It involved a total of 379 specimens 

using five bolt diameters; three nail diameters; and seven softwood species as well as 

development of procedures for standard testing methods and apparati. Current American 

standard procedures for embedment tests are set out in ASTM D 5764-97a (2002). 

Rammer (1999) augmented Wilkinson's work by testing two Guatemalan hardwoods to 

provide data for the density range not considered in the initial study. Further test data 
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from four softwood species groups utilising four nail diameters and tested at four levels 

of moisture content were also subsequently added to the available data (Rammer, 2001). 

2.6.1 Factors affecting embedding strength 

In laterally loaded timber joints, the local interaction between wood and fastener is 

generally accepted as complex. Early researchers (Trayer, 1932, and Noren, 1951) 

realised the complexity of determining the relationship between the stress under a 

fastener and the compressive strength of the timber. Trayer even submitted that the 

mathematical solution of the problem was of academic interest only. It is, therefore, not 

surprising that to date no accepted model, rooted entirely in mathematical stress 

computations, is available for prediction of the embedding strength of timber for a given 

fastener. In fact, all the prediction models that will be discussed later were derived 

empirically, mostly by fitting trendlines to test data. 

However, Johansen (1949) related the embedding strength of different timber species to 

the material prism compressive strength. Other early researchers who also reported on 

this relationship include Moller (1951), Kollmann (1955) and Mack (1960 and 1962). In 

general, these researchers came to different conclusions on the exact nature of the 

relationship. In his survey of the literature then available, Rodd (1973) concluded that, 

at the time, there was not in existence one universally agreed relationship between the 

compressive strength of timber obtained from the normal prism test and the strength in 

compression beneath a circular connector. The importance of wood prism strength, 

however, was further reiterated by Larsen (1973) through identifying it as the principal 

factor affecting embedding strength. Currently, it is generally accepted that for seasoned 

clear softwood specimens, the prism strength is proportional, or nearly so, to the density 

or specific gravity (Kevarinmaki, 2000 and Forest Products Laboratory, 1999). As a 

result, most of the recent research has focussed on relating embedding strength to 

timber density or specific gravity. Also, moisture content, which is known to affect 

other timber strength properties, was shown to similarly affect embedment strength, i.e. 

embedding strength decreased with increasing moisture content (Rammer and 

Winistorfer, 2001; Rammer, 2001 ). This is not surprising given the close association of 

prism strength with embedding strength. 
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Even for same species timber specimens of practically the same density and moisture 

content, the embedding strength is not a unique parameter but is dependent on an array 

factors. Listing them in no inferred order of importance, some of the factors that have 

been postulated as affecting embedding strength are: 

(1) size of fastener, 

(2) cross-sectional shape of fastener, 

(3) slenderness of fastener, 

(4) surface condition of fastener, 

(5) orientation of fastener with respect to timber grain, 

(6) degree of initial contact between fastener and wood, 

(7) wood surface condition beneath fastener, and 

(8) method of testing and data interpretation. 

These factors are discussed individually in the following sections. 

2.6.1.1 Size of fastener 

Noren (1951) concluded that the average embedding strength of timber under nails is 

proportional to the diameter of the nails. Fahlbusch (1951) also found that for bolts of 

diameter 3 mm to 20 mm the embedding strength was also dependent on the fastener 

diameter, but via an inverse relationship. Analysis of the TRAD A project test data by 

Whale et al (1989) showed that there was strong correlation between embedding 

strength and diameter d of dowel, for both bolts and nails. For each test set-up of 20 

replicates, the mean density and corresponding mean maximum embedding strength 

were calculated. Assuming diameter dependency of the embedding strength, they used 6 

mm diameter nails as the base of reference and developed the relationships from log-log 

analysis of normalised embedding strength and normalised fastener diameter. For nails 

driven into softwoods, they expressed the relationship as: 

(2.65) 

where Pw = the wood density at test (kg/m3) 

For nails in pre-drilled holes in dense hardwoods the relationship was derived as: 

(2.66) 
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The TRADA work was extended by Ehlbeck and Werner (1992) who conducted further 

embedment tests on several species parallel to grain, perpendicular to grain and at three 

intermediate angles. On the basis of the TRADA results and their own, they proposed 

the following dependence of embedding strength on nail diameter and density: 

(for driven nails) 

(for nail in predrilled holes) 

(2.67) 

(2.68) 

These expressions were later adopted in EC 5 for nails of 8 mm diameter or less but 

with characteristic density substituted for the mean density used to develop them. 

However, Wilkinson (1991) reported that his nail embedment test results showed very 

weak correlation with nail diameter. The effect of the diameter of the nail was, 

therefore, neglected, leaving specific gravity as the only factor affecting embedding 

strength. His bolt embedment test results, however, were different and the effect of bolt 

diameter was taken into account. The findings by Wilkinson contradicted earlier results 

of research conducted in Europe. In comparison with Whale et al (1989), the major 

differences were in the number of tests conducted and the testing methods used. 

However, using the same method as Wilkinson, Rammer (2001) conducted nail 

embedment tests on much a larger sample of four softwood species at four moisture 

content levels using four nail diameters and also found no correlation of embedding 

strength to nail diameter. This leaves the method of testing, which will be discussed 

later, as the likely source of the difference. But this is also put in doubt by the fact that 

Rammer (1999) had earlier found nail diameter to be significant for hardwood tests. 

2. 6.1. 2 Cross-sectional shape of fastener 

Moller (1951) studied the behaviour of joints made with circular nails and square 

grooved nails. He found that higher embedding strengths were attained with the square 

grooved nails. In relation to round nails, the average increase in embedding strength was 

50% with the square grooved nails placed flat and 28% when placed with the diagonal 

parallel to the load (Figure 2.5). Moller attributed the difference in capacity to the 

assumption of rectangular stress distributions beneath the square grooved nails as 

opposed to the parabolic stress distributions beneath the round fasteners. 



(a) Round nail: 
Capacity = Ji,,,ound 

(b) Square nail - flat: 
Capacity = l .5Ji,,,ound 
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(c) Square nail - diagonal: 
Capacity = 1 .28/i,,,ound 

Figure 2.5: Effect of nail cross-section on embedding strength (based on Moller, 1951) 

Larsen (1973) investigated timber joints fastened using Danish drawn wire nails with 

full square cross-sections. From the test results for timber of prism strength of 35 

N/mm2
, he established that the short term embedding strength was given by: 

fh = 0.09(14 - a) - 35 

where fh = embedding strength of the wood (N/mm2
) 

a = edge length of the nails (mm) 

(2.69) 

Kevarinmaki (2000) extended this equation to cater for generalised prism compression 

strength as: 

fh = 0.09(14 - d) fc 

where fc = compression strength of defect-free wood (N/mm2) 

d = diameter of dowel (mm) 

(2.70) 

With an assumed wood moisture content of 12%, the predicted compression strength of 

the wood can be deduced from Kevarinmaki's work as: 

fc = 45.5(0.003pw - 0.407) (2.71) 

where Pw = the wood density at 12% moisture content (kg/m3) 

Rodd and Leijten (2003) and Blass et al [eds] (1995) also reiterated the fact that higher 

joint strengths were obtainable from using square fasteners. However, they noted that 

getting the right nail orientation and the difficulty of producing square pre-drilled holes 
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were major drawbacks in using square fasteners. It is also possible that the flatness of 

the fastener, as opposed to its 'squareness' ,  is responsible for the high embedding 

strength. If that be the case, then it is possible to relate this to the influence of degree of 

contact and slenderness of the fastener as well. 

2. 6. 1. 3 Slenderness of fastener 

Trayer (1932) investigated the effect of the fastener slenderness on embedding strength. 

The slenderness was defined in terms of the ratio of the length of the fastener in bearing, 

L, to its diameter, D. He found that as the LID ratio decreased (i.e. fastener rigidity 

increased), the embedding strength attained also increased. This strength increase was 

ascribed to the reduced tendency to bend in rigid fasteners in comparison to slender 

ones. For double shear joints, no further increases in strength were noted for LID ratios 

of two and below. Trayer's work, how¥ver, was based on the embedding stress at the 

proportional limit and, strictly speaking, should apply only to elastic embedding stresses 

and not plastic state embedding stresses as currently enumerated. No literature could be 

found to disprove that the LID ratio effect observed by Trayer also applies to the plastic 

state. Indeed joint design in both Europe and America recognises the effect of fastener 

slenderness via the different failure modes taken into account by Johansen's theory. 

2.6. 1.4 Surface condition of fastener 

In his preliminary investigations of circular dowel connector timber joints, Rodd (1973) 

obtained good correlation between test results and theoretical results obtained by 

multiplying the product of the projected connector area and the prism crushing strength 

by a factor. The factor, however, was not constant for the joints studied. Examination of 

failed joints showed that not all the timber fibres under the connector had suffered 

vertical crushing. Other fibres had simply been deflected around the fastener perimeter 

resulting in timber compression in the horizontal direction. He postulated that the 

coefficient of friction between the connector and the timber governed the failure load. 

The larger the coefficient of friction, the greater the joint capacity realised. He 

investigated the problem further using three friction surface categories namely: 

(1) low friction - achieved by wrapping polytetrafluorethylene (PTFE) tape 

around connector circumference, 



(2) high friction - achieved by knurling connector circumference, and 

(3) intermediate friction - achieved by using bright mild steel bar finish. 
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For similar joints evaluated at 4 mm slip, knurled connector joints gave 17% higher 

capacity than bright mild steel bar finish connector joints, and PTFE treated joints gave 

29% lower capacity than bright mild steel bar finish connector joints. At ultimate, 

knurled surface nails yielded about 20% capacity improvement in steel side plate joints, 

and knurled surface shear plates about 40% improvement. Although Rodd referred to 

the coefficient of friction between the connector and the timber as the study parameter, 

the timber holes/recesses in the connections were pre-bored, presumably to the same 

surface finish quality, and the coefficient of friction was varied only by different 

treatments to the connector surface. As will be seen is Section 2.6.1. 7, a rough surface 

finish on the timber, although likely to raise the coefficient of friction of the wood

connector interface, also has potential to result in a decrease in joint capacity. It is, 

therefore, postulated here that the surface condition of the connector, more than the 

generalised coefficient of friction of the wood-connector interface, is the critical 

parameter for embedding strength. 

2. 6.1. 5 Orientation of fastener with respect to timber grain 

As stated earlier, embedding strength is generally assumed to be proportional to the 

compression strength of the wood. Hankinson (1921) investigated the compression 

strength of spruce at various fastener orientations to the direction of grain. He concluded 

that the crushing strength of wood at an arbitrary load orientation ( 0) can be interpolated 

from the strength parallel to grain and the strength perpendicular to grain using what has 

become known as the Hankinson equation, which is given by: 

J, _ fc,O X fc,90 
c,0 - {" . 2 B {" 2 B 

where 

J c,O Slll + J c,90 COS 

fc,o = the compression strength parallel to grain, and 

fc 90 = the compression strength perpendicular to grain. 

(2.72) 

Larsen (1973) used the strengths of dowelled joints that were tested with the members 

oriented parallel and perpendicular to grain to compute the effective embedding 



strengths from Johansen's theory. He proposed that the embedding strength for 

intermediate fastener orientation could be obtained from the interpolation given by: 
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(2.73) 

Whale et al (1989) reported small differences in embedding strengths of solid timber for 

nails oriented at different angles to the direction of grain. However, they found that 

grain orientation significantly influenced embedding strength for tests with bolts and 

that the relationship was also "Hankinson" type. The regression fitted relationship for 

bolts loaded parallel to grain and the proposed interpolation for bolts at an arbitrary 

angle (0) to grain are given by equations (2.74) and (2.75) respectively. 

fh O = 0.082(1- 0.0ld)pw 

j, _ fh,O 
h,

B - 2.3sin 2 0 + cos2 0 

(2.74) 

(2.75) 

Examination of Equation (2.75) shows that it is the same as Equation (2 .72) for the case 

of the perpendicular to grain strength being taken as 2.3 times the parallel to grain 

strength. For this case, the comparison of the Larsen (1973) and Whale et al (1989) 

interpolations is shown in Figure 2.6. 
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Figure 2.6: Comparison of interpolation models for embedding strength at arbitrary 
angles to grain. 

It is clear that for orientations of 45° and above, the two interpolations converge. 

However, below 45° the Larsen approximation is lower than that of Whale et al. This is 



probably due to the simplifications done by Larsen in his theoretical derivation of the 

relationship. 

Ehlbeck and Werner (1992) also found that the fastener orientation affected the 

embedding strength in bolted connections. They proposed the following interpolation 

formula, which was also adopted in Eurocode 5 ,  for bolts up to 30 mm diameter: 
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f, _ fh,O 
h,O - k90 sin2 0 + cos2 0 (2.76) 

where k90 = 1.35 + 0.015d for softwoods, and 

k90 = 0.90 + 0.015d for hardwoods. 

Winistorfer (1995) carried out nail embedment tests parallel to grain at different fastener 

orientations in the radial-tangential plane (RT). His work was motivated be fact that 

significant differences were noted between the density of earlywood and latewood 

growth rings. It was postulated that there was a likelihood of small diameter fasteners 

being located wholly in earlywood or wholly in latewood and the implications on 

fastener capacity needed to be investigated. For the tests, the nails were oriented radially 

and tangentially. His study concluded the effect on embedding strength of nail 

orientation in the RT plane was negligible. 

2.6. 1.6 Degree of initial contact between fastener and wood 

Trayer (1932) also found that specimens in which the bolts tightly fitted into the bolt 

holes achieved higher bearing strengths when compared to joints in which the bolts 

fitted loosely. 

Figure 2.7: Effect of hole clearance on embedding strength 
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It is clear from Figure 2.7 that, at small slip, the larger the clearance of the hole, the 

lesser the area of the round fastener in contact with the wood. It then follows that for the 

same applied average pressure or lineal load, the wood beneath fasteners in large 

clearance holes experiences larger magnitudes of stress by virtue of the smaller contact 

areas and, therefore, are likely to develop plastic stresses first. Once initiated, the 

plastification then spreads to other areas under load redistribution. With nail plate 

connections in mind, it is therefore more appropriate to regard the degree of contact 

rather the hole clearance as the factor of concern in determining the effective 

embedding strength of the joints. 

2.6.1. 7 Wood surface condition beneath fastener 

Goodell and Phillips (1944) studied the influence of the quality of the surface of drilled 

holes in bolted connections. They concluded that bolt holes with visibly smooth side 

walls resulted in far superior bearing properties when compared to those with visibly 

rough side walls. Mack (1960, 1962) examined the effect of pre-drilling on embedding 

strength in nailed joints. He found that embedding strength for specimens with nails in 

predrilled holes was higher than that for specimens with driven nails. For the softwood 

he tested, the predrilled embedding strengths were 6% higher for slow grown timber 

and 24% higher for fast grown timber. This can be linked to the surface condition of the 

wood beneath the fastener, with driving nails through low density softwood causing 

more damage to the wood fibres around the fastener, and predrilling holes resulting in 

the lesser damage. Whale et al (1989) observed that for the same nail diameter and 

projected density, 40% to 50% higher embedding strengths were obtained from 

hardwood specimens with pre-drilled holes than softwood specimens fabricated by 

driving in the nails. Using data projections from bolted connections in pre-drilled holes 

for both softwoods and hardwoods, they came to the conclusion that the differences 

they observed in the nail embedment-density trends were attributable to the effects of 

pre-drilling alone. Again, this points to the influence of the surface condition of the 

wood under the fastener. Wilkinson (1991) also attributed the difference in nail and bolt 

results for his tests as due, in part, to the bearing surfaces, whereby bolt bearing was on 

smooth hole surfaces and nail bearing was on surfaces produced by driving the nails. 



2.6.1.8 Method of testing and data interpretation 
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Early research in embedding strength was conducted using non-standard testing 

methods. It is highly probable that, at the time, the method of testing was not regarded 

as an issue in embedding strength determination. The differences between the methods 

were probably responsible for the different deductions drawn by the early researchers. 

However, one cannot say for certain that that was indeed the case as in many instances 

intricate details of the testing methods are not recorded. For example, both Johansen 

(1949) and Larsen (1973), pioneers of the pin joint theory, only referred to the 

embedment testing methods they employed through illustrations as shown in Figure 2.8. 

It is, therefore, not clear whether or not the testing was done with the nails driven, fitted 

in pre-drilled holes/slots or simply placed on top of the specimen and loaded. 

p .. t t"' 

a 

(a) Johansen (1949) (b) Larsen (1973) 

Figure 2.8: Illustrations of some of the early detailing of embedment testing methods 

The situation has changed since those early times. Embedment tests are almost 

universally conducted using standardised methods. Here two methods, the European 

approach and the American approach, are compared. As mentioned earlier, the 

European method was largely developed as a result of the TRADA projects. The 

embedment test design for the TRAD A tests was based on the philosophy of producing 

conditions in which fastener bending deformations were kept minimal (Smith and 

Whale, 1987). For solid timber tests, this was achieved by using a specimen thickness of 

twice the fastener diameter. Both tensile and compressive embedment testing modes 

were considered in order to take into account different stress distributions that prevail in 

real joints under lateral load. The test cycles involved nine pre-loading cycles followed 

by monotonic loading to failure at displacement rate of 1.25 mm/minute. The principle 

of the European test is shown in Figure 2.9. 
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Suitable extensometry to measure fastener displacement within the test specimen was 

developed. The European apparati also utilised split bushes clamped around the 

fasteners to minimise movement within the oversize pre-drilled holes in the apparati, 

through which the fasteners were passed (Rodd et al, 1987). The clearance left between 

the fastener and the side-plates of the apparati minimised friction with crushed wood but 

at the same time introduced risks of increased fastener deformations in bending and 

during testing. For solid timber, the clearance was limited to 1 mm. Corrections derived 

from apparatus stiffness measurements using steel specimens were applied to the 

measured embedment properties. It was also noted that embedment stiffness was very 

sensitive to the apparatus whereas the ultimate bearing strength was less so. 

Steel Apparatus # Load 

Timber Specimen 

Figure 2.9 : Typical European embedment test arrangement 

Whale et al (1989) reported that embedding strengths obtained from testing in tension 

for both nailed and bolted specimens were slightly higher than those from compression 

testing owing to differences in stress distributions in the vicinity of the fastener (see 

Jorissen, 1988). However, the effect of direction of testing was judged to be minimal 

and not taken into account in deriving the embedding strength relationships. Ehlbeck 

and Werner (1992) also made similar observations and conclusions in their work. 

The American test method was largely as a result of the work of Wilkinson (1991) and 

the principle is shown in Figure 2.10. 
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Load 
HHHHt 

Fastener 

Timber Specimen 

t t 
Figure 2.10: Typical American embedment test arrangement 

The fastener embedment is measured by a transducer for the cross-head movement. 

Holes for bolted specimens were drilled and those for nails were formed by clamping 

together two pieces of wood and driving the nails through the interface. The specimens 

were then undamped and the testing started. The loading was applied monotonically 

with no preload cycle at a crosshead speed of 1.02 mm/minute. 

Some differences exist between the two methods, with each approach having its own 

advantages and disadvantages. Whilst the fastener displacement can be measured quite 

accurately with the European method, the American method is open to errors due take

up in the spherical seat and elastic shortening of the specimen. However, the American 

method exerts uniform contact along the fastener length during loading and, therefore, 

minimises fastener bending. The European method is not capable of that since the load 

is not applied across the fastener length but only at the ends. With some fastener/wood 

combinations, there is a risk of the loading head touching the specimen before the peak 

load is attained in the American method. This problem can not occur with the European 

method, but as mentioned earlier, there is a risk of the crushed wood contacting the side 

plates and generating friction in the European apparatus. The embedding strength in the 

European method is calculated from the maximum load attained whereas the American 

method calculations are based the "5% of fastener diameter" offset approach, only using 

the maximum load when the load-embedment curve does not cross the offset line. This 

means that most of the time the calculated embedding strength is actually less than the 

maximum attainable. 
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Pope and Hilson (1995) compared the effect of using either the European-type or 

American-type embedment test approach for a range of timber species and densities. 

Compression loading mode was utilised for both methods. In order to minimise material 

property variation, the test specimens were matched by using different halves of each 

hole in one or other test method. Because the European test method requires a full hole, 

this method was always used first. All tests were carried out at a cross-head rate of 1 

mm/ minute with no pre-loading cycles. 

Similar results were obtained for parallel to grain tests, with the 12 mm diameter bolt 

yielding on average 4% higher strength, and the larger 20 mm diameter bolt on average 

4% lower strength from the European test relative to the American test. It was noted that 

a significant proportion of the American test specimens failed prematurely by splitting 

parallel to grain. This was not prevalent in the European test specimens because it was 

thought that material continuity round the complete hole offered additional resistance to 

splitting. A further limitation of the American test method was that the embedding 

strength was calculated using the 5% of fastener diameter offset rule, which, in cases 

where there was no splitting, was lower than the maximum actually attained. 

For perpendicular to grain tests, there were significant differences in the results. The 

European test results were on average 80% higher for the 12 mm bolt and 50% higher 

for the 20 mm bolt. The 5% offset deformations at which embedding strengths were 

evaluated were about 2 mm for the 12 mm bolts and 3 mm for the 20 mm. This was in 

contrast to the European deformation limit of 5 mm which was achieved and embedding 

strength values calculated from the corresponding load. Further, the American test 

deformations were taken from the cross-head movement and therefore included non

embedment components such as spherical seat 'take-up' and elastic shortening of the 

specimens - factors that were minimised in the European test set-up. At similar 

embedment deformations ( e.g. 2 mm), the European method on average yielded 40% 

higher strengths for 12 mm bolts and 10% higher for 20 mm bolts. Another possible 

reason is that in using the same hole twice for the tests, Pope and Hilson assumed that 

the loading on the first half of the hole did not affect the performance of the unloaded 

second half. There is a slight possibility that stressing of one half of the hole may have 

compromised the strength of the other half. Since the second half of the hole was 
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always used for the American method, it may, therefore, be possible that if such a bias 

existed, then it was carried through all the American set-up tests. 

Rammer (1999) also did comparisons of his parallel to grain two hardwood species 

embedment test results with design expressions derived from both the European and the 

American test methods. For bolt embedment tests, he found that the European 

expression predictions were lower than his results and the deviation increased with 

density. This was unlike the Pope and Hilson (1995) who observed no such differences. 

The nail embedment tests, however, yielded only small differences. The American 

design expression predicted the bolt embedment results for one species well, but under

predicted the other. However, the expression over-predicted the nail embedment test 

results for both species. These findings cast some doubt on the hypothesis that the 

method of testing hugely influences test results. It makes it likely that the experimenter 

has some influence on the test outcomes, even with standard test methods. 

2.6.2 Failure modes 

The timber failure modes observed by Hilson et al (1987) included splitting, crushing 

and end shear of the material under the fasteners. They also postulated the probability of 

cleavage action in all embedment tests. These failure modes can be related to the stress 

distribution in embedment test specimens. It is assumed here that stress patterns similar 

to those observed for wooden wafers by Humphrey and Ostman (1989) also apply to 

embedment test specimens. An adaptation of these stress patterns for compression 

loading is shown Figure 2.11. 

....... Steel dowel load 
KEY 

I Direction of grain 
Timber Specimen 

Compressive stress 

....... Tensile stress 

H Shear stress 

t t t t t t t  
Figure 2.1 1 :  Stresses around bolt hole in a dowelled timber joint (adapted from 

Humphrey and Ostman, 1989)) 
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Rammer (2001) also observed wood crushing under the fastener and splitting failures 

for his specimens. The mode of splitting differed between parallel to grain and 

perpendicular to grain specimens. Parallel to grain failures are shown in Figure 2.12 and 

perpendicular to grain failures in Figure 2.13. 

Figure 2.12: Parallel to grain embedment failure (after Rammer, 2001) 

Figure 2.13: Perpendicular to grain embedment failure (after Rammer, 2001) 

The perpendicular to grain splitting observed by Rammer (2001) does not occur in the 

European-type tests because of material continuity around the fastener. 

2.6.3 Comparison of embedment strength prediction models 

Various embedding strength prediction models have been proposed, and some have 

been reviewed in Section 2.6.1. Of interest to this study is an overview of what 

embedding strength values the various testing approaches are likely to yield. The 

following models are compared for 3 mm diameter nails (= tooth width for Wolf plate 
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under study) and timber at 12% moisture content over the density range 350-600 kg/m3. 

Specific gravity is estimated from regression lines of densities measured in this study. 

(1) Johansen (1949) 

Johansen stated that for pine, the embedding strength was equal to the prism 

strengthfc given by Equation (2.71). His model is stated as: 

fh = 45.5(0.003pw - 0.407) 

(2) Larsen (1973) 

(2.77) 

Larsen's model was generalised by Kevarinmaki (2000) to give Equation (2.70). 

Substituting for the fastener diameter andfc, the following equation is obtained: 

fh = 45.05(0.003pw - 0.407) 

(3) Whale et al (1989) - driven nails 

The model proposed by Whale et al is given by Equation (2.65). 

(4) Eurocode 5 (BS EN 1995-1-1: 2004) - driven nails 

The Eurocode 5 model for driven nails is given by Equation (2.67). 

(5) Eurocode 5 - nails in predrilled holes 

(2.78) 

The Eurocode 5 model for nails in predrilled holes is given by Equation (2.68). 

(6) Wilkinson (1991) 

Wilkinson's model related embedding strength to specific gravity using a power. 

Rammer (2001) says that Wilkinson's formula was derived assuming 10 - 12% 

moisture content when it actually was 6%. After expressing the specific gravity in 

terms of wood density at 12% MC, Wilkinson's model becomes: 

Ji = 114.45(
1.0009pw - 25.694

)
1 .84 

h 1000 

(7) Rammer (2001) 

(2.79) 

Rammer' s model, with density at tests substituted for specific gravity is given by: 

Ji = l0l .86(
1.0009pw - 25.694

) _13 _68 h 1000 (2.80) 



These seven models are compared in Figure 2.14. 
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Figure 2.14: Comparison of embedding strength prediction models 
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Figure 2.14 shows that although some models are in good agreement with one another, 

the various factors that affect embedding strength result in a wide range of embedding 

strength values being obtainable for any given density of timber and width of fastener. 

The flat fasteners used by Larsen (1973) lead to much higher embedding strengths than 

those derived from round fasteners. The Eurocode 5 models (including the Whale et al 

(1989) model from which one was derived) also show lower values of slope in 

comparison to the other four models. These models (EC5) also illustrate the magnitude 

influence of the surface condition of the wood under the fastener. Although Rammer' s 

(2001) model is based on the "5% of fastener diameter" offset method, it predicts higher 

values than the corresponding Eurocode 5 model which is based on maximum load. The 

reduced fastener bending due to full loading head contact in Rammer's tests may be 

responsible in part for the difference. However, the similarly derived Wilkinson (1991) 

model only predicts higher values at densities slightly above 500 kg/m3 . Wilkinson's 

error in basing his model on 12% moisture content when it was actually 6% as pointed 

out by Rammer (2001) may be partly responsible for the discrepancy between the two 

American models. The ratio of maximum to minimum predicted embedding strength is 

2.3 at density 350 kg/m3 and 2 at density 600 kg/m3 . It can be concluded that, if flat 

rigid fasteners are used on smooth surfaces, then the embedding strength obtained tends 

to the limit for the timber and width of fastener considered. 
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Timber connections with columns of dowels have been found to experience, sometimes, 

plug shear failure at the ends (Schmid, et al, 2002). The cuts made in the timber during 

nail plate pressing create pseudo ends which also suffer from plug shear failure. Several 

researchers (Green et al (1994), Rammer et al (1996), Davalos-Sotelo and Ord6fiez

Candelaria (1998), Munthe and Ethington (1968), Okkonen and River (1988) and Liu 

(1984 and 2000)) have looked at the shear strength determination methods and the 

various factors affecting them. The general conclusion that can be drawn from their 

work is that specimen size does affect the strength. One school of thought says that as 

the volume of the member increases, the shear strength falls because of more strength

reducing flaws present in a large volume compared to a small one. Yet another school of 

thought argues that the reduction is linked to the sheared area and not volume. But 

further still, the very small shear block specimen used in the American standard ASTM 

D 143 is reported to yield only half the true failure stress because of stress concentration 

at the re-entrant corner. It, therefore, means that wherever possible the shear strength 

test specimen sizes should correspond to the size of member/component for which the 

strength is required. This is also in line with the in-grade testing philosophy described 

by Madsen (1992). For the nail plate joint plug shear problem, the required specimen 

size should correspond to tooth length for specimen thickness, and tooth spacing in the 

column for specimen length in the direction of shearing. The current European 

Standard, BS EN 1193: 1998 uses specimen sizes that are far too big for it to be 

applicable to plug failure in nail plate jointed specimens. Alternative standard methods 

(BS 373 :1957 and ASTM D 143-94 (2000) e l )  use block specimens whose thicknesses 

are also much larger than the tooth length. 

Two non-standard testing methods for timber shear strength were found to be suitable 

for use with small clear wood specimens of proportions envisaged in this study. These 

methods made use of butterfly type specimens proposed by Liu (1984) and Iosipescu 

(1967) type specimens usually used in composite materials. Each specimen type is used 

with a special fixture for applying load. The principles of these tests are shown in 

Figure 2.15. Although the Iosipescu method is non standard for timber shear strength 

testing, it is a standard test method for shear strength of continuous fibre-reinforced 

advanced ceramics in America (ASTM C1292-00). 
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Figure 2.15: Shear test specimens and fixture principles for (a) Liu butterfly type tests, 
and (b) Iosipescu type tests. (After Liu, 1984 and 2000) 

Both types of test method are capable of delivering a state of almost pure shear at the 

90° notched critical section of the specimen, as proved mathematically for angle a = 0 

for the Liu specimen (Liu, 1984), and by photoelasticity for the losipescu specimen 

(Liu, 2000). Iosipescu type fixtures have a more robust design and can be instrumented 

to measure the specimen deformations accurately. Mounting of the specimen is also 

relatively easy. However, several proprietary fixtures have had to be developed to 

address problems of fixture and specimen instability and constraints that introduced 

other forms of stress at the critical section. The butterfly specimen type fixture, on the 

other hand is of simple construction but difficult to instrument because of the slack in 

the connections to the loading head. Furthermore, the specimens have to be glued to the 

fixture, which binds up the fixture when the adhesive is setting and during cleaning after 

testing. For the testing plane desired in this project (i.e. parallel to the width-wise plane 

of the joint) the butterfly type specimens can be fabricated from much smaller plank 

thicknesses than the Iosipescu specimens. It would have been difficult to get timber of 

thickness big enough to fabricate specimens with adequate length for mounting onto the 

Iosipescu fixture. This limitation, together with the proprietary nature of the functional 

Iosipescu fixtures, made the butterfly specimen type test a better choice in the scope of 

this study. The fixture could be modified to improve the tum around times and cost 

effectiveness of conducting the shear tests. 
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Timber joints made with dowel-type fasteners are often modelled using the beam-on

elastic foundation theory. This approach utilises notional springs to connect the 

fasteners to the jointed members. An example of a three-member tension joint is shown 

in Figure 2.16. 

tMiddle member t Side member 

t t 

(a) Joint (b) Spring model 

Figure 2.16: Spring model idealisation of a three-member timber joint in 2-D 

The deformation of the system operates by fastener bending under load (if not assumed 

rigid) and foundation deformation under fastener bearing. Foundation springs, therefore, 

can only take compression and no tension or shear. In practice, both the fastener and 

foundation load-deformation curves are non-linear, making the exact solution of the 

beam-on-elastic foundation very difficult to obtain. The initial slope of the spring load

deformation curve is usually referred to as the foundation modulus of the wood. It is 

also usual in modelling to assign simplified but different properties to the fastener and 

the wood foundation. Wilkinson (1972) treated both fastener and foundation behaviour 

as linear elastic in his analytic model. This was in contrast to Johansen (1949) who had 

earlier developed his analytic model on the assumption of rigid-perfectly plastic 

behaviour for both fastener and foundation. This difference stemmed from the fact that 

Johansen's model was geared towards determining joint capacity and could not predict 

joint slip, whereas Wilkinson's model aimed at predicting joint slip but not capacity. 
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By using the FEM, it is possible to implement spring load-deformation properties that 

closely resemble the practical situation that prevails within joints. This is usually done 

by obtaining load-deformation characteristics from testing of basic joint configurations. 

Smith (1983) developed a finite element model which allowed the fastener stress-strain 

behaviour to be assumed as linear elastic-perfectly plastic and that of the timber as non

linear elasto-plastic. Also, Griffiths (1987) implemented FE modelling of timber frame 

walls utilising springs at the connections in a modified version of an FE programme 

described by Foschi (1977a). Whilst the three parameter spring model developed by 

Foschi (see Section 2.11.4.2) was adequate to describe the frame-frame connections, it 

deviated significantly from the results of basic cover-frame tests conducted by Griffiths. 

To improve the model, Griffiths proposed replacing the cover-frame connection springs 

with what he termed "Kimber" curves which fitted the test results better. These curves 

took the form: 

y = axe-bx
c 

where y = load ( or other response variable), 

x = displacement, and 

a, b, c = constants determined from curve fitting. 

(2.81) 

Although the Kimber curves modelled the load-deformation behaviour of the cover

frame connection well before the peak load, they could not accurately trace the post 

peak behaviour. Griffiths, therefore, introduced into his model what he termed a "bang" 

parameter which had the effect of reducing the nail load to zero once a critical 

deformation had been attained. The critical deformation corresponded to the breaking of 

the sheathing around the cover nails. Where programme convergence problems were 

encountered, Griffiths used a numerical device of starting off the analysis with an 

artificial stiffness which was just high enough to enable convergence. This stiffness was 

determined by trial and error and was a compromise between the high initial stiffness 

and the later low stiffness of the cover-frame connection. 

The few examples cited above illustrate that, for mechanically fastened timber joints, 

the stiffness resulting is not a simple sum (scalar or vectorial) of the component 

elements' stiffness, but a system variable in its own right. This variable, however, is 

difficult to quantify mathematically from the component elements' stiffness, hence the 
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need for it to be obtained from representative joint tests. Further, any numerical model 

adopted to simulate joint behaviour is only as good as its representation of the measured 

basic joint behaviour. Lastly, at times it may be necessary to use numerical devices to 

achieve convergence in numerical modelling. 

2.9 Ductility in dowel-type timber joints 

As previously mentioned in Chapter 1, joint ductility gives a measure of the ability of a 

joint to undergo large amplitude slip in the plastic range without a substantial reduction 

in capacity (BS EN 12512 : 2001). It is usually quantified as the ratio of the slip at 

ultimate to the slip at yield. As noted by Guan and Rodd (2001a), at the time, there was 

no agreed definition for timber joint ductility and the methods of calculating the slips at 

ultimate and at yield differed between researchers. Guan and Rodd (2001a and 2001b) 

adopted the following expression for ductility coefficient Cd: 

(2.82) 

where d1 = total displacement at a chosen load level, and 

d1 = linear part of the total displacement at the same load level 

This definition, whilst relatively simple to quantify, has two peculiarities. Firstly, it 

means that a linear joint behaviour implies zero ductility - an aspect in agreement with 

the definition given above. However, this fact may be redundant as most, if not all, 

mechanically fastened timber joints show some non-linearity even before ultimate load. 

Secondly, the definition associates ductility with load and, therefore, makes it difficult 

to classify the ductility of the joint without referring to some load level. While it is 

scientifically correct to quote the load level, it makes it difficult to compare the ductility 

of different joints without labouring to establish the equivalence of load levels. 

He et al (1999) defined ductility in wood shear walls as a factor D given by: 

D = � (2.83) 
,1yield 

where Liu = displacement of shear wall at maximum load, and 

L1yield = top displacement of the shear wall at one-half maximum load. 
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This ductility factor leads to a value of unity for elastic structures. The yield and 

ultimate displacements are relatively easy to calculate, but the measures obtained are for 

whole structure performance and not the individual joint performance. 

Racher (1995) used the concept of static ductility Ds which is defined as: 

where Uu = joint displacement at ultimate load, and 

Uy = joint displacement at yield. 

The joint displacement at yield uy is estimated from the intersection of slopes of two 

linear parts of the load displacement curve. This approach does not take into account the 

joint behaviour beyond the ultimate load and so does not attempt to capture the essence 

of continued deformation without substantial loss in capacity espoused in the definition 

given above. Further, it is difficult to quantify the displacement at yield in the case of 

joint behaviour without two distinct linear parts in the load-displacement curves. Using 

this classification, Ds for single-sided nail plates was placed in the range 3 < Ds s 6 .  

Stehn and Johansson (2002) proposed what they termed an "engineering" ductility De 

for dowel-type joints given by: 

D = _!__ (2.85) e t y 

where t = actual thickness of the timber member, and 

fy = elastic effective thickness. 

This approach makes use of the member thicknesses as they apply to Johansen's theory. 

The elastic effective thickness, in three member joints for example, is defined by the 

critical thickness for change from Mode 1 to Mode 2 failure. This, therefore, means that 

the method does not make use of the actual load-deformation behaviour but theoretical 

computations based on Johansen's equations. For joints where Johansen's theory is not 

established, this method cannot be used. 

In BS EN 12512: 2001, ductility is measured by the ratio D given by: 



D = Vu (2.86) 
Vy 

where Vu = joint slip corresponding to ultimate load, and 

Vy = joint slip corresponding to yield load. 
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The ultimate load is defined as the first to occur of (1) the load at failure, (2) 80% of the 

maximum load post-peak but at less than 30 mm slip, and (3) the load at 30 mm slip. 

The yield load is defined in two ways. Where two distinct linear parts occur in the load

deformation curves, the yield load is given by the intersection of the slopes of the two 

parts. If there are no distinct linear parts, then the yield load is defined as the 

intersection of the slope passing through points on the curve at 10% and 40% of 

maximum load, and the tangent to the curve having a slope of one-sixth of the first one. 

This method is more comprehensive than the other methods discussed before. However, 

it is the most difficult to implement in the case of non-linear load-displacement curves. 

Considerable effort is required to establish the tangent point to place the second slope. 

However, as this method is standardised, it is adopted in this thesis. 

2.10 Constitutive material models for wood in compression 

With the exception of cases involving very low loads, the behaviour of timber in 

compression is non-linear. In modelling the behaviour of timber components using the 

FEM, Patton-Mallory et al (1997) singled out the wood's constitutive properties as the 

most interesting and challenging. They also stated that, at the time of writing their 

paper, there was no accepted non-linear model for wood that described the change in 

elastic constants in 3D as the parallel-to grain compression stiffness became non-linear. 

Zahn (1980) had earlier conducted a survey of non-linear constitutive relations used for 

timber from 1729 to 1973. He concluded that real characterisation of wood constitutive 

relations remained to be tackled in the future. Various constitutive relations have been 

proposed since. 

Patton-Mallory et al (1997, 1998a, 1998b) modelled bolted timber joints using isotropic 

elasticity and plasticity for the bolt, and a modified form of orthotropic linear elasticity 

for the wood. The wood material model was tri-linear in compression and in shear. 

Different combinations of modulus reduction factors for the upper segments of the tri-
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linear material curves were used. The elastic moduli in the radial and tangential 

directions were averaged and used in the model to account for the variation of the angle 

of grain in the test joints. The material law was implemented in the FE model with 

different tri-linear curves. Numerical convergence problems which arose forced the use 

of a bi-linear material relationship for the I -direction (R- or T-direction). The analyses 

were rerun and the best performing models were selected. The models predicted the 

load-slip behaviour well in the linear region but yielded higher stiffness values than 

experimentally obtained. However, the FE models experienced convergence problems, 

attaining joint slips of only 0.762 mm, compared to experimental values of 1.5 mm for 

stocky dowels, and over 3 mm for slender dowels. 

Tabiei and Wu (2000) proposed a model whose moduli of elasticity changed as the 

analysis progressed. New values were updated at every iteration stage. The current 

iteration moduli were related by a power function to the original moduli, ratio of the 

stresses and the moduli from the previous iteration. The material model was then 

implemented in an FE analysis and the output compared to shear test and compression 

test results. Good agreement with tests was obtained. However, there were three 

problems with their model. Firstly, it required several input parameters to be supplied 

by the user. Secondly, the input parameters had to be 'guessed' at the first stage and 

were adjusted until the simulation results were acceptable. Thirdly, the number of 

possible stress-strain curve shapes the model was capable of generating was quite large, 

and guessing the right one in its proper proportion appeared, on the surface, to depend 

more on chance than anything else. They also conceded that a simple analytic 

constitutive relationship was highly desirable. 

Moses and Prion (2004) proposed a bi-linear isotropic material relationship in which the 

yield stresses and hardening rules for tension and compression in each principal 

direction were assumed different. The same assumption was made for shear stresses. 

Elastic behaviour was assumed to be orthotropic and plastic behaviour isotropic. In total 

18 constants were required to define material behaviour. To satisfy the state of plastic 

incompressibility and to maintain a closed yield surface, two additional conditions on 

how the stresses related to each other were imposed. These conditions resulted in the 

experimental results failing to agree with the plasticity model. The ideals of the material 

model were then sacrificed by equating the yield stresses in tension and in compression 
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for each of the principal directions. Yield stresses in shear were also set artificially high 

to prevent yielding. The modified model required the constants to be first optimised by 

spreadsheet before being implemented in the FE model. FE results were compared with 

timber behaviour in shear and in compression, and with test results of bolted 

connections. Although the model results showed good agreement with test results, this 

material model, like the one discussed previously, was very demanding at the input 

preparation stage. 

The FE modelling cases cited in this section illustrate the challenges that exist in 

simulating timber joint behaviour in general. No real advantages could be seen from use 

of sophisticated material property models such as those described as they all invariably 

required adjustments of some sort in order to reflect experimental behaviour. There is 

justification, therefore, in just using the already established elastic-perfectly plastic 

orthotropic material model and adjusting it accordingly. This approach is taken in this 

thesis. 

Joint behaviour and material property models considered so far have been applied in the 

general context of dowel-type joints. This was so because in this thesis it is assumed 

that each nail plate tooth in double-sided nail plates behaves as a dowel. The validity of 

this assumption will be examined later in Chapters 4 and 5. From this point onwards in 

this chapter, it seems appropriate to focus attention on the some of the available 

literature on nail plate fastened joints, starting with single-sided plates and ending with 

double-sided nail plates. 

2.1 1  Single-sided nail plate fasteners 

As mentioned in Chapter 1, punched metal plate fasteners are proprietary products, 

which means that both their design and production are not standardised. Each nail plate 

fastener, therefore, is unique with respect to geometry, profile and performance rating. 

Design of nail plate fastened joints is largely executed by the truss plate manufacturers 

themselves and truss fabricators licensed by them using the manufacturers' in-house 

design software. These software packages invariably incorporate the performance 

ratings for the manufacturer's nail plates. The responsibility for conformity of the nail 
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manufacturers and their licensed designers. 
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In general approval of a design procedure involving a new type of metal plate-fastened 

joint configuration requires completion of three tasks (Stahl et al, 1994). These are (1) 

sufficient joint strength and stiffness must be shown, (2) a standard test procedure to 

assess the capacity of the metal plate joints must be developed, and (3) a conservative 

strength prediction model must be proposed and verified. In the infancy of trussed rafter 

construction, there were no standards giving guidance on the necessary range of tests to 

determine fastener performance values. It was the norm for individual arrangements to 

be made between plate manufacturers or users and expert staff of the test house chosen 

to conduct the tests (Rodd, 1995). However, such arrangements did not always satisfy 

all building control authorities. In order to address that problem, the manufacturers 

turned to common independent bodies for certification and technical approval of their 

products. Performance values for nail plates then began to be determined in accordance 

with standardised test methods, usually drawn up by the certifying bodies. The data 

from which the performance values are derived, however, still remains confidential 

between the manufacturer and the certifying body. The performance values themselves 

are generally available in the public domain in the summarised form taken by the issued 

fastener certificates and evaluation reports. 

In Europe, the technical approvals of nail plate performance values are issued by the 

European Union of Agrement (UEAtc) through member institutes in the different 

European countries. The British Board of Agrement issues technical approvals in the 

United Kingdom. Traditionally, the testing for approval in Europe was done in 

accordance with the requirements of UEAtc specifications in MOAT No 16 : 1979. 

However, the advent of the common codes of practice and standards across the 

European Union (EN codes) has seen a shift of testing basis from MOAT No 16: 1979 

to the new codes such as BS EN 1075 : 2000, BS EN 26891 : 1991 and BS EN 28970: 

1991. There is no conflict as a result of the shift since the provisions of MOAT No 16 : 

1979 are catered for in the EN codes. 

A similar practice of issuing technical approvals for nail plates is followed in the USA. 

Historically, however, several non-profit organisations involved with development of 
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construction codes independently offered certification services for punched metal plate 

fastener performance. These organisations included the Building Officials and Code 

Administrators International (BOCAI) Inc providing the service through its 'legacy' 

body BOCAI Evaluation Services; the International Conference of Building Officials 

(ICBO) through ICBO Evaluation Service Inc; and the Southern Building Code 

Congress International (SBCCI) Inc through SBCCI Public Service Testing and 

Evaluation Services Inc. In 1994 BOCAI, ICBO and SBCCI merged to establish the 

International Code Council (ICC) with the aim of developing common construction 

codes that had no regional limitations, the so called ' International Codes'. The ICC 

'legacy' arm also combined with the National Evaluation Service Inc to form another 

non-profit public-benefit corporation, ICC Evaluation Service Inc (ICC-ES). It is this 

corporation that has been responsible for issuing technical approvals for nail plates 

since February 2003. In the same manner that American building codes were diversely 

developed, standard methods for testing of timber joints were also developed in parallel 

by different bodies. The American Society for Testing and Materials (now ASTM 

International) developed some specifications and published them in the standards 

ASTM DI 761-88 (2000)e l  for joint capacity; and ASTM E489-92 (1997), ASTM 

E767-96 (2001) and ASTM El807-01 for punched metal plate capacity. However, these 

specifications were in direct competition with those developed by the Truss Plate 

Institute (currently ANSI/TPI-1-2002) and the more comprehensive Canadian 

specifications (currently CSA-S347-99 (R2004)). The ASTM specification had only one 

joint configuration as compared to four in the Canadian standard. Most certification 

tests in America are, therefore, conducted to the Canadian standard per se. As a result, 

the ASTM metal plate-specific standards (i.e. ASTM E489-92 (1997), ASTM E767-96 

(2001) and ASTM El807-0l )  were withdrawn beginning 2005, and lack of support for 

continued use was cited as the reason for withdrawal. 

2.1 1.1  Standard test procedures for joints 

In Europe, punched metal plate fastener performance in timber joints is assessed on the 

basis of tests on basic joint configurations. In these configurations, the orientations with 

respect to the applied load are varied for both the plate principal direction and the 

direction of grain of the timber. The orientation of the plate principal direction to the 

direction of applied load is designated by the angle a, and that of the direction of grain 
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to direction of load by the angle fl. For a nail plate fastened joint under a load applied in 

an arbitrary direction, the designations are illustrated in Figure 2.17. 

Direction of load 

./ 7 

Principal direction of plate 

Figure 2.17: Parameters for nail plate joint tests using European methods 

Historically, joint tests for purposes of European nail plate certification were conducted 

to the specifications of MOAT No. 16 : 1979. The loading regime applied included a 

single pre-load cycle with two 30 second hold periods, one at 40% of estimated 

maximum load in the first upward ramping phase, and the other at 10% of estimated 

maximum load in the unloading phase immediately following the first hold. At least 

five replicates for each configuration were specified. The outputs from the testing 

programme were a range of load-slip characteristics and nail plate capacities expressed 

per tooth or lineal fastener length. The tests were grouped into three categories namely: 

( 1) Joint lateral resistance 

For these tests, the specimens were loaded in tension, either parallel or 

perpendicular to the grain, with the nail plate orientations varied as necessary. The 

nail plates were proportioned such that failure occurred in the desired timber 

member and not in the nail plate. The following series of tests were specified: 

fl = 0° a = 0° 30° 60° 90° ' ' ' ' 
fl = 90° a = 0° 90° ' ' 

(2) Tensile strength of fastener 

These tests were conducted with the tensile load applied parallel to the grain with 

the nail plate either parallel or perpendicular to the direction of load. Therefore, 

the specified scheme was as follows: 



fJ = 0° a = 0° 90° ' ' 

(3) Shear strength of fastener 
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Shear tests for the fastener capacity were conducted with the load applied parallel 

to the grain and the nail plate orientation varied from 0° to 165° at 15° intervals. 

The specified scheme can, therefore, be summarised as: 

j3 = 0°, 0° ::; a ::; 165° at 15° intervals 

The MOAT No. 16 schemes also included specifications of how the specimens were to 

be fabricated and set-up for each type of test. However, from all the schemes, it is clear 

that only two orientations of the load to direction of grain were used. Where required, 

arbitrary orientations to load for both plate and grain directions could be obtained from 

re-orienting the specified schemes in the plane of the joint as necessary. This approach 

has the effect of complicating how the specimen is mounted for testing as the grips are 

likely to encroach the connected area for some orientations. Further, the compression 

strength of the nail plates, which is critical for heel joints in trusses, was not evaluated. 

The advent of European standards (EN) published by the European Committee for 

Standardisation (CEN) has seen the basis of testing procedures for nail plate 

certification gradually shift from MOAT No. 16 to the newer, and often updated, EN 

standards. Improvements on MOAT No. 16 procedures are evident in the European 

standard (BS) EN 1075. Although the same loading scheme is retained, the newer 

specification includes four categories of tests instead of the three specified in MOAT 

No. 16. These are detailed in the following paragraphs. 

(1) Lateral resistance of fastener (anchorage) 

For load applied parallel to grain, fastener lateral resistance tests were widened to 

include any fastener orientation in the range 0° to 90°, as opposed to the four fixed 

orientations specified in MOAT No.16. This then enabled the certification tests to 

resemble more closely the fastener orientations that occur in practice. The array of 

tests was also widened to allow for the load to be applied at any angle to grain in 



the range 0° to 90°, although this is only used with parallel and perpendicular to 

load fastener orientations. The matrix of specified tests can then be stated as: 

/3 =  0°, 0° � a �  90° 

a = 0°, 0° < /3 � 90° 

a = 90°, 0° < f3 � 90° 
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Although this matrix is more comprehensive than the corresponding MOAT No. 

16 matrix, it still does not cover for the general case of both fastener and grain 

orientations being neither parallel nor perpendicular to load. This omission is 

probably in recognition of the fact that such arbitrary orientations are very rare in 

the automated joint fabrication processes used for nail plates. 

(2) Tension capacity of fastener 

For this category of tests, the enhancement was to allow for arbitrary fastener 

orientation to load. The tests maintain the parallel to grain load orientation. The 

specified matrix is given by: 

/3 =  0°, 0° � a � 90° 

(3) Compression capacity of fastener 

Fastener compression capacity tests were a new requirement in the specifications. 

They basically resemble the tension tests in principle, except, obviously, that the 

load is applied in the opposite direction and that shorter timber pieces are used. 

The matrix of tests is given by: 

/3 =  0°, 0° � a �  90° 

(4) Shear capacity of fastener 

The EN fastener shear capacity tests allow for arbitrary fastener orientation as 

opposed to the 15° intervals specified in MOAT No. 16. Eccentricity of applied 

load is also allowed for 0 < l 0°, where 0 is the angle between the direction of load 
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and the line connecting the point of load application to the centroid of the 

fastener. This is allowed because, in principle, the effect of the eccentricity can be 

balanced by properly set-up reaction points in the test rig. The EN specifications 

explicitly allow for distinction between tension shear and compression shear 

strength of the fastener. The matrix for fastener shear capacity tests is given by: 

Tension shear - a ::;; 90° 

Compression shear - 90° < a ::;; 180° 

Another feature of BS EN 1075 is that the test results are expressed at the characteristic 

density per unit area of fastener for anchorage strength, and per lineal fastener length in 

the joint line for shear and tension strength. Corrections are, therefore, necessary for 

values derived from specimens tested at other than the characteristic density. The 

correction factor for density depends upon the method used to select the densities of the 

specimens as given in BS EN 28970. Unlike in MOAT No. 16, no minimum number of 

replicates to be tested is specified in BS EN 1075. However, the use of the characteristic 

density implies that a sample size from which statistically valid deductions can be 

drawn is required. Smith and Whale (1987) argue that 10 or less replicates cannot give 

reliable estimates of characteristic values. They used 20 replicates in their embedment 

studies to allow for statistical analysis of the data. If this approach is adopted, it 

represents a significant increase in development costs for certification test procedures 

based on full compliance with BS EN 1075. The temptation is, therefore, for nail plate 

manufacturers to revert to MOAT No. 16 procedures since technically these are not 

superseded by EN standards as the specifications are drawn up by different bodies. 

As mentioned earlier, the test procedures for nail plate certification in the USA are 

based on the specifications of ANSI/TPI-1-2002, which in turn were derived from the 

Canadian Standard CSA S347. The loading scheme utilised differs from the European 

scheme in that no pre-load cycles are used. Four basic joint configurations are used for 

anchorage testing as shown in Figure 2.18. Usually, strength and stiffness values for 

intermediate joint orientations are estimated from the basic configuration values by 

interpolation using Hankinson type (Equation (2.72)) equations (McCarthy and Wolfe, 

1987). However, comparisons of Hankinson type interpolations with stiffness data 

derived from non-standard tests conducted by McCarthy and Wolfe (1987) showed that 
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exponents of less than 2 were required in order avoid overprediction. Gebremedhin et al 

(1992) used a special rig to test nail plate joints resembling web-chord and heel joint 

connections. Comparison of their experimental stiffness data with interpolated values 

also showed that Hankinson's equation significantly overpredicted joint stiffness. From 

both studies, no single exponent (all less than 2) performed well in prediction of 

stiffness for all orientations. As a result certified values used in non-standard 

configurations are modified by a heel-joint reduction factor varying from 0.65 to 0.85, 

depending on the angle between the chords. In this sense, the European methods offer a 

more direct estimate of joint capacity for arbitrary orientation than the American 

method, even though the former have increased costs attached to them due to more 

configurations that require testing. 

Figure 2.18: The four Canadian nail plate joint test specimen configurations 

The American method also contains specifications for tests of plate tension capacity and 

shear capacity. Tension capacity tests are performed with the fasteners oriented parallel 

and perpendicular to load direction. Shear tests are performed at fastener orientations to 

load direction ranging from 0° to 150° at 30° intervals. Adjustments are also specified 

for the method of nail plate pressing during fabrication, with a penalty attached to roller 

pass pressing and none to hydraulic platen pressing. 
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2.1 1.2 Failure modes 

Several studies have been conducted to investigate the behaviour single-sided nail plate 

fastened timber joints. Adjanohoun et al (l  999) identified that the joint failure modes 

could be classified into three categories. These are: 

(1) Tooth withdrawal from the timber. Withdrawal can occur from both sides 

simultaneously to yield symmetric failure, or can occur from only one side to 

yield asymmetric failure. 

(2) Wood failure. This frequently occurs when timber is subjected to tension 

perpendicular to grain leading to splitting parallel to grain. Timber failures can 

also occur in the slots in the principal plate direction as the timber tears away 

from the area in front of the nail plate teeth. 

(3) Plate failure. This involves failure, usually at the joint line, where the plate can 

rupture at the net section under tension, or fail under shear loads, or buckle under 

compressive stresses. 

In their tests, Gupta and Gebremedhin (1990) observed ductile failures for heel joints 

and brittle failures for tension splice and web at the bottom chord joints. They 

concluded that the failure in joints was a combination of wood and teeth failure. The 

predominant tooth failure mode was withdrawal from the wood. Tension splice joint 

failure was initiated by wood tearing away near the joint line, followed by tooth 

withdrawal at the ends of the plate. McCarthy and Wolfe (1987) stated that nearly all 

the standard and non-standard (in American terms) joint configuration specimens they 

tested failed by tooth withdrawal, with a few wood failures and combinations of wood 

failure and tooth withdrawal. Gebremedhin et al (1992) also made similar observations 

in their tests also involving standard and non-standard joint configurations. They also 

noted abrupt and dramatic brittle failures for joints tested in shear. Minor plate buckling 

was observed for joints with 45° inclination. Gupta (1994) reported brittle steel tension 

net section and wood failures in some of his tension splice and bending test specimens. 

However, he noted that tooth withdrawal was the overall major cause of failure. In his 

tests conducted with the load applied perpendicular to grain, Rodd (1995) reported that 

timber splitting parallel to grain was the major cause of failure. He also reported peeling 

of the nail plates as the teeth withdrew. This initiated at the ends of the nail plates in the 

direction of load. Cramer et al (1990) submitted that peeling only took place late in the 
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failure process. Tested under fatigue loading, the nail plates were found to fail at the 

tooth roots due to the additive stress accumulation that resulted from the poor 

redistribution of stress dictated by the nail plate geometry (Karadelis and Brown, 2000). 

Kirk et al ( 1989) reported localised plate buckling failure under compression for joints 

fastened with 1 mm thick nail plates. They noted, however, that in some cases plate 

buckling was not catastrophic as the joints rebounded as soon as timber contact was 

established. For joints fastened with the heavy gauge plates, they noted that closure of 

small gaps was due to slippage between the teeth and the wood. 

In implementing a holistic approach to joint research, the Forest Products Laboratory, 

Madison, Wisconsin, USA ran a series of projects to develop tools for nail plate

connected trusses utilising square-end webs. This principle is illustrated in Figure 2.19. 

Joint performance 

Truss performance Analytical model 

Figure 2.19: Illustration of holistic approach to joint research 

The projects they ran included developing (1) a structural performance database for 

square-end web connections (Stahl et al, 1994), (2) a full-scale square-end web truss 

testing programme (Wolfe et al, 1996), and (3) an analytical model capable of assessing 

possible buckling failures and their effect on truss load capacity (Stahl et al, 1996). The 

large gap joint test programme by Stahl et al (1994) included several prototype joint 

configurations and a control configuration in which a fitted joint with wood-to-wood 

contact for members connected at an angle was simulated. All the control specimens 

failed by out-of-plane plate buckling characterised by a significant drop in load with 

increase in plate buckling. The results, however, showed a large amount of scatter. For 

the concentric-load joint tests, the peak load was well-defined by plate buckling. Three 

buckling modes were observed, namely (1) symmetric - plates deformed both away or 

towards one another while the wood members remained coplanar, (2) asymmetric 

coplanar - one plate deforming "in" while another deformed "out" with the wood 

members remaining coplanar, and (3) asymmetric non-coplanar - plate deformation was 
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asymmetric but the vertical wood member was forced slightly out of the original plane 

of the specimen. This was the predominant mode. Three sub configurations of the 

concentric-load joint test group showed distinct variations in initial stiffness, buckling 

load and load drop in the post peak zone. However, the variation in the results was such 

that no behaviour of one specimen could be described as typical. For eccentric-load 

joint tests, the eccentricity moments induced either plate buckling at the side the 

eccentricity was directed or plate tension failure away from the side the eccentricity was 

directed. 

Full truss test results were reported by Wolfe et al, (1996). Unlike in the large gap joint 

test programme reported by Stahl et al (1994), plate buckling could not be exclusively 

ascribed as being the cause of failure in the six square-end web trusses tested. Two were 

due to wood failures initiated by the presence of knots and in the remainder, the peak 

plate pulled out from the top chords. Varying degrees of plate buckling were observed 

in the light gauge square-end web trusses, but only as part of the failure event and 

could, therefore, not be clearly defined as cause or effect. No compression web 

connection plate buckling was observed in the heavy gauge plate-connected trusses. 

Poor quality of joint fabrication which resulted in misplacement of some of the plates 

was identified as having had more control on the failure mode and capacity. Square-end 

web connection was, therefore, concluded as having had a minor influence on the truss 

stiffness and strength, but the wood modulus of elasticity actually played a greater role. 

Boundary conditions also had a significant influence on failure mode. 

This study illustrated that with nail plate joint behaviour in compression, what is 

observed in joint tests may not be exactly what occurs in full structural systems. 

2.11 .3 Typical joint performance values 

As noted by Rodd (1995), attempts to directly compare the relative performance of 

different types of nail plates are futile since the timber and tooth densities vary between 

tests. However, a snapshot view of available single-sided nail plate joint test results may 

be useful in giving indications of the expected performance range of the double-sided 

nail plate joints. Gupta and Gebremedhin (1990) noted that strength and stiffness data 

on nail plate joints was scarce owing to proprietary nature of the fasteners. Per tooth 
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anchorage test performance values for capacity and joint stiffness (foundation modulus) 

compiled from some literature sources are presented in Table 2.1. The method column 

briefly describes how the authors calculated the stiffness values quoted. The Foschi fit, 

one of the most commonly used methods, is based on a three parameter non-linear wood 

foundation model which is discussed in more detail later in Section 2.11.4.2. The 

tabulated values were taken as they were from the quoted sources, with conversion to SI 

units and to performance per tooth values being implemented as necessary. In some 

cases, attempts were made to use the methods specified in the Wood Handbook (Forest 

Products Laboratory, 1999) to convert quoted static bending stiffness values to density 

but failed at times as densities uncharacteristic of softwood timber were obtained. The 

blank cells in the table indicate data that could not be extracted from the publication in 

question. 
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Table 2.1 :  Some values of joint stiffness and capacity per tooth from literature for 'parallel to grain' and 'parallel to plate' anchorage tests 

Plate Tooth Wood Stiffness Method Capacity Reference 

Manufacturer Size Thickness Width Length Species Density per tooth per tooth 

(mm2) (mm) (mm) (mm) (kg/m3
) (N/mrn) (N) 

76x l 27 0.960 8. 128 SYP 342 740 Tangent at 29 1 Gebremedhin & Crovella 
design load ( 199 1 )  

Alpine tooth 0.960 9.500 SYP 590 29.7 Slope of linear - Riley & Gebremedhin 
test curve ( 1 999a) 
Alpine 76x102 0.960 SYP 374 Slope at 1 /3 Riley & Gebremedhin 

ultimate load ( 1 999b) 
Alpine 76x1 02 0.876 3 .200 8.400 Douglas-fir 560 1 380 Foschi Fit Vatovec et al ( 1 996) 

Alpine 0.876 3 .200 8.400 Southern 470 12 12  Foschi Fit Vatovec et al ( 1997) 
pine 

Gang-nail 102x20 1 1 .020 Spruce 549 Foschi Fit F oschi ( 1 977b) 

Alpine 76xl 02 1 .000 3 . 1 75 9.525 Southern 480 550 Slope at 1 /3 Gupta & Gebremedhin 
pine ultimate load ( 1990) 

76xl27 0.960 9.525 SYP 537 Foschi Fit 2 1 3  Gebremedhin et al 
( 1 992) 

76x 127 0.9 14  9.525 Southern 520 1 869 Foschi Fit 236 McCarthy & Wolfe 
pine ( 1987) 

TrusWal 0.9 1 0  8.000 Southern 126 1  Foschi Fit Stahl et al ( 1994) 
pine 

0 .914 Southern 2045 Foschi Fit 254 Cramer et al ( 1 990) 
pine 

Rigid tool test 0.9 14  2.2 1 0  9.980 Southern 3 149 Slope of linear 296 Groom & Polensek 
pine part ( 1 992) 

00 
v-.l 



Plate Tooth Wood 

Manufacturer Size Thickness Width Length Species 

(mm2) (mm) (mm) (mm) 

Alpine 76xl02 0.9 14  3 . 1 75 9.525 SYP 

Lumbermate 
"T" 
MiTek GNQ (48 teeth) Sweetgum 

MiTek GNA- (36 teeth) Sweetgum 
16  
Alpine MH (48 teeth) Sweetgum 

MiTek GNQ (48 teeth) Yellow 
poplar 

MiTek GNA- (36 teeth) Yellow 
1 6  poplar 
Alpine MH (48 teeth) Yellow 

poplar 
Alpine MH (48 teeth) Southern 

pine 

SYP = Southern yellow pine 

Stiffness Method 

Density per tooth 

(kg/m3) (N/mm) 

542 Slope at 1 /3 
ultimate load 

907 Slope of linear 
part 

500 1 087 Foschi Fit 

500 933 Foschi Fit 

5 10 1 059 Foschi Fit 

400 835 Foschi Fit 

400 8 1 2  Foschi Fit 

4 1 0  894 Foschi Fit 

1 3 1 4  Foschi Fit 

Capacity 

per tooth 

(N) 

292 

52 1 

579 

440 

409 

48 1 

334 

289 
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Reference 

Gupta ( 1 994) 

Rittenburg & Kunnath 
(2003) 
McAlister & Faust 
( 1992) 
McAlister & Faust 
( 1 992) 
McAlister & Faust 
( 1 992) 
McAlister & Faust 
( 1 992) 
McAlister & Faust 
( 1992) 
McAlister & Faust 
( 1992) 
McA!ister & Faust 
( 1992) 

00 � 
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It is clear from the data in Table 2.1 that density is not considered an important factor 

for characterising nail plate joint behaviour, and hence the many blank cells. This is 

quite peculiar given that anchorage failure is derived from fastener teeth bearing on the 

wood, in other words from embedment. In Section 2.6, it was shown that timber density 

is a significant factor in embedment behaviour. It is of interest to explore the strength of 

correlations between nail plate performance and density based on a contiguous set of 

data. 

Another interesting aspect to note from Table 2.1 is the variation in stiffness values, 

even for what can be deduced to be the same nail plates in the same species of timber. 

Since the density data was not comprehensive, it could be that the densities varied 

widely within the species, or there could be significant human factors in the 

experiments. Another explanation could also be ascribed to the well known variability 

of timber (McCarthy and Wolfe, 1987; Rodd, 1995). The method of calculating the 

stiffness, even with the same approach (e.g. Foschi's (1979) method), may also have 

been responsible for the variation. A bar chart of the results in Table 2.1 is shown in 

Figure 2.20. 
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Figure 2.20 : Bar chart of stiffness values from literature for (a = f3 = 0) oriented 
anchorage tests 

Two values stand out from the rest. Result 12 taken from Groom and Polensek (1992) is 

much higher than the visual average. This is because a rigid tool, profiled as an actual 

nail plate, was embedded on a bed prepared by simulated wood crushing under tooth 

penetration. The effect of fastener rigidity as discussed in Section 2.6.1.3 clearly shows 
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through. Although capacity values from this test were not explicitly quoted by the 

authors, accompanying load-deformation plots indicate that the capacities were likewise 

higher than the actual joint tests per tooth values. The second value of interest is Result 

2 from Riley and Gebremedhin (1999a). Although this result is the only one originating 

from work solely dedicated to investigation of wood foundation modulus, it is more 

than an order of magnitude smaller than the rest. Close examination of the programme 

of work involved in its derivation reveals that, although the opening arguments in the 

paper were geared towards developing a much desired wood foundation modulus 

empirical prediction model in the fastener lateral direction, the experiments were 

actually conducted in the tooth axial direction. The linear embedment curves presented 

as typical also differ from non-linear embedment curves presented by other researchers 

the world over. The foundation modulus derived, therefore, represents the resistance of 

the wood to tooth penetration during pressing and not bearing resistance in lateral load 

transfer where the concept of foundation moduli is ordinarily applied. The model 

derived from this particular scheme of work was implemented in Riley and 

Gebremedhin (1999b) but in this instance the units were upgraded from N/mm to 

kN/mm, a thousand fold increment in magnitude. 

This qualitative survey of joint stiffness results means that not very high correlations 

can be expected from joint stiffness test results. 

2.11.4 Modelling of nail plate fastened timber joints 

Modelling of general timber joint behaviour usually involves tracing the load-slip paths 

of the joints up to and even beyond failure. Leijten (1995) identified four categories of 

techniques often used in modelling timber joint load-slip behaviour. These are: 

1 .  Curve fitting 

11. Simplified analytical modelling 

111. Mechanical modelling 

1v. Finite element modelling 

These techniques have also been applied by various researchers studying nail plate 

fastened timber joint behaviour. A few examples are discussed in the following. 
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2.11. 4.1 Curve fitting models 

Curve fitting models have the capacity to model any shape of load-slip curve with high 

accuracy (Leijten, 1995). It was noted by Leijten that, in general, curve-fitted models 

are unable to recognise that at certain times the behaviour as well as the contribution to 

overall joint performance of each component may change significantly. Abdulrahman 

(2002) used this technique to derive models for predicting the load-slip behaviour of 

nail plate joints of assumed constant timber density. However, for densities different 

from the single density he assumed in all his modelling, his models cannot be generally 

assumed to remain valid. Due to this potential weakness, the curve fitting approach is 

not adopted in this thesis. 

2.11.4.2 Analytical models 

Analytical ( or empirical) models focus on defining key points along the load-slip curves 

to represent joint behaviour. For nail plate fastened joints under lateral loading, the 

model proposed for nail plate joints by Foschi (1977b) is the most widely used (Stahl et 

al, 1994, and Wolfe et al, 1996). This model uses three experimentally determined 

parameters (K, M1 and Mo) in an exponential function to represent joint behaviour. 

However, the model does not, in general, have the capacity to predict maximum load 

(McCarthy and Wolfe, 1987). It can be stated as: 

where P = load on the joint 

Li = joint slip 

K = initial slope of the curve 

M 1 = asymptotic slope of the curve 

Mo = intersection of the asymptote with the load axis. 

(2.87) 

(Historical note: This model is generally ascribed to Foschi (1977b) in the sense that he 

was the first to propose it for use with nail plates. However, he had earlier used it 

(Foschi, 1974) in connection with glued-laminated timber rivets. At that stage, Foschi 

ascribed Equation (2.87) to Noren (1962). However, in keeping with the norm, this 

model shall continue to be referred to as F oschi' s ( 1977b) equation or empirical model.) 
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In using Foschi's model, McCarthy and Wolfe (1987) concluded that there was need for 

a standardised procedure for parameter determination since huge variations in parameter 

values were obtained from the same experimental data when different curve-fitting 

methods were used. McCarthy and Little (1988) further investigated the effect on the 

Foschi parameters of using different methods of determination. They recommended the 

inclusion of all data points up to peak load in the analysis, setting M1 to zero and 

calculating the joint slip from the average of two L VDTs. In this thesis, various 

empirical models for predicting joint behaviour are proposed. Three of these are 

identified as being collectively adequate to fully describe joint load-slip behaviour for 

design purposes. These are (1) the initial slope of curve, (2) the maximum load, and (3) 

the slope of the line passing the origin and the maximum load point. Using these 

characteristics for design has the slight advantage over Foschi's model in that 

calculations for displacements take a much simpler form. The same characteristics could 

also be used as Foschi parameters in determining the load-slip curves for models 

conforming to the McCarthy and Little recommendations. 

2.11. 4. 3 Mechanical Models 

Using a mechanics approach to solve the timber joint problem requires recognition of 

the fact that most joints bring together two deformable materials. The beam-on-elastic 

foundation approach, therefore, is normally adopted. Groom and Polensek (1992) used 

this approach to formulate differential equations governing the behaviour of nail plate 

fastened joints. The complex nature of their differential equations necessitated the 

solution to be obtained numerically using the Runge-Kutta incremental analysis method. 

The accuracy with which the model predicted the load-slip behaviour depended on the 

type of joint tested. While this method is a credible tool for predicting joint load-slip 

behaviour, it still employs considerable simplifications for the interaction between the 

nail plate teeth and the wood. This method is also not adopted in this thesis. 

2.11.4.4 Finite Element Models 

Nail plate timber connections are generally accepted as complex to model (Vatovec et 

al, 1996 ; Triche and Suddarth, 1988). Adjanohoun et al (1999) identify two reasons 

associated with discontinuity at the joint level as possible contributory factors. These 
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are (1) geometrical discontinuity due to the interruption of the general section by the 

nail plate teeth effecting the fastening, and (2) mechanical discontinuity due to the 

interaction of materials with quite dissimilar characteristics. Further, the dependence of 

tooth response to load effects on tooth geometry and wood grain orientation, and the 

fact that the solution must be obtained for an entire array of teeth only add to the 

complexity (Triche and Suddarth, 1988). It, therefore, appears that numerical methods, 

such as FEM, are most appropriate to tackle the nail plate joint problem. However, the 

pre-requisite for a good numerical model is capability to handle three effects that 

contribute to non-linearity in joint behaviour. Adjanohoun et al, (1999) list these as (1) 

elasto-plasticity due to wood crushing and nail plate yielding, (2) interaction between 

the wood and the nail plate, and between the wooden ends of the different members 

initially separated by gaps and connected by the same nail plate, i.e. the contact 

problem, and (3) large displacements resulting from tooth withdrawal - the most 

commonly observed failure mode. The additive effect of these sources of non-linearity 

is substantial divergence of numerical solutions. Further, Triche and Suddarth (1988) 

submitted that FE analyses that include wood-nail plate elements were known to require 

three to four times more computational effort than traditional linear analyses containing 

only frame elements. As will be illustrated later in this thesis, there are times when this 

submission is a gross understatement of the computational effort required in modelling 

nail plate joints. These reasons probably explains why literature is not awash with 

articles on FE modelling of nail plate connections, even though it can easily be argued 

that the method is the most suited to handle the problem. On the other hand, a larger 

proportion of research on nail plate joints has been of an empirical nature (Gebremedhin 

and Crovella, 1991). 

One of the early works employing FEM to solve the nail plate joint problem was put 

forward by F oschi ( 1977b ). In that work, he presented a formulation of a structural 

analysis that treated the problem without resorting to equivalent springs or fictitious 

members. The model was 2-D and oriented in the plane of the joint, i.e. parallel to the 

plane of the nail plates. Basing on the three parameter load-deformation behaviour 

given in Equation (2.87), and relative displacements between initially coincident points 

on the interacting wood and nail plate surfaces, he used virtual work principles to derive 

a local connection stiffness matrix and load vector for each tooth. The local stiffness 

matrices and load vectors were then assembled into the global stiffness matrix and 
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global load vector respectively. This formulation took notice of the non-linear 

connection between the metal plates and the wood members but assumed the steel plate 

connector to remain rigid (Triche and Suddarth, 1988). The nail plate tooth parameters 

used were derived from the four basic Canadian joint test configurations (see Section 

2.11.1 ), with intermediate values for arbitrary tooth orientations being obtained from 

Hankinson type interpolation. Per tooth values were computed by assuming equal load 

distribution among the teeth in the tested joints. Plate buckling, tensile strength and 

shear strength were accounted for by assembling local plate stiffness matrices and load 

vectors which were also assembled into the global stiffness matrix and global load 

vector respectively. The plate characteristics were assembled on the assumption of 

linear elastic-perfectly plastic load-deformation behaviour for plate shear and plate 

tension. For plate compression, however, only linear elastic behaviour was assumed up 

to the buckling load, at which point the load was dropped to zero. Wood-to-wood 

contact was modelled by formulating a set of constraint equations that tied the 

displacements of points on two wood surfaces once they got into contact. These sets of 

constraint equations were assembled into a matrix that was combined with the global 

stiffness matrix, a vector of gaps, and a vector of Lagrange multipliers (Gallagher, 

1975) to fully define the joint system. The system was solved using an iterative process. 

Comparison with test results of a knee-joint drew good agreement. 

Clearly Foschi's (1977b) FE model possessed all the three pre-requisites for nail plate 

joint modelling outlined above, being, as it was, based on an empirical model (Equation 

(2.87)) with experimentally derived characteristics. As result, the model gained general 

acceptance in the timber joint modelling fraternity (Cramer et al, 1990). However, the 

FE model formulation restricted it to 2-D analysis, thereby making it impossible to truly 

model ( or isolate) tooth withdrawal which takes place perpendicular to the plane of the 

FE model. Further, the wood crushing, nail plate yielding, wood-to-tooth interaction and 

tooth withdrawal were all lumped together through the empirical model characteristics. 

Forces on individual teeth could also not be obtained from the FE model (Triche and 

Suddarth, 1988). From these points of view, Foschi's  penetrating groundbreaking model 

was not fully equipped to deal with the problem of isolating the nail plate so as to 

optimise its performance. 
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Triche and Suddarth (1988) approached the nail plate joint problem from a design point 

of view, where the loads on individual teeth were the key interest. As they were 

interested only in design aspects, they considered joint loads only up to one third the 

maximum, a level usually assumed for joint design in America. Using Hankinson type 

interpolation, they constructed load-deformation curves up to design load to cover for 

orientations falling in between the four Canadian standard orientations. This was an 

extension to Foschi's (1977b) work where interpolation was done only for the stiffness 

characteristics. Using Foschi's FE model, they obtained displacements of the wood

plate joint elements from which the resultant magnitude and direction of displacement 

for any tooth in the nail plate array could be calculated by transformation. This 

displacement information was codified to yield the tooth forces from the interpolated 

load-deformation curves, and to compare these forces to allowable design loads for the 

orientation. Good agreement was obtained between model predictions and results of full 

truss tests. This extension solved only one of Foschi's (1977b) FE model limitations 

(i.e. computation of tooth force), but the others still remained. 

Cramer et al (1990) observed that despite the work of Foschi (1977b), Triche and 

Suddarth (1988) and several others, there was still no complete understanding of stress 

distribution in nail plate connections. Despite noting that true connection modelling 

usually involved 3-D, they opted to develop a 2-D numerical model in which they 

considered the punched metal plate teeth as nails transferring load from one wood 

member into the base plate and the second wood member. Their model, like Foschi's 

(1977b) was oriented in the plane of the joint. They classified the joint as being made up 

of three elements: (1) the wood, (2) the metal base plate, and (3) the wood-tooth 

interface represented by spring elements in the model. For modelling the steel base plate 

in tension, a bilinear elastic-perfectly plastic material property was assumed. In 

compression, steel linear elastic behaviour was assumed up to the yield stress. Unlike 

Foschi (1977b), they did not assume that the load immediately dropped to zero 

thereafter, but that there was a limited yielding plateau extending up to 10 times the 

yield strain, followed by a linear drop to half the yield stress at 20 times the yield strain, 

and finally dropping linearly to zero at 125 times the yield strain. This multi-linear 

behaviour was assumed to account for plate buckling behaviour under bending joint 

loads. Wood, however, was modelled only as a linear and orthotropic solid, with the 

discontinuities due to teeth penetration in the connected zone ignored. Each wood-tooth 
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interface was modelled using the Foschi (1977b) three parameter empirical model. This 

model, therefore, much like the two previously discussed, still lumped together the tooth 

deformation, plate out-of-plane deformation (nail plate peeling), wood crushing and 

wood-tooth friction. The authors argued that more direct treatment of the complex 

friction and associated steel-to-wood interactions could render the problem intractable 

without extensive further research. This direct treatment, however, was successfully 

implemented in this thesis. As Cramer et al (1990) correctly suspected, a huge 

computational effort was required to achieve it, in terms of both developing the models 

and the supercomputing resources of time, memory and storage. 

Cramer et al (1990) utilised purpose-coded software based on the linear stiffness matrix 

analysis approach and the Newton-Raphson method to obtain the solution in small 

incremental linear steps. Load-deformation parameters for the wood-tooth interface 

were obtained by back-calculation from standard test results (which included wood 

deformation as well base plate deformation) once the stiffnesses of both the wood and 

the base plate had been assumed. This, in a way, was an inverse modelling technique in 

that the wood-tooth spring stiffnesses were modified until the modelled behaviour 

matched the experimental results. Visual appraisal was used to judge the matching. 

Cramer et al (1990) also postulated that the wood-tooth spring stiffness was a constant 

for any given plate-type and tooth embedment conditions and, therefore, maintained the 

same values for all their analyses of different plate sizes and timber. From their analysis 

they concluded that small plates behaved like rigid bodies so the loads were almost 

equally distributed among the teeth. For large plates, however, the rigid body 

assumption was no longer valid and tooth forces near the gap were considerably large 

than further away from it. 

While the work of Cramer et al (1990) was able to produce a stress distribution on the 

base plate, this was all due to axial stretching of the base plate via the wood-tooth 

interface points. In real life, however, even larger contributions to stresses at the tooth

base plate interface may be due to tooth bending. This is because the teeth are integral 

with the base plate, and because of their slender form, the teeth undergo bending about 

the root as part of the load-transfer mechanism. In this study, the modelling results show 

that this is truly the case for double-sided nail plate joints. 
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In developing their 2-D model for the nail plate joint, Gebremedhin and Crovella (1991) 

also assumed that each tooth acted as a cantilever beam in an elastic supporting 

mechanism. Through solving the beam-on-elastic foundation differential equation, they 

were able to compute the stresses in the nail plate. Their work showed that there were 

huge differences in the stress distribution on the surface of the nail plate. The section 

over the gap carried nearly six times as much stress as the section over the last row of 

teeth near the end of the plate. The loads per tooth were also 22% higher near the joint 

line compared to the last row of teeth. This finding, however, was somewhat contrary to 

the analytical work of Cramer et al (1990) who reported nearly uniform load 

distribution for a plate of similar size and tooth geometry. The Gebremedhin and 

Crovella (1991) model was limited in that it could not model tooth pull-out and friction 

between the wood and the teeth as the beam and foundation had no capabilities to lose 

contact with each other at the interface. 

Vatovec et al (1996) used the commercial FE analysis package ANSYS to model the 

nail plate joint problem in 3-D. The same three separate elements of the joint considered 

were the steel base plate. the wood and the tooth-wood interface. In their model, the 

physical geometry of the teeth was not modelled but each tooth on the nail plate was 

represented by a set of three non-linear springs. This followed unsuccessful earlier 

attempts to include all the teeth as 3-D entities, each preserving its geometry. Similar 

problems in this study meant that only one-eighth of the joints could be modelled in 3-D 

with individual tooth geometries included. The non-linear springs used by Vatovec et al 

(1996) represented the tooth-wood interaction parallel and perpendicular to the plate 

principal direction in the plane of the plate, and the interaction perpendicular to the 

plane of the plate. These properties were determined from tests on tension joints where 

the angle of the grain and plate principal direction with respect to the load were varied. 

The load-deformation characteristics also took the form of the Foschi (1977b) three

parameter model and were input by the user into the ANSYS programme as series of 

discrete load-deformation data points. Apart from lumped tooth behaviour at a non

dimensional point, the rest of the joint geometry was preserved. The steel plate was 

modelled using bilinear material properties that allowed for strain hardening. The slots 

from which teeth were punched were omitted from the model because they had earlier 

caused modelling complications. Wood was modelled as linear elastic with three 

different moduli for each of the longitudinal, radial and tangential directions. No 
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discontinuity due to tooth penetration was considered. Contact elements were also 

incorporated to model wood-to-wood interaction at points likely to come into contact 

during modelling. The model was validated against test joints and good agreement was 

obtained. It also showed promise in modelling full truss assemblies but further 

experimental validation was recommended (Vatovec et al, 1997). 

Vatovec et al' s (1996) model went further than the others in taking the nail plate joint 

modelling into 3-D space. However, it still was limited by the lumping of tooth-wood 

interaction at the non-dimensional point. 

Adjanohoun et al (1999) were the first researchers whose work on FE modelling of nail 

plate tooth behaviour directly incorporating the interaction between the nail plate metal 

and wood could be found. Joint geometry, including an idealised tooth profile, was 

maintained in the model. Contact equations were incorporated in the FE formulation of 

the numerical model. One of their objectives was to eschew ascribing inferior elastic 

properties to timber but still come up with valid model results. They used 2D FE 

modelling on a two-tooth joint, progressing to six-tooth and ten-tooth joint models. 

Their initial five-step plan involved separately modelling tooth dislodging (as beam-on

elastic foundation problem) and base plate deformation (as a shell connected to wood by 

deformable links). This attempt failed because they could not get past the isolated 

single-tooth modelling problem. A revised two-step approach was then adopted in 

which the teeth and the base plate were attached. Other than for the two-tooth joint 

model, the contact could not be modelled with coefficients of friction exceeding 0.2. 

Coupled with the stiff material properties used for the timber, the most likely modelled 

failure mode was that of the teeth sliding out of the recesses with minimal deformation 

in the timber. This was confirmed to be the case by the deflected shapes and load

deformation curves of the joints. The deformations of reference points in the direction 

perpendicular to load were much larger than those in the direction of load. For example, 

an exterior point on the two-tooth model had the following displacements at peak load: 

in direction of load - 0.18 mm; perpendicular to direction of load - 12.5 mm. This can 

be interpreted as the penalty for not recognising the reduction in strength in the nailed 

zone due to wood damage caused by nail penetration. Their results were not compared 

to any experimental results but were curve re-fitted using Foschi's  model (Foschi, 

1977b). 
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Amanuel et al (2000) also developed a 2-D model of a tension nail plate splice joint 

using ANSYS. The model was oriented perpendicular to the plane of the nail plate. Like 

Adj anohoun et al ( 1999), they considered the wood, base plate and teeth as separate 

linear elastic entities that maintained their geometry. The tooth-wood interface, 

however, was modelled using non-linear contact elements, which are virtual members 

capable of transferring the compressive and frictional forces at the interface. A small 

initial over-closure had to be assumed in order to activate the contact elements. 

However, frictional forces were not considered in the implementation they developed. 

This was because incorporation of stick-slip behaviour of the teeth caused an enormous 

amount of time to convergence, with no convergence achieved in over 24 hours on a 

supercomputer time-share. Constraints were imposed perpendicular to the plate axis at 

the joint line to prevent rigid body motion of the nail plate. The stiffness value of the 

contact elements was assumed as 90.3 GPa, with that of the steel assumed as 203 GPa 

and the wood assuming values of 9.03 GPa and 10.85 GPa for the samples of wood 

joints they used in the modelling. Amanuel et al (2000) also claimed that their model 

required no empirical calibration, a feat which, to the knowledge of this author, had not 

hitherto been successfully implemented by anyone. It was, therefore difficult to see how 

the stiffness of the contact elements, members that only exist in the virtual domain, was 

derived as the rationale of its choice is not detailed in the paper. The results of their 

analysis were nearly linear load-slip curves for each of the two cases modelled. The 

slopes of these curves were also within 6.5% of the stiffness values reported by Riley 

and Gebremedhin (1999b). These stiffness values themselves were generally lower than 

those reported by others as discussed in Section 2. 1 1.3. 

The model by Amanuel et al (2000) does not seem to have achieved much in terms 

advancing nail plate behaviour beyond what had been achieved previously. This, 

probably, is further testimony to the challenges associated with the problem of tooth

wood interaction in its fullness. 

Kevarinmaki (2000) used a simplified FE approach to model the load-deformation 

behaviour of individual nail plate teeth. His model, based on beam-on-elastic foundation 

theory, used spring constants as program inputs for the wood material properties. The 

constants were calculated from wood foundation moduli determined from bilinear 

idealisation of wood embedding stress-displacement curves. His approach was 



innovative in that it complemented Johansen's theory by determining joint slip. 

However, all the springs in his model were placed on one face of the tooth whereas in 

practice the elastic foundation condition exists on both faces. In this study, the 

individual tooth load-deformation behaviour FE modelling is improved by using the 

ABAQUS contact algorithm. 
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The complexity of the contact problem involving two deformable bodies cannot be 

overlooked. The successful modelling and optimisation of double-sided nail plate joints 

achieved using the approaches developed during the course of this study represent a 

significant contribution and advancement in this area. 

2.12 Double-sided nail plate connectors 

Literature on double-sided nail plate joint research is very limited. The only records that 

could be found were those by Malinowski (1985) and Malinowski et al (1985). These 

pertained to research and development undertaken in Poland in the early 1980's. The 

double-sided nail plates investigated were of the same type as the ones used in this 

study. The main difference was in the aspect ratios of the plates, with this study utilising 

much slenderer plates. To start with, only anchorage type shearing tests and nail plate 

pull-out tests were undertaken by Malinowski and his co-workers. In optimising their 

nail plates, a trial-and-error approach was adopted. Nail plates with high tooth densities 

and arrowhead-shaped tooth ends were found to be the best performing. Best

performance strengths obtained compared well with those of single-sided nail plates of 

the same type. Double-sided nail plates were then tested in three-ply and five-ply truss 

joints, compound compression members and compound beam members. Satisfactory 

performance was obtained in all cases. Further tests were conducted with the best 

performing nail plate, which had arrowhead-shaped tooth ends. Characteristic strength 

and stiffness values were expressed per unit area, making it difficult to compare with 

the test results of this study since the tooth densities were not given. The Malinowski 

studies established that the double-sided nail plate fastener is a competent device with 

potential for use in a wide range of applications. 



2.13 Conclusions 

As a result of this literature review, the following summary conclusions, in as far as 

they apply to the double-sided nail plate fastened timber joint, are drawn to guide the 

rest of the investigation. 
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(1) The FE formulation of the Jacobian matrix used in ABAQUS/Standard 

incorporates the effect of element displacement, geometry and material 

constitutive relations. This implies that if the stiffness of the modelled structure is 

known, and means are available to control the Jacobian matrix so as to yield that 

stiffness, then assumption of simplified structural geometry can be compensated 

for by adjusting the parameters of the material constitutive laws (i.e. elastic 

moduli and yield stresses for elastic-perfectly plastic models) to yield the same 

effective stiffness. The converse is also true. 

(2) Although timber is an anisotropic material, it can be modelled with reasonable 

accuracy assuming it to be orthotropic. This makes it possible to approximate the 

behaviour of timber with classical metal plasticity, for which the constitutive 

relations have been developed that overcome most problems encountered in 

numerical modelling of plasticity. For this study, the elastic constants for each 

material direction are input directly into the ABAQUS/Standard programme. 

Assuming linear elastic-perfectly plastic behaviour, the yield values for each 

stress component are specified as yield ratios RiJ which are implemented via Hill's 

(1948) yield potential criterion. 

(3) The material properties of nail plates, especially around the teeth, are altered by 

the metal-forming processes to which they are subjected during manufacturing. 

These altered material properties are difficult to measure directly for the reasons 

detailed in Section 2.4.1. Therefore material properties derived from tension tests 

are only approximations of the real values and often lead to overprediction of 

actual structural performance. 

(4) In-situ material properties in the vicinity of pressed-in nail plate teeth differ from 

those of timber not similarly subjected to damage (i.e. virgin material properties). 

The timber in-situ material properties are also difficult to measure directly as 
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detailed in Section 2.4.3. Use of these virgin material properties in the vicinity of 

the fastener will overestimate the fastener performance in the timber. 

(5) From the study of embedment behaviour of timber under mechanical fastener 

bearing, it is clear that the fastener-wood interaction is a complex system in its 

own right and whose behaviour under load is difficult to estimate from theory 

basing only on the considerations of the material properties of the components 

making up the joint. 

(6) Implementing direct FE modelling of the nail plate timber joint on the backdrop 

of the conclusions and limitations stated in (1) to (5) above is unlikely to yield a 

model capable of accurately predicting joint behaviour. However, inverse 

modelling techniques that have been used in other fields, among them material 

science, are an effective tool for building models where some aspects of the model 

parameters (e.g. material property parameters) are unknown but the overall 

behaviour ( e.g. load-slip behaviour) is known and measurable. In short, inverse 

modelling involves use of measured behaviour to calibrate modelled behaviour. 

With the ultimate goal of this study being one of building a numerical model that 

simulates measured joint behaviour, and one that can be used to optimise the nail 

plate configuration, inverse modelling is, therefore, a natural choice. 

(7) With respect to the embedment systems described in (5) above, it can be clearly 

seen that the embedding strength of timber is a non-unique property, but one that 

varies widely depending on a number of factors a� discussed in Section 2.6.1. For 

the seven models examined, and assuming the same timber density and projected 

fastener bearing width, ratios of highest to lowest predicted embedding strengths 

of 2 and over were obtained. It was concluded that the system comprising a flat 

rigid fastener bearing on a smooth 'undisturbed' timber surface was capable of 

achieving the highest embedding strength. 

(8) In tension splice testing of nail plate joints, tooth withdrawal from the wood is by 

far the most common cause of joint failure. This implies that anchorage failure, 

which can be modelled analytically using Johansen's (1949) pin joint theory, can 

possibly be used in nail plate joint design. 
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(9) Again with respect to (5) above, the load-slip behaviour of mechanically fastened 

timber joints is often modelled using the beam-on-elastic foundation theory (i.e. a 

steel beam resting on a timber foundation both represented by springs). The 

complexity of the problems has meant that the properties of the springs (especially 

the wood foundation) are derived from tests on typical joints. These 

experimentally derived properties are then implemented in analytical or numerical 

models to simulate load-slip behaviour. It, therefore, appears that there is not as 

yet a substitute for empirical calibration in deriving the effective properties of the 

fastener-timber systems under loading. 

( 10) In modelling of timber connections using the FEM, sudden changes in stiffness 

between two regions lead to non-convergence of the solution. One way of 

overcoming this problem is to employ 'numerical devices' in the form of 

appropriately modified stiffnesses that ease the model onto iterative paths leading 

to convergence of the solution. 

(11) A vast majority of analytical and numerical models that analyse the behaviour of 

single-sided nail plate joint behaviour treat individual nail plate teeth as cantilever 

beams embedded in the timber. In line with (9) above, the spring model is often 

applied for the tooth-wood connection as well. Some treatments lump the wood 

and tooth together and represent the resulting entity as a separate element, 

whereas other approaches incorporate the stiffness matrix of the spring connection 

into the global stiffness matrix. All these models base their development on the 

principle of the teeth bearing on timber, thus making it theoretically possible to 

treat individual teeth as dowels that can be designed using Johansen's  theory. 

However, other prevalent plate failure modes make such a treatment redundant as 

Johansen's theory cannot be applied to plate net section failure in tension, 

compression or shear. These plate failures largely occur at the unsupported 

portion of the plate lying on the joint line. However, tension failures are also 

known to occur off the joint line if the portion of the plate over the joint line is not 

perforated (Rodd, private communication). Double-sided nail plates used as 

envisaged (see Figure 1.10) have no unsupported portion and can, therefore, be 

designed on the basis of Johansen's  theory if timber brittle failure is avoided. 
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(12) Whilst spring models have contributed immensely to the improvement of the 

accuracy with timber joints are modelled, they have limitations when the nail 

plate itself is the subject of investigation, as is the case in this study. It has been 

variously demonstrated that tooth withdrawal is the most common failure mode of 

nail plate fastened timber joints. Resistance to pull-out is provided by friction 

between the teeth and the wood. In the spring model this can be taken care of by a 

spring in the fastener axial direction. For spring elements used in commercial 

software, the force increases with deformation whereas in real tooth sliding the 

total force in the axial direction decreases with withdrawal. Secondly, most spring 

action in the lateral direction only caters for deformation in that direction, whereas 

actual nail plate teeth undergo both lateral translation and rotation. Rotation 

generates reactive moments which load the base plate in bending as well as in the 

lateral direction. It can be concluded that the best representation is some form of 

physical tooth connecting the base plate to the timber. 

(13) The experimental data to calibrate the models referred to in (11) above do not 

generally consider timber density as a test variable. In many cases density is either 

mentioned in passing or not at all. This is in stark contrast with dowel embedment 

where density is universally treated as the key test variable. There is scope, 

therefore, to explore whether density is a significant factor in double-sided nail 

plate joint performance. 

( 14) Preliminary assessment of results of anchorage tested nail plate fastened timber 

joints indicate that stiffness is a very variable property and, therefore, very strong 

correlations with density can not be expected. 

(15) In testing of timber joints, the best estimate of performances can only be obtained 

from tests that resemble the practical situation. Failing that, empirical calibration 

is often necessary to tie tests results to field performance. 
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Chapter 3 :  Experimental Design 

3.1 Introduction 

Awareness of the existence of double-sided punched metal plate fasteners, and the 

consequential universal industrial application thereof, are both very low despite more 

than 20 years passing since the Malinowski (1985) studies were reported. Availability 

of indicative performance data and optimal configuration of double-sided metal plate 

connectors could go some way towards encouraging industrial uptake of the product. As 

a first step towards optimising the design of this type of connector, the behaviour of 

typical softwood joints, made with the prototype Wolf nail plate, and that of the 

constituent materials were investigated through series of structural tests. Full joints 

incorporating a single nail plate each were tested for anchorage behaviour to standard 

practice as specified in BS EN 1075: 2000, BS EN 28970: 1991 and BS EN 26891: 

1991. The tensile strength of the nail plate metal and the timber embedding and shear 

strengths were each experimentally determined. The moment-rotation behaviour of nail 

plate tooth projections was also determined from tests. 

3.2 Joint anchorage tests 

Standard procedures for single-sided nail plate joint anchorage tests were adopted for 

the double-sided nail plate joints. These were deemed appropriate as the prototype nail 

plate connector under investigation fell into the same category as those covered by the 

aforementioned codes of practice. Specific details of the procedures are given in the 

section that follow. 

The full joint tests were conducted on a bottom-driven Mayes ESH500 universal testing 

machine of 500 kN maximum capacity fitted with a 50 kN auxiliary load cell and 

adjustable static testing ranges. Two full scale static testing ranges of 10 kN and 25 kN 

were chosen, depending on the configuration of the nail plate used in the joint assembly. 

The main aim was for each test to be conducted such that as much of the load range as 

possible was utilised, thereby improving the precision of the results by reducing the 

magnitude of measurement error. Although the Mayes machine had a capacity far larger 
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than the joints tested, it offered very good rate control in both the load-control and the 

displacement-control phases of the tests. Inertia forces due to the self-weight of the load 

cell and auxiliary components in top-driven machines significantly degrade the quality 

of control achievable in high capacity machines used to test low capacity joints. Since 

the crosshead and load cell positions of the Mayes machine were fixed during the tests, 

only the relatively lightweight driving ram contributed to the system inertia forces. The 

principles behind top-driven and bottom-driven universal testing machines are 

illustrated in Figure 3.1. 

• Crosshead fixed 
but load cell and 
auxiliary 
components 
move during test 

• Inertial forces 
significant for 
loading rate 
control 

Reaction -i:l:::tf�;;;;!_LJ_JLJ 
Platform 
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(a) Top-driven universal testing machine 

..-.....�---�� • Crosshead, load 

Travel 

cell and auxiliary 
fittings fixed 
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• Passive resistance 
to applied load -
no inertia 

Ram End 
Cap 

,LL---1.---1..-1:�===l=±==±::J;-- Driving 
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(b) Bottom-driven universal testing 

Figure 3 .1 :  Principles of top-driven and bottom-driven universal testing machines 

All tests were conducted in the longitudinal direction of the nail plates and generally 

parallel to the grain of the timber. The wide faces of the nail plate teeth were, therefore, 

bearing mainly on the transverse plane of the timber, and generally perpendicular to its 

longitudinal direction. Tooth loading on the timber was, therefore, described as having 

been placed between the bounds of longitudinal-radial (LR) and longitudinal-tangential 

(LT) directions inclusive. 

3.2.1 Timber specimens preparation 

European whitewood timber procured from local merchants was used for the joint 

fabrication. Selection of the timber pieces was carried out randomly but with preference 

for visually good-quality pieces. The main visual selection criteria applied were the 
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minimal presence of knots in the intended nailing zones, minimal physical damage and 

good longitudinal grain orientation. This selection process provided a sample of 

whitewood that allowed for generalised study of the nail plate performance in softwood 

joints and also minimised the scatter of test results due to identifiable localised material 

defects. Random selection was also used by McCarthy and Wolfe (1987) in their testing 

programme. Prior to any working, the timber was conditioned for at least two weeks in 

an environmental chamber set at temperature 20 ± 2°C and relative humidity 65 ± 5%, 

also referred to herein as environment 20/65. Resulting densities of the so conditioned 

timber ranged from 350 to 600 kg/m3 with an average moisture content of 12.5%. 

Boot-type timber specimens for use under compression loading were chosen because 

they minimised the load eccentricity in the joint during testing. Further these specimens 

required less fabrication effort compared to tension loaded specimens usually used fro 

anchorage testing under BS EN 1075. Risks of specimen loss due to failure at the grips 

as experienced by Vatovec et al ( 1996) were also virtually eliminated. In terms of the 

effect of direction of loading on joint capacity, little stressing of the base plate was 

expected so it was assumed there would be no effect. However, if there was an effect, 

then a lower strength would be obtained as a result of plate buckling under compression. 

This was also considered remote since no gaps existed and the nail plates were 

intermittently supported throughout their length by the teeth embedded in the timber. 

The nominal size of the timber as procured was 100 mm x 4 7 mm. This was planed all 

round to 90 mm x 35 mm in order to straighten out the pieces and also to allow for any 

under-the-surface defects to be exposed. The 35 mm width was chosen because it was 

the minimum standard thickness for planed structural timber in current European 

standards that was adequate to take the nail plate for on-edge connection. Markings 

were made in sound material zones to indicate where pieces, slightly in excess of the 

targeted 400 mm specimen lengths, were to be cut. Each marked out piece was uniquely 

labelled. Where possible, 40 mm long clear pieces were cut adjacent to the specimen 

pieces and appropriately labelled. These latter pieces were used to determine the initial 

wet and oven dry densities required for the pairing of the specimen pieces used in each 

joint. Each test specimen piece was then trimmed on the edge not used for connecting 

using a circular saw to 70 mm width, slightly less than the European standard width of 

72 mm. This deviation had minimal effect on joint behaviour as the test pieces were 
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adequately stocky for the loads they were subjected to. Softwood blocks to form the 

boot were then glued onto the planed edge. After the glue had set, the specimens were 

further trimmed to length and cut square at the boot end. A chamfer was then cut to 

centralise the bearing area with the plane of the connected edge. The profile of a typical 

test piece is shown in Figure 3.2. 

1 • so • I Glued-on block 
Planed connecting edge 

{---�-� 

I. 400 

Figure 3.2 : Profile of boot-type timber test piece 
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Using a planed connecting edge minimised timber friction and contact with the nail 

plate base during testing. Load transfer, therefore, took place primarily through the nail 

plate teeth. This was fundamentally critical to enabling the connection to be treated as 

dowel-type and thereby making Johansen's equations applicable. Further, the planed 

surfaces were inspected to make sure that there were no defects such as knots, wane and 

high grain angle in the fastened zone. Similar precautions were taken by Stahl et al 

(1994). Completed pieces were returned to the environmental chamber for further 

conditioning prior to joint assembly. This was necessary to allow the timber to rebound 

from the confining forces imposed by the mechanical planer and to attain the desired 

equilibrium moisture content at environment 20/65. 

3.2.2 Nail plate preparation 

The nominal dimensions of the Wolf plate were 200 mm length, 24 mm width and 1 

mm plate thickness. Each nail plate comprised two teeth punched out per perforation 

and laid out in four longitudinal rows. Alternate rows were staggered. The average 

length of the teeth from base plate to pointside was 8 mm. The side of the plate on 

which the teeth were projected alternated from row to row. Each side of the nail plate 

had 32 teeth. The idealised profile of the nail plate is shown in Figure 3.3. 
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Figure 3.3 : Idealised schematic of the double-sided Wolf nail plate 

The two sides of the nail plate were differentiated from each other on the basis of the 

differences in dispersion and the profile of nails projected on them. The side on which 

the legend 'WOLF 100' was located was designated side A, and the reverse side B (see 

Figure 3.3). These parameters were necessary to track the order in which the nail plate 

was pressed into the timber in joint assembly. Furthermore, the nail plate was also 

assigned an orientation because of the changes observed when it was upturned in the 

lengthwise direction. The plate was said to be oriented 'With' if, during the test, the 

legend 'WOLF 100' was upright, and oriented 'Against' if it was displayed upside 

down. The double-sided Wolf nail plate was regarded as directional with regards to 

individual teeth. This was because in testing half the number of the teeth were deformed 

in a manner that continued to bend them in the direction they were initially bent during 

the plate-punching process, whereas the other half were bent in a direction which 

reversed that initial bending. This directional nature of individual teeth is illustrated in 

Figure 3.4. 

(a) In-direction test bending (b) Against-direction test bending 
Figure 3.4: Directional nature of the double-sided nail plate teeth 
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The direction in which the teeth were acting in the test was regarded as an important 

factor influencing the joint behaviour. It was established in Section 2.4.3 that punched 

metal plate connectors are products of metal forming processes. Material properties of 

the parent sheet metal are invariably altered during the production process in certain 

parts of the nail plates, especially around the tooth root areas. Prior to use in load 

transfer in joints, nail plate teeth would, therefore, have already undergone a full cycle 

of loading and unloading. This implies that, strictly speaking, cyclic material properties 

should be applied to the analysis of nail plate behaviour in timber joints. Five factors 

that affect the behaviour of metals under cyclic loading listed Zhao and Lee (2004) are: 

(1) Non-linearity of stress-strain loop; 

(2) Bauschinger effect; 

(3) Plastic shakedown; 

( 4) Ratcheting effect; and 

(5) Relaxation of mean stress. 

The Bauschinger effect results in a reduced yield stress upon reverse loading if plastic 

deformation had occurred during initial loading. This clearly applies to against-direction 

loading of nail plate teeth but the effect on joint performance is not quantified for the 

Wolf plate, or for any other nail plate known to the author. For plastic shakedown, soft 

or annealed metals tend to harden towards a stable limit, and initially hardened metals 

tend to soften. It is assumed here that during punching, the root areas undergo strain 

hardening. Since the material in the root areas is thus initially hardened, second cycle 

loading, which occurs when the joint is loaded is likely to lead to softening. This state 

of affairs then limits the scope for applying hardening rules in the modelling, as 

mentioned in Section 2.3.1. Ratcheting is associated with progressive creep in the 

direction of the mean stress which is caused by unsymmetric cycles of stress between 

prescribed limits. Since only two cycles of loading are involved in the nail plate joints 

tested, ratcheting is assumed to be negligible and is not directly taken into account in 

the modelling that will follow. The same argument applies to relaxation of mean stress, 

which is also characteristic of unsymmetric straining. This, therefore, means that the 

Bauschinger effect is the only factor that required further consideration because of its 

relationship with the directional nature of the double-sided Wolf plate. Other physical 

factors that necessitated consideration of plate directionality were associated with the 

fact that the teeth were both curved and twisted. In one direction of loading, tooth 
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bearing was with the concave surface, whereas in the other it was with the convex 

surface. Differential contact and slip properties were, therefore, possible and the effects 

needed to be examined from test results. The testing programme, therefore, included 

tests which took into account tooth bending direction. 

In order to produce nail plates in which the tests could be conducted exclusively 'in

direction' or exclusively 'against-direction' ,  it was necessary to remove all the nail 

projections that would act in the contra direction of the chosen test configuration. This 

was done by cutting off the undesirable projections with a jigsaw and filing down the 

burr to produce a smooth surface at the nail plate base. Due care was taken to avoid 

damaging the retained tooth projections during the cutting and filing. The smooth base 

plate surfaces ensured minimal contact and friction with the timber and thereby 

promoted dowel-type action at the tooth level. Removal of nail plate teeth in this way 

meant that only half the original number of projections remained available for the test, 

and hence the misnomer 'half nail plate'. Two configurations of the half nail plate were 

possible. For a full nail plate held upright, the removal of teeth that included the bottom 

most row on side A yielded a configuration termed the 'F-plate'. The configuration of 

the F-plate is shown in Figure 3.5. 
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Figure 3.5: Configuration of the F-plate 
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On the other hand, if the removal of teeth from a plate held as described above included 

the top most row on side A, then the resulting configuration was termed the 'L-plate'. 

The configuration of the L-pate is shown in Figure 3.6. 
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Figure 3.6: Configuration of the L-plate 
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The F-plate and the L-plate contain the same number of teeth but they differ in terms of 

the length of the base plate end-span a which acts as a cantilever anchored at the first 

interior tooth position. For each tooth, the lateral load transfers to the base as a direct 

force and a moment. Under compressive load the L-plate, which has an end a span more 

double that of the F-plate, is more likely to have the ends peeling away from the timber. 

3.2.3 Joint assembly 

The joints for the test programme were assembled by pressing together using a top

driven universal testing machine pairs of conditioned timber specimens with a double

sided nail plate sandwiched in between. Manual control of the ram movement was used. 

Ideally, pressing should have been achieved in a single step, with the timber pieces 

being pressed together once the nail plate was in position as shown in Figure 3.7. 

Apply pressure 

iiiiiiiiiii 
Apply pressure --- - Original nail plate position 

-------- Load-induced rotation 

Figure 3.7: Single step pressing procedure for joint assembly 
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However, this approach was not adopted because the eccentricity of the resultant forces 

acting on the two faces caused the nail plate to rotate during the pressing. This resulted 

in distortion of the nail plate teeth and damage to the timber around the teeth, leaving 

gaps as the nail plates settled into their final positions. Where fabrication problems have 

occurred in the past, other researchers have tended to develop special apparati to address 

the problem(s). For example, McCarthy and Wolfe (1987), when faced with nail plate 

alignment problems for the splice joints they were trying to press in simultaneously, 

developed a special jig in which the whole set-up was aligned using pins extending 

from the bed of the testing machine to the metal template attached to the loading head. 

Gupta (1994) reported alignment problems similar to those of McCarthy and Wolfe 

(1987) but, however, proposed no solution. 

So a further scheme was tried out which involved using rigid steel guide plates with an 

internal clearance of just over 35 mm and steel combs made from 3 mm plate. These 

held the nail plate horizontal at its base as the timber pieces were simultaneously 

pressed together, as shown in Figure 3.8. 

Figure 3.8: One step pressing procedure using guide plate and steel combs 

The combs were removed when they were just about to come into contact with the 

timber connecting edges. This left a gap of about 3 mm on either side of the nail plate. 

Up to this point, the horizontal alignment of the nail plate was satisfactorily maintained. 

The pressing was then continued without the combs, but still significant rotation of the 

nail plate was observed. Using additional combs to leave a gap of approximately 1 mm 

on either side of the nail plate still did not eliminate the problem of nail plate rotation. 
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To overcome this eccentric load-induced nail plate rotation problem, a stocky steel 

platen with pre-drilled nail receptor holes as shown in Figure 3.9 was fabricated to assist 

in the joint assembly and general handling of the double-sided nail plates. 
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Figure 3.9: Stocky steel platen for handling double-sided nail plates 
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Using this device, a two-step procedure, in which the nail plate rotation was minimised, 

was adopted for assembling the joints. Figure 3.10 illustrates the principle of the two 

step pressing approach. 

Apply load Apply load 

ll _________ Guide plate ll 

STEP I :  Press nail plate into first 
timber piece using platen 

+-----+---------+------... 

STEP 2: Press second timber piece 
into nail plate embedded on first piece 

Figure 3.10: Two step pressing procedure adopted for joint assembly 

This approach involved, firstly, fully pressing the nail plate into one of the timber pieces 

with the aid of the steel platen and guide plates. Since the platen rested on the base of 

the nail plate, and was itself constrained to move only in the vertical direction by the 

guide plates, the resulting rotation of the nail plate was minimal. Full penetration of the 

nail plate teeth was assumed to have been achieved once the load readings started rising 
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sharply and the gap between the nail plate base and the timber was visually closed. 

Although the time at which this occurred varied from specimen to specimen, the 

pressing was generally stopped at around 15 kN load for half nail plates and 25 kN for 

full nail plates. Secondly, the loose timber piece in the pair was pressed into the nail 

plate already embedded into the first timber piece. Both pieces were held in vertical 

alignment by the guide plates and the applied load was distributed by placing the metal 

platen between the spherical seat-fitted loading head and the piece being pressed in. 

For each assembled specimen the following parameters were recorded: 

( 1) the side of the nail plate first pressed in, 

(2) the resultant orientation of the nail plate in the test set-up, 

(3) the position, in the test set-up, of the timber piece in which the nail plate was 

embedded first 

(4) the direction of bending of the nail plate teeth during test (for half nail plates 

only), and 

(5) the configuration of the nail plate used. 

The two-step joint pressing procedure is not new to timber joint research. Gebremedhin 

et al (1992), Gupta (1994) and Rodd (1995) all tested joints with nail plates pressed in 

one at a time. However, no information could be found regarding the statistical 

significance of adopting such an approach, hence the data collection scheme outlined 

above and the subsequent statistically analysis presented in Chapter 5. 

Assembled specimens were checked for general straightness and flatness before being 

returned to the conditioning environment 20/65 for at least eight weeks before being 

tested. This extended time lag occurred for logistical reasons. Assembled joint strength 

is known to decrease with time from fabrication even under constant density and 

moisture content (McCarthy and Wolfe, 1987). However, the strength values settle to 

nearly constant levels if enough time is allowed to lapse before testing. MOAT No. 16 

specifications require a minimum of 12 hours between fabrication and testing. Various 

researchers have allowed different time spans: Gupta and Gebremedhin (1990) - seven 

days; McCarthy and Wolfe (1987) - seven days; Gebremedhin et al (1992) - seven days 

and Kirk et al (1989) - 48 hours. 
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3.2.4 Equipment set-up 

The test equipment was set up such that the direction of the resultant of the applied load 

was concentric with the mid-plane of the joint. This was done to make full use of the 

boot-type specimens in minimising load eccentricity in the test. Wooden guides were 

fabricated for holding the test specimens upright, and these were fitted on the spherical 

seat-fitted bearing head and the ram end cap. Positions to centralise the nailed zone with 

the line of action of the applied loads were marked out on the wooden guides. The test 

specimens were then placed in the machine and positioned such that the connected 

edges were aligned with the markings on the wooden guides. The verticality of the test 

specimens was further checked using a spirit level. Where adjustments were necessary, 

hardwood wedges were used at the ram end cap surface, ensuring that minimal gaps 

were introduced in the process. The general layout of the test equipment, with the 

specimen mounted, is shown in Figure 3.11. 

Load Cell 
(Position fixed) 

Top Member 

Front Elevation Side Elevation 

Figure 3.1 1 :  Set-up of specimen in universal testing machine 

Section A-A 

KEY 

Data 
Acquisition 
Cables 

Wooden 
Guides 

The load on the specimen was applied directly by the ram action and spherical seat 

bearing head reaction. Uniform distribution of the applied load was assumed to be 

effected by the positional self-adjustment of the spherical seat bearing head. In its 

absence, an alternative approach would have been to use rubber pads as used by Stahl et 
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al (1994 ). Displacement measurement instrumentation consisted of two sets of linear 

variable differential transducer (L VDT) pairs. One pair measured the slip in the joint 

and the other the separation or gap between the timber pieces. The slip measurement 

transducers used had a range of -7.5 mm to +7.5 mm (15 mm total) and the gap 

measurement transducers -5.0 mm to +5.0 mm (10 mm total). Before and after each test 

session, the transducers were calibrated using a specially adapted micrometer. 

The transducers were mounted in pairs to provide an independent check for each other. 

For slip measurements, the out-of-plane distortion of the specimens during testing was 

compensated for by averaging the readings from the pair of transducers. Slip 

measurement transducers also provided for direct measurement of the actual joint slip, 

as opposed to relying on ram displacement. Ram displacement measurements invariably 

incorporate settlement at the bearing ends and specimen shortening outside the nailing 

zone. Typical discrepancies between ram and L VDT measurements are shown, for a 

single anchorage test, in Figure 3.12. For the in-plane lateral joint movements, using the 

pair of gap measurement transducers enabled both the relative rotation and the average 

separation of the connected members to be measured simultaneously. 
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Figure 3.12: Typical discrepancies between ram and LVDT slip measurements 

Each slip measurement transducer was mounted on the face of one timber test piece, 

close to the connected edge and near the end of the embedded nail plate. Its target was a 

wooden block nailed on the face of other test piece such that the target's longitudinal 

direction was perpendicular to the connected edge. The target was located near the other 

end of the nail plate. It was also notched to keep it clear of the timber piece holding the 
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transducer. Each timber piece, therefore, had a transducer mounted on one face and a 

target on the other. The initial distance between the transducer/target fixities was 200 ± 

10 mm. Gap measurement transducers were mounted on each non-boot end of one test 

specimen, and used the adjacent connecting edge as their targets. The distance between 

the gap transducers was 280 ± 10 mm. It was ensured that all the mounting screws and 

holding down nails were kept clear of the nail plate teeth embedded in each piece. 

The transducers were set to operate mainly in extension mode, although the gap 

transducers went through a compression operational phase. This was mainly adopted to 

protect the instruments in case of a sudden failure of the specimen. All the data were 

acquired through a data logger that simultaneously read all input channels every 5 

seconds. 

3.2.5 Test series design 
The nail plate preparation described in Section 3.2.2 led to three major categories of nail 

plate dependent test series. These were: 
• the original nail plates used as supplied 
• modified half nail plates used for 'in-direction' tests and 
• modified half nail plates used for 'against-direction' tests 

The two step pressing procedure adopted for joint assembly meant that the connection 

on one side of the joint underwent two pressing cycles of approximately equal applied 

pressure. It was, therefore, necessary to investigate the effect the additional loading 

cycle had on the side concerned, and on the joint behaviour in general. The information 

recorded during the joint assembly as described in Section 3.2.3 was used to carry out 

these studies. 

In designing the experiments, a four-letter coding system was adopted for general 

description of the specimen categories. This code was made up of four single-letter 

descriptors, generally based on the nail plate descriptions given in Section 3.2.2. Three 

of these descriptors defined the following nail plate positional characteristics: 
• the side of nail plate used in the first step of pressing 
• the orientation of the nail plate in the test set up and 
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• the location, in the test set up, of the timber piece used in the first step of pressing. 

Each of these three descriptors had two feasible options. The fourth descriptor defined 

the nail plate type used in the joint. Unlike the other three descriptors, it was not of itself 

an independent parameter, but a result of the choice of the other three descriptors. The 

coding used for each of the four descriptors is described in the paragraphs that follow. 

For the side of nail plate used in the first step of pressing, the descriptors adopted were: 

(a) 'A' if side A was pressed in first, and 

(b) 'B' if side B was pressed in first. 

For the orientation of the nail plate in the test set up, the options were: 

(a) 'w' if the plate was oriented with the test set up, and 

(b) 'a' if the plate was oriented against the test set up. 

For the location, in the test set up, of the timber piece used in the first step of pressing, 

the options adopted were: 

(a) 'T' if the timber piece was located at the top part of the test set up, and 

(b) 'B' if the timber piece was located at the bottom. 

The three nail plate type descripto"rs adopted were: 

(a) 'F' if the F-plate was used 

(b) 

(c) 

'L' if the L-plate was used, and 

'N' for the full nail plate. 

In order to cover all the cases of nail plate manipulation with respect to the three 

independent descriptors discussed above, it was necessary to use 23 (= 8) unique 

combinations per nail plate type. The number of replicates used per joint configuration 

varies between researchers, with the choice mostly dictated by the intended data 

analysis methods. Where only knowledge of mean properties is sought from the tests, 

10 or less replicates are adequate (Smith and Whale, 1987). However larger numbers 

(say 20 used by Smith and Whale) are required for detailed statistically analysis such as 

required in computing characteristic values. MOAT No. 16 specifies 5 or more 

specimens since only average values are required. McCarthy and Wolfe (1987) used 9 

replicates which they analysed to obtain 90% confidence intervals for each joint type. 
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At the low end, Gebremedhin et al (1992) and Rodd (1995) only used three replicates 

per configuration. This study aimed, firstly, to gain knowledge of the average joint 

behaviour so a small sample size of 5 replicate specimens, designated A through E, was 

chosen for each test series. At least one test series was assigned to each combination for 

each of the three nail plate types. The test series were numbered Series 16 to Series 45 

inclusive. The allocation of series to combinations is shown in Table 3.1 to Table 3.3. 

Table 3.1 :  Test Series for in-direction tests 

Specimen Description Test Series 
AwTL 16, 19 
AaTF 17, 20 
AwBF 18, 21 
AaBL 22, 25 
BaTL 23 
BwTF 27 
BaBF 26 
BwBL 24 

Table 3.2: Test Series for against-direction tests 

Specimen Description Test Series 
AwTF 32 
AaTL 38 
AwBL 39 
AaBF 33 
BaTF 29, 35 
BwTL 28, 34 
BaBL 31, 37 
BwBF 30, 36 

Table 3.3: Test Series for full plate tests 

Specimen Test Series 
Description (Replicates in brackets) 

AwTN 40(A-D) 
AaTN 41(A-D) 
AwBN 42(A-D) 
AaBN 40(E), 41 (E), 42(E) 
BaTN 43(A-D) 
BwTN 44(A-D) 
BaBN 43(E), 44(E), 45(E) 
BwBN 45(A-D) 



The half nail plates, F-plate and L-plate were used in equal numbers for both 'in

direction' and 'against-direction' tests. In total, 30 series comprising 150 specimens 

were tested and these are summarised, for each nail plate type, in Table 3.4. 

Table 3.4: Summary for nail plate-type tests 

Plate Type No. of Specimens 
60 

L 60 
N 30 

Total 150 
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Among the objectives set out for this study was the characterisation, in terms of timber 

density, of the behaviour of joints fastened with the Wolf double-sided nail plate 

(Section 1.5,  Objective (2)). The literature review presented in Chapter 2 established the 

following positions related to density and joint behaviour (the quoted Conclusions are 

the summaries in Section 2.13): 

(1) Timber density is not routinely considered as a factor in nail plate fastened joint 

research (Conclusion (13)). 

(2) Most tension splice joint failure is due to tooth withdrawal, indicating the 

prevalence of anchorage type failure (Conclusion (8)). If base plate buckling is 

prevented, then splice joints under compression would fail in the same manner, 

e.g. the tests results of heavy gauge metal plate fastened compression truss joints 

reported by Wolfe et al (1996). Double-sided nail plate teeth embedded on both 

sides into timber provide the necessary restraint to facilitate anchorage failure. 

(3) With respect to the timber properties, Johansen's (1949) theory is built around the 

embedding strength (Section 2.5), a property also shown to be dependant on the 

density (Section 2.6.1 ). 

(4) In the TRADA embedment study, Smith and Whale (1987) stated that one of the 

objectives was to examine the possibility of using timber density as the predicting 

parameter for embedding strength, among other characteristics. Hilson et al 

(1987) subsequently reported that a high correlation had been found between 

embedding strength and density. 

These positions point to a possibility of strong correlations between density and double

sided nail plate fastened timber joint characteristics. However, not all studies have 
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established strong correlations between density and connection behaviour. For example, 

despite taking care to ensure that each stud type came from a single grade of material, 

that knots were avoided when driving nails, and that ring spacing and orientation were 

recorded, Griffiths (1987) found early into his preliminary investigation of cover nail 

connections that no definite relationships existed and that no trends were established. 

Therefore, there was scope in this study to then establish the position of density with 

regards to double-sided nail plate fastened softwood joint behaviour. 

The initial densities of the available timber were determined from the 90 mm x 35 mm x 

40 mm clear specimens cut from adjacent the test pieces as shown in Figure 3. 13. 

35 • I I • 4 1 0  40 � A  

<'---'---I _____,,....___/_�I�( { I 7 7 Part for joint test piece Part for initial density and fabrication moisture content measurement � A  

Figure 3.13: Extraction position of initial density measurement specimen 

Section A-A 

However, it was not possible to obtain a corresponding initial density specimen for 

every test piece because of the presence of defects and length limitations of the original 

planks. In such cases, the densities of test pieces concerned were estimated from those 

of neighbouring pieces in the original planks. This approximation was arrived at by 

averaging the obtained densities, taking cognisance of the texture of the grain. As 

aforementioned, the timber densities obtained ranged from 350 to 600 kg/m3 • 

Considering all the initial densities measured, an average density of 468 kg/m3 with a 

standard deviation of 49 kg/m3 was obtained. If the whole population is considered as a 

sample, using BS EN 384 : 1995 clause 7 gave a characteristic density of 387 kg/m3 . The 

ratio of the mean to characteristic density is 1.21, which is within the range 1.05 to 1.25 

stipulated in BS EN 28970: 1991 clause 5.2. 

Each of the three major categories test series was assigned timber specimens with 

densities that spanned across the spectrum of the available densities. Six series for each 

category had replicates whose average initial densities were kept constant within the 
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series. These assigned initial densities, for the 18 constant density series are shown in 

Figure 3.14 to Figure 3.16. 
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Figure 3.14: Constant average initial density series for in-direction tests 
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Figure 3.15:  Constant average initial density series for against-direction tests 
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Figure 3.16: Constant average initial density series for full nail plate tests 
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Each of the test specimens had their component densities matched in the pairing up. The 

only exceptions were specimens 40C, 40E and 41E. For specimen 40C, the pieces used 

were the only ones left in the lot. For specimens 40E and 41E, the pieces were 

inadvertently swapped during the pressing. In this study, each of the 180 test pieces 

used in the constant density series was checked for compliance with clause 5.3 of BS 

EN 28970: 1991 (wood density selection Method 2). The ratios of the initial test piece 

density (p) to series average density (/Jm) are presented in Figure 3.17. 
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Figure 3.17: Compliance of (initial test piece-to-series average density) ratios to BS EN 
28970: 1991 density selection Method 2 for all constant density test series 
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Since the constant densities varied in magnitude from series to series, it was only valid 

to use the mean density in each series for computing the ratios for the test pieces within 

that series. All but two of the test pieces had densities that complied with Method 2 

requirements. The two non-compliant pieces were, not surprisingly, from the 

mismatched specimens 40E and 41E. The analysis of the ratios for constant density 

series showed that the timber was properly selected for use in joint anchorage tests. For 

all the specimens the matching did not, however, specifically take into account the 

growth ring size and angle of the grain. Despite that, a significant proportion of the 

matched specimens were still made up of pieces that originated from the same planks. 

Table 3.1 to Table 3.3 represent different treatments of the nail plates in the joint 

assembly. For each of the 18 constant density series, the same nail plate treatment was 

applied for all replicates in the series. Each series, therefore, represented constant nail 

plate treatment at constant density. Additional series were desirable in which constant 

nail plate treatment could be applied with variable density within each series. Testing of 

the full nail plate joints gave strength values that were mostly controlled by the timber 

plug shear failure. Further tests were unlikely to yield test results that shed more light 

on the density dependence of these joints. The further variable density test series were, 

therefore, designed only for half nail plates. Figure 3 .18 and Figure 3 .19 show the 

variable density test series for 'in-direction' and 'against-direction' tests respectively. 
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Figure 3.18: Variable average initial density series for in-direction tests 
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Figure 3.19: Variable average initial density series for against-direction tests 

The deliberate selection of variable densities made these series non-compliant with the 

requirements of clause 5.3 of BS EN 28970: 1991. This, however, does not invalidate 

the test results because if these specimens were grouped within series, of similar 

specimen density, from the constant density groups they would comply with the code 

requirements. The tests proceeded on the strength of this apparent compliance. 

3.2.6 Loading rates 

The specimens were tested using the single pre-load cycle load application procedure 

described in BS EN 26891 : 1991 and BS EN 1075 : 2000. The initial phase of the testing 

was conducted under load control, switching to position control for the rest of the test as 

soon as the load level exceeded 70% of the estimated maximum load (Fest). For each 

test series, four specimens were loaded until the jointed timber pieces became 

completely detached, and one specimen was tested up to just after attainment of the 

peak load. The latter specimens were X-rayed before and after the test to examine the 

tooth bending within the timber. 

For all the half nail plate specimens the estimated maximum load Fest was taken as 4.8 

kN. This meant that the rate of loading applied for all loads below 3.36 kN (equivalent 

to 0.7Fest) was 0.96 kN per minute (16 N per second). The standards specify a constant 

rate of slip in the displacement control phase. This, however, was difficult to directly 
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implement on the Mayes ESH500. A constant crosshead speed was used instead. As 

shown in Figure 3.12, slip measurements from ram travel differ from those from 

LVDTs. The difference in rate of slip from the two methods, however, is assumed to be 

small enough not to influence the test results. The bases for determining the required 

constant rate of slip in BS EN 26891 and BS EN 1075 are a slip of 15 mm or attainment 

of the ultimate load in 3 to 5 minutes after the switch to position control. For the 

double-sided joints tested, a slip of 15 mm was not attainable due to the physical 

constraints of the connections. The crosshead speed was, therefore, determined on the 

basis of aiming to maintain, in the stages immediately following the changeover, the 

loading gradient (in time space) that prevailed before the changeover. In this thesis, slip 

rates based on the latter gradient are referred to as the extrapolated slip rates. Estimates 

of the joint stiffness were required for the crosshead speed calculations. Preliminary 

anchorage tests were conducted to obtain the stiffness estimates. For the half nail plate 

tests the required crosshead speed was calculated as 0.31 mm/minute. 

Under the compression test mode, the Mayes ESH500 machine is not capable of 

automatically switching from load to position control. This, however, can be done 

manually. On this machine, the same dial setpoint is used for setting the required 

loading rates under both the load control and position control modes. This setting is 

expressed as a percentage of range ( of full scale load or displacement) per minute. As 

the numeric values for the two rates invariably differ, it was decided that at changeover 

the setting on the dial would first be adjusted to that required for the position control 

phase. This would then be followed by switching of the machine to position control 

mode. As there is an unavoidable lag between the two steps (that, strictly speaking, 

should take place simultaneously), a kink is produced in what should otherwise be a 

smooth loading curve. It was found out that this was minimised if the time lag from the 

start of the adjustment of the rate to the switching of the mode was minimal. To achieve 

this, a low power screwdriver was used to speedily tum the dial to the correct position 

for position control immediately before the changeover load (0.7Fest) was attained. 

For the full nail plate Fest was taken as 9.0 kN, with a corresponding load control phase 

rate of 1.8 kN per minute. The target crosshead speed for the position control phase was 

0.30 mm/minute. The calculated dial setting for the full nail plate produced a very slow 

crosshead speed. To maintain the loading gradient at changeover as described above, the 
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correct rate was arrived at through an iterative process. The rates of loading achieved 

for the full nail plate joint tests are shown in Table 3.5. For all these specimens, the 

average logged crosshead speed at changeover achieved was 0.39 mm/minute. 

Table 3.5: Rate of slip data up to peak load in position control mode 

Specimen Percentage Rate of slip at Average Curve fitted slip 
of range changeover(LVDT) rate of slip acceleration (Position 

dial settin� Pstn Ctrl Load Ctrl to Failure control ohase) 
Logged Extrapolated Logged 

per minute mm/min mm/min mm/min mm/min/sec mm/min� 
40A 1 0.12 0.12 0.21 0.0005 0.030 
40B 2 0.35 0.36 0.45 0.0010 0.060 
40C 3 0.68 0.66 0.73 0.0018 0.108 
40D 2.3 0.42 0.38 0.52 0.0014 0.084 
40E 2.7 0.50 0.53 0.65 0.0015 0.090 

41A 2.7 0.50 0.45 0.62 0.0028 0.168 
41B 2.7 0.42 0.45 0.58 0.0028 0.168 
41C 2.7 0.50 0.45 0.56 0.0028 0.168 
41D 2.7 0.50 0.45 0.56 0.0028 0.168 
41E 2.7 0.42 0.45 0.58 0.0028 0.168 

42A 2.7 0.52 0.48 0.60 0.0019 0.114 
42B 2.7 0.55 0.48 0.63 0.0019 0.114 
42C 2.7 0.54 0.48 0.58 0.0019 0.114 
42D 2.7 0.46 0.48 0.59 0.0019 0.114 
42E 2.7 0.43 0.48 0.58 0.0019 0.114 

43A 2.1 0.32 0.29 0.42 0.0012 0.072 
43B 2.1 0.23 0.20 0.34 0.0009 0.054 
43C 2.1 0.24 0.29 0.38 0.0012 0.072 
43D 2.1 0.34 0.29 0.44 0.0012 0.072 
43E 2.1 0.27 0.29 0.42 0.0012 0.072 

44A 2.1 0.32 0.33 0.43 0.0013 0.078 
44B 2.1 0.37 0.33 0.46 0.0013 0.078 
44C 2.1 0.33 0.33 0.44 0.0013 0.078 
44D 2.1 0.32 0.33 0.44 0.0013 0.078 
44E 2.1 0.31 0.33 0.42 0.0013 0.078 

45A 2.1 0.40 0.36 0.45 0.0013 0.078 
45B 2.1 0.40 0.36 0.49 0.0013 0.078 
45C 2.1 0.29 0.36 0.41 0.0013 0.078 
45D 2.1 0.40 0.36 0.47 0.0013 0.078 
45E 2.1 0.35 0.36 0.45 0.0013 0.078 
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Some acceleration of slip was noted as the test progressed as shown in Table 3.5. This 

was probably due to the difference between ram-measured and L VDT-measured slip. 

However, these accelerations are small and were assumed to have no effect on the 

measured ultimate load. 

3.3 Timber embedment tests 

Objective (3) of this study sought to establish the applicability of Johansen's theory for 

timber joints fastened with double-sided nail plates (Section 1.5). Indications from the 

literature review were that there was scope for the theory to be applied. Embedding 

strength is a key parameter in calculating the capacity of dowel-type timber connections 

using the equations proposed by Johansen (1949) and their derivatives. Embedding 

strengths available in literature were measured using dowel-type connectors other than 

nail plates. The profile of nail plate teeth makes them a special case of dowel type 

connectors, since they have relatively flat bearing surfaces and sharp edges as opposed 

to rounded profiles of bolts and nails. Given the many factors upon which embedding 

strength depends as detailed in Section 2.6.1, it was felt necessary to obtain a measure 

of the embedding strength that applies to nail plate connections. 

The basis of embedment tests is mimicking as closely as possible the real situations that 

obtain when the fastener is used in practice. This, therefore, means that for the nail plate 

the tests should ideally be conducted with the teeth pressed into the timber. This, 

together with the construction of the nail plates, however, makes it impossible for the 

standard testing methods detailed in Section 2.6.1.8 to be applied directly. The teeth are 

of relatively short length and are integral with the plate at one end. This leaves no scope 

for them to be attached at the ends using the European type apparati (Figure 2.9), a 

limitation not present in dowel-type fasteners like nails and bolts. Direct loading using 

the American type test (Figure 2.10) might require the tooth to be detached from the 

base plate in order for it to be placed concentrically about the timber specimen. This 

may result in damage or alteration of the tooth profile unless expensive metal erosion 

techniques are used to separate the tooth from the base plate. Further, the chances of 

flattening the tooth and of the loading head coming into contact with the specimen 

before attainment of maximum load are greatly increased. Clearly a different way 

forward had to be found. 
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As the nail plate tooth connection embedding strength determination required a non

standard approach, several options were available. The first of these was the approach 

taken by Constantini (2004) in an undergraduate project at the University of Brighton. 

These tests involved pressing the tooth into timber, exposing it by cutting off the timber 

above it and applying the load directly to the tooth through a loading head with tooth

shaped tip. The set-up of the tests is shown in Figure 3.20. 

Loading head 't Tooth 

, ,, 

Loading head sliding Nail plate rotation 
Front elevation Side elevation 

Figure 3.20: Preliminary direct embedment test of single nail plate tooth 

This approach closely simulated the real situation in nail plate joints in that actual nail 

plate teeth pressed into the timber were used. However, several problems occurred with 

this approach. Because the nail plate tooth profile was curved and twisted, the loading 

head tip that was shaped to establish maximum contact with the tooth simply slid away 

causing the specimen to tilt as shown in Figure 3.20. The loading head itself also ended 

up applying the load directly onto the timber. This problem was solved by using a flat

tipped loading head instead and a filler in between the tooth and the loading head. Two 

problems occurred as result of using the filler. Firstly, it was very difficult to keep the 

filler from sticking onto the wood during casting, and secondly, the filler sometimes 

crushed during loading. The eccentricity of load in the side elevation plane also caused 

the whole specimen to rotate about the base. This problem was solved by doubling the 

bottom width of the timber specimen such that concentric reactions were obtained. This 

however, did not prevent the base plate from rotating and sometimes catching onto the 

timber as shown in Figure 3.20. These problems made it difficult for meaningful results 

to be obtained from this approach. However, the project served to highlight the 

problems associated with the approach. 
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The second approach was that used by Groom and Polensek (1992) in determining the 

foundation moduli of Douglas fir timber for their numerical modelling. This involved 

clamping together a grooved steel cube and a wood sample and then fully pressing in a 

tooth cut from nail plate in between them. The cube and wood were undamped and the 

tooth removed. This procedure prepared a surface simulating wood crushing from tooth 

driving. A 7.6 mm long steel loading head was then forced into the embedment mark 

until it was fully embedded. Groom and Polensek's (1992) main interest was obtaining 

the wood foundation moduli. As was shown in Figure 2.20, their modulus results ended 

somewhat higher than those reported for real nail plate embedment. This was because 

even though they simulated the wood surface condition, the still used a rigid fastener to 

carry out the test. Although not quantified in their paper, the load-embedment plots of 

their tests show that the embedding strengths they obtained were also higher than those 

reported for real nail plate connection. This is not surprising given the influence of 

fastener rigidity on embedding strength as discussed in Section 2.6.1.3. This approach, 

therefore, did not fully represent the real nail plate joint tooth embedment behaviour. 

The third approach was suggested by Blass (private communication). This involved 

attaching a real nail plate tooth at the end of a rigid loading head and then embedding it 

onto a saw-cut surface. The sawn surface would then simulate the wood crushing under 

tooth driving. Again this method only approximates the situation obtaining in real nail 

plate tooth embedment. 

It became apparent that any reasonable attempt to determine the embedding strength of 

timber under nail plate tooth bearing would have to incorporate some idealisation and 

standard procedures could not be applied. In designing such a test, it was also felt 

necessary to take into account the fact that nail plate teeth do not penetrate through the 

members they connect. This fact, together with the relatively short fastener length, 

meant that nail plate teeth had a smaller area-to-perimeter ratio compared to nails and 

bolts. There was a possibility of this influencing the embedding strength. A decision 

was made to design a test that was simple to carry out and with good repeatability of the 

test conditions. The results from the idealised test would then be correlated to 

theoretical values obtained from analysis of joint test results in a similar to that 

employed by Larsen (1973). Following a review of some of the published embedment 

test results, it was concluded in Section 2.13 that the highest embedding strength in a 
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timber connection was most likely to be obtained from a flat rigid fastener bearing on 

undisturbed material (Conclusion (7)). It was, therefore, decided to use a rigid loading 

head on a fine-sanded timber surface. Although Winistorfer (1995) had found no effect 

of nail orientation with respect to growth rings, it was felt necessary to conduct the tests 

on a small scale to capture any growth ring size effects. The area and profile of the 

loading head was then assumed to be that of a projected fastener tooth. The loading 

head would not carry across the specimen to simulate the limited penetration of nail 

plate teeth in real joints. This test set-up is referred to as the rigid embedment test. 

3.3.1 Embedment test apparatus 

A special tool for tooth type rigid embedment tests was designed and manufactured in 

mild steel. In designing the tool it was assumed that the teeth were perfectly flat and 

their edges perpendicular to the faces. The pointed ends were taken as cut at an angle of 

45°. To minimise eccentricity effects during the embedment process, the tool was made 

up of a pair of anti-symmetric projections as shown in Figure 3.21. 
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Figure 3.21 :  Mild steel rigid embedment tool 

The small relative size of the embedment tool with respect to the Mayes universal 

testing machine presented some difficulty in direct mounting of the tool onto the 

machine. Even if such mounting had been satisfactorily accomplished, the accuracy and 

precision with which the embedment deformation data would have been acquired would 

have been severely compromised. To accommodate the LVDTs required for measuring 

the deformations a rigid rig capable of holding both the embedment tool and timber 
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specimen was designed. The arrangement of the rig, made in mild steel, is shown in 

Figure 3.22. The design of the rig was also influenced by better control capabilities of 

the Mayes machine in tension operating mode than in compression operating mode. 

Automatic switching from load to displacement control is implementable only in the 

tension mode. The rig was loaded in tension for it to compressively load the specimen. 
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Figure 3.22: Embedment test rig 
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LABEL ITEM 
1 Top cross bar (L VDT 

mounting) 
2 Upper middle cross bar 

(L VDT target) 
3 Lower middle cross bar 

(specimen platform) 
4 Bottom cross bar 

5 Threaded rig-UTM adaptor 

6 Rig shaft (round bar) 

7 Specimen/tool mounting 
guides 

Rigid embedment tool 

9 Locking nuts 

1 0  Holding down screws for 
mounting guides) 

1 1  Low friction packing 

Overall Sizes: 
Cross bars (Items 1-4) 
20 mm thick x 40 mm wide x 1 50 mm long 

Shafts (Item 6) 
1 2  mm diameter x 1 65 mm long 

Adaptors (Item 5) 
30 mm diameter x 70 mm long 

In developing their embedment apparati, Rodd et al (1987) noted some relative 

movement between the fastener and side plates due to the indentation of the fastener 

within the steel bushes. Further, the friction clearance left between the specimen and 

side plates also led to fastener deformation under shear and bending during testing. The 

additive effect of these non-specimen deformations was considered significant in 
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relation to the fastener embedment. This necessitated calibration of the apparati with 

steel test specimens so as to derive stiffness corrections for the measured embedment 

properties. The proposed embedment rig (Figure 3.33) utilises no bushes and the tool 

projections are wholly located on the specimen. Additional deformations are, therefore, 

assumed to be minimal and no correction of the measured properties is proposed. The 

only correction that seemed necessary to make was for specimen shortening but this was 

difficult to isolate from the tool embedment. However, the shortening was assumed 

negligible because the specimen was of a short height. 

3.3.2 Embedment test specimen preparation 

Timber specimens used for measuring the rigid embedment strength were prepared from 

pieces recovered from the nailing zones of the anchorage-tested joints. This was done 

by firstly removing the nail plates without further damaging the timber. The test piece 

edges were then planed taking off only minimal material to leave the surface smooth 

and even. Strips of approximately 10 mm thickness were then cut from the planed 

edges. This thickness was chosen as it compared well to the 8 mm depth of tooth 

penetration and thus provided for a good representation of the timber material properties 

within the zone of activity of the nail plate teeth. Areas clear of damage and defects 

were marked off on these strips and one end was square cut. The cut ends were ground 

smooth using a power sander to provide a prepared surface onto which to drive the 

embedment tool. Lengths of approximately 20 mm, measured from the sanded ends, 

were then square cut. The resulting specimens then approximated 20 mm in the timber 

longitudinal direction, 35 mm in width and 10 mm in thickness as shown in Figure 3.23. 

This configuration meant that the embedment strength for all specimens was measured 

parallel to grain. The orientation of the tooth profile with respect to the growth rings on 

the transverse section varied from being nearly radial to being nearly tangential. 
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Figure 3.23: Abstraction positions of material property test specimens 
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The high sensitivity of the test results to differential specimen contact by the two 

projections on the tool demanded that the loaded and resting ends of the specimen be 

parallel. Where this was not the case, the resting ends were further sanded down by 

hand until they were parallel. The maximum slant of the embedding surface with respect 

to the resting surface was 0.2°. 

The specimens were conditioned at environment 20/65. Prior to testing, the dimensions 

of each specimen were measured using digital callipers of 0.01 mm precision and the 

weight measured on a balance of precision 0.01 g. Since an embedment test specimen 

was prepared for each piece of timber used in the full joint tests, these dimensions were 

used in calculating the final density at test of the specimens. After testing the specimens 

were used for determining the moisture content and dry density. Drying was done in an 

oven set at 103±2 °C for at least 24 hours. Specimen dimensions were taken 

immediately after weighing. The moisture content and dry density determined were 

taken as the final ones used in the reduction of tests results. Compliance of these final at 

test densities in respect to BS EN 28970:1991 is shown in Figure 3.24. 
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Figure 3.24: Compliance of final (test piece-to-series average density) ratios to BS EN 
28970: 1991 density selection Method 2 for all constant density test series 

Six more specimens fell outside the specification but not to much effect. 

3.3.3 Embedment test procedures 

The embedment test rig was mounted on the Mayes machine through pinned 

connections created using rose joints and steel round bars in small clearance holes. With 
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the ram of the machine raised to provide adequate clearance, the embedment tool was 

put in position, within the confines of the pre-mounted tool guide plates. The timber 

specimen was then put in place and the ram gently brought down until the tool just 

about touched the surface of the specimen. Alignment was checked again and necessary 

adjustments made. A small preload of about 20 N was applied to secure the system. 

Two calibrated linear variable transducers (LVDT), anti-symmetrically disposed in the 

rig when viewed in plan, were then set to within their linear range and secured in 

position by finger tightening of the holding machine screws. The resulting test set-up is 

shown in Figure 3.25. The load cell of the machine was calibrated and checked for 

performance against a lower capacity load cell placed in series and it was found to 

adequately measure the applied loads. 

Figure 3.25: Set-up for the embedment test (front and side views) 

The tests were carried out in the machine extensional loading mode. As the rig was 

made up of two rigid parts ( cross bars 1 and 2 connected by the outer shafts, and cross 

bars 2 and 4 connected by the inner shafts in Figure 3.22), extensional loading results in 

compressive forces being applied in the specimen and embedment tool zone. The pin 

joints used allowed any misalignment of the rig to be corrected as soon as the test was 

under way. The tests were stopped once the load started dropping. This minimised 

physical damage to specimens because after testing they were required for measuring 

moisture content and dry density. 
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The loading cycle used was of the single pre-load cycle type as applied in the full joint 

testing and specified in BS EN 1075 : 2000. For all the specimens, a value of Fest of 

1600 N was used. The switching from load to displacement control was automatically 

effected at a setting of 1120 N. The phase periods were chosen so as to achieve a total 

test time of between 10 to 15 minutes, corresponding to the duration of the full joint 

tests. By so doing, some measure of rate of straining correspondence was established 

between the joint tests and the material property tests. 

3.4 Timber shear tests 

During the testing of the full joints made using the full nail plate, it was observed that 

most of the joints did not attain their expected capacity due to plug shear failure in 

between pairs of teeth punched out from the same slot. It became necessary to 

determine the shear strength of a representative sample of the timber used as it clearly 

had a limiting effect on the effectiveness of the double sided fasteners. 

Of the methods available for determining shear strength, the method proposed by Liu 

(1984) offered the most promise. This was mainly due to the fact that the shear strength 

was required over a width of 10 mm, which was difficult to accommodate using 

standard testing methods for small clear wood specimens. Liu's method was perfectly 

adaptable for the narrow thickness over which the shear strength was required. The 

thickness corresponded to the depth of the observed shear plugs. Iosipescu (1967) type 

specimens, which have been successfully applied to composite materials (Odegard and 

Kumosa, 2000) could have equally overcome the size limitations, but the complexity of 

producing them ruled them out (see Section 2.7). 

3.4.1 Shear test apparatus 

The original Liu (1984) tests showed that, irrespective of the angle of loading, the 

principal shear stress always occurred on the same physical plane for the butterfly type 

of specimens he proposed. This being the case, the design of the apparatus could be 

simplified without compromising the test results. A rectangular frame system was 

adopted in place of the original circular apparatus. Aluminium was maintained as 

material of manufacture for the apparatus because of its lighter weight compared to 
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steel. Gluing the timber specimens directly onto the main apparatus placed a severe 

limitation on the number of specimens that could be tested using any single frame over 

a given period. The problem could be overcome by having a large number of frames, 

but the cost of running such a scheme was prohibitive. It was, therefore, decided to glue 

the specimens onto smaller aluminium brackets which were fastened onto the main 

apparatus for the test and removed once the specimen had failed. The challenge was 

therefore to devise a bracket-frame attachment system that was rigid enough not to 

severely influence the test results. Chances of slip were minimised by using machine 

screws fastened at close centres. The arrangement of the modified shear testing 

apparatus is shown in Figure 3.26. 
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F i g u re 3.26: Shear test apparatus (main frame - top and brackets - bottom) 

Transducer holders and static targets made of aluminium were glued onto the frame so 

that a transducer could be mounted on each side of the frame. The lines of extension of 

the L VDTs were nearly parallel to each other and set at 83±5 mm apart. 



3.4.2 Shear test specimen preparation 
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Shear test specimens were made from 10 mm thick strips prepared as described in 

Section 3.3.2 (see Figure 3.23). Sampling was done in clear wood zones free of damage 

and defects. The full 35 mm width and 10 mm thickness of the strips were utilised as 

recovered from the joint test specimens. The notched part of the butterfly, which is the 

critical section, was made about 20 mm long. The ratio of the thickness to length of 

critical section to overall width of the specimen was 1 :2 :3.5 as compared to 1 :2:5 in the 

Liu specimens. Numerical modelling of the butterfly specimen showed that a state of 

nearly pure shear still existed at the critical section despite the reduction in overall 

specimen width. A further modification implemented to the Liu type specimens was the 

reduction of stress concentrations at the notch by drilling a 5 mm diameter hole prior to 

shaping the specimen. A typical shear test specimen is shown in Figure 3.27. 

1---.. --3-5 ---• 1 n 

Figure 3.27: Typical butterfly-shaped timber shear test specimen 

Production of test ready specimens involved gluing the aluminium brackets onto the 

timber butterfly pieces using Araldite 2015 epoxy resin. This epoxy was chosen because 

of its high shear and peel strength, and relative quick curing time. Glued surface 

preparation involved washing with soap and thorough rinsing, in clean water, of the 

brackets. Once dry, the connecting sides were rubbed with emery and brushed off with a 

clean dry paint brush. Edges of the timber butterfly were also rubbed with emery and 

brushed clean. The sides of the brackets and the timber butterflies were masked with 

Cello tape to prevent the resin sticking onto them during the gluing. Resin on the 

surface of the timber specimen could influence the strength in the critical plane, and 

resin on the brackets could prevent slip-resistant mounting on the frame. 
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The resin was prepared in accordance with the manufacturer's recommendation and was 

used within one hour of preparation. It was first thinly applied on the edges of the 

timber butterflies which were then placed on a gluing cradle as shown in Figure 3.28(a). 

More resin was thinly smeared on the brackets which were then firmly pressed against 

the edges of the butterfly. Glue lines were held together by a rubber band fitted whilst 

the specimen was still on the cradle (Figure 3.28(b)). The specimen was then removed 

from the cradle and cleaned with a soft moist cloth. Moisture ingress into the timber 

was prevented by the cello tape stuck on the sides. The resin used had a tendency to 

flow thereby preventing the alignment of the assembled specimen to remain true. This 

was overcome by placing the glued and uncured specimens in a mould profiled to keep 

the butterfly and the brackets in good alignment as shown in Figure 3.28(d). The mould 

was kept overnight in the environmental chamber. Cured specimens were then removed 

from the mould and the Cello tape unstuck, giving the finished profile of the specimen 

shown in Figure 3.28(e). 

(a) (b) (c) 

(d) (e) 

Figure 3.28: Production of the butterfly type shear test specimens; (a) placing onto 
cradle, (b) securing the glued edges with a rubber band, ( c) glued uncured 
specimen,( d) placement into shape maintaining mould, ( e) glued and cured 
specimen 



Shear specimens were conditioned at environment 20/65 for at least 24 hours before 

being mounted for testing. This was to allow for the moisture content to equilibrate 

following disturbances during the production process. 
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Test specimens were fixed to the shear test frame using M3 screws that were tightly 

fastened on one end using a power screwdriver and secured at the other with nuts. 

Alignment of the specimen in the test fixture was important as misalignment was likely 

to influence the failure mode and hence the failure load of the specimen. The slotted 

holes on the brackets and the two part nature of the frame made it possible for the 

critical section of the specimen to be aligned with the line of action of the machine 

loading. A cradle for fixing the alignment was made out of aluminium section and wood 

as shown in Figure 3.29. The specimen was moved sideways along the slotted holes and 

the frame was moved up and down along its longitudinal axis. Frame movement was 

guided by the tight fitting guides and also provided for correction of rotational 

misalignment of the specimen. 

Figure 3.29 : Alignment of the shear test specimen in frame 

Full fastening of the machine screws and nuts was done with the specimen in the cradle. 

No washers were used since trials revealed that there was significant joint slip in the 

specimens in which washers were utilised. The cradle protected the specimen from 

accidental loading that could have resulted in the damage of the specimen. This 

arrangement also made for the provision of good flatness to the specimen, a property 

that could easily be lost since the two pieces making the frame are only connected to 

each other through the specimen. Alternate and anti-symmetric screwing was also used 
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to ensure flatness of the specimen. The test frame with the specimen fastened was 

carefully slid out of the cradle. Proportions and orientation of the specimens made them 

very weak in bending across the width and any distortion of the fastened assembly 

during handling resulted in specimen loss. 

The small aluminium brackets were designed so that they could be repeatedly reused. 

After each batch of tests, the bulk of the timber was cut off from the brackets. The 

brackets were then soaked in cold water to wet the timber still attached to the brackets. 

They were then boiled in water, which had the effect of softening the resin. Immediately 

following retrieval from the boiling water the resin and the timber glued to it were 

scrapped off from the bracket leaving a nearly clean surface. This was then re-prepared 

using emery as discussed earlier. The other method tried for removing resin involved 

placing the pieces to be cleaned in a muffle furnace set at 350 °C. Although the resin did 

melt away, there were drawbacks in that there were potentially dangerous emissions 

from the burning process and the resulting surfaces were not very clean. The higher 

temperatures also required more precautions in the handling. Using a household electric 

kettle was more convenient and efficient for cleaning the used aluminium brackets. 

3.4.3 Shear strength testing procedures 

The test fixture was mounted on the Mayes machine using steel brackets connected to 

the machine using rose joints which provided a moment free pinned connection. The 

steel bracket-to-shear test frame connections were through small tolerance holes and 

round steel bars. The top pin was placed first and held the test specimen suspended. The 

ram was raised until there was some slack in the system. The bottom pin was then 

inserted and the ram lowered until a small pre-load of 40 N was in place. Two L VDTs 

were then mounted on the frame, one on each side. A typical test set-up for the shear 

test is shown in Figure 3.30. 
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Figure 3.30: Set-up for the shear strength test 

No cycling was used in the shear tests, but monotonic loading with a crosshead speed of 

0. 1 5  mm/minute. This on average gave testing times of 5 to 1 0  minutes, which 
corresponded well to the time to failure observed in the full joint tests that suffered 
shear plug failure. All the specimens were tested to failure. 

3.5 Steel plate tensile tests 

Optimisation of the nail plate aims to establish the minimum base area required for 
double-sided nail plates to be functional. The behaviour of the steel is required to 

provide meaningful material properties for the numerical modelling employed in the 
optimisation. Tension tests to BS EN 1 0002- 1 :2001 were conducted to determine the 

basic material properties of the sheet used to make the double sided nail plates. 

3.5.1 Steel plate tensile test specimen preparation 

When the main batch of nail plates was received from the manufacturer, additional 

material from the same batch was requested for conducting tensile tests . The material 
was received as a few 24 mm wide plates with nail punched out on one side. This form 



made it difficult for test specimens to BS EN 10002-1:2001 to be fabricated. The 

standard requires that a proportional specimen made from 1 mm thick plate have a 

critical section width of 8 mm, parallel length of 3 8 mm, 20 mm transition radius, 18 

mm wide grips and overall length of 100 mm. 
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Tooth projections on the tensile test samples were removed by cutting out strips along 

the punched lines using a guillotine. The resulting usable strips were 8 mm wide and 

100 mm long. Two types of tensile test specimens were adopted, one utilising the full 8 

mm strip width and the other a reduced width in the parallel section. No further 

modifications were made to the former specimen type for the purpose of testing. The 

latter type specimens were converted into pseudo proportional specimens with a 

targeted width of 6 mm in the parallel section. Because of the narrowness of the 

material that was required to be taken off each side, the width reduction was done by 

careful grinding of the edges. Grips were then added at the ends of the specimens by 

spot welding additional plates. Three specimens of each type were made. Each type of 

specimen is shown in Figure 3.31. 

Figure 3.31 :  Parallel side (top) and pseudo proportional specimens (bottom) 

Markings at 5 mm intervals were made on each specimen. The middle 40 mm section 

for parallel side specimens and middle 30 mm section for the pseudo proportional 

specimens were marked out in this way. Digital callipers of 0.01 mm accuracy were 

used to measure the width of the test specimens at each of the marked positions. A 

micrometer screw gauge of also 0.01 mm accuracy was used to measure the plate 

thicknesses about the marked positions. Averaged values were u�ed for calculating the 



cross-sectional area of each specimen, from which the required gauge lengths were 

calculated and marked out on the specimens. 

3.5.2 Tensile strength testing procedures 
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Tensile testing was conducted on a Shimadzu Autograph AGS universal testing 

machine of capacity 10 kN. Firstly, the specimen was mounted onto the machine, jaws 

tightened and a preload of 40 N applied. A two part extensometer was then mounted on 

edge on the specimen in the parallel section, with the extensometer knife edges 

positioned as close as possible to the marked gauge length positions. The actual gauge 

length was measured using digital callipers. As the testing machine used was top 

loading, the extensometer was mounted with the lighter fixture attached to the top part 

of the specimen where more extension was experienced. Nominal lateral support was 

required for the extensometer because the narrow edges on which it was mounted made 

it very sensitive to vibrations such as machine noise and specimen realignment and 

could easily be unsettled. Deformation data was acquired using an L VDT mounted on 

an extensometer. The arrangement for a typical test is shown in Figure 3.32. 

Figure 3.32: Set-up for steel plate tensile strength tests 
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Tension loading was applied at a rate of movement of the crosshead of 0.8 mm/minute. 

In the elastic range, this translated to an average specimen rate of stress of 7.5 MPa per 

second. This figure lies within the BS EN 10002-1 :2001 recommended range of 6 to 60 

MPa per second. The corresponding strain rate averaged 0.00036 per second. The 

uniform crosshead speed was maintained throughout the test. Load and deformation 

data was logged at a sampling rate of 5 readings per second. 

3.6 Nail plate tooth moment-rotation tests 

In the design of connections according to Johansen's  (1949) theory, the bending 

capacity of the fastener is an important parameter, together with embedding strength 

and joint geometry. Although Johansen initially considered the fastener capacity only 

up to yield point, many implementations of his theory currently take into account the 

full plastic moment capacity of the fastener. Fastener moment capacity involves 

development of plastic hinges and, in the case of nails, is considered in BS EN 

409: 1993 to have been achieved if a nail subjected to pure bending has undergone a 

rotation of 45° or has failed prior to attaining that rotation. Blass et al (2001) argue that 

in most cases of Mode 2 and Mode 3 failure under Johansen's  theory, the plastic hinge 

is not fully developed. It is usual to inspect fasteners in failed joints to ascertain the 

bending angle and hence assess the extent of the plastic hinge development. For the case 

of bolted and nailed connections, the joints are simply opened up for inspection by 

sawing (Blass et al, 2001). A similar technique can be applied to single-sided nail 

plates, but the saw action severely compromises the accuracy with which the angles can 

be measured. In addition to the single-sided nail plate problem, double-sided nail plates 

are also concealed in between timber members making it difficult to properly align the 

saw along the tooth line. As evidenced by the Malinowski (1985) studies nail plate 

deformation can occur during pressing leading to non-perpendicular entry of the teeth. 

This then means that tooth distortion may exist prior to loading, but it is difficult to 

measure. 

In order to properly pursue Objective (3) of this study (Section 1.5), it was necessary to 

ascertain the extent to which the plastic moment capacity developed in double-sided nail 

plate fasteners. This required establishment of the extent to which the teeth underwent 

bending in softwood joints and to quantify the full plastic moment capacity of the teeth. 
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Since the methods normally applied to dowel-type joints to determine the extent of 

fastener bending can not be applied to double-sided nail plates, it was decided to use X

ray techniques to measure the tooth rotation within the test joints. The method offered 

the advantage that it is non-destructive, which meant that the tooth positions could be 

photographed both before and after the test, and the difference in angular position taken 

as the in-test rotation. As mentioned before, one specimen out of the five replicates per 

series was X-ray photographed before joint testing, then tested only up to peak load, and 

finally X-ray photographed again. 

The plastic moment capacity of the nail plate teeth could either be established by 

calculations based on tension test material properties and tooth geometry (Kevarinmaki, 

2000) or by tests. In terms of determining the geometry, the Wolf plate tooth profiles 

presented a challenge in that they possessed both twist and curvature throughout their 

length. Considerable effort and expense would have been incurred in trying to 

accurately determine the profile. It was, therefore, decided to obtain the plastic moment 

capacity of the nail plate teeth from tests. 

Standard European procedures for determining the yield moment capacity of nails are 

specified in BS EN 409: 1993. The principle behind the nail bending test specified in 

the standard is to apply a constant moment over a specific portion of the nail and to 

increase that moment until either rupture or the maximum rojation of 45° occurs. This is 

achieved by using a four-point bending test in which two loads are applied to the 

interior portion of the nail and they are required to remain perpendicular to the nail 

throughout the test. Generally, a special apparatus in which the nail is mounted in loose 

fitting bushings at both ends is used for the test. One of the bushings is fixed to a 

rotating arm that is used to the apply load, and the other to a stiff lever suspended on a 

load gauge. Load is applied via the rotating arm such that the maximum is attained in 

(10±5) seconds (clause 6.5, BS EN 409: 1993). No cycling is used with nail bending 

tests. 

The length of the nail plate tooth again prevented the use of a standard method to 

measure the moment capacity. Clearly a four-point bending test is extremely difficult to 

execute on a tooth projection under 10 mm long. So again a non-standard method had to 

be developed. One alternative considered was to extend the nail plate teeth length by 
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bonding to steel or aluminium rods and using a rotating mechanism to apply the load. 

That approach required a significant investment in the development of the apparatus and 

procurement of the instrumentation for controlling load application and measurement of 

load and angular displacements. It was decided to use a simpler mechanism of just 

applying load at a lever arm and computing the moment-rotation data from the vertical 

displacement under the loading head. Extension of the nail plate teeth was also 

necessary. By assuming that the extensions were stiff, the vertical displacement was 

also assumed to be due to rigid body rotation of the system about the tooth root. The 

only investment then required was a low capacity load cell that could readily find 

application in other projects once the current study was concluded. This system, 

however, was not perfect as the loading at the tooth root was not pure bending but had a 

shear component as well. The influence of the shear load was assumed negligible 

because the rigidity of the tooth base plate interface and the relatively small magnitudes 

of vertical load expected. Simple calculations showed, and examination of X-ray 

photographs of tested joints confirmed, that the nail plate teeth were stocky, rotating 

only at their roots up to joint failure. The moment-rotation test was then developed 

further on the basis of these principles and assumptions. 

3.6.1 Design of the moment-rotation test series 

For determining the root moment capacity of the teeth, a vertical load applied 

eccentrically was used and the moment and rotation at the root computed from the load

deformation data. Testing of a single tooth was likely to result in rotation about its 

longitudinal axis due to the presence of initial twist accrued from punching. This would 

have adversely affected the test results. Centring of the applied load presented another 

challenge. In an actual joint, however, the presence of other teeth constrains this rotation 

to a considerable degree. Moment-rotation tests were therefore conducted on pairs of 

teeth located in the same row on the nail plate, as opposed to individual teeth. This 

arrangement minimised the anticipated rotation and provided a wider platform on which 

to centre the applied load. 

The full nail plates used in this project contained 32 teeth in 16 rows on each side as 

detailed in Section 3.2.2. Moment-rotation behaviour was determined for all the 32 row 

positions of the double-sided nail plates and both in- and against-direction. Close 
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proximity of the tooth rows was likely to cause interference during testing between 

neighbouring rows. To provide enough room for the tests to be conducted freely, 

alternate rows were removed in the manner described in Section 3.2.2. A total of 8 nail 

plate configurations were used to fully carry out the moment-rotation tests. The large 

number of tests were necessitated by the uncertainty surrounding how far the resin 

overflow would have influenced that capacity. The matrix of the scheme of moment

rotation tests is shown in Table 3.6. 

Table 3.6: Scheme of nail plate configurations for moment-rotation test series 

Side No. of sets No. of No. of No. of rows 
directions specimens per specimen 

A 2 2 4 8 
B 2 2 4 8 

TOTALS 8 
The following convention was used for identifying individual tests: 

RTnSm 

where 'RT' = type of test identifier, i.e. Root Test 

n = specimen number, taking values 1 -8 inclusive 

S = side of nail plate tested, taking values A or B 

m = number of row tested, taking values 01-16 inclusive 

No. of tests 

32 
32 

64 

Specimen numbers n =1 ,  4, 6 or 7 were for tests conducted in-direction and n = 2, 3, 5 

or 8 for tests conducted against-direction. The row numbers m were counted from the 

bottom of a nail plate held upright as described in Section 3.2.2. 

3.6.2 Tooth moment-rotation tests specimen preparation 

Nail plates prepared on one side only to meet the requirements of Table 3.6 were 

hydraulically pressed into timber pieces measuring 35 mm x 70 mm x 300 mm long. 

The moment capacity of a pair of nail plate teeth was too low to be accurately measured 

using the load cells that have been described before. A 100 N capacity load cell was 

acquired for this purpose. Its dimensions, however, precluded its being directly used to 

apply the load as the tooth lengths were far too short to provide the clearance required. 
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Aluminium round tubes of 6 mm diameter, 1 mm wall thickness and length 40 mm were 

used to extend the nail plate teeth up to the reach of the load cell assembly. One end of 

each tube was flattened to fit over the tooth more closely. The extension required full 

fixity between the tube and the tooth over the latter's length, and perpendicular 

orientation to the nail plate base. Araldite Precision rapid was used for this connection 

since it was possible to inject it into the hollow tubes using a syringe. Alignment was 

provided by wooden platens with 6.5 mm diameter through holes and concentric 8 mm 

diameter recesses on one face. The extender tubes were placed in the platen with the 

flattened ends at the recessed face. Reinforced Cello tape was placed over the surface to 

prevent the tubes from moving upwards during resin injection. The platen was secured 

in a horizontal position with the taped face upwards and spacers of 1 mm thickness were 

placed where the nail plate would rest. The nail plate piece was placed over the platen, 

aligned and secured using rubber bands. This arrangement allowed for a gap of 

approximately 1 mm to be left between the nail plate surface and tooth extenders. 

Bending was assumed to be confined to this part of the tooth and full testing was carried 

out without interference from other parts of the assembly. 

Measured quantities of resin were injected into the tubes from the bottom but left clear 

of the tooth zone. Small diameter wooden plugs were then used to push the resin up 

until it just appeared on the surface. The pieces used in and the process for making the 

tooth extensions are shown in Figure 3.33. 

Figure 3.33: Fitting of tooth extenders using wooden platens 

The assembly was left overnight for the resin to cure. The rubber bands and reinforced 

cello tape were then removed and the nail plate piece gently withdrawn from the platen. 



Figure 3.34 shows a nail plate piece with the extensions in place and wooden plugs 

removed. 

Figure 3.34 : Specimen with tooth extenders fitted onto the nail plate 

3.6.3 Tooth moment-rotation test procedures 
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Testing was carried out on the Mayes machine operating in compression testing mode. 

An extension round bar was used to connect the small load cell to main load cell to 

allow for testing without interference from other parts of the machine. The arrangement 

of the equipment used is shown in Figure 3.35. 

Auxiliary Load Cell -.A 
Extension Bar 

� 

0 
0 
M 

Tooth extender 

LVDT 

Tooth extender holder 

Figure 3.35: Set-up for tooth moment-rotation behaviour tests 
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An aluminium double barrel holder was used to connect two tooth extenders together. 

Once properly positioned on the topmost pair of teeth, it was secured to the extenders 

by machine screws. The nail plate piece was attached to the ram by bolting to a fixed 

base. Tightening of the fixing bolts was done after the piece was set vertical and the 

midway point of the tooth extender holder aligned with the loading point. The lever arm 

was then measured and two L VDTs were placed on the holder surface such that they 

operated in extensional mode. Since the LVDTs were at their maximum recoil at the 

start of the test and seemed to have no effect on the nail plate teeth's original position, it 

was assumed that their spring load was negligible throughout the test. Loading was 

applied at a crosshead speed 0.75 mm per minute. The test was stopped when the 

rotation was judged to exceed 12°. Figure 3.36 shows a typical test in progress. 

Figure 3.36: Tooth root moment capacity test under way 

Tooth extenders from a completed test were broken off and the platform was raised 

higher for the next pair. 
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Chapter 4 : Test Results 

4.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents the test results from all the experiments conducted in this study. 

Most experiments conducted yielded test results that provided useful information for 

interpretation of trends observed in yet different sets of results. This being the case it 

was, therefore, difficult to come up with a logical sequence in which all individual test 

group results could be presented, and full results discussion and interpretation given at 

the same time. The exercise for global assessment of the experimental results is left 

until the next chapter, at which stage all the results would have been presented. 

Test results are presented in tabular or graphical format and in some instances in both 

formats. To enhance the inspection of the raw results, serial listing of individual values, 

leading to long tables, is avoided wherever possible. Instead, the results are processed 

and presented in more concise formats that that still aim to demonstrate the general 

spread of the results associated with structural timber behaviour. Most quantitative 

results are processed using linear regression analysis in order to assess the existence of 

correlations between the measured parameters. 

4.2 Joint anchorage strength 

Joint anchorage tests were conducted in three main categories namely in-direction tests, 

against-direction tests and full nail plate tests as described in Section 3.2.5. Where ever 

possible, the tests results are presented grouped into these three categories. Four 

replicates in each series were tested until the connected members became detached. The 

remaining, and fifth, replicate was used for X-ray image capture and processing to 

generate data for the analysis of the extent of nail plate tooth rotations during the tests. 

4.2.1 Description of observed failure modes 

Failure in a joint was assumed to take place at the point of attainment of the peak load. 

The exact physical state of a joint at peak load was not observable because of the 

concealed nature of the connected parts. No suitable intrusive damage monitoring 
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techniques were found. Precise description of the failure mode of the joints was 

therefore not feasible. However, since some of the joints were tested to detachment, the 

exposed parts of these connections were available for observation after nail plate pull

out. It was assumed that observation of these exposed parts yielded information that 

indicated the most likely physical state of the joint at failure. 

After attainment of the peak load the joint opened up progressively with only one side 

of the nail plate pulling out of the timber piece into which it was pressed. As the 

connected pieces pulled apart, little rotation in the plane of the joint (taken as the wider 

plane parallel to the direction of load) was observed. Neither was any significant 

rotation out of the plane of the joint (taken as the narrower plane parallel to load. It is 

worthwhile noting that the out-of-plane designation of the joint is the in-plane 

designation of the fastener base. A typical nail plate pull-out in a joint is shown in the 

plane of the joint in Figure 4.1. Testing was generally ended with the completion of 

tooth withdrawal. 

Figure 4.1 :  In-plane view of an anchorage test joint nail plate pull-out 

For both in-direction and against direction half nail plate joint tests, it was observed 

from the detached pieces that the failure mechanism was by local cnishing of the wood 

around the tooth penetration zones and bending of the nail plate teeth about the 

tooth/base plate interface or the root of the tooth. This is typical of dowel-type Mode 2 

embedment failure (Johansen, 1949) for which the pin joint theory is applicable. 
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Typical failure in double-sided nail plate joints is shown in Figure 4.2. 

(a) 

(b) 

Figure 4.2: Dowel-type embedment failure in half nail plate joints (a) in-direction, and 
(b) against-direction. 

A fundamental difference of the effect of tooth withdrawal observed between these 

double-sided nail plate fastened joints and the conventional single-sided nail plate 

fastened joints was the profile of the base plate in the direction of load after joint failure. 

Whilst McCarthy and Wolfe (1987), Gupta and Gebremedhin (1990) and Gupta (1994) 

all reported peeling off and curling away from the timber of the plate upon tooth 

withdrawal for anchorage tests, the double-sided nail plate fastened joints showed little 

curling away from the timber but remained attached and almost parallel to one of the 

members. The teeth on the attached nail plate face certainly played a role in maintaining 

the plate longitudinal profile during failure. However, it may also be possible that the 

difference may have been due to the fact that single-sided anchorage tests are conducted 

in tension, whereas these tests were conducted in compression. Of these two possible 

causes, the first is more plausible as some tendency to peel away where the teeth on the 

attached side were located furthest from the end of the nail plates. 

For the full nail plate joint tests, however, the majority of the specimens failed by plug 

shear of the timber in between pairs of teeth punched out from the same hole. Figure 4.3 

shows typical plug shear failure. 
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Figure 4.3 : Plug shear failure in full nail plate joints 

Johnsson (2004) defined plug shear failure as a failure mode that involves both tension 

and shear capacities of the wood, with the tensile and shear stresses occurring on three 

faces. This concept makes plug shear failure more of a fracture mechanics problem than 

a plasticity one. For timber joints fastened with the Wolf plate and loaded parallel to 

grain in compression, the stresses likely to occur in the small block of timber in between 

a pair of nail plate teeth punched out from the same hole are shown in Figure 4.4. 
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(a) Plug shear zones in between teeth (b) Likely stresses in critical block 

Figure 4.4: Probable timber stresses in a plug shear zone in between nail plate teeth 
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Pressing in of the nail plates during joint fabrication creates discontinuities in the timber 

around the tooth locations. With the length of the slots (punched holes) being less than 

the spacing of the slots in the direction of load, the blocks of timber in between pairs of 

teeth punched out from same slots become critical for shear loading. Under loading 

parallel to grain, the upper tooth of each same-slot pair bears on the top surface of the 

critical block, whilst the lower tooth becomes detached from it and bears on the wood 

below it. As the load from timber member to timber member is transferred through the 

base plate, more wood deformation occurs under teeth nearest to the base plate. This 

creates non-uniform pressure along the length of the tooth (Gebremedhin and Crovella, 

1991 ). Assuming this pressure distribution to be trapezoidal in the tooth length 

direction, then the loading on the critical block takes the form shown in Figure 4.4(b ). 

This simplified assumption will be appraised through FE modelling. 

The critical block transfers the applied load mainly through shears stresses on its two 

continuous faces and the continuous edge. However, the load eccentricity along the 

tooth length created by the trapezoidal loading and the difference of restraint conditions 

between the edges induces some bending of the block in the plane of the fastened joint 

member. This action also sets up some direct stresses perpendicular to grain at the 

continuous edge and shear stresses perpendicular to grain on the continuous faces. The 

relative distribution of tensile and compressive stresses on the continuous edge is 

governed by the relative magnitude of the shear deformation at the two edges. 

4.2.2 Nail plate pull-out results 

Experiments were designed to enable qualitative assessment of the effect on joint 

behaviour of the adopted two-step joint assembly procedure. For the four replicates 

tested to detachment in each test series, the piece from which the nail plate pulled out 

and the side of nail plate exposed were recorded. Qualitative results of this joint 

behaviour are shown in Table 4.1, Table 4.2 and Table 4.3 for in-direction, against

direction and full nail plate tests respectively. In each table, columns 3 and 4 give 

records of the frequency of the event for the sample size given in column 2. The 

difference between the recorded frequency and the population size is the frequency of 

the converse event, that is, nail plate pulling out of bottom member for column 3, and 

side B of nail plate being exposed for column 4. 



Table 4.1 :  Summary of nail plate pull-out results for in-direction tests 

Specimen Total No. of Nail plate pulls Side A of nail 
Description Specimens out of top piece plate is exposed 
AwTL 8 4 4 
AaTF 8 2 2 
AwBF 8 3 5 
AaBL 8 3 5 
BaTL 4 2 2 
BwTF 4 1 3 
BaBF 4 3 3 
BwBL 4 4 4 

L 48 22 28 

Table 4.2 : Summary of nail plate pull-out results for against-direction tests 

Specimen Total No. of Nail plate pulls Side A of nail 
Description Specimens out of top piece plate is exposed 
AwTF 4 1 1 
AaTL 4 4 4 
AwBL 4 2 2 
AaBF 4 3 1 
BaTF 8 5 3 
BwTL 8 2 6 
BaBL 8 7 7 
BwBF 8 1 1 

L 48 25 25 

Table 4.3: Summary of nail plate pull-out results for full plate tests 

Specimen Total No. of Nail plate pulls Side A of nail 
Description Specimens out of top piece plate is exposed 
AwTN 3 3 3 
AaTN 3 3 3 
AwBN 3 0 3 
AaBN 3 1 2 
BaTN 3 0 3 
BwTN 3 1 2 
BaBN 3 3 3 
BwBN 3 3 3 

L 24 14 22 

Half nail plate results from Table 4.1 and Table 4.2 are combined in Table 4.4 to 

summarise the qualitative behaviour in terms of the nail plate side pressed in first. 
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Table 4.4: Summary of nail plate pull-out results for half nail plate tests 

Side of Nail Plate Total No. of Nail plate pulls Side A of nail 
Pressed in First Specimens out of top piece plate is exposed 

A 48 22 24 
B 48 25 29 
L 96 47 53 

Table 4.5 presents a summary of the qualitative behaviour of the full plate tests in terms 

of the nail plate side pressed in first. 

Table 4.5: Summary of nail plate pull-out results for full nail plate tests 

Side of Nail Plate Total No. of Nail plate pulls Side A of nail 
Pressed in First Specimens out of top piece plate is exposed 

A 12 7 1 1  
B 12 7 1 1  
L 24 14 22 

Detailed statistical analysis and significance of these qualitative observations is 

presented in Chapter 5. However, it should be noted that from inspection of the tabled 

results it is evident that the nail plate pull-out occurred from the top and bottom pieces 

in almost equal measure for all the tests. It can further be observed that the side of the 

nail plate pressed in first had little influence from which piece the withdrawal took 

place. For full plate tests, however, nail plate withdrawal was predominantly from side 

A. In summary, it can be inferred that the sequence of the two-step joint assembly 

procedure had no influence on the pull-out behaviour of the joints. The relative 

positions of the two pieces in the test set-up did not have any influence either. 

4.2.3 Individual nail plate tooth load capacity 

A total of 150 two-member timber joints fastened using double sided punched metal 

plate connectors were tested. As detailed in Section 3 .2.5, 60 joints were tested in

direction using half nail plates, 60 were tested against-direction also using half nail 

plates and 30 were tested using the full bi-directional nail plates. The ultimate load was 

taken as the peak load recorded in each test. 
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The density at test and moisture content of the specimen pieces were determined from 

clear timber specimens measuring approximately 10 mm thick by 35 mm wide by 20 

mm long. The rationale for using this specimen size was discussed in connection with 

the design of the embedment tests in Section 3.3. 

The ultimate load for each test specimen and the corresponding values of individual 

tooth capacity, density at test, dry density and moisture content for each timber piece are 

tabled in Appendix A, in Table A.1. The capacity per tooth was calculated from the 

peak load, taking into account only the number of teeth on one side of the plate. For the 

half nail plate tests, 16 teeth were used in the calculation, and 32 teeth were used for the 

full nail plate tests. Although the numerical work of Gebremedhin and Crovella ( 1991) 

showed that the single-sided nail plate teeth closest to the joint line in tension splice 

joints carry higher loads than those remote from it, many researchers (Foschi, 1977b; 

McCarthy and Wolfe, 1987 and Rodd, 1995) traditionally assumed equal distribution of 

load with little loss of accuracy in their predictions of joint capacity. Unlike the tension 

loaded single-sided nail plate joints where the base plate section located over the joint 

line gap transfers the loads from teeth connected to one member to those on the other 

member, the compression loaded double-sided nail plate joints tested in this study 

contained no such gaps. Rather, the loading on each tooth could be seen as being 

directly generated from interaction with the timber. This then increased the chances of 

uniformity of load per tooth, and hence the assumption of equal load distribution. This 

assumption, however, has neither been proven nor disproved. 

4. 2. 3.1 Capacity based on in-direction tests 

For the in-direction test category, the individual tooth capacities are plotted as functions 

of the density at test of the specimen in Figure 4.5. Two measures of the specimen 

density at test are used in the plot, one representing the average density of the two 

pieces making up the specimen, and the other the lesser of the two densities (also 

referred to herein as the minimum specimen density). The average density was used as 

the basis for designing the test series to meet the requirements of BS EN 28970: 1991. 

Both trendlines indicate an increase in tooth capacity with. Rodd (1995) and McCarthy 

and Wolf (1987) state that it is well established that timber joint strength generally rises 

with density. The load transfer mechanism in nail plate joints involves the teeth bearing 
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on the timber, thereby generating embedding stresses. As discussed in Section 2.11.2, 

the full embedding strength for the connection can be developed if plate net-section 

failure and brittle timber failure due to shear or tension perpendicular to grain are 

prevented. This was the case for all the in-direction test joints. It is, therefore, not 

surprising that capacity increases with density are realised since in Section 2.6 

embedding strength was shown to increase with density. 
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Figure 4.5: Nail plate tooth capacity dependence on at-test density for 'in-direction' 
tests 

In Figure 4.5, the equation for the linear regression curve fit for the average specimen 

density effect is shown in the dark typeface, and that for the minimum specimen density 

is shown in the light typeface. The two equations are practically parallel to each other, 

with the minimum density line representing an upward shift in tooth capacity of about 5 

N over the average density line. Density matching of the two pieces making up each 

specimen is responsible for the close agreement between the two curves. Since the same 

values of tooth capacity are used for plotting against density, the average density, which 

is always equal to or larger than the minimum density, yields a lower placed curve when 

compared to the minimum density. For both curve fits the correlation factors, 
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represented by the coefficient of determination (R2), are relatively low. For the time 
being, it should suffice to note that R2 represents the proportion of the variation of the 
fitted results that is explained by the regression model (Kleinbaum et al ( 1 988). In the 
case of regression lines in Figure 4.5, only about half of the variation is explained by the 
regression model, and the other half remains statistically unexplained. 
The unexplained scatter is associated with the variation in timber strength properties for 
specimens of practically the same density, even if the specimens originated from the 
same tree (Wittel et al, 2005). Experimental error factors also serve to aggravate this 
scatter. The use of five replicates for each joint treatment provided a means of 
establishing the average joint behaviour and capacity. For the constant density series, 
the replication further provided for the study of joint capacity for a given density. A 
significant degree of scatter was expected since density was the only measure used to 
group the specimen replicates. Other important factors such as growth ring size, 
orientation of grain and origin of the timber (which is linked to growing conditions) 
were not taken into account. This random approach was deliberately adopted in order to 
arrive at a representative tooth capacity for a given density of whitewood originating 
from different parts of Europe and generally available for structural use in the United 
Kingdom. 
Of the twelve in-direction series tested, six were designed as constant density series. 
The average density and corresponding average tooth capacity for each of these series 
are shown in Table 4.6. Scatter of these results is represented by the coefficient of 
variation (COV), taken as the ratio of the sample standard deviation to the mean. 

Table 4.6: Average tooth capacities for in-direction constant density series 
Series Average Dens Density Ave Tooth Capacity 

(kg/m3) cov Capacity (N) cov 1 6  404 0.05 272.4 0.05 1 7  447 0.02 280.4 0.06 1 8  492 0.03 302.0 0.07 22 456 0.05 301 .4 0.09 23 488 0.06 308.5 0.09 24 563 0.02 328.4 0.02 AVERAGE 0.04 0.06 
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From Table 4.6 it can be seen that, for these series, the average COV of the density at 

test of 0.04 had a corresponding average COV of the nail tooth capacity of 0.06. This 

COV discrepancy points to a degree of variation in tooth capacity for specimens of 

practically the same density. Stahl et al (1994) also observed large variability in some of 

the groups of nominally identical specimens they tested. They noted that unintentional 

plate deformations during joint pressing and handling of the specimens may have 

contributed to the variation. In this study, differences in the extent of pressing of the nail 

plates may also have played a role in the variability, although this was not apparent at 

the time the tests were conducted. Typical variation in nail tooth capacity for the 

constant density series, in relation to their design, is shown in Figure 4.6 for series 17. 
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Figure 4.6 : Variation of nail plate tooth capacity for constant density ' in-direction' test 
Series 17 

The design of the series is represented in the plot by the trace of the variation of 

minimum and average density at test from replicate to replicate. The tooth capacity for 

each of the five replicates is superimposed on the plot of the density variation to provide 

a visual trace of the two variations. Only minor variations in capacity which show no 

correlation to the density are evident. 

4.2.3.2  Capacity based on against-direction tests 

The nail tooth capacity dependence on the density at test for against-direction tests is 

shown in Figure 4. 7. 
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Figure 4.7: Nail plate tooth capacity dependence on at-test density for 'against
direction' tests 

The trends observed for in-direction tests (Figure 4.5) are also evident in Figure 4.7. 
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The minimum density capacity line of fit in this case represents an upward shift of about 

8 N over the average density capacity line. The shift, however, is still less than 4% of 

the minimum tooth capacity recorded. In comparison with Figure 4.5, the slope of the 

line of fit for against-direction nail tooth capacity is almost 60% higher than that for the 

in-direction tooth capacity. This probably due to the fact that the convex side of the 

tooth bears against the timber in against-direction tests. This implies that more initial 

bearing contact is made with the timber on that side of the teeth than on the convex. 

This effect is likely to rise with resistance to penetration, which was shown by Riley 

and Gebremedhin (1999a) to rise with specific gravity. However, the much higher 

intercept values for the in-direction tooth capacity mean that the against-direction model 

only predicts higher tooth capacity at densities of around 500 kg/m3 and higher. With a 

median timber density of about 475 kg/m3 for the specimens tested, there is justification 

for obtaining the average tooth capacity by combining the results of both in-direction 

and against direction tests. Additionally, the full nail plates studied made use of in

direction and against direction teeth in equal numbers. Even in the case of uni-
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directional nail plates, load reversal in actual structures implies that the capacity in both 

directions should be taken into account. The pooled results will be discussed later 

Section 4.2.3.4. 

As was the case for in-direction test series, six of the twelve against-direction series 

tested were also designed as constant density series. The average tooth capacities per 

series for the against-direction tests and the variation trends are shown in Table 4.7. 

Table 4.7: Average tooth capacities for against-direction constant density series 

Series Average Dens Density Ave Tooth Capacity 
(kg/m3) cov Capacity (N) cov 

28 397 0.04 245.4 0.04 
29 480 0.03 294.2 0.09 
30 547 0.05 347.0 0.13 
31 470 0.05 242.6 0.07 
32 502 0.03 301.1 0.12 
33 547 0.07 328.8 0.13 

AVERAGE 0.05 0.10 

For these series, an average density COV of 0.05 had a corresponding capacity COV of 

0 .10. In general, for near constant density, tooth capacity varied more for against 

direction tests than for in-direction tests. The variation for series 29, which had a 

comparable average density to series 17 (Figure 4.6), are shown in Figure 4.8. 
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Both series 17 and 29 had comparable COVs for average density. The 8% increase in 

density for series 29 over series 17 resulted in a 5% increase in average tooth capacity, 

but with a higher COV. However, higher amplitude oscillation is apparent for the 

against-direction tests. This may be due to the fact that even though the convex side of 

the nail plate tooth is poised to make more initial contact with the timber, it is also the 

smother side and therefore likely to slip away more easily compared to the serrated 

edges on the concave side. Once that withdrawal is initiated, the tooth load is then likely 

to be lost rapidly. 

4.2.3.3  Capacity based on full nail plate tests 

Tooth capacity dependence on the density for full nail plate tests is shown in Figure 4.9. 
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Figure 4.9 : Nail plate tooth capacity dependence on at-test density for full nail plate 
tests 

Linear regression line fits for both minimum and average density relationships show 

very low correlation factors. As discussed in Section 4.2.1, nearly all the specimens 

failed in plug shear mode. The tooth capacities therefore did not generally attain the 

strength levels they would have achieved had the failure been dowel-type, as was the 

case for the half nail plate tests. The mismatch of specimens 40E and 41 E (Section 



3 .2.5) also contributed to the loss of the parallel nature of the fitted lines that was 
observed for half nail plate tests. 
All the full nail plate test series were as constant density series. The results for the 
average tooth capacities per series for this category of tests are shown in Table 4.8. 

Table 4.8: Average tooth capacities for full nail plate constant density series 
Series Average Dens Density Ave Tooth Capacity 

(kg/m3) cov Capacity (N) cov 40 424 0. 1 1  255 .5  0 . 13  41  448 0.07 244.7  0. 1 1  42 53 1  0.04 280.6 0. 1 3  43 444 0.05 292.4 0.06 44 459 0.05 274.3 0.07 45 546 0.03 274.0 0.20 AVERAGE 0.06 0. 12  

1 63 

The nail tooth capacity analysis for full nail plate tests yielded an average density COY 
of 0.06 and a corresponding average COY in the tooth capacity of 0 . 1 2. This variation 
was the largest of the three categories tested and can be ascribed to the different failure 
mode observed in full nail plate joints when compared to half nail plate joints. The least 
tooth capacity variation at near constant density in this category was observed in series 
43 which had a COY of 0.06. The variation of tooth capacity within series 43 is shown 
in Figure 4 . 1 0. 
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4. 2. 3. 4 Capacity based on combined half nail plate tests 
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As discussed earlier (Section 4.2.3.2), there is potential merit in combining the strength 

results from both in-direction and against-direction tests to arrive at an average estimate 

of nail plate tooth capacity dependence on timber density in double-sided punched metal 

fastened joints. The failure mode actually observed in full nail plate tests was different 

from that of half nail plate joints. As a result the tooth capacity obtained from full nail 

plate joint tests were generally inferior to those of half nail plate joint tests. If the 

double-sided nail plate is optimised so that the premature plug shear failure is 

prevented, it can be assumed that the tooth capacity determined from half nail plate tests 

is applicable to full plate joints. In deriving this average tooth capacity only the results 

from the half nail plate tests, where dowel-type failure was observed, were considered. 

The variation of the tooth capacity with density for all half nail plate tests is shown in 

the scatter plot of Figure 4.11. The linear regression curve fits for minimum density 

dependence and average density dependence remain parallel to each other, as was the 

case when the two tooth bending directions were considered separately. The minimum 

density line represents an upward shift in capacity of 8 N over the average density line. 

Correlation factors for the combined results remain of the same order as those in the 

individual cases. 
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4.2.4 Joint load-deformation behaviour 

The load values logged during the tests were assumed to be equally distributed between 

all the nail plate teeth in each joint. Readings from the L VDTs were used to compute 

the joint slip. The joint slip was taken as the average of the two values computed from 

the pair of slip measurement L VDTs used in each test. 

4. 2.4. 1 Load-slip curves 

The load-slip behaviour of half nail plate joints tested in-direction is typified by the 

respective curves for the constant density series 17 shown in Figure 4.12. 
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The five replicates, whose density variation is shown in Figure 4.6, exhibited matching 

traces up to just after completion of the cycle loop. The curves in this initial phase were 

all convex in nature and therefore computationally yielded negative values of joint 

settlement. The curves, when they significantly deviated from each other, did so after 

the upper hold load level of the cycle loop. Semi-rigid behaviour is evident throughout 

the traces. All the curves showed a tendency to flatten towards the peak load level, 

indicating the presence of ductility in the joints. Since testing at loads beyond 70% of 

the estimated maximum load (0.7Fmax) was conducted in displacement control mode, it 

was possible to continue testing beyond the peak. The post-peak behaviour was typified 
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by non-linear softening curves whose transition from the pre-peak trends was gradual. 

The softening is associated with tooth withdrawal which makes the joint enter into a 

state of unstable equilibrium and the applied loads have to be reduced in order to re

establish equilibrium. Similar phenomena have been reported for other joint types as 

well. For example, Richard et al (2002) ascribed severe post-peak load reduction in 

their monotonic tests on single-lap sheathing-to-framing connections to nail heads 

pulling through the sheathing. Where pull-through failure was prevented, more ductile 

behaviour was obtained. In order to model joint behaviour in this post-peak region, 

various approaches have been adopted. Griffiths (1987) proposed the "bang" parameter 

described in Section 2.8, Richard et al (2002) used a series of multi-linear equations, 

and Foschi et al (2000) used an exponential-log function to model post-peak behaviour. 

Beyond calculating the joint ductility, the post-peak behaviour was not given further 

consideration in this study since the nail plate was assumed to have failed by then. 

In order to illustrate the effect of nail plate tooth bending direction on load-deformation 

behaviour, load-slip curves for the against-direction series 29 are shown in Figure 4.13. 
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Series 29, whose replicate density variation is shown in Figure 4.8, had comparable 

densities to series 17. Among the similarities between the against-direction and in

direction load-slip curves were the matching of curves up to just after the cycle loop and 
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curve deviation towards the peak load_ In both test categories, semi-rigid behaviour was 

clearly evident. The presence of non-linear post-peak softening zones was also noted for 

both categories_ One major difference between the traces was that against-direction 

curves had much steeper gradients before attainment of the peak load than in-direction 

curves_ Flattening of the curves towards the peak noted for in-direction curves was 

absent in against-direction curves_ The transition from pre-peak to post-peak was far 

less gradual for against-direction curves_ At first sight, this seemed to point to a 

significant reduction in ductility with the changing of nail tooth bending direction_ 

Ductility calculations, however, suggest the opposite, i_e_ an increase in ductility_ 

Load-slip curves for full nail plate tests generally lacked consistent patterns in the traces 

beyond the cycle loop because of the combination of shear and embedment failure 

modes experienced_ The results for series 43 were the most consistent of this category_ 

It was therefore assumed that this series may have experienced only one predominant 

failure mode_ Since the capacity per tooth in this series was very comparable in 

magnitude to those obtained from similar density half nail plate tests, it was further 

assumed that embedment failure was the predominant failure mode_ On the basis of the 

foregoing assumptions, comparison of the deformation behaviour of series 43 with 

series 17 and 29 was taken as valid since like was being compared with like_ The load

slip curves for series 43 are shown in Figure 4 _14_ 
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Series 43 also had a comparable density to series 1 7  and 29. Just like the load-slip 

curves for series 17  and 29, the curves for series 43 were also convex and matched in 

the initial phases, divergent as they approached the peak, non-linear in post-peak 

softening zones and semi-rigid in nature. The initial gradients of the curves, flattening 

on approaching the peak load and the transition from pre-peak to post-peak zones lay in 

between those observed for the in-direction and against-direction tests. These trends 

suggest that the behaviour of full nail plate joints can be obtained by superposition of 

the behaviour of in-direction and against-direction half nail plate joints . 

4.2.4.2 Generalised joint stiffness 

The load-slip curves for the double-sided nail plate joints tested using the BS EN 

26891 : 1 99 1  single pre-load cycle procedure can be idealised by the curve form shown 

in Figure 4 . 1 5 . 

0.4Fest 

O. IFes/ 

---- Initial Modulus 
Slip Modulus 

- · · - · · - · · - Elastic Modulus 

Joint Slip (mm) 

Figure 4.15: Idealised joint load-slip curve showing stiffness characteristics to BS EN 
2689 1 :  1 99 1  

The stiffness of each joint i s  represented by measures of the initial modulus (k;), slip 

modulus (ks) and elastic modulus (ke)- These moduli (k) are calculated, according to BS 

EN 2689 1 : 1 99 1 ,  from values of the initial slip, modified initial slip and elastic slip 

respectively using the load increment over which the slip is measured as follows: 



k = Load Increment 
Slip 
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(4.1) 

The load increments are taken over three load levels namely O (the origin), O. lFest 

(lower hold level) and 0.4Fest (upper hold level). Fest is the estimated maximum load and 

is required in the code to be within 20% of the maximum load F max itself. It, therefore, 

follows that these moduli represent the joint stiffness in the serviceability limit state 

(SLS). 

4 .2. 4.3 SLS joint stiffness based on in-direction tests 

The three SLS moduli described above were calculated for the in-direction half nail 

plate joints and plotted in Figure 4.16. 
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Figure 4.16: Serviceability joint moduli for in-direction tests 
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Since both pieces in the joint contribute to the joint deformation, the average density of 

the two pieces in each specimen was used for plotting the density versus modulus 

relationships. To allow for comparisons to be made with the other two categories of 

tests, the moduli were normalised on a per tooth basis. These were calculated from the 

respective direct moduli assuming equal deformation in all teeth on both sides of the 

nail plate. 
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The plotted results show trends of increase in modulus with density. These trends depict 

the general trend of increase in stiffness with density (Aplin, 1973; and McCarthy and 

Wolfe, 1987). The modulus values show some scatter, particularly the elastic modulus. 

Scatter of stiffness results is not uncommon as mentioned in Section 2.11.3. Gupta and 

Gebremedhin (1990) reported a COV of over 18% for their tension splice joint tests, 

with the highest being more than double the lowest. From their small sample of three 

replicates per joint, Gebremedhin et al (1992) noted that the stiffness of the replicates 

was not repeatable, and in one there was also more a hundred percent difference 

between the maximum and minimum measured stiffness. As shown in Figure 4.16, 

linear regression was used to fit the moduli trends on the density versus moduli plots. 

Medium level correlation factors were obtained for all three in-direction moduli trends, 

with the elastic modulus trend showing the most scatter. Similar magnitude of scatter 

was observed for initial modulus and slip modulus results. Because of the negative joint 

settlement computed for double-sided punched metal plate fastened joints, the slip 

modulus trendline yields a lower modulus value than the initial modulus trendline for a 

given density. The elastic modulus was highest over the range of joint densities tested. 

4. 2.4.4 SLS joint stiffness based on against-direction tests 

Against-direction average specimen densities are plotted against the corresponding SLS 

moduli per tooth in Figure 4.17. 
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In comparison to the in-direction results shown in Figure 4.16, the against-direction 

trends of Figure 4.17 have steeper slopes for the modulus variation with average density 

at test. The order of plotting of the trendlines remains unchanged. Although the 

correlation factors for against-direction results are also in the medium range, they are 

higher in magnitude than those for in-direction tests. This implies less scatter of density 

versus modulus results for against-direction tests. Elastic modulus scatter also remains 

the largest of the three SLS against-direction moduli. The increase in slope and better 

correlation to density when compared with the in-direction trends may be due to the 

increased initial tooth contact with the timber of the convex side. Concave tooth side 

bearing for in-direction tests is more likely to have some gaps between the tooth and 

wood surfaces created during joint pressing because of the twist in the tooth profile. 

4.2.4.5 SLS joint stiffness based on full nail plate tests 

The calculated SLS moduli per tooth for full nail plate joints are plotted in Figure 4.18. 
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Figure 4.18: Serviceability joint moduli for full nail plate tests 

Linear regression was also used to fit trendlines for each of the three SLS moduli. Low 

correlation factors were obtained for all three curve fits. Large degrees of scatter of 

average density versus modulus results were observed for all three moduli, with the 

elastic modulus showing the most scatter. As will be shown later, the non-perpendicular 

pressing in of the full nail plate teeth may be the cause of the increased variability. 
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Just like in the half nail plate categories, the slip modulus had the lowest value, 

followed by the initial modulus in the middle and the elastic modulus with the highest 

value for the full nail plate category. The slopes of the full nail plate moduli curve fits 

lay in between the values of corresponding moduli fits for in-direction curve fits and the 

against-direction curve fits. This points to some degree of interaction between the in

direction and against-direction teeth within the full nail plate joints. 

4 . 2.4.6 SLSjoint stiffness based on combined half nail plate tests 

As mentioned earlier, there is merit in combining results of the half nail plate joints to 

predict the behaviour of full nail plate joints. Combined average density versus moduli 

results for in-direction and against-direction joints are shown in Figure 4.19. 
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Figure 4.19: Serviceability joint moduli based on all half nail plate test results 
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In comparison with the average of the separate half nail plate category trendlines, the 

coefficient of determination (R2) is reduced by more than a quarter for both initial and 

slip moduli trendlines but remains unchanged for the elastic moduli trendline. This 

decrease in strength of correlation may be due to the non-parallel nature of the separate 

initial and slip moduli caused by the difference in initial tooth-wood contact. The slopes 

of all three trendlines are more heavily weighted towards the against-direction joint 

behaviour. 



4.2.4. 7 ULSjoint stiffness and slip 
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The semi-rigid behaviour of the double-sided nail plate fastened joints implies that the 

SLS moduli cannot accurately predict the slip at load levels higher than 0.4Fest• The slip 

at ultimate load is even more difficult to predict from SLS moduli. In order to predict 

the slip at peak load, an ultimate limit state (ULS) modulus defined as follows is 

introduced: 

k = Peak Load 
u Slip at Peak Load 

(4.2) 

The ULS modulus ku is analogous to a secant modulus, having an unloading path that 

extends linearly from peak load to the origin. 

The dependency of in-direction joint secant modulus per tooth (kui) on average density 

at test is shown in Figure 4.20. 
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Figure 4.20: Secant modulus at maximum load for in-direction tests 

The large scatter in the results is reflected in the low correlation factor for the linear 

regression trendline fit. This shows that for the in-direction joints, the combinations of 

maximum load and slip at failure, from which the secant moduli are calculated, are not 

very repeatable. At failure, the nail plate teeth start withdrawing from the timber and the 

slip-stick nature of that withdrawal process is difficult to predict. The concave and 

twisted natures of the bearing surface also add to the difficulty of maintaining contact. 



The total slips at ultimate load for in-direction joints (vui) are plotted as functions of 

density in Figure 4.21. 
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Figure 4.21 :  Slip at maximum load for in-direction tests 
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The average slip at peak load for in-direction joints was 2.04 mm with a COV of 0.18. 

The very low correlation shows that the regression model is of no better value in 

explaining the trend than the just the average of the results. However, the poor 

regression model shows a decrease in slip with increasing density. The contribution to 

ultimate slip of the slope component for the linear curve fit is small compared to the 

intercept contribution. Over the 350-600 kg/m3 density range used in this study, the 

slope component had a maximum contribution of 2.5% of the average ultimate slip. It 

can, therefore, be argued that for in-direction joints, the ultimate slip was independent of 

the specimen average density. 

Figure 4.22 shows the plot of average density versus secant modulus (kua) for joints 

tested against-direction. Better correlation was obtained for the against-direction secant 

modulus curve fit when compared to in-direction test results. The linear relationship 

between secant modulus and average density at test is more evident in this case. Again, 

the improvement in model prediction may be due to the improved contact between the 

tooth and wood surface on the convex bearing side. Further, during the tooth withdrawal 

process, contact between the sliding surfaces is more likely to be maintained. 
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The against-direction joint ultimate slip (vua) is plotted as a function of density in Figure 

4.23. 
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Figure 4.23 : Slip at maximum load for against-direction tests 

For the against-direction joints, the average ultimate slip was 1.61 mm with a COV of 

0 .19. This represents 21 % reduction in average ultimate slip when compared to the 

average of the in-direction joint test results. The against-direction joint results scatter 

plot shows a decrease in ultimate slip with increasing specimen average density at test. 
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The correlation for the regression line fit is much improved over the corresponding one 

for in-direction joints but still very poor. The maximum contribution of the trendline 

slope component in the predicted total ultimate slip rises to just over 20% of the average 

slip. It can, therefore, be concluded that for against-direction joints, the ultimate slip 

has, at best, a poorly correlated tendency to decrease with increasing specimen average 

density. This trend is in line with the observed increase with density of ultimate joint 

stiffness. 

The secant modulus for full nail plate joints (kui) is plotted against density in Figure 

4.24. 
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Figure 4.24 : Secant moduli at maximum load for full nail plate tests 

The degree of scatter for the results lies in between those of the in-direction joints and 

against-direction joints. This seems to confirm the interaction of the slip-stick behaviour 

of the tooth concave and tooth convex bearing surfaces that co-exist in the full nail plate 

joints. Ultimate joint stiffness for full joints can then be taken to increase with density. 

The full nail plate joint slip at ultimate load (vu1) is plotted as a function of density in 

Figure 4.25. 
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The average slip at peak load for the full nail plate joints was 1.57 mm with a COV of 

0.21. The trendline shows a decrease in ultimate slip with increasing density and the 

correlation factor is superior to corresponding ones for in-direction and against-direction 

joints. Although ultimate slip for full nail plate joints can be taken as decreasing with 

increasing density, about 75% of the variation is not explained by the regression model. 

The relationship of combined half nail plate secant moduli (kuh) to density is shown for 

in Figure 4.26. 
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Figure 4.26: Secant moduli at maximum load for combined half nail plate tests 
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As was the case for the in-direction and against-direction joints, there is considerable 

scatter in the combined results. The proposition of increase in ultimate stiffness with 

density seems valid for the combined half nail plate joint results, but the correlation is 

weak. 

The ultimate slip for the combined half nail plate joints ( Vuh) is plotted against density 

shown in Figure 4.27. 
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Figure 4.27: Slip at maximum load for combined half nail plate tests 

The trendline for the combined half nail plate ultimate slip values shows a decrease in 

slip with increase in density. However, the correlation is poor and the regression model 

only explains a mere 2% of the variation in the slip. 

4 .  2. 4 .  8 Joint distortion during tests 

The choice of boot-type specimens was driven by the need to minimise eccentricity 

effects during testing. Theoretically, the two pieces in a perfectly aligned specimen are 

expected to just slide against each other, maintaining their vertical alignment. In 

practice, however, this is not possible as there is always some eccentricity present in the 

set-up, leading to relative in-plane rotation of the pieces. Furthermore, the absence of 

lateral support in the test set-up adopted meant that the pieces were also free to move 

away from each other as the nail plate teeth withdrew from the timber. The above two 
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factors led to distortion of the specimens which was manifested by the development of 

gaps between the connected timber pieces during testing. This distortion was measured 

using gap measurement L VDTs set-up as detailed in Section 3.2.4. The separation of 

the timber pieces was calculated from the average extension of the two LVDTs. If the 

pieces had remained parallel to each other throughout the test, then both L VDTs would 

have been extended by the same amount. Since this was not the case, the relative 

rotation was calculated from the difference of the L VDT extensions and the 

perpendicular distance between the lines of extension. 

General trends observed for specimen distortion are exemplified by the cases of the 

three comparable series 17, 29 and 43 representing in-direction joints, against-direction 

joints and full nail plate joints respectively. Typical load-separation curves are shown in 

Figure 4.28 for in-direction joints, Figure 4.29 for against-direction joints and Figure 

4.30 for full nail plate joints. 
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From the graphs shown above, separation of the specimens becomes more evident after 

tooth loads of 150 N for in-direction joints, 200 N for against-direction joints and 175 N 

for full nail plate joints. On approaching the peak load, separation in against-direction 

joint pieces is lower and less gradual when compared with the other test categories. 

These plots show that for double-sided nail plates, tooth withdrawal only becomes 

significant late in the failure process. 
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The relative rotation of the pieces is shown in Figure 4.3 1 ,  Figure 4.32 and Figure 4.33. 
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The curves shown above indicate that against-direction joints generally experienced less 

specimen rotation compared to other test categories. The replicates in against-direction 

series also had less rotational deviation from each other compared to the other test 

categories. The ultimate specimen distortions were very small for all three test 

categories. These magnitudes are shown in Figure 4.34, Figure 4.35 and Figure 4.36. 
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All the specimens exhibited test piece separations of less than 1 mm, with the largest 

separations occurring in in-direction joints . Against-direction specimens, on the other 
hand, experienced the least amount of test piece separation. Specimen relative rotations, 
at less than half a degree, were also negligible. 

4.2.5 Joint ductility 

The ductility of the double sided nail plate joints was computed in accordance with the 
recommendations of BS EN 125 12:200 1 ,  whose provisions are also applicable to 
monotonic load slip-curves. The per tooth load-slip curves of all the joints tested were 
non-linear throughout, containing no two distinct linear parts per curve. The yield slip 
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Vy was, therefore, computed using the definition given in Figure 1 b) of the standard, i.e. 

Vy was taken the value corresponding to the intersection of the slip modulus (ks) 

defining line and the tangent to the load-slip curve with a slope equal to one-sixth of the 

slip modulus line. For the specimens tested to detachment (i.e. replicates A, B, D and E 

of each series), the ultimate slip Vu was calculated at the post peak joint strength values 

of 0.8F max• For specimens used for X-ray tooth rotation analysis (i.e. replicate C of each 

series), a conservative value corresponding to slip at F max was assumed. The effect of 

the cycle loop in the load-slip curves was ignored since, before attainment of the 

maximum load, all the cycled curves seemed to converge towards the monotonic curve. 

Similar convergence tendencies were also observed, even after nine preload cycles, for 

dowel-type embedment tests (TRADA, 1985). Griffiths (1987) also reported the 

tendency to converge to a unique curve in load cycled tests of cover nails for timber 

frame wall panels. The assumption made here in ignoring the cycle loop effect is that 

the tangent line described above passes through a point on the load-slip curve where the 

said convergence would already have taken place. Visual appraisal of typical curves 

( e.g. Figure 4.38) shows that this assumption is reasonable. 

The non-linear nature of the load-slip curves made is difficult to directly determine the 

tangent point at which the slope equalled one-sixth the slip modulus value. It attempted 

to fit curves on the load-slip data in order to obtain the tangent point by differentiation. 

However, this approach generally produced curves that were poorly correlated to the 

experimental data. It was assumed that the required tangent point could be estimated 

more easily from the piecewise tangent slopes (m) along the load slip curves in the 

region after the cycle loop and just before maximum load point. These were calculated 

and plotted against the slip at which they occurred. Exponential curve fitting produced 

the best correlation to the data and the slope at any point was assumed to be given by: 

-bv m = ae 

where m = tangent slope at slip v, and 

a, b = regression constants. 

(4.3) 

A typical fit of the tangent slopes for in-direction test specimen 16D is given in Figure 

4.37. 
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Figure 4.37: Variation of tangent slope with joint slip for specimen 16D 
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By setting the value of the slope m to a sixth of the slip modulus i.e. ( m' = ¼ ks ), the 

corresponding slip v' can be calculated. The slip v' is used to interpolate for the joint 

force at the tangent point. The equation of the tangent slope, taking the form given in 

Equation (1 ), can be defined by evaluating the intercept using the known values of joint 

force and slip at the tangent point. 

F '  = m'v + c' 

The equation of the line defining the slip modulus is given by: 

The intersection of the two lines gives the yield slip Vy which can be calculated as: 

V = 6(c' - c) 
y 5k s 

The joint ductility is calculated as: 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

(4.7) 

An example of the above procedure is given graphically for specimen 16D in Figure 

4.38. 
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Typical joint ductility values were calculated for one series in each of the three test 

categories used in the testing programme. For in-direction half nail plate series 17, the 

ductility parameters are given in Table 4.9. 

Table 4.9: Joint ductility parameters for series 17 specimens 

Label a b R2 v '  Vy Vu D 

17A 378.23 1.5691 0.9844 0.980 0.370 3.008 8.1 
17B 420.61 1.7800 0.9776 0.819 0.299 3.454 11.5 
17C 409.53 1.7741 0.9741 0.941 0.368 2.168 5.9 
17D 402.03 1.6835 0.9759 0.852 0.291 3.607 12.4 
17E 409.44 1.9837 0.9747 0.796 0.368 2.904 7.9 
MEAN 403.97 1.7581 0.9773 0.8777 0.3391 3.0279 9.17 
cov 0.04 0.09 0.004 0.09 0.12 0.19 0.30 

The constants for the slope equation are consistent across all five replicates, returning 

COV s under 0.1. The High coefficients of determination indicate that the load-slip 

behaviour is exponential type, and should take the form of F oschi' s ( 1977b) equation. 

This possibility, however, will be pursued at some other point due to current time 

constraints. There was also good agreement among the replicates on the slip v' at which 
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the tangent points were located. The yield and ultimate slips, however, show greater 

variability. The joint ductility shows even greater variability than the individual slip 

values. It should be noted that for replicate 17C (and all other 'C' replicates), the 

ultimate slip used in the calculation corresponds to the slip at maximum load since the 

test was stopped at that point to preserve the specimen for X-ray photographs to 

determine in-test tooth rotation. The computed ductility values for series 17 are shown 

in Figure 4.39. The obtained values vary by up to over 50% between the specimens. The 

ductility values, on average, exceed the range quoted by Racher (1995) single-sided nail 

plates. This may be due to the fact that double-sided nail plates do not peel away from 

the timber upon joint attainment of peak load as is the case for single-sided nail plates. 
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Figure 4.39: Joint ductility for in-direction test series 17 specimens 

Joint ductility parameters computed for the against-direction series 29 are given in 

Table 4.10. 

Table 4.10: Joint ductility parameters for series 29 specimens 

Label a b R2 v '  Vy Vu D 

29A 354.54 1.5239 0.9155 0.592 0.174 2.510 14.4 
29B 496.23 2.4299 0.9659 0.481 0.158 1.797 11.4 
29C 524.01 1.975 0.9867 0.549 0.154 1.759 11.4 
29D 493.95 2.3744 0.9915 0.474 0.153 2.110 13.8 
29E 472.38 1.9838 0.9825 0.544 0.156 1.878 12.0 
MEAN 468.22 2.0574 0.96842 0.528 0.159 2.011 12.6 
cov 0.14 0.18 0.03 0.09 0.05 0.15 0.11 
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Unlike the in-direction half nail plate joint ductility parameters, the against-direction 

slope equations show less consistency. The computed ductility values, however, show 

less variability. From the limited sets of results computed, it is not possible to fully 

explain the different trends for the half nail plate joints. Even though the ultimate slip 

values for against-direction joints are lower than those for the in-direction joints, the 

former joints give, on average, higher ductility values. This is due to the higher slip 

moduli of the against-direction joints which result in yield slips less than half the 

magnitude of those obtained from in-direction joints. This definition of ductility then 

contradicts the commonly held notion that associates ductility with long yielding 

plateaux. The against-direction specimens' ductility values are plotted in Figure 4.40. 
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Figure 4.40: Joint ductility for against-direction test series 29 specimens 

Ductility parameters computed for full nail plate joints are given in Table 4.11. 

Table 4.1 1 :  Joint ductility parameters for series 43 specimens 

Label a b R2 v '  Vy Vu D 

43A 455.94 2.0247 0.9848 0.496 0.139 2.546 18.3 
43B 424.69 1.8583 0.9950 0.391 0.102 2.842 27.8 
43C 521.79 2.3328 0.9864 0.456 0.191 1.498 7.8 
43D 371.73 1.9011 0.9952 0.575 0.224 2.596 11.6 
43E 470.65 1.9844 0.9897 0.562 0.158 3.160 20.0 
MEAN 448.96 2.0203 0.9902 0.480 0.163 2.528 17.1 
cov 0.12 0.09 0.00 0.16 0.29 0.25 0.45 
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Slope parameter variation trends lie in between those of in-direction specimens and 

those of against-direction specimens. However, the variation in the joint ductility values 

between replicates is much higher. This is associated with the variation in slip modulus 

observed for full nail plate joints in Section 4.2.4.5. The average ductility values 

obtained are almost twice as much as those for in-direction half nail plate joints. These 

values are plotted in Figure 4.41. 
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Figure 4.41 : Joint ductility for full nail plate test series 43 specimens 

The few examples given show that, on average, the computed ductility values of 

double-sided nail plates are higher than those quoted for single-sided nail plates. The 

trend with density, however, was difficult to establish from the results at hand. It is 

possible that double-sided fastened joints will perform satisfactorily under loading that 

require energy dissipation in the joints. However, this assertion requires verification. 

4.3 Timber embedding strength from rigid tool bearing on sanded surface 

The embedment test described in Section 3 .3 utilised a rigid tool bearing on a sanded 

surface. Such conditions are idealised and differ significantly from those obtainable 

from real punched metal plate fastened joints, wherein the fastener teeth are slender and 

are, therefore, susceptible to bending during loading, and the timber surface is rough 

owing to the driving effect of the teeth during pressing. Unlike with other fastener types 

in which the embedding strengths can be obtained from tests using actual fasteners 

under concentric loading and in wood surface conditions closely mimicking those that 
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prevail in real joints, schemes of similar nature are extremely difficult to implement for 

nail plate teeth. Therefore, the idealised test was adopted because it was simple to carry 

out and offered the promise of reproducible results. The embedding strength obtained in 

this manner is herein referred to as the rigid embedding strength to differentiate it from 

the effective embedding strength actually prevailing in nail plate fastened joints . Rigid 

embedment behaviour was earmarked for use in the calibration of numerical models of 

joint behaviour. Further, the rigid embedding strength will be tested against theoretical 

values to see if it can be used as a predictor of the effective embedding strength. 

The applied load in the idealised test was assumed to be uniformly distributed over the 

contact area of the embedment tool and the timber. The two projections on the 

embedment tool had a combined area of 39 mm2 and this was used in calculating the 

average embedding stress. 

4.3.1 Failure mode 

The test specimens were observed during and after testing to check for visible physical 

damage suffered. The observed damage comprised only imprints of the tool projections 

as shown in Figure 4.42, implying that only wood crushing had taken place. Unlike in 

the other compression loaded test specimens utilising round dowels that were reported 

by Hilson et al ( 1 987) and Rammer (2001 ), no splitting was observed in all the test 

specimens in the current study. This implies that it was unlikely that there was any 

curtailment of the embedding strength, but rather it probably developed to near its 

limiting value for the fastener and wood interface tested. 

Figure 4.42: Typical tool imprint on failed embedment test specimen 

Visual examination of the recesses showed the bottom surfaces were flat and the sides 

were perpendicular to the bottom surfaces. There was no visible material draw-in as a 

result of the projections' embedment into the timber. During the penetration of the 



embedment tool, the timber seemed to have sheared along the edges bounded by the 

perimeters of the rigid steel projections. 

4.3.2 Load-deformation curves 
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The penetration depth of the tool, or embedment, was calculated using the readings 

from the two L VDTs used in each test. Because both the tool and the rig assembly were 

assumed to be rigid, the average value was taken, without adjustment, to be the 

deformation of the timber ( see Section 3 .3 .1 ). The average embedding stress was used 

in plotting the stress-deformation curves. The stress-deformation curves for embedment 

possess connection 'take-up' tails due to initial slip and these require appropriate 

treatment in processing data to derive empirical prediction models. Hilson et al (1987) 

fitted the load-embedment data to the Foschi (1977b) three-parameter model (Equation 

(2.87)) and handled the 'take-up' problem by determining the maximum slope of the 

curve, before the pre-loading cycles, and projecting it onto the displacement axis. An 

alternative approximation was adopted in this study because it was judged easier to 

implement with spreadsheets. This made use of the assumption that the elastic stiffness 

of the embedment tests, obtained from the cycle loop of the loading regime, was equal 

to the maximum slope. The elastic stiffness lines were extrapolated and adjusted on the 

deformation axis so as to pass through the origin of each plot. The rest of the curve was 

likewise shifted along the deformation axis. This approach produced shifts that agreed 

well with the method used by Hilson et al (1987) for specimens of high density, but 

over-predicted the shifts for specimens of low density. This discrepancy was, however, 

ignored as only approximate embedment stiffness values were required for 

implementing the inverse modelling for material property calibration. 

Representative load-deformation curves are presented for 30 of the 300 specimens 

tested. These were selected to form three groups of 10 specimens each, representing the 

lowest, medium and highest specimen density groupings. In order to improve the clarity 

of the plots, each group was further split into two subgroups of five specimens each, all 

ranked in order of increasing density at test. The density properties for the resulting six 

subgroups are shown in Table 4.12. The load-deformation curves for the lowest, 

medium and highest density groupings are shown in Figure 4.43, Figure 4 .44 and Figure 

4.45 respectively. 
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Table 4.12: Density properties for embedment curve plot groupings 
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Figure 4.45 : Embedment curves for highest specimen density grouping 

From the plots above, four types of embedment curve representing the generally 

measured specimen load-deformation behaviour can be identified. These curve types are 

described in the following paragraphs discarding the 'tail' ends. The 'tail' ends at the 

start of each curve represent the settlement of the assembly as it picked up load and, 

therefore, do not represent true load-deformation behaviour. The load-deformation 

curves are ascribed type numbers 1 to 4 for ease of future reference. 

The first curve type (Type 1 embedment curve) had a linear initial part, followed by an 

elasto-plastic region and a well defined and sharp peak. The embedding stress at the 

peak was taken as the embedding strength. This curve type was exhibited by all but one 

(33CB) of the specimens in the upper subgroup of the highest specimen density 

grouping (Figure 4.45). The four specimens pertaining to this deformation behaviour 

had small growth rings (fine grained) and the longitudinal direction of the tool 

projections crossed the growth rings at about 10° (i.e. nearly oriented in the timber 

tangential direction). Specimens 40BT (Figure 4.43) and 29CT (Figure 4.44) also 

exhibited similar behaviour. Although specimen 40BT also had a tool orientation of 

about 10°, it, however, had large growth rings. Specimen 29CT, on the other hand, had 

medium sized growth rings and a tool orientation of about 45°. 

The second curve type (Type 2 embedment curve) was also characterised by an initial 

linear part followed by an elasto-plastic region. Immediately following the elasto plastic 
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region was a much less pronounced initial peak followed by hardening type behaviour 

that led to a second and higher peak much further along the curve. The first peak was 

taken as the embedding strength of the timber. Examples of this behaviour are 

specimens 36AT, 25AB and 28CB in Figure 4.43, specimens 36CT, 368B, 25CT and 

26DT in Figure 4.44 and specimen 33CB in Figure 4.45. The Figure 4.43 specimens 

had large growth rings (coarse grained) and were oriented at about 45° to the direction 

of the tool projections. Specimens 368B and 26DT had medium sized growth rings and 

tool orientations of about 45°. Specimen 36CT also had medium sized growth rings but 

the tool orientation was 0° (oriented in the timber tangential direction). Specimen 25CT 

was coarse grained and had a tool orientation of about 10°. Specimen 33CB had 

medium sized growth rings and a tool orientation of about 45°. 

In the third curve type (Type 3 embedment curve), the linear initial part was followed 

by an elasto-plastic region and an almost immediate horizontal yielding plateau. The 

embedding stress at the plateau was taken as the embedding strength. Examples of this 

curve type are shown in the lower subgroup of the highest specimen density grouping 

(Figure 4.45). All the specimens in this subgroup had small growth rings (fine grained). 

The longitudinal direction of the tool projections crossed the growth rings nearly at right 

angles (i.e. oriented in the timber radial direction) for specimens 25EB, 39DB and 

35EB. The tool angle averaged about 45° for both specimens 33AB and 35EB. 

The fourth curve type (Type 4 embedment curve) comprised an initial linear part 

followed by a long elasto-plastic region. The peak stress point was attained at a 

deformation magnitude about three to four times that in other curve types. In accordance 

with BS EN 383 :1993, the embedding strength was taken as the highest stress recorded. 

This, however, slightly overestimated the embedding strength in comparison to the case 

of the strength being determined at deformations corresponding to the peaks of Type 1-

3 embedment curves. Examples of specimens exhibiting this type of behaviour are 

Specimens 16AB, 34AB, 34AT and 41EB shown in Figure 4.44. All these specimens 

had large growth rings and the tool projections were oriented in nearly the timber 

tangential direction. 



4.3.3 Dependence of rigid embedding strength on density 

The rigid embedding strength of all specimens is plotted against the corresponding 

specimen density at test. This relationship is shown in Figure 4.46. 
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Figure 4.46: Rigid embedding strength relationship to density at test for individual 
specimens 

Although there is some scatter in the results, there is good correlation between 

embedding strength and the density of the specimens. A clear increase in embedding 

strength with density is evident. 

4.3.4 Dependence of tooth capacity on rigid embedding strength 
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In Section 4.3.3, the proportional relationship between the timber rigid embedding 

strength and density at test was established. Since the densities and the rigid embedding 

strengths of the specimens were determined separately, the relationship between each 

physical property and joint capacity provides independent checks for the curve fitted 

tooth capacity relationships. Section 4.2.3.3 showed the existence of poor correlation 

between tooth capacity and density for full nail plate joints. The direct relationship 

between rigid embedding strength and density means that similar correlation is expected 

in the analysis of tooth capacities with respect to embedding strength for full nail plate 

joints. Capacity analysis with respect to rigid embedding strength was therefore 
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conducted only for half nail plate joints. As previously argued in Section 4.2.3.2, there 

is more merit in combining the half nail plate joint results for predicting the capacity of 

optimised joints than treating them separately. In double-sided nail plate joints, dowel

type failure, which is dependent on embedding strength, is assumed the prevalent failure 

mode. The relationship between measured tooth capacity and rigid embedding strength 

for half nail plate joints is shown in Figure 4.47. 
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Figure 4.47: Tooth capacity dependence on rigid embedding strength for all half nail 
plate specimens 

4.4 Timber shear strength 

A total of 108 valid shear strength tests were conducted on specimens drawn from 

timber pieces with densities representative of the full range utilised in this study. In the 

test set-up, the notched part of the butterfly timber specimen (also referred to as the 

mid-section) was assumed to be under a state of pure shear and forming the critical 

section. Shear stresses were assumed to be uniformly distributed over the critical 

section. Smoothing provided by the drilled round holes at the notched ends was 

assumed to effectively minimise stress concentrations. The nominal area, obtained from 

the product of the average thickness and minimum length of the critical section, was 

used in computing the applied shear stresses. 
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4.4.1 Failure modes 

Failure in some specimens occurred at the glue line attaching the specimen to the 

aluminium brackets. Since the timber specimens remained intact after this type of 

failure, results from these tests were discarded. Other specimens also failed close to the 

glue line but in the timber as shown in Figure 4.48(a). This type of failure 

predominantly took place along growth rings close and parallel to the glued surface. 

Results from specimens failing in this manner were also discarded as the failure could 

not be assumed to have taken place in pure shear. 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

Figure 4.48: Timber failure modes from shear test specimens 

In the third observed failure mode, cracks appeared at the top notch as shown in Figure 

4.48(b). This failure mode was predominant in specimens in which parts of the 

longitudinal alignment of the growth rings deviated from the vertical line of action of 

the applied load. It was assumed that the initiation of the cracks in the notch took place 

under pure shear and hence results from these tests were accepted. 

The fourth observed failure mode occurred abruptly and explosively resulting in 

complete detachment of the specimen at the mid-section accompanied by failure along 

the glue line as shown in Figure 4.48(c). Because of the abruptness of the failure, it was 
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not possible to identify which of the two breakages occurred first. However, it is most 

likely that initial cracking occurred in the mid-section as described for the third failure. 

This would then have led to the specimen getting out of vertical alignment thereby 

initiating the tearing away from the glue line. The mid-section crack most likely grew 

rapidly and simultaneously with the glue line failure. It is also likely the explosive 

nature of the failure indicated a sudden release of stored energy which in turn resulted in 

a violent vertical recoil effect, so fracturing the root (glue joint) of the remaining piece. 

These results were accepted for later use in building shear strength prediction models. 

The fifth failure mode occurred at the mid section leaving both parts of the detached 

specimen firmly fixed to the aluminium brackets as illustrated in Figure 4 .48(d). In 

some specimens failure occurred gradually but was both abrupt and explosive in others. 

This failure mode can be described as ideal for the shear test design used. 

The surface profile of the failed section varied from specimen to specimen depending 

on the orientation of the nominal shear plane with respect to the growth rings. Idealised 

orientations of possible failure shear planes are shown Figure 4.49. For general or radial 

shear plane orientation the sheared surface zig-zagged across the specimen thickness as 

the failure plane traversed the growth rings. Tangential and near tangential orientations 

produced relatively smooth surfaces that ran across a single growth ring in each case. 
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Figure 4.49: Idealised sectional view of sheared surface profiles in butterfly-type 
shear specimens 
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4.4.2 Ultimate capacities 

The maximum load attained in each valid test was taken as the specimen failure load. 

The shear strength of the specimen was therefore calculated as the quotient of the 

maximum load and the nominal area of the shear plane. Shear strength values for 

individual tests are plotted against specimen density at test in Figure 4.50. 
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Figure 4.50: Shear strength dependence on density at test 
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The plotted shear strength results show a significant amount of scatter, especially at the 

density extremities. This was in a way expected because besides density no other factors 

were used to distinguish between specimens in the scatter plot. Factors such as shear 

plane orientation, growth ring size, angle of grain in the longitudinal direction and 

origin of the timber significantly influence timber shear strength. However, 

distinguishing specimens on these bases was not done because the full joints tested, for 

which the shear strength influence was investigated, were deliberately designed on the 

basis of timber density only. The objective, therefore, remained to obtain generalised 

shear strength trends for the timber density population used in this study. 

4.4.3 Load-deformation behaviour 

Deformation in the timber was calculated from average readings of the two LVDTs 

mounted on either side of the shear test fixture assuming the fixture itself, glue and 

bracket connections to be rigid. Five load-deformation curves were plotted for each of 
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low, medium and high density specimen groupings. These were selected from results of 

individual specimens to represent low density, high density, lowest strength, highest 

strength and medium values for both density and strength. Using this sequence, the 

results are plotted in Figure 4.51 for specimens from the constant shear strength region, 

Figure 4.52 for specimens from the positive gradient region and Figure 4.53 for 

specimens from the negative gradient region. 
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Figure 4.51 :  Load-deformation curves for low density specimens 
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Figure 4.52 : Load-deformation curves for medium density specimens 
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Figure 4.53: Load-deformation curves for high density specimens 
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The load-deformation curves were generally non-linear throughout. Slip of the screws 

connecting the small aluminium brackets to the frame can be identified by the 

pronounced kinks in the load-deformation curves as shown by the example of specimen 

45EB in Figure 4.52. Since specimen 45EB was in the first batch of tested specimens, it 

was possible to minimise connection slip in subsequent specimens by increasing the 

torque applied in tightening the screws. The majority of the curves were generally 

smooth indicating that the measured movement was mainly due to deformation in the 

timber. 

For the low density group specimens, the load-deformation curves of the representative 

specimens also showed no correlation of shear stiffness Gudged from the slopes of the 

curves) to density. That is, specimen density could not be used to predict where in the 

graph the corresponding curve would plot. However, for the medium density group 

specimens, the positions of the curves in the pre-peak zone mostly followed the density 

pattern, i.e., specimens of higher density generally produced curves of higher initial 

shear stiffness. No definite trends were evident in the high density group specimens. 
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Due to the material availability limitations cited in Section 3.5.1, only six tensile 

strength specimens were fabricated. Three of these were of the pseudo-proportional type 

and the other three the parallel side type. Extension of the specimens was calculated 

from readings of the single LVDT mounted on the extensometer. A target gauge length 

corresponding to the BS EN 10002-1 :2001 requirement for standard proportional 

specimens was calculated for each specimen. Since the extensometer was manually 

mounted on the specimen, the actual gauge length differed slightly from the targeted 

value. Strains and stresses reported in here were respectively based on actual specimen 

gauge lengths and average specimen cross-sectional areas. 

4.5.1 Failure modes 

Pseudo-proportional specimens failed by firstly necking and then breaking in the 

gauged zone as expected of valid standard tensile test specimens. Parallel side 

specimens, however, failed either close to or within the machine grips. Typical failed 

specimens are shown in Figure 4.54. 

Figure 4.54: Typical failed tensile test specimens 

4.5.2 Pseudo-proportional specimens 

The dimensions of the pseudo-proportional specimens are given in Table 4.13. 

Table 4.13: Section dimensions of the pseudo-proportional specimens 

Specimen Mean Dimensions (mm) Sectional Gauge Length (mm) 
Width Thickness Area (mm2) Target Actual 

IP 6.094 0.998 6.08 27.87 30.59 
2P 5.721 0.954 5.46 26.39 30.59 
3P 6.054 0.964 5.84 27.30 30.58 
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The pseudo-proportional specimens exhibited characteristics typical of steel specimens 

in tension. The full stress-strain curves calculated from the acquired load-deformation 

data are plotted in Figure 4.55. 
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Figure 4.55 : Steel stress-strain curves for pseudo-proportional specimens 

Whilst specimen IP  exhibited a well defined yielding peak, the same could not be said 

of specimens 2P and 3P. All three specimens were prepared in the same manner. The 

gradual yielding in the latter two specimens points to the presence of tensile residual 

stresses prior to the testing. The most likely source of these stresses was the grinding to 

size and subsequent uncontrolled cooling of the specimens during fabrication. Other 

differences shown in the stress-strain curves may be attributed to localised material 

variation. 

For numerical modelling purposes, curve characteristics in the initial elastic-plastic 

range are of paramount importance. Detailed material behaviour in this range is 

illustrated in Figure 4.56 for deformation up to 1 % strain. 
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Figure 4.56: Initial parts (up to 1 % strain) of shifted stress-strain curves for pseudo
proportional specimens 

Although a nominal pre load was applied to each specimen at the start of the test, some 

slack still remained in the system as illustrated by the non-linear parts at the start of 

each curve. These non-linear data points were excluded from the analysis for 

determining material properties. Rather, data points from the first occurring linear 

portion of each curve were progressively selected and included in the linear regression 

analysis. Appending of data point was stopped when significant deviation from the 

linear trend was noted. The gradient of the fitted line was taken to be the material 

Young's Modulus (E). The strain-intercept was used for shifting the rest of the curve to 

such that the linearly extrapolated part passed through the origin as shown in Figure 

4 .56 . The yield stress (fy) was calculated from the average of the values in the plateau 

up to 1 % strain. The ultimate stress (fu) was taken as the maximum stress recorded for 

each specimen. The resultant steel plate material properties are shown in Table 4.14. 

Table 4.14: Steel plate properties based on pseudo-proportional specimen tests 

Specimen fy (N/mm2
) fu (N/mm2

) E (xl03 N/mm2
) 

IP  355 373 164 
2P 312 371 168 
3P 342 393 179 
AVERAGE 336 379 170 
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4.5.3 Parallel side specimens 

The dimensional properties of the parallel side specimens tested are given in Table 4.15. 

Table 4.15: Section dimensions of the parallel side specimens 

Specimen Mean Dimensions (mm) Sectional Gauge Length (mm) 
Width Thickness Area (mm2) Tar2et Actual 

4S 8.024 0.956 7.67 31.29 30.66 
5S 8.023 0.958 7.68 31.32 30.71 
6S 8.037 0.954 7.67 31.29 30.57 

The absence of grips in parallel side specimens significantly influenced their 

deformation behaviour, particularly in the material elastic region. Initial slack in the 

system was compounded by slipping of the specimens within the machine jaws. The 

jaws had to be retightened during testing for each of the three specimens. Excessive 

tightening at the start of testing was avoided because the jaws tended to penetrate into 

the sheet material thereby deforming it. All three specimens exhibited gradual yielding 

without distinctive initial peaks. The apparent full parallel side specimen stress-strain 

curves, inclusive of the slip at the jaws, are shown in Figure 4.57. 
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Figure 4.57: Steel stress-strain curves for parallel side specimens 
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The failure mode and slippage of parallel side specimens significantly compromised the 

validity of their test results. 



4.6 In-test ultimate tooth rotations 
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Thirty specimens selected from each of the thirty anchorage test series were X-rayed 

before and after testing. The X-raying was done in the Imaging Department of Nuffield 

Hospital, Brighton. 

4.6.1 X-ray images 

The X-ray images from the hospital could not be obtained in digital format. They were 

supplied on film instead. The X-ray films were digitally photographed in the 

Information Services Department, University of Brighton. The digital photographs were 

then edited using photo-editing software to produce superimposed images of the before 

and after test condition of each joint in the nailed zone. Typical superimposed images 

for each of the three anchorage test categories are illustrated using joints from the three 

previously used comparable test series, namely 17, 29 and 43. Figure 4 .58 shows the 

example for in-direction joints, Figure 4.59 for against-direction joints and Figure 4.60 

for full nail plate joints. The positions in the test set-up of the joint pieces are labelled 

"B" for bottom timber pieces and "T" for top timber pieces. X-rayed staple gun markers 

used for specimen identification are also shown on the images. 

Figure 4.58: Specimen 17C (in-direction joint) superimposed X-ray images 

Figure 4.59: Specimen 29C (against-direction joint) superimposed X-ray images 



Figure 4.60: Specimen 43C (full nail plate joint) superimposed X-ray images 
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The X-ray images before testing showed minimal distortion of the nail plate teeth in 

half nail plate joints. Full nail plate joint images, however, showed significant bending 

of the teeth before testing. There was a tendency for the pairs of teeth punched from the 

same hole to lean towards each other as if to close the parent hole. All nail plates were 

inspected for goodness of alignment prior to pressing. It is most likely that the distortion 

of the teeth occurred during the penetration into the timber in the pressing process. The 

worst distortion observed was for specimen 45C shown in Figure 4.61. Of all the full 

nail plate joints X-rayed, this joint had the highest timber density of 54 7 kg/m3 • 

Figure 4.61 :  Worst case of nail plate tooth bending due to pressing of full nail plates 
into high density timber (Specimen 45C) 

4.6.2 Tooth rotation measurements 

The superimposed X-ray images were further processed until only the edges of the nail 

plate profiles were left showing. Straight lines were then drawn along both faces plate 

base to form base lines for measuring tooth rotations. Additional straight lines were 

added where the bending of the base plate itself produced deviation of part of the base 

plate from the initial base lines. Distinct points on the tooth projections were selected to 

represent the alignment of each tooth. Similar points were used for corresponding teeth 
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in the before and after test profiles. Single straight lines per row of teeth were then 

drawn through these points to give a direction of the teeth in the row. Angles in the 

direction of tooth bending were then measured and used to calculate the ultimate tooth 

rotations. An example of the rotation measurement scheme is shown in Figure 4.62 and 

the corresponding rotations are shown in Table 4.16. 

The means of the ultimate tooth rotations measured are shown in Table 4.17 for in

direction joints, Table 4.18 for against-direction joints and Table 4.19 for full nail plate 

joints. Relatively large COVs were expected for a number of reasons. Firstly, the X-rays 

were not perpendicularly incident on all nail plate teeth because of angular dispersion. 

This distortion was further compounded when the X-ray films themselves were 

photographed. Thirdly, the alignment of the base lines and tooth direction lines were 

based on judgement by eye and were therefore not precise. The small rotation angles 

involved also meant higher fractional sensitivity to what would in practice be small 

angular deviations. Statistical means obtained, however, remain valid. 



Figure 4.62: Ultimate tooth rotation measurements from processed X-ray image for specimen 17C 

Table 4.16: Ultimate tooth rotation measurements for specimen 17C 

Tooth Top Timber Piece Teeth Bottom Timber Piece Teeth 
Position 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

Before 77.6 77.5 83 84.8 83.3 81.9 84.7 85.2 88.1 85.2 86.6 85 81.3 86 86.5 
After 82.8 84.5 88.8 91.2 90.3 86.4 92.3 90.9 95.8 96.9 97.2 95.1 92.7 93.7 94.5 

Rotation 5.2 7.0 5.8 6.4 7.0 4.5 7.6 5.7 7.7 11.7 10.6 I O . I  11.4 7.7 8.0 
Mean rotation (0) 6.2 Mean rotation (0) 

cov 0.17 cov 

16 
84.9 
94.3 
9.4 
9.6 

0.17 

N 
0 
I.O 
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Table 4.17: Mean ultimate tooth rotations for joints tested in-direction 
Specimen Teeth in Top Timber Piece Teeth in Bottom Timber Piece 

Mean Rotation (0) cov Mean Rotation (0) cov 1 6C 12.7 0.08 6.9 0. 12  1 7C 6.2 0. 1 7  9.6 0. 1 7  1 8C 8.8 0 .22 3 .6 0. 1 6  1 9C 1 0.6 0. 1 0  9 .5 0. 1 1  20C 9.5 0. 1 4  1 .8 0.42 2 1C  9.6 0. 1 3  2.2 0.27 22C 8 .5 0. 1 4  4.6 0.3 1 23C 7.7 0. 1 5  7.2 0 . 1 7  24C 1 3 .2 0. 1 2  6.9 0.20 25C 5. 1 0.25 1 0.5  0. 14  26C 1 0.8 0. 1 3  2.3 0.25 27C 7.3 0. 1 8  4.4 0. 1 8  

Table 4.18: Mean ultimate tooth rotations for joints tested against-direction 
Specimen Teeth in Top Timber Piece Teeth in Bottom Timber Piece 

Mean Rotation (0) cov Mean Rotation (0) cov 28C 7.5 0 .24 5.2 0. 1 6  29C 5.3 0. 1 5  9.4 0 . 1 1  30C 5 .4 0. 1 4  7.9 0.20 3 1 C  1 .2 0.2 1 8.3 0.21 32C 5 .6 0.22 5 . 8  0.2 1 33C 7.7 0. 1 8  1 .6 0.36 34C 1 .8 0.26 3 .4 0.29 35C 6.7 0. 1 6  7. 1 0 . 1 1  36C 6.7 0. 1 5  3 .4 0.09 37C 6.3 0.3 1 1 .8 0.36 38C 1 .6 0.24 7.7 0.22 39C 1 .7 0. 1 6  7.5 0. 1 3  

Table 4.19: Mean ultimate tooth rotations for full nail plate joints 
Specimen Teeth in Top Timber Piece Teeth in Bottom Timber Piece 

Mean Rotation (0) cov Mean Rotation (0) cov 40C 1 0.5 0.24 1 .7 0.39 4 1C  4.3 0. 1 9  1 .8 0.47 42C 1 .9 0.49 8 .5 0.23 43C 2.3 0.30 8.6 0. 14  44C 5.0 0. 1 9  2.9 0.27 45C 3.9 0.32 3.3 0.36 
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For each specimen, the larger of the two tooth rotations was assumed to represent the 

ultimate strength of the joint. There was not much difference between the tabulated 

larger rotations for in-direction and against-direction joints. The larger rotations for 

combined half nail plate joint tests were plotted against the corresponding timber 

density as shown in Figure 4.63. 
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Figure 4.63: Density dependence of ultimate tooth rotations in half nail plate joints 

Linear regression analysis was used to determine the relationship between ultimate 

tooth rotation and timber density. Two results, joint 24C representing the largest 

measured rotation and 34C representing the smallest measured rotation, particularly 

required further scrutiny. The load-slip curves for series 24 anchorage tests shown in 

Figure 4.64 show that specimen 24C attained its peak load at joint slip much larger than 

the rest of the specimens. Since series 24 was designed as a constant density series, 

clearly specimen 24C could not be taken to represent the general behaviour of series 24 

specimens. It was, therefore, assumed that other factors influenced the deformation 

behaviour of joint 24C warranting its treatment as an outlier in the plot of Figure 4.63. 

Similarly, Figure 4.65 shows that specimen 34C behaved very differently from other 

specimens in series 34. Other factors, therefore, also warranted its exclusion from the 

statistical analysis of results plotted in Figure 4.63. Linear regression analysis of the 

remaining data points showed that two further points, 28C and 30C, together had a 

combined large leverage on the other 20 results. This effect made them statistical 
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outliers in the sample of remaining results. Anchorage load-slip curves for these two 

specimens did not differ significantly from the other curves within their series implying 

that other different adverse factors were unlikely to have been present in these 

specimens. In terms of timber density, both of these results were placed at the extreme 

ends of the retained data set. It was assumed that although these were likely to be valid 

data points, they most probably belonged to other timber density-tooth rotation 

relationships which could not be determined due to lack of further test data outside the 

range of densities covered by these tests. For the density range 406 to 510 kg/m3
, the 

Figure 4.64 regression line fit shows that the ultimate tooth rotations in half nail plate 

joints decreased linearly with increasing timber density. 
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Figure 4.64: Load-slip curves for series 24 joints 
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Ultimate tooth rotation results for full nail plate joints are plotted in Figure 4.66. 
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Figure 4.66: Density dependence of ultimate tooth rotations in full nail plate joints 

The large scatter and small number of data points severely compromise the validity of 

regression modelling of the full nail plate joint test results. However, by equating the 

rotation-intercept to the value obtained for the half nail plate joints, it was possible to 

draw comparisons between the dependence on density of full nail plate and half nail 

plate joint ultimate tooth rotations. Very similar relationships are obtained, further 

confirming the decrease of ultimate tooth rotation with increasing density. 

4.7 Out-of-test tooth moment-rotation behaviour 

A total of 64 tooth root moment capacity tests on eight specimens were conducted on 

pairs of nail plate teeth as detailed in Section 3.6. The applied load was assumed to be 

equally shared between the teeth in each tested pair. 

4.7.1 Plastic moment capacities 

The moment at the nail plate tooth root was calculated from the applied load and the 

lever measured from the face of the nail plate to the line of action of the load. The 

maximum load recorded in each test was used to calculate the plastic moment capacity. 
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Plastic moment capacities measured for in-direction tests are shown in Table 4.20 and 

those for against-direction tests are shown in Table 4.21. The specimen codes in the 

tables give the specimen numbers as the first numeral, followed by the side of the nail 

plate tested and finishing with the direction in which the testing was done. 

Table 4.20: Plastic moment capacity for nail plate teeth tested in-direction 

Specimen lAI 4AI 6B1 7B1 

�� 
504.4 492.0 466.7 530.6 
535.0 501.8 523.8 453.9 
540.8 479.0 443.8 543.3 = � -

6 6 525.2 490.7 501.4 429.0 
0 6 514.2 482.3 443.8 507.9 
� �  
CJ 485.9 509.8 524.7 431.4 .... 

521.1 508.9 528.0 rll 512.7 � 
� 508.9 485.4 517.9 433.6 

AVERAGE 515.9 495.3 491.4 482.2 
cov 0.034 0.029 0.071 0.103 

Table 4.21 :  Plastic moment capacity for nail plate teeth tested against-direction 

Specimen 2AA 3AA SBA SBA 

�� 
477.3 488.2 510.2 531.5 
457.8 503.6 478.8 570.3 
496.2 490.1 504.2 527.8 = � -

6 6 487.2 501.1 484.0 470.8 
0 6 491.0 473.6 489.9 521.6 
� �  
CJ 497.1 516.7 469.0 481.9 .... 

495.2 485.1 496.2 561.8 rll � 
� 533.4 518.4 500.7 472.2 

AVERAGE 491.9 497.1 491.6 517.3 
cov 0.043 0.032 0.028 0.075 

The scatter in the test results was due to the differences in nail tooth profiles and the 

points at which the teeth were rigidly connected to the extenders. Higher moment 

capacities most likely occurred where the fixing resin got too close to the face of the 

nail plate and lower capacities most likely occurred where the clearance between the 

point of fixity and nail plate face was relatively large. The average moment capacity for 

in-direction teeth was 506 Nmm and that for against-direction teeth was 2% lower at 

495 Nmm. There was therefore little difference in the tooth capacities in either 

direction. 
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4.7.2 Moment-rotation curves 

The rotation of the nail plate tooth about the root was calculated from the lever arm and 

the average vertical displacement from the two L VDTs mounted on tooth holder cap. It 

was assumed that the part of the nail plate embedded in the timber, and comprising 

sixteen pairs of teeth, was rigid in comparison to a single pair under test. Typical 

moment-rotation curves for a single specimen are shown in Figure 4.67 for specimen 1. 
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Figure 4.67: Typical individual and average moment-rotation curves for a single 
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In specimen 1, nail plate teeth in odd numbered rows on side A of the nail plate teeth 

were tested. All the curves in this case had a nearly linear initial part followed by a non

linear part. The average of the eight individual curves is indicated by the continuous 

line. On average 95% of the plastic moment capacity was attained after rotations of just 

exceeding 3°. 

Similar averaging of the individual moment-rotation curves was done for the other three 

specimens in which the tooth capacity was measured in-direction. The resulting curves 

for all four specimens are shown in Figure 4.68. Only one curve deviates slightly from 

the others, indicating that similar tooth behaviour was generally obtained for in

direction tests. 
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The average moment-rotation curves for specimens tested against direction are shown in 

Figure 4.69. Similar trends to in-direction test results were also observed. 
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Figure 4.69: Average moment-rotation curves for specimens tested against-direction 

The distinction between odd and even numbered rows on each nail plate side was 

superficial, having only been adopted for logistical reasons. Combining results for all 

rows therefore presents more generalised tooth behaviour with respect to the nail plate 



side and direction of testing. The combined representation for tooth behaviour with 

respect to nail plate side and direction of testing is shown in Figure 4.70. 
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12  

Nail plate side B teeth showed smaller variation with direction of testing when 

compared to side A teeth. Side A teeth, however, provided the lower and upper bounds 

for the generalised moment-rotation behaviour measured. The Bauschinger effect (Zhao 

and Lee, 2004) may be responsible for the differences, with the against-direction teeth 

experiencing yield first since they are subjected to reverse loading. 

The potential merit of combining in-direction and against-direction test results was 

discussed in previous sections. This was also applied to moment-rotation behaviour of 

the nail plate teeth. The average curves for side A and side B nail plate tooth behaviour 

are shown in Figure 4.71. The curves show that the teeth on either side of the nail plate 

had similar plastic moment capacity and moment-rotation behaviour. 
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1 2  

The general nail tooth rotations </J at which key proportions of the moment capacity 

M/Mp are attained are shown in Table 4.22 

Table 4.22: Proportion of plastic moment capacity attained with increasing rotation 

MIMo 0.50 0.75 0.80 0.85 0.90 0.95 0.99 1.00 
</J (0) 1.22 2.29 2.64 3.10 3.74 4.82 6.92 9.50 

From the table above, it is clear that the moment capacity was nearly fully attained at 

tooth rotations under 7° for the averaged nail tooth behaviour. 



Chapter 5 : Analysis and Discussion of Test Results 

5.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents the interpretation of the observed qualitative and measured 

quantitative joint behaviour relationships presented in Chapter 4. Inter-relations 

between the experimentally derived models are analysed and their predictions are 

compared with data available in literature, whenever possible. 

5.2 Analysis of qualitative joint behaviour 
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The manner in which the test specimens were assembled made it likely for bias to be 

introduced into the experiments. As stated in Section 3.2.3, problems arising from the 

form and geometry of the prototype double-sided nail plate led to the adoption of the 

two-step joint pressing procedure. Lack of symmetry in the dispersion of the nail plate 

teeth was also likely to contribute towards differential performance on both sides of the 

connections. Furthermore, bias was also likely to have been introduced by the manner in 

which the assembled joints were set up in the test rig. 

To assess the probable influence on joint failure of factors other than material properties 

and latent defects, comprehensive data on assembly and testing procedures was 

collected and is summarised in Tables 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3. At the experimental design 

stage, three control variables were selected to monitor joint behaviour. These were 

(1) the side of the plate which was pressed into the timber first, (2) the end orientation 

of the nail plate with respect to the test set-up and (3) the position, in test set-up, of the 

timber piece onto which the connector was attached first. These variables, therefore, 

constituted the joint treatments for which there were observable post-test outcomes. 

Two outcomes which could be described qualitatively were monitored. These were 

(1) the position, for an upright joint, of the timber piece from which the nail plate 

withdrew and (2) the face of the plate which was exposed after the pull-out. 

The nominal (i.e. non-ordinal and non-interval) data for the three treatments and the two 

outcomes were analysed for relationships suggesting bias. The data was analysed using 
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the statistical package SPSS (SPSS Inc, 2003). The following six null hypotheses were 

postulated: 

H0 1 :  With respect to its position in the test set-up, i.e. whether top piece or 

bottom piece, the timber piece from which the nail plate withdraws is 

dependent on the side of the nail plate first pressed into the timber. 

Ho2 : With respect to its position in the test set-up, the timber piece from which 

the nail plate withdraws is dependent on the orientation of the nail plate in 

the test set-up. 

H03 : With respect to its position in the test set-up, the timber piece from which 

the nail plate withdraws is dependent on the position of the piece into which 

the nail plate was pressed first. 

H04 : The side of the nail plate left exposed after pull-out is dependent on the side 

of the nail plate first pressed into the timber. 

H05 : The side of the nail plate left exposed after pull-out is dependent on the 

orientation of the nail plate in the test set-up. 

H06 : The side of the nail plate left exposed after pull-out is dependent on the 

position in the test set-up of the piece into which the nail plate was pressed 

first. 

Each of the control variables and the outcomes were dichotomous (i.e. assumed one of 

two values) as detailed in section 3.2.5. This meant that the hypotheses were suitable for 

statistical analysis using 2x2 cross-tabulations. The hypotheses were tested using Chi

Square Tests for in-direction, against-direction and full nail plate joints separately, and 

for the combined half nail plate test results. The SPSS Exact method for calculating 

probabilities was used because of its ability to always produce reliable results, 

regardless of the size, distribution, sparseness, or balance of the data (Mehta and Patel / 

SPSS Inc, 1996). Probability ( exact p-value) calculations were based Pearson's Chi

Square statistic. The statistical significance a was assumed at the 5% level (a = 0.05), 

in line with the 95% confidence interval generally assumed for timber test results 

analysis. The exact p-value obtained for each hypothesis is given in Table 5.1. 
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Table 5.1 :  Chi-Square Test p-values for nail plate pull-out analysis 

Asvmptotic Significance for Test Series 
HYPOTHESIS In-direction Against- Half nail Full nail plate 

direction plate 
Ho1 0.092 0.238 0.342 0.660 
Ho2 0.386 0.000 0.020 0.340 
Ho3 0.193 0.500 0.207 0.660 
Ho4 0.088 0.540 0.206 0.761 
Hos 0.190 0.124 0.500 0.239 
Ho6 0.071 0.282 0.341 0.761 

The p-values in Table 5.1 show that for all hypotheses with the exception of H02, case 

"against-direction", there was enough evidence to reject the hypotheses (i.e. p > a). The 

exceptional case holds the physical interpretation that there was not enough evidence to 

reject the notions that (1) if the nail plate is aligned 'with' the test set-up then nail 

withdrawal will occur from the bottom piece, and (2) if the nail plate is aligned 'against' 

the test set-up then nail withdrawal will occur from the top piece. Assessment of the 

quantitative results did not reveal noticeable differences in capacity per tooth between 

the affected specimens and the rest of the half nail plate joints specimens as shown by 

the plot of Figure 5 .1. 
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Figure 5.1 :  Comparison of joint strength of null hypothesis Ho2 specimens with the 

rest of half nail plate joint specimens 

Further, the two groups of specimens with the results plotted in Figure 5.1 were 

analysed to check whether or not their linear correlations were equal, i.e. that there was 
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no difference in the distribution of strength between the specimens that failed the H02 

Chi-Square Tests and those that did not. This proceeded on the assumption that the two 

samples, of sizes n1 and n2, were selected from two populations with correlation 

coefficients p1 and p2 respectively. The following null hypothesis, which states equality 

of the correlations of the two populations, was tested: 

(5.1) 

where p1 = population correlation coefficient estimated from Sample 1, and 

p2 = population correlation coefficient estimated from Sample 2. 

If p1 and p2 are assumed as nonzero, then the distribution of the sample correlation 

coefficient Ri for each sample is skewed (Kleinbaum et al, 1988). In order to generate 

the normal distribution necessary for calculating the test statistic, a Fisher's Z transform 

is applied to each correlation coefficient as follows: 

Z- = _!_ ln l + R i 
1 2 I - R -

I 

(5.2) 

Taking the correlation coefficients of Sample 1 and Sample 2 as R1 and R2 respectively, 

Z1 and 22 are computed and used in the test statistic as follows (Kleinbaum et al, 1988): 

z = Z1 - Z2 
-JI /(n1 - 3) + 1 /(n2 - 3) (5.3) 

Assuming a two-tailed normal (z) distribution, then at the significance level (a = 0.05), 

the null hypothesis is rejected if: 

IZI � z0_025 = 1.96 (5.4) 

Now, for Sample 1, n1 = 83 and R1 = 0.702 ⇒ Z1 = 0.8712 and for Sample 2, n2 = 37, 

and R2 = 0.733 ⇒ Z2 = 0.9352. Substituting these values into Equation (5.3), then: 

z = -0.312 ⇒ IZI = 0.312 < z0 _025 = 1.96 (5.5) 

This indicates that there is not enough evidence to reject the hypothesis that the two 

population correlations were equal. It can be concluded, therefore, that the adopted joint 

assembly procedure, plate geometry, and test set-up did not seem to exert significant 

influence on the observed qualitative joint behaviour. 



5.3 Summary of quantitative test results 
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The tests results presented in Chapter 4 exhibited appreciable degrees of scatter, which 

indeed is characteristic of structural timber test data (Rodd, 1995; and McCarthy and 

Wolfe, 1987). To obtain general overviews of the behaviour of double-sided nail plate 

fastened joints, trends for various test group results were fitted using linear regression. 

The linear regression theory, as applied to this study, is very detailed and is well 

covered in many literary sources, e.g. Kleinbaum et al (1988), Hines and Montgomery 

(1990) and Montgomery and Peck (1982). Whilst it is not intended to attempt a review 

of the theory in this thesis, a few concepts necessary to aid in the interpretation of the 

results of the statistical analysis undertaken are presented here. 

In keeping with the norm in timber engineering, the experimental results are analysed 

using only single equation regression lines. As regression equations are generally valid 

only over the region of the regressor variables contained in observed data (Montgomery 

and Peck, 1982), most of the relationships analysed were not fitted through the origin, 

but were allowed to follow the path dictated by the least-squares fit. 

The simple regression model for a population of data is described by: 

Y = /Jo +  /J1X + & 

where y = response variable, 

x = regressor variable, 

/30 = intercept and is unknown, 

/31 = slope and is unknown, and 

& = random error component also unknown. 

(5.6) 

The unknown slope and intercept may be estimated using the least squares method from 

a sample taken from the population. This method eliminates the random error 

component and yields estimates in the form of the empirical prediction model given by: 

y = /Jo + /31x 
where y = predicted response variable, 

x = regressor variable, 

(5.7) 
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/3
0 

= least-squares estimator of the intercept, and 

/31 = least-squares estimator of the slope. 

Further, Montgomery and Peck (1982) state that before adopting an empirical model, it 

is necessary to give due consideration to: 

(1) how well the equation fits the data, 

(2) how likely the model is to be useful as a predictor, and 

(3) how serious the effects of violations of the basic assumptions, if any, are 

likely to be. 

The basic assumptions that are normally made are (Kleinbaum et al, 1988): 

(1) existence - for each regressor, there exists a response variable that is random 

and possessing a certain probability with a finite mean and variance, 

(2) independence - the response variable values are independent of one another, 

(3) linearity - the mean values of the response variable are a straight-line 

function of the regressor, 

(4) homoscedacity (also often stated as constant variance) - the variance of the 

response variable is the same for any value of the regressor, and 

(5) normality - that for any value of the regressor, the response variable has a 

normal distribution. 

How well the empirical models fit the data is herein measured by the coefficient of 

determination R2
. Having a range of O ::;;  R 2 

::;; 1 ,  its value gives the proportion of the 

variation that is explained by the regression model. Values of R2 close to 1 imply that 

most of the variation is explained by the regression model, and values close to O imply 

that the regression model is no better at explaining the variation of the response variable 

than the nai've model that uses the mean value of the sample observations as the 

estimate. High values of R2, however, do not necessarily imply that the straight is the 

best fit for the data set because other factors like sample size and spread of the regressor 

also affect the magnitude of R2
• A visual appraisal is sometimes useful. The correlation 

coefficient R, which is such that -1 ::;; R ::;; + 1 ,  is also another useful measure of how 

well the model fits the data. Generally, R greater than 0.8 is taken to represent strong 



correlation, and R less than 0.5, weak correlation. This interpretation, of course, 

depends on the type of data and the size of the sample under consideration. 
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The value of R 2 on its own is not enough to deduce the significance of regression. If it is 

assumed that the model errors & are normally and independently distributed with mean 

zero and variance o- 2 (i.e. variance of the population), then it is possible to further test 

the linear relationship by means of the null hypothesis proposing that the slope of the 

relationship is equal to zero: 

(5.8) 

If this hypothesis is not rejected, then it is implied that there is no linear relationship 

between the regressor and response variables. On the other hand, if it is not rejected, 

then it is implied that the regressor is of value in explaining the variability in the 

response variable. The test statistic is the variance ratio F0 given by (Montgomery and 

Peck, 1982):  

Fo = ($Sr - SSE /I = MSR 
SSE /(n - 2) MSE 

(5.9) 

n 
where SSy = L (yi -y)2 = corrected sum of squares of the observations, i=l 

n 
SSE = L (Y; - y; )2 = residual sum of squares, i=l 
MS R = regression mean square, 

MS E = residual mean square, and 

n = sample size. 

The null hypothesis H0 : /31 = 0 is rejected if: 

Fo > Fl,n-2,a (5.10) 

where F = percentile of the F-distribution for 1 numerator degree of l,n-2,a 
freedom (dof) and (n-2) denominator dofs at the a level. 

For ease of reference, the joint behaviour prediction models derived in Chapter 4 are 

summarised first before the analysis and discussion of test results. 



5.3.1 Summary of joint anchorage test results 
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The trends of joint anchorage behaviour were drawn from test data of 150 joints sheared 

in a single plane under compressive loading. The experiments were conducted in three 

categories namely full nail plate, in-direction half nail plate, and against-direction half 

nail plate tests. 

5.3.1.1 Nail plate tooth capacity relationships 

Test results for nail plate tooth capacity were presented in Section 4.2.3. The regression

fitted trendlines for capacity dependence on density at test were shown in Figures 4.5, 

4 .7, 4.9 and 4.11. The derived linear regression relationships are summarised in Table 

5 .2. The goodness-of-fit of each proposed empirical model is indicated by the value of 

the coefficient of determination R2 and the statistic Fa that are tabulated alongside. 

Table 5.2: Individual tooth capacity to density at test relationships 

Brief Description Empirical Prediction 
R2 Fo 

Equation 
of Modelled Tests Model Number 

In-direction, min. Rti = 0.397 Pw + 115.58 0.511 61.0 (5.1 1) spcmn density 
Against-direction, Ria = 0.625pw + 2.48 0.516 61.8 (5.12) min. spcmn density 
Half nail plate, R1h = 0.510pw + 59.81 0.485 117.4 (5.13) min., combined 
Full nail plate, min. Rtf 

= 0.159pw + 196.92 0.059 1 .738 (5.14) spcmn density 
In-direction, ave. -

spcmn density Rti = 0.399pw + 110.26 0.493 56.1 (5.15) 

Against-direction, -

ave. spcmn density R1a = 0.625pw - 5.74 0.545 69.6 (5.16) 

Half nail plate, -

ave., combined R1h = 0.515pw + 51.52 0.499 111.2 (5.17) 

Full nail plate, ave. -

spcmn density Rtf 
= 0.122.Pw + 212.40 0.032 0.93 (5.18) 

Annotations for symbols and terms used in Table 5.2 

Pw = minimum (lesser) density of the two pieces making up a specimen (kg/m3) 

Pw = average density of the two pieces making up a specimen (kg/m3) 

R1x = average capacity per tooth for nail plate configuration x based on Pw (N) 
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Rix = average capacity per tooth for nail plate configuration x based on Pw (N) 

ave. = average (refers to density) 

combined = results plotted for in-direction and against-direction tests pooled together 

min. = minimum (refers to density) 

spcmn = specimen 

5. 3.1. 2 Joint stiffness relationships 

Joint stiffness at the serviceability and ultimate limit states was expressed in terms of 

the moduli per tooth. Results for all serviceability moduli were presented in Figures 

4.16, 4.17, 4.18 and 4.19. Those for the ultimate moduli were presented in Figures 4.20, 

4.22, 4.24, and 4.26. These moduli were calculated assuming equal deformation on both 

sides of the connection. The moduli relationships are summarised in Table 5.3 for the 

initial moduli, Table 5.4 for the slip moduli, Table 5 .5 for the elastic moduli and Table 

5.6 for the ultimate (secant) moduli. 

Table 5.3: Joint SLS initial moduli to density at test relationships 

Brief Description Empirical Prediction R2 Fo 
Equation 

of Modelled Tests Model Number 

In-direction initial kii = 5.25675w -1035.00 0.615 93.1 (5.19) modulus 
Against-direction kia =11.257pw - 3177.1 0.703 137.9 (5.20) initial modulus 
Half nail plate initia kih = 9.254pw - 2570.0 0.480 109.0 (5.21) modulus 
Full nail plate initial kif = 6.06275w -816.19 0.218 7.78 (5.22) modulus 

Table 5.4: Joint SLS slip moduli to density at test relationships 

Brief Description Empirical Prediction R2 Fo 
Equation 

of Modelled Tests Model Number 
In-direction slip ksi = 4.526pw - 936.27 0.626 97.4 (5.23) modulus 
Against-direction ksa = l0.009pw - 2904.7 0.713 144.9 (5.24) slip modulus 
Half nail plate slip ksh = 8. l68pw - 2339.0 0.478 108.2 (5.25) modulus 
Full nail plate slip ksf = 5.38 lpw -856.64 0.251 9.37 (5.26) modulus 



Table 5.5: Joint SLS elastic moduli to density at test relationships 

Brief Description Empirical Prediction 
R2 Fo of Modelled Tests Model 

In-direction elastic kei = 8.169,ow - 459.01 0.437 45 .0 modulus 
Against-direction kea = 15.775,ow - 4272.2 0.649 107.8 elastic modulus 
Half nail plate keh = 12.160,ow - 2424.6 0.538 137.6 elastic modulus 
Full nail plate kef = 7.158,ow + 503.81 0.104 3.25 elastic modulus 

Table 5.6: Joint ULS moduli to density at test relationships 

Brief Description Empirical Prediction 
R2 Fo of Modelled Tests Model 

In-direction kui = 0.457,ow + 86.04 0.148 10.1 ultimate modulus 
Against-direction kua = l.0 l lpw -107.82 0.459 48.2 ultimate modulus 
Half nail plate kuh = 0.817,ow - 49.65 0.280 45.1 ultimate modulus 
Full nail plate kuf = 0.900,ow - 69.419 0.260 9.87 ultimate modulus 

Annotations for symbols and terms used in Tables 5.3, 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6 

kxy = modulus type x based on nail plate configuration y (N/mm) 

where: modulus type x takes values 

plate configuration y takes 

i = initial modulus, 

s = slip modulus, 

e = elastic modulus, 

u = ultimate modulus and 

i = in-direction 

a = against-direction 
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Equation 
Number 

(5.27) 

(5.28) 

(5.29) 

(5.30) 

Equation 
Number 

(5.31) 

(5.32) 

(5.33) 

(5.34) 

h = half nail plate (combined results) 

f = full nail plate 

Pw = average density of the two pieces making up a specimen (kg/m3) 

5.3.1.3 Joint ultimate slip relationships 

The test results for ultimate joint slip were plotted in Figures 4.21, 4.23, 4.25 and 4 .27. 

The regression fitted relationships from those graphs are summarised in Table 5.7. 
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Table 5.7: Joint ultimate slip to density at test relationships 

Brief Description Equation of Modelled Empirical Prediction Model R2 Fo 
Tests Number 

In-direction 
V ui = -0.0002,ow + 2.1353 0.001 0.044 (5.35) ultimate slip 

Against-direction 
Vua = -0.0013,ow + 2.2200 0.054 3.193 (5.36) ultimate slip 

Half nail plate 
Vuh = -0.001 lpw + 2.3727 0.0234 2.755 (5.37) ultimate slip 

Full nail plate 
Vuf = -0.003 lpw + 3.0621 0.253 9.482 (5.38) ultimate slip 

Annotations for symbols and terms used in Table 5.7 

vuy = ultimate total joint slip for nail plate configuration y (mm) 

Pw = average density of the two pieces making up a specimen (kg/m3) 

Values of slip calculated from the empirical models in Table 5.7 represent the total slip 

in the two-member joints and, on the assumption of equal deformation on both sides of 

the connection, should therefore be halved in order to obtain the deformation on only 

one side, i.e. the 'per tooth' deformation. 

5.3.2 Timber rigid embedding strength test results summary 

Rigid embedding strength relationships were derived from 300 embedment specimens 

tested. A single specimen was taken from each timber piece used in the joint anchorage 

tests. 

5.3.2.1 Rigid embedding strength-to-density relationships 

The dependence of embedding strength on the density at test was plotted in Figures 4.46 

and is summarised in Table 5.8. 

Table 5.8: Rigid embedding strength to density relationship 

Brief Description Empirical Prediction R2 Fo 
Equation 

of Modelled Tests Model Number 
Embedding 

fh,rigid = 0.123pw -9.843 0.818 1341.4 (5.39) strength 



Annotations for symbols and terms used in Table 5.8 

fh,rigid = rigid embedding strength of specimen (N/mm2) 

Pw = density at test of the timber specimen (kg/m3) 

5.3.2.2 Single tooth capacity to rigid embedding strength relationship 
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The single tooth capacity to embedding strength relationship was plotted in Figure 4.50 

and is summarised in Table 5.9. 

Table 5.9: Tooth capacity to rigid embedding strength relationship 

Brief Description Empirical Prediction 
R2 Fo of Modelled Tests Model 

All half nail plate, 
average embedding R1h = 3.849 fh,rigid + 119.170 0.518 126.83 
strengths 

Annotations for symbols and terms used in Table 5.9 

R1h = average capacity per tooth for half nail plate configuration (N) 

fh,rigid = rigid embedding strength of specimen (N/mm2) 

5.3.3 Timber shear strength test results summary 

Equation 
Number 

(5.40) 

The shear strength to density relationship was based on the results of 108 test specimens 

taken from over one third of the timber pieces used in the joint anchorage tests. The 

relationship was plotted on Figure 4.50 and is summarised in Table 5.10. 

Table 5.10: Shear strength to density at test relationships 

Brief Description Empirical Prediction R2 Fo 
Equation 

of Modelled Tests Model Number 
All shear f v = 0.0062pw + 1.798 0.206 27.512 (5.41) specimens 

Annotations for symbols and terms used in Table 5.10 

fv = shear strength based on consideration of all results as one sample (N/mm2) 

Pw = density at test of the timber specimen (kg/m3) 



5.3.4 In-test ultimate tooth rotation summary 
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In-test ultimate tooth rotations were determined from 30 specimens ( one from each 

anchorage test series) X-rayed before and after testing. The relationships of ultimate 

tooth rotations to density were plotted in Figures 4.63 and 4.66 and are summarised in 

Table 5.11. 

Table 5.1 1 :  Nail plate tooth ultimate rotation to density relationships 

Brief Description Empirical Prediction R2 Fo 
Equation 

of Modelled Tests Model Number 
All half nail plate <ph = -0.0487 Pw + 31.235 0.488 16.961 (5.42) spcmns excl. OL 
All full nail plate <pf = -0.051Qpw + 31.235 0.162 - (5.43) spcmns 

Annotations for symbols and terms used in Table 5.11 

<ph = ultimate rotation of nail plate teeth based on half nail plate results (in degrees) 

¢ 1 = ultimate rotation of nail plate teeth based on full nail plate results (in degrees) 

Pw = density at test of the timber specimen (kg/m3) 

5.3.5 Limiting values of the F-statistic 

For the null hypothesis given by Equation (5.8), the limiting values of the F-statistic 

Fi,n-2, a  are obtained from statistical tables, e.g. the Tables in Montgomery and Peck 

( 1982). The test stated in Equation ( 5 .14) is conducted for each relationship derived 

from linear regression. At the 95% confidence interval, the limiting values applicable to 

the sample sizes tested are given in Table 5.12. 

Table 5.12: Limiting F-statistic values 

n 20 30 60 108 120 300 

F1,n-2,o.os 4.41 4.20 4.01 3.94 3.92 3.84 

Rejection of the null hypothesis for any of the relationships only signifies that 

statistically the slope is something else other than zero. It does, however, imply that the 

straight line fit is the best way to express the relationship. 
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Joint anchorage behaviour models derived from test results were summarised in Tables 

5 .2 to 5. 7. In addition, the single-tooth capacity prediction models based on rigid 

embedding strength was summarised in Table 5.9. In the models variously described so 

far, subscripts and marks were used to indicate the different bases on which the models 

were derived. From a design point of view, and admittedly even an analytical one, some 

of the subscripts used so far are superfluous and serve little purpose beyond just being 

informative. Therefore, other than for conventionally used subscripts, the final 

prediction models presented henceforth will generally not carry additional 

differentiating marks and subscripts, unless such descriptors are required to improve the 

clarity of the relationships represented. 

5.4.1 Nail plate tooth capacity 

5. 4.1.1 General statistical considerations 

The European whitewood timber pieces used in joint fabrication were of unknown 

history and were procured from four different suppliers. Random selection of pieces at 

the points of purchase was deliberately adopted so that joint behaviour dependence on 

European whitewood structural timber of general as opposed to particular physical 

properties could be obtained. Ideally, that objective should have been met by carrying 

out the different tests using the same number of specimens for each density. The 

adopted random timber piece selection process made it highly unlikely for equal 

numbers of specimens at each density to be assembled within the time and budgetary 

constraints of this project. Neither was such an exercise deemed entirely necessary. In 

Chapter 4, the timber joint property plots that used density as the independent variable 

clearly showed that the number of tests conducted per calculated density varied from 

one value to another. Linear regression analysis of the data weighted more heavily 

towards those densities at which more test results were available. This, therefore, 

introduced some bias into the density dependent joint response trends. 
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The introduction of 'Eurocodes' in the European Union aims to bring into effect 

uniform structural design codes that are based on the limit state design philosophy. 

Future European design of timber structures will be governed by Eurocode 5 (published 

in the United Kingdom by the British Standards Institution as BS EN 1995-1-1: 2004). 

Eurocode 5 (EC5) is also generally referred to as the timber code and is at present being 

used concurrently with national codes whilst the latter are being phased out. 

Structural timber joint design is covered in Part 1-1 of EC5. The design of joints made 

with mechanical connectors, such as nails, staples, bolts, dowels and screws, is 

governed by common general rules. These rules are based on the pin joint theory 

credited to Johansen ( 1949) and popularised by Larsen (1973 ). Despite the fact that 

punched metal plate fasteners are also pin-type mechanical connectors, the design of 

nail plate fastened joints is treated differently in the timber code. In earlier versions of 

EC5, such as DD ENV 1995-1-1: 1994, the nail plate joint design rules were not 

presented in the main part of the code but, as it were, relegated to Appendix D. In the 

published current standard, nail plate connection design is addressed in the main code 

but still under its own different set of special rules. This approach is justifiable for 

single-sided nail plate joints because, in addition to dowel type failure, these joints also 

fail by mechanisms that are as yet not accounted for in pin joint theory. As discussed in 

Section 2.11.2, these mechanisms include plate net section failure in tension, plate 

buckling under compression, plate shear, timber splitting parallel to grain and timber 

'slotting' /  plug shear failure. Save for timber plug shear failure, a qualitative appraisal 

of the double-sided nail plate joint behaviour did not point to any of these other 

additional failure modes controlling joint capacity. It was, therefore, possible to pursue 

further the objective of establishing the applicability of Johansen's theory to double

sided nail plate joints. The double-sided nail plate fastened joint design principles, once 

established, can then possibly be extended to nail plate connection design in general, 

providing the brittle failure modes are eliminated through appropriate plate design. 

In order to make use of Johansen's theory, each tooth in the joint was treated as an 

individual connector, as was done by other researchers (see Section 2.1.3, Conclusion 

(11)). This, therefore, necessitated the determination of characteristics of nail plate 
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fastened timber joints on a 'per tooth' basis as opposed to the 'per plate'  approach that 

is currently adopted in Eurocode 5 for single-sided nail plates. 

5. 4.1. 3 Empirical single nail plate tooth capacity prediction models 

The density-based prediction models for individual tooth capacity represented by 

Equations ( 5 .11) to ( 5 .18) showed varying degrees of goodness-of-fit in relation to the 

test results from which they were derived. Most of the models passed the statistical test, 

at 95% confidence level, for existence of trends. Exceptions were Equations (5.14) and 

( 5 .18), both derived from full nail plate joint capacity results which were very scattered 

owing to combination of embedment and shear plug failure modes observed in the tests. 

Tooth capacity prediction models derived from full nail plate tests clearly illustrate the 

difficulties that exist in attempting to exploit the full potential of double-sided nail plate 

fastened joints. Major failings of the full nail plate joints tested lay mainly in the lack of 

nail plate tooth perpendicular penetration, in relation to the connected timber faces, 

during joint pressing. This fact was clearly illustrated in Figures 4.60 and 4.61. These 

out-of-square tooth penetrations left incisions in the timber and these later manifested as 

weak zones in shearing that resulted in plug shear failure during anchorage testing. The 

presence of larger gaps between the wood and the teeth that opened up during pressing 

also affected the serviceability limit state joint stiffness values. 

Double-sided nail plate distortion during single-step joint pressing was reported by 

Malinowski (1985). In their work, only surface distortions of the nail plate bases were 

reported. No X-ray imagery was available to assess tooth alignment within the 

assembled joints. The plate distortions were significantly reduced, but not eliminated, 

by adoption of new designs that utilised higher tooth densities per unit nail plate area. In 

this study, base plate distortion was very nearly fully eliminated by adopting a two-step 

joint assembly procedure that made use of a rigid platen to support the base plate 

(Section 3.2.3). This procedure was developed without the foreknowledge of the 

Malinowski studies. Ironically, the higher tooth densities that provided the solution to 

plate distortion in the Malinowski studies were associated with the high tooth distortion 

in assembled joints of this study. There are two possible reasons for this apparent 

contradiction. Firstly, the work of Malinowski involved nail plates of aspect ratios 
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barely exceeding 2 and generally close to unity, whereas in this study the nail plate 

length to width ratio was over 8. The physical plate widths they used were also at least 

three times those used in this study. The smaller aspect ratios and larger plate widths 

may, therefore, have been responsible for the elimination of the tooth distortion 

problems. Secondly, it is also possible that tooth distortion may still have been present 

in the Malinowski joints, but went unnoticed since no X-ray images were taken. 

Limitations to full nail plate joint capacity development in this study had their origins at 

the joint assembly stage. It can be assumed that these shortcomings can be overcome by 

use of more appropriate apparati and further development of superior procedures 

involving, for example, use of loading rates appropriate for tooth densities of the nail 

plates being pressed. Furthermore, it can be assumed that the full nail plates used in this 

study remain competent devices whose capacities in assembled timber joints can be 

fully exploited by applying improved assembly procedures. However, the results 

obtained from full nail plate joints assembled using the current procedures as described 

in Section 3.2.3 cannot be taken as representative of the full potential performance of 

double-sided nail plates in softwood joints. Equations (5.14) and (5.18) are therefore 

discounted as invalid tooth capacity prediction models. 

After discounting of the full nail plate capacity prediction models, six derived models 

remain. The relationships based on minimum specimen density give a higher capacity 

prediction. By adopting a conservative approach, relationships based on the minimum 

joint density, i.e. Equations (5.15), (5.16) and (5.17), are, therefore, not considered any 

further in this analysis. This narrows down to three the tooth capacity prediction models 

requiring further consideration. 

Average tooth capacity prediction models derived from half nail plate test results plotted 

using average specimen density at test are shown in Figure 5.2. Below a density of 

about 500 kg/m3
, the against-direction derived model predicts lower tooth capacities 

than the in-direction model. The strength order is reversed above that density. The 

combined tooth directions model approximates the average predictions of the two 

separate models. 
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For the full double-sided nail plate joints used in this study, the teeth on both sides of 

the connections are oriented equally in-direction and against-direction. Furthermore, 

even if all teeth were punched out in the same direction they would still act in both 

directions owing to load reversal experienced in most structures_ This would result in 

the weaker tooth bending direction governing joint design and, as a result, less efficient 

joints_ Therefore, there is merit in considering the joint performance under the combined 

tooth bending direction behaviour rather than separately_ The absence of credible test 

data for full nail plate joints can be overcome by estimating their performance from 

superposition of in-direction test results on against-direction test results_ The half nail 

plate joint test results so combined are then taken as representing full nail plate joint 

behaviour_ This is done on the assumption that the tooth distortion problem observed in 

full nail plate joints can be adequately addressed at the assembly stage_ The experiment

based tooth capacity prediction model from combined half nail plate joint tests 

(Equation (5 _ 17)) is then restated as: 

R1 = 0_515pw + 51.52 

where R1 = tooth capacity derived from experimental results, 
Pw = average density at test of the timber specimens (kg/m3) .  

(5.44) 
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In order to compare the performance of the double-sided nail plate joints with that of 

single-sided nail plate joints, anchorage test results for joints fastened with the single

sided geometrical equivalent of the Wolf plate were requested from, and most kindly 

supplied by, Wolf Systems (UK) Ltd. Three sets of data were obtained, each having 

been tested at a different time by a different testing house using a different nail plate 

size. The exact identity of the test houses involved in those tests is not considered 

critical for this discourse and, for confidentiality reasons, their identities are withheld. 

Instead, pseudonyms Test House 1, Test House 2 and Test House 3 are used. This 

permits the differentiation of the single-sided nail plate test results on the basis of their 

origin, the only desirable aspect for this discourse. All three testing houses conducted 

the tests to the recommendations of the then current versions of BN EN 1075: 2000. 

The moisture content of the wood used was about 15% in each case. The sample sizes 

also varied with Test House, with Test House 1 conducting 15 tests, and Test Houses 2 

and 3 conducting 5 tests each. 

Although the single-sided nail plate joint test specimens were tested under tension 

loading, comparison with the double-sided nail plate joints, tested under compression 

loading, is drawn on the basis of the equivalence of the failure modes, i.e. anchorage

type failure comprising wood crushing and tooth bending about the root. The test results 

for single-sided nail plate anchorage joints, with confirmed anchorage-type failure, and 

joint orientation (EC5 a = /3 = 0) are here expressed on a 'per tooth' basis. As noted by 

Foschi (1977b), it is sufficiently accurate to assume equal load distribution between the 

teeth in computing the 'per tooth' capacities. This allows the capacities to be determined 

by simply dividing the maximum load sustained by the joint by the effective number of 

teeth. For two member joints such as those used in anchorage tests, the effective number 

of teeth is determined by multiplying the tooth density by the effective area of the nail 

plates on both faces of the timber member in which the failure occurs. The per tooth 

capacities determined from the Wolf single-sided nail plate joint results are compared 

with the double-sided nail plate model predictions (Equation (5.44)) in Figure 5.3. The 

plate sizes quoted therein are for width x length, where the width is measured 

perpendicular to the plate principal direction, and the length, parallel to the plate 

principal direction. 
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The single-sided nail plate joint capacity results vary with Test House of origin, even 

though the same specifications for wood species, specimen conditioning and test 

procedures were followed by all three. Test House 1 results are generally lower than 

those of the other two, those from Test House 2 generally higher, with those from Test 

House 3 falling in between. Because in each case the timing of the tests was different, it 

is quite probable that the differences in results could be due to the differences in wood 

properties or batches of steel coil from which the nail plates were fabricated. 

Experimental error during joint fabrication and/or testing can also not be ruled out. In 

truth, the reasons given here are only speculative as not all the intricate details were 

available for a full and detailed assessment along these lines to be made. Another likely 

cause of the differences is plate size. Rodd (1995) noted that, for similar nail plates 

oriented perpendicular to grain, the best performance per tooth was derived from narrow 

plates with a long bite, and the least from the wide and short plate configuration. The 

per tooth strength values from the three Test Houses show an opposite trend to that of 

Rodd's (1995) tests. The capacities reported by Rodd, however, were largely influenced 

by timber splitting parallel to grain, a phenomenon not present in anchorage-type 

failures. His findings, therefore, have limitations of direct transferability to explain the 
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observed differences between the Test House results. In the absence of further test data, 

it is not possible to pin down the differences in Test House results to plate size. 

Accepting the Wolf single-sided nail plate joint results as supplied, there is an 

observable tendency, although very weak, for tooth capacity to increase with density. 

As shown by the prediction model, tooth capacity increases with density for the double

sided nail plate joints tested in this study. However, it should also be noted that the 

single-sided nail plate joint results cover a narrower range of timber density when 

compared to the double-sided nail plate joint results. This is due to the fact that for each 

single-sided nail plate joint orientation only a single averaged capacity value at a 

characteristic density is required for certification purposes. On the other hand, this study 

sought to explore further the dependence of joint capacity on density and, therefore, 

utilised a wider timber density range. Of course, the mean properties of softwood timber 

species usually available for structural use in the United Kingdom (BS EN 338 : 2005) 

dictated the general limits of timber density utilised in this study. 

It is evident from Figure 5.3 that, on average, the anchorage tooth holding capacities 

determined from single-sided nail plate joint tests are generally in agreement with those 

predicted by the proposed empirical model for double-sided nail plate joints. One would 

expect the double-sided nail plate per tooth capacities to be slightly higher than the 

single-sided values because of the peeling off experienced by joints fastened with single 

sided nail plates. This relationship is only established between the current double-sided 

nail plate results and the results from Test House 1. Tooth capacities derived from this 

study, and the consequent proposed tooth capacity prediction model, can, therefore, be 

confidently taken as having been independently validated. 

5. 4.1. 4 Analytical tooth capacity model based on Johansen 's theory 

The dowel load-carrying capacity in thick steel plate-to-timber connections can be 

computed from Johansen's theory using Equation (2.6 1 ). The respective effective width 

of the yielded timber stress block is calculated from either Equation (2.62) or Equation 

(2.63), depending on the failure mode of the joint. Joint failure mode in single shear 

plane joints is governed by the slenderness of the dowel. It was shown in Chapter 2 that 
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the limiting length at which the dowel changes from being stocky (Mode 2 failure) to 

being slender (Mode 3 failure) can be computed from Equation (2.64). 

In order to assess the applicability of Johansen's theory to double-sided nail plate 

fastened joints, each individual tooth was assumed as a dowel (See Section 2.13, 

conclusion (11) for the basis of this assumption). Dowel properties assumed as 

representative of the average nail plate tooth are shown in Table 5.13 .  

Table 5.13:  Nail plate tooth properties assumed for analytical modelling 

Property Symbol Value 
Width d 3 mm 
Length t1 6.5 mm 
Moment capacity Mv 500 Nmm 

Assuming that, for the joints tested, the full plastic moment capacity is developed at the 

root of each tooth, the minimum critical tooth length calculated from Equation (2.64) is 

6.67 mm. This is longer than the 6.5 mm tooth length here assumed. Therefore, failure 

Mode 2 is assumed for the double-sided nail plate joints. X-ray images presented in 

Section 4.6.1 also confirm the validity of this assumption. 

Under load, the nail plates in double-sided joints are not mechanically restrained from 

withdrawal in the same manner that nuts restrain bolts from withdrawal in bolted joints. 

This implies that the rope effect stated in EC5 needs not be taken into account in the 

analytical assessment of joint capacity using Johansen's theory. The Johansen equations 

given in Chapter 2 assume that both the timber and dowels behave in a rigid-perfectly 

plastic manner. This then implies that prior to failure, the wood and nail plate are 

assumed to remain in contact throughout and that no fastener deformation occurs. 

Clearly this is not the case for double-sided nail plate joints, as the connections have 

been shown to behave non-linearly, with deformations taking place in both the timber 

and the nail plate teeth. The tooth bending implies that the projected length of the teeth 

is less than t1 • However, with the maximum load being attained at tooth rotations of less 

than 12°, the error introduced by assuming a constant projected tooth length is less than 

3% at most and is therefore neglected. Separation between the base plate and the timber 

was also observed during the testing, implying an increase in load eccentricity at 
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maximum load. It is, therefore, necessary to adjust Johansen's equations to take into 

account this increase in eccentricity. Assuming that at maximum load the joint 

separation on one side of the nail plate is e as shown in Figure 5.4, then the ratio of the 

separation to the tooth length can be defined by as ( 0 s as < l )  given by: 

e a = - (5.45) 
s t I 

where e = separation of timber from base plate at maximum load, and 

t 1 = tooth length. 

The adjusted theoretical tooth capacity Rde is derived as: 

(5.46) 

The tooth capacity for the case of no separation of the joint at maximum load, i.e. 

(as = 0 )  is restated as: 

Timber 

t, t --�--•--t Rd, 

____r==J �  
�[ U-

Tooth 

Figure 5.4: Mode 2 failure with steel plate-timber separation at peak load 

(5.47) 

The reduction in theoretical capacity as a result of taking the separation at maximum 

load into account can be expressed in terms of a factor <p given by: 



The relationship between as and ¢ is shown in Figure 5.5. 
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Figure 5.5: Effect of gap size at maximum load on tooth holding capacity. 
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(5.48) 

Values of as larger than 0.4 are not envisaged as they would alter the failure mode if 

they existed. Reduction factors nearly fit perfectly the exponential function given by: 

</> = l .0094e-1 .989ias (5.49) 

The goodness of fit between as and ¢ leaves open the option for the theoretical joint 

capacity to be calculated, in the first instance, assuming no joint separation at ultimate 

load and then applying the appropriate reduction factor ¢ for the measured separation. 

However, this approach is approximate and where greater precision is required Equation 

(5.46) should be explicitly evaluated. 

In order to determine the theoretical capacity of double-sided nail plate joints from the 

pin joint theory, theoretical embedding strengths are required for use with Johansen's 

equations. As mentioned earlier, EC5 rules for nail plate joint design are not based on 

the pin joint theory and, therefore, no specific guidance is given on calculating the 

corresponding embedding strength. It is assumed here that embedding strength values 

for nailed joints give a good approximation for the case of nail plate teeth. Since nail 

plate teeth are pressed in, the most applicable EC5 formula for embedding strength is 

that pertaining to nails without pre-drilling, and this is restated as: 
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(5.50) 

where d = diameter of dowel, taken here as the tooth width, 3 mm. 

Since the tooth width for all the joints tested was constant, Equation (5.50) represents a 

linear relationship between embedding strength and density. Embedding strength values 

fii were calculated at several discrete density values Pw in the range 350-600 kg/m3 and 

used in Equation (5.46) to compute the theoretical joint capacity. Computed capacity 

per tooth values were plotted against density and regression lines fitted through the 

plotted points. In each case a perfect straight line fit, i.e. R 2 = 1 ,  was obtained. Given 

that the Johansen equations are square root type, this derived perfect linearity is not 

easily mathematically explained and will, therefore, be discussed in more detail a little 

later. However, it is worthwhile noting that this derived straight line relationship is in 

agreement with the findings of Hilson et al (1987). They found strong correlations 

between the timber density and the embedment load per unit width for different nail 

diameters in their linear regression analysis of the results taken at varying displacements 

up to 2 mm or failure, if it occurred earlier. For the case of no joint separation assumed, 

current linear regression analysis of theoretical capacities per tooth gives: 

Rd = 0.4894pw + 95.697 (5.51) 

The theoretical capacities per tooth based on Equation (5.51) are compared to the 

predictions of the experimentally derived model (Equation (5 .44) in Figure 5.6. 
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Figure 5.6: Tooth capacity predictions from Johansen's theory and the proposed 
empirical model 
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In general, Figure 5.6 shows good agreement between the theoretical results and 

empirical predictions. However, the analytical model based on Johansen's theory 

slightly over-predicts the actual tooth capacity. The difference is largest at the lower end 

of timber density range ( e.g. the theoretical values is 15% larger for density 350 kg/m3) 

and smaller at the upper end of the timber density range (e.g. the theoretical value is 

about 8% larger for density 600 kg/m3). One possible reason for the over-prediction is 

that the embedding strength under driven nails may be higher than that under nail plate 

teeth. Reasons why embedding strengths differ between connection systems have been 

discussed in Chapters 2 and 3. Another possible reason is the increased joint 

eccentricity due to separation at peak load. This aspect is examined by looking at the 

parametric effect of increased joint separation. The joint separation measured during the 

tests was generally less than 1 mm. The manner in which the gap LVDT's were set up 

made this the total separation due to tooth withdrawal on both sides of the nail plate. 

Figure 4.29 shows that much lower separation (average 0.2 mm total) was experienced 

in against-direction compared to in-direction tests (Figure 4.28 with average separation 

0.56 mm). So for the against-direction joints the assumption of 1 mm separation is an 

overestimation. However, accepting this maximum and assuming that the tooth 

withdrawal from both sides of the joint is equal, then a maximum tooth withdrawal of 

0.5 mm per side is expected. Joint separation values e are arbitrarily chosen from the 

range 0-0.5 mm and used to compute the gap ratios as (ranging from O to 0.08) from 

which the joint capacities allowing for the increased eccentricity and reduced bearing 

area are calculated. The effect of the parametric analysis is shown in Figure 5.7. 

Assuming a gap of 0.1 mm leads to an average reduction in theoretical capacity over the 

entire considered density range of 2.5%, and assuming a gap of 0.5 mm leads to an 

average reduction of 12%. With increasing eccentricity and constant embedding 

strength, the theoretical capacity trendlines approach, with parts over-running, the 

empirical model derived from tests. However, the trendlines from experiments and 

theory are not parallel. This might imply that a better predictor of nail plate tooth 

embedding strength than Equation (5.40) might exist. This will be explored further 

using the results from the rigid tool embedment tests. In general, it can be concluded 

that Johansen's theory is applicable for double-sided nail plate joints, but the prediction 

may be improved with a better embedding strength model. 
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Figure 5. 7: Effect of gap size on theoretical capacity of double-sided nail plate teeth 

In closing the discourse about the applicability of Johansen's theory to double-sided nail 

plate joints, the issue of the linearity of the density-to- capacity relationship that was 

noted earlier is now revisited. The transformation of the square root-type density-to

capacity relationship (Equations (5.46) and (5.50)) into a linear one (e.g. Equation 

(5.51)) is rather perplexing. Mathematical proof of the equivalence of these two sets of 

equations by simply changing the subject of the formula is not feasible because of the 

presence of non-integer powers. However, approximate methods can be used to validate 

the linearity of the square root-type relationship. Equation (5.46) is a continuous, twice 

differentiable function that can be expressed as: 

(5.52) 
The approximation of the dependence of tooth capacity on embedding strength can be 

obtained from expansion using Taylor's Theorem (Churchhouse ed, 1981) which is 

stated as follows: 

where R2 = remainder term, 

(5.53) 

(5.54) 



f ' , f " = first and second derivatives respectively, 

a = constant, and 

0 = ratio of constant such that 0 � 0 � 1 

Substituting for some of the parameters in Equation (5.46) with the tooth properties 

given in Table 5. 13, the following equation and its derivatives are obtained: 
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39 
[ ( ( 2 ) 8000 J ] Rde = - fh 2 l + as + -- -1- as 2 507/h 

(5.55) 

f '( fh ) =19.5 2{1 + a/ )+ 1 5 ·779 
- 19.5(1 + aJ-

153·846 
fh fh 2(l + a/ )+ 15.779 

fh 

(5.56) 

(5.57) 

From the EC5-based Equation (5.50), the range of embedding strengths calculated is 

20.6 � fh � 35.4 MPa. If the expansion of Taylor's Theorem is made about the mid-

range, then a value of fh = 28 MPa is applicable. Taking as an example the case of 

joints with no separation at failure, the slope of the curve in (Rde - fh ) space passing 

through this point is: 

Slope
(Rde-ih )  = /'(28) = 8.2899 

When converted to the (Rde - Pw ) space, this slope becomes: 

Slope
(Rde-Pw )  = 8.2899 x 0.082 x r0J = 0.4889 

(5.58) 

(5.59) 

In ( Rde - fh ) space the intercept of the straight line with the slope given in equation 

(5.48) is evaluated at /(28 + a) = f (0) ⇒ a = -28 MPa. 

Intercept = /(28 + a) = 328.204 - 28 x 8.2899 + R2 = 96.087 + R2 (5.60) 

Since this intercept is the value of the tooth capacity at the origin of the plots, it carries 

the same value in ( Rde - Pw ) space. The straight line equation for tooth capacity that 

passes through the mid-point of the Taylor's Theorem expansion is then given by: 
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Rde = 8.2899 fh + 96.087 + R2 = 0.4889 Pw + 96.087 + R2 (5.61) 

The residual R2 is largest when f "( fh ) is largest. This occurs when f h smallest within 

the range, i.e. when the embedding strength is 20.6 MPa. Then: 

IJ"(Jh + 0 a� � 0.0135 

282 

IR2 I � - x  0.0135 = 5.281 N 
2 

The maximum possible error ERRmax is then calculated as: 

ERRmax = 5 ·
(
281

) 
X 100 = 1.61 % 

f 28 

(5.62) 

(5.63) 

(5.64) 

This error magnitude is negligible. The values of the slope and intercept derived from 

approximation using Taylor's Theorem and regression analysis are in good agreement. 

This, therefore, means that the assumption of linear increase of tooth capacity with 

embedding strength is indeed mathematically valid. 

5.4.2 Joint stiffness 

Joint stiffness prediction models are summarised in Table 5.3, Table 5.4, Table 5.5 and 

Table 5.6. With the exception of full nail plate joints, all the moduli showed reasonably 

good correlation to density. 

5. 4. 2.1 Joint initial modulus 

Joint initial modulus can be predicted from the models represented by Equations (5.19) 

for in-direction tests, (5.20) for against-direction tests, (5.21) for combined half nail 

plate tests and (5.22) for full nail plate tests. As noted by Riley and Gebremedhin 

(1999), there is generally a lack of empirical models that relate wood foundation 

modulus to density for nail plate joints. However, their work addressed only the 

problem of wood resistance to nail plate tooth penetration, as happens during joint 

assembly. Their empirical model, therefore, grossly underestimates joint stiffness and is 

of little practical use in joint performance analysis. The work of Noren (1968) related 

nailed joint foundation coefficients to the wood dry density. With no pre-load cycles 

assumed, these foundation coefficients approximate the initial moduli obtained from 
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looped-cycle tests_ Noren's equation can be modified to relate the predicted initial 

moduli to the wood density at test. This is done by using nail plate tooth dimensions and 

the correlation between wood dry density and density at test. For double-sided nail plate 

joints under Service Class 1 conditions (i_e_ approximately 12% moisture content in the 

wood), the modified equation is given by: 

kiN = 300(0_003pw - 0.407)!1 

where kiN = initial modulus based on Noren's equation (N/mm) 

Pw = wood density at test (kg/m3) 

t1 = length of the nail plate tooth (mm) 

(5.65) 

The initial modulus prediction models are compared to the adapted Noren model in 

Figure 5 _8 _  
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Although the full nail plate model had the lowest coefficient of determination of all, it 

shows the closest agreement with the adapted Noren model. The combined half nail 

plate model predicts lower moduli at low densities and approaches the adapted Noren 

and full nail plate models at higher densities_ Generally, it can be concluded that the 

initial modulus models derived in this study show good agreement with that derived 

from the Noren studies_ In Eurocode 5,  however, not much use is made of the initial 



modulus in connection design. Therefore, no design equation is proposed for initial 

modulus. 

5.4.2.2 Joint slip modulus 

Joint slip modulus prediction models are represented by Equations (5.23) for in

direction joints, (5.24) for against-direction, (5.25) for combined half nail plate and 

(5.26) for full nail plate joints. In Eurocode 5, the slip modulus ks is taken as the 

instantaneous joint stiffness, Kser, in serviceability limit state calculations. This 

association is implicitly stated in Section 4.2 of DD ENV 1995-1-1, where the slip 

modulus per shear plane for nailed joints without pre-drilled holes is given as: 
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P 1 .5  do.s 
K = -w __ _ ser 25 (5.66) 

where Kser = instantaneous slip modulus (N/mm). 

Pw = wood density at test (kg/m3), and 

d = diameter of dowel (or tooth width) (mm). 

In section 7.1 of BS EN 1995-1-1, the serviceability slip modulus Kser is explicitly 

stated as equal to the (BS) EN 26891 slip modulus ks. The denominator in the modulus 

equation for nailed joints without pre-drilled holes was increased from the DD ENV 

1995 value of 25 to 30. At the same time, doubling of the modulus for steel to timber 

joints was introduced. The BS EN 1995-1-1 formula for slip modulus, adapted for nail 

plate joints, is given by: 

1 . 5  do.s 
K = -P_w __ _ 

ser 15 
(5.67) 

The relationship between the empirical initial slip modulus prediction models is shown 

in Figure 5.9. Again, at low densities the half nail plate model predicts lower values 

than the full nail plate model, but the two models converge at higher densities. 
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Combined half nail plate results were used to derive the prediction model proposed for 

characterising tooth capacity. To assemble a consistent set of joint characteristic 

prediction models, the model derived from combined half nail plate slip modulus results 

is assumed as representative of the instantaneous stiffness of double-sided nail plate 

joints. Equation (5.25) is, therefore, restated as: 

Kser = 8.168pw - 2339.0 (5.68) 

The relationship between the instantaneous stiffness prediction models is shown in 
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The proposed empirical model lies in between the earlier and later EC 5 models for 

instantaneous slip modulus. At low densities, it predicts lower values that the BS EN 

1995 model, but the two models also converge at higher densities. The proposed model 

is therefore assumed as valid for predicting double-sided nail plate joint slip moduli. 

5. 4. 2. 3 Joint elastic modulus 

The relationships between the prediction models for elastic moduli under different nail 

plate configurations are shown in Figure 5 .11. The patterns observed for other SLS 

moduli models are also repeated in this case, with the half-nail plate model predictions 

being lower than those of the full nail plate model at low densities, and the predictions 

approaching convergence at higher densities. No literature relating the elastic moduli to 

density could be found during the course of this study and therefore it was not possible 

to draw comparisons with independent data. 
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In timber joint design, the elastic modulus has little relevance as it tends to overestimate 

joint stiffness. For that reason, no prediction models for joint design are proposed. 

5.4.2.4 Joint ultimate modulus 

The relationships between the ultimate modulus prediction models are shown in Figure 

5 .12. Unlike that observed in the SLS moduli models, in this instance the half nail plate 
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model predictions converge with those of the full nail plate model at low densities, and 

diverge at high densities. This may be due to the likely presence, in higher density full 

nail plate joints, of significant interaction of failure modes resulting in failure occurring 

at lower values of slip. These lower ultimate slips account for the relatively higher 

ultimate moduli. Ultimate moduli are used for ultimate slip calculations in EC 5. In 

keeping with the objective of constructing a consistent set of joint behaviour prediction 

models, the half nail plate ultimate modulus prediction model (Equation (5.33)) is 

restated as: 

where Ku = the slip modulus for ultimate limit states (N/mm) 
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In EC 5, the ultimate modulus Ku is calculated from the slip modulus Kser as: 

(5.69) 

(5.70) 

The comparison between the proposed ultimate slip model and the recommendations of 

the two versions ofEurocode 5 is shown in Figure 5.13 
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The proposed model predicts ultimate moduli that are much lower than those based on 

the EC 5 models. A possible reason for this discrepancy is that the Eurocode ultimate 

modulus models were not based on actual attainment of peak loads, as was the case for 

the joints in this study, but on attainment of designated joint slips taken as 

corresponding to joint failure. 

5.4.3 Joint ultimate slip 

The joint slip prediction models given in Table 5.7 mostly showed very poor correlation 

to density. At the 95% confidence interval, only the relationship for the full nail plate is 

statistically significant. The full nail plate ultimate slip prediction, however, is of little 

value at the present moment since the ultimate load prediction was not statistically 

significant. For the against-direction tests, the ultimate slip-to-density relationship is 

only significant at the 92% confidence interval and that for the combined half nail plate 

tests is only significant at the 90% confidence interval. Both these values fall outside the 

range normally accepted in joint design. However, considering the small magnitude of 

the quantity measured, the relationships are worth considering further. 

In EC 5, the ultimate slips are computed from the capacity and stiffness models. The 

same method is proposed for double-sided nail plate joints and the results are compared 

with those from the half nail plate regression-derived model in Figure 5.14. 
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Figure 5.14: Comparison of the ultimate slips obtained directly from the empirical 
model with those obtained by calculation 
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Although the half nail plate empirical model was very poorly correlated to density, it 

shows good general agreement with the joint slips obtained by calculation. Both 

proposed stiffness and capacity prediction models used in the calculation of ultimate 

slip are linear and have non-zero intercepts. Accepting these models as valid implicitly 

means accepting that the corresponding ultimate slip-to-density relationship may not be 

truly linear. Since both the stiffness and the capacity empirical models were much better 

correlated to density than the ultimate slip model, the proposal for obtaining joint 

ultimate joint slip by calculation is, therefore, affirmed. 

In BS EN 26891 : 1991, failure in a joint with mechanical fasteners is assumed to have 

occurred if the slip reached 15 mm. For single-sided nail plate teeth, Kevarinmaki 

(2000) assumed a slip of 3 mm as corresponding to failure. Both magnitudes of slip 

were not attainable in double-sided fastened joints. The 'thick steel plate-to-timber' 

connection conditions created in double-sided nail plate joints and the physical 

dimensions of the teeth accounted for the limitation in ultimate slip magnitudes. 

5.5 Discussion on material property tests 

Development of material property tests and behaviour models was not among the main 

objectives of this study. Although most material properties could have been obtained 
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from literature, it was felt important to directly measure the key material properties 

required in the development of empirical, analytical and numerical models necessary to 

meet the objectives of the study. This approach enabled test methods and apparati most 

appropriate for double-sided nail plate joints to be selected. Tooth moment-rotation 

tests, however, were different from the other tests in that, besides testing, there were no 

alternative sources of performance data. Material properties judged to be non-key were 

obtained from literature and implemented in some of the models. 

In determining the key material properties, some observations with potential to generate 

wider interest in timber engineering were also made. The major ones among these are 

discussed briefly in the sections that follow. The validity of the measured material 

properties is also checked against existing data from literature. 

5.5.1 Discussion of timber rigid embedding strength results 

5.5.1.1 Embedment curves 

Four types of embedment curves were identified from the analysis of the stress

deformation data of whitewood specimens. These curves, designated Type 1, Type 2,  

Type 3 and Type 4 in section 4.3.2, are illustrated in Figure 5.15. Whilst the BS EN 

383: 1993 recommendations for determining embedding strength from stress

deformation data are easily implemented for Type 1 and Type 3 curves, their application 

to Type 2 and Type 4 curves is not as straight forward. The huge difference (3 to 4 

times) in the embedment at which the peak loads are attained in Type 1 and Type 4 

curves places a dilemma when fitting trends to test data that include both types of curve. 

In this case, the ASTM D 5764 (1998) '5% of dowel diameter offset' method offers a 

more rational basis from which such comparisons can be drawn. However, the ASTM 

method can be overly conservative for specimens exhibiting highly non-linear 

behaviour before the attainment of peak loads. 
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Deformation Deformation 

(a) Type 1 embedment curve (b) Type 2 embedment curve 

Deformation Deformation 

(c) Type 3 embedment curve (d) Type 4 embedment curve 

Figure 5.15: Four types of embedment curves identified from parallel to grain tests of 
European whitewood 

Heine (200 1 )  associated Type 1 curves with parallel to grain embedment and Type 4 

curves with perpendicular to grain embedment. This study has shown that Type 4 

curves also occur in parallel to grain embedment. There is need for further development 
of BS EN 383 to provide clearer guidance on dealing with Type 2 and Type 4 curves. In 
connection with the TRADA work, Whale et al ( 1 989) applied an embedment limit of 

2 . 1  mm in connection with nailed solid timber specimens where the peak was not 
attained earlier. The limit set in BS EN 383 is effectively 5 mm after the apparatus 
stiffness has been accounted for. The current code limit is clearly not attainable is nail 

plate such as the ones used in this study as shown by the joint slip results given Section 
4.2.4.7 .  Even lesser deformations were attained in the idealised rigid embedment test 

proposed in this study. 

5.5.1.2 Effective embedding strength in double-sided nail plate joints 

The effective embedding strength in the double-sided nail plate fastened joints can be 

computed theoretically from Johansen's equations taking into account, where necessary, 
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the gap due to timber separation at ultimate load. This approach is similar in principle to 

the one employed by Larsen (1973) to compute embedding strengths for three-member 

nailed timber joints. For an assumed density of timber, the lateral load capacity per 

tooth is computed from Equation (5.34). This capacity per tooth is then used for 

iteratively computing effective embedding strengths for gap sizes 0-0.5 mm using 

Equation (5.36). Theoretical embedding strengths computed in this way for joints with 

no separation and those at the maximum considered separation are compared to EC5 

predictions for 3 mm diameter driven nails (Equation (5.40)) in Figure 5.16. 

y = 0.075x - 6.4466 
R2 = 1 

-+- Effective embedding strength - No separation 
EC5 embedding strength - 3mm dia. driven nails 

-J..- Effective embedding strength - 0.5 mm separation 
0 -t-------1,------1--------------1,--------; 

350 400 450 500 550 600 

Density at test, Pw, (kg/m3) 

Figure 5.16: Comparison of theoretically computed effective embedding strengths with 
EC5 theoretical prediction 

The agreement between theoretical predictions for nail plate teeth effective embedding 

strengths and EC5 driven nail embedding strengths can be seen to be generally good. 

However, the EC5 predictions are slightly higher if no joint separation is taken into 

account. Increasing the joint separation brings the predictions closer together before 

moving them apart as the effective embedding strengths get larger. Equality of 

embedding strengths over the entire density range is never achieved for any gap size 

because the slopes of the trendlines are not parallel. Despite that, it can be concluded 

that the EC5 driven nail embedding strength model is a very good but not totally 

accurate predictor of nail plate tooth connection effective embedding strength. The 

results from the rigid tool embedment tests are now examined to see whether or not they 

correlate better with the theoretically derived effective embedding strengths. If that be 
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the case, then a more accurate prediction model for effective embedding strengths of the 

Wolf double-sided nail plate can be proposed. 

The design of the rigid embedment test did not truly reflect the nature of the nail plate 

tooth connection in the timber joints tested due to the difficulties of mimicking the 

connection as discussed in Chapter 3. Several factors affecting embedding strength were 

discussed in Section 2.6.1 and quantitative estimates of the effect of deviation of the 

rigid embedment test from true nail plate tooth embedment is given in Table 5.14. 

Table 5.14: Estimated quantitative effect of rigid embedment tool test deviation from 
actual nail plate tooth embedment 

Factors Nail plate tooth Embedment Max Reference 
Tool Effect 

Size 3 mm projected 3 mm actual 1.0 
Cross-sectional curved flat 1.5 Moller (1951) shape 
Slenderness flexible rigid 1.5t Trayer (1932) 
Fastener surface rough smooth 0.8 Rood (1973) condition 

Fastener orientation parallel parallel 1.0 Whale et al 
(1989) 

Degree of initial partial full i.ot Trayer (1932) contact 
Wood surface rough smooth 1.2 Whale et al 
condition (1989) 

Method of testing Eccentric load Concentric 1.0 Pope & Hilson 
load (1995) 

ACCUMULATIVE (MUL TIPLCA TIVE) EFFECT 2.16 
Conservative values have been assumed due to lack of quantitative data 

It is, therefore, estimated that if the factors listed above have a multiplicative effect (like 

the commonly applied modification factors in timber engineering) the embedding 

strength from the rigid tool test will be more than double those realised in the joints. 

However, it is also quite possible that there is interaction between the various factors 

resulting in a factor less than the predicted multiplicative effect being realised. 

Using the same assumed timber density as that used in computing the effective 

embedding strengths, it is possible to establish correspondence between the effective 

and rigid embedding strengths obtained from Equation (5.39). By taking into account 
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the timber separation, several effective embedding strength values are possible for each 

corresponding rigid embedding strength value. For the range of timber densities used in 

the joint tests, computed effective embedding strengths for each gap size are plotted 

against the corresponding rigid embedding strength. The trendline for each gap size is 

regression fitted through the origin and the obtained co-efficient of determination (R2
) 

in each case is close to 1. The parametric effect of gap size on the relationship between 

the two embedding strength types is shown in Figure 5.17. 

� 35 -1--------l-------+-----...,_------G)"'---------l � 
I,, 
0 � -= 
E--< 

40 50 60 70 
Rigid embedding strength,fh,,;g;d - Experimental, (MPa) 

Figure 5.17: Parametric analysis of effect of gap size on relationship between rigid 
embedding strength and theoretical embedding strength 

From Figure 5 .17, it is clear that when determining the effective embedding strength 

using Johansen's ( 1949) theory, increasing the gap size accounted for also increases the 

embedding strength. This is due to the fact that the load per tooth is held constant at the 

value determined from joint tests. Therefore, as the gap size increases, the bearing area 

reduces and the effective embedding stress has to increase in order for equilibrium to be 

maintained. The net effect is that increasing the gap size results in non-conservative 

estimation of effective embedding strength. The effect observed in Figure 5.17 is 

reciprocal to what was Figure 5.7 when holding the embedding strength constant had 

the effect of reducing the joint capacity with increasing gap size. 
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The correlation between effective embedding strength and rigid embedding strength in 

Figure 5.17 is almost perfectly linear. Because all the regression lines pass through the 

origin, it is possible to express the effective embedding strength as a fraction of the rigid 

embedding strength. The factors by which the rigid embedding strengths exceed the 

effective embedding strengths are also proportional to the size of the gap between the 

surface of the timber and the base plate at ultimate load. If no separation is assumed, a 

factor of 2 applies, and this is in the same range as the projected value given- in Table 

5.14. The factor drops to 1.8 for 0.3 mm gap size, a separation slightly larger than the 

average separation per side, assuming that tooth withdrawal at peak load is equal for 

both sides of the joint. 
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Figure 5.18: Effect of joint separation on ratio of rigid embedding strength to effective 
embedding strength 

The ratio of the rigid to effective embedding strength for gap size e can be defined as: 

XrJ = fh,rigid = -0.689 le + 2.008 
fh,eff 

(5.71) 

From Equation (5.39), the effective embedding strength for double-sided Wolf plates 

can be estimated from: 

1 
fh,eff = -(0.123pw - 9.843) 

XTJ 
(5.72) 
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It can be concluded that the rigid embedment test is a competent indirect method of 

determining the effective embedding strength for double-sided nail plate timber joints. 

The magnitude of the empirical modification factor XTJ, like other nail plate joint 

strength properties, will depend on the nail plate type, all other factors being equal. 

However, only a few representative joint tests will need to be conducted to establish the 

value of the factor and the rest of the embedding strength values can be obtained from 

the rigid embedment test, which is cheaper to run and utilises only small amounts of 

material. Conservative estimates of the effective embedding strength are obtained by 

assuming no separation of the timber and nail plate at maximum load. 

5 .  5.1. 3 Comparison of prediction models 

In Figure 5.19, various embedding strength prediction models discussed in Section 2.6.3 

are compared to the empirical prediction model derived from rigid embedding strength 

results and the theoretical values determined from Equation (5.46) conservatively 

assuming a5 = 0. 
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Figure 5.19: Comparison of the embedding strength prediction model with Larsen's 
model 

The empirical model predicts higher values than all the other models, predicting twice 

as much strength as the theoretical results, if the timber separation is ignored. It predicts 

slightly higher strengths than the next highest trend, due to Larsen (1973), which was 

derived from joints nailed with square nails. The two models, however, show general 

good agreement with each other. The higher strength predictions by the rigid empirical 
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model than Larsen's model are most probably due to the increased perimeter of the 

embedment tool tooth profiles owing to the fact that the projections did not carry across 

the full width of the specimen. 

5.5.2 Discussion of timber shear strength results 

The shear strength prediction model presented in Table 5.10 was derived from 

whitewood specimens sheared parallel to grain and in the longitudinal direction. The 

failure took place in between the LT (longitudinal-tangential) and LR (longitudinal

radial) planes inclusive. For engineering purposes, it is usual to assume equality in 

parallel to grain shear strengths and, therefore, no distinction is usually made between 

planar shear and rolling shear. This assumption enables the rolling shear strengths in the 

RT (radial-tangential) to be taken as equal to LT and LR planar shear strengths. 

The values of shear strength obtained are on the low side of those generally quoted in 

literature, e.g. those of whitewood species given by the Forest Products Laboratory 

(1999) and the Princes Risborough Laboratory (1974). However, Xavier et al (2004) 

reported equally low strengths obtained from Iosipescu-type specimens of Pinus 

Pinaster Ait wood. Their tests were rolling shear-type and were conducted in the RT 

plane. From their small sample of tests, they reported an average shear strength of 4.35 

N/mm2 for a mean density of 578 kg/m3 . Since the specimens they used were 8 mm x 

12 mm at the critical section and those used in this study were 10 mm x 20 mm, it is 

also likely that the size of specimen, particularly the smallest dimension, affects its 

shear strength. 

In Figure 5.20 the shear strength prediction empirical model is compared to the mean 

strengths calculated from characteristic shear strengths for given mean timber densities 

specified in BS EN 338: 2003. The calculation assumes a normal distribution and 

coefficients of variation of 10% and 15%. 
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Figure 5.20: Comparison of the shear strength prediction model with BS EN 338: 2003 
mean values from assumed standard deviation 

The empirical model predictions generally lie above the code mean strengths computed 

from assumed normal distribution and, therefore, can be assumed to carry some validity. 

Shear strength unpredictability at high densities is evidenced by the cap on shear 

strength placed in BS EN 338: 2003. 

5.5.3 Discussion of steel plate tensile strength results 

Two types of specimens were used to measure the material properties of the metal sheet 

from which the nail plates were manufactured. The absence of grips in the parallel-side 

type specimens negatively affected their test results. These specimens were intended to 

provide an independent check of the effect the grinding done on pseudo-proportional 

specimens had on the material's Young modulus. Clearly, this did not succeed because 

of lack of adequate grip at the jaws of the machine. 

The Young's modulus obtained from the pseudo-proportional specimens was lower than 

that expected for steel. The exact reason for this difference was not established because 

of the lack of success in the control tests that used parallel-side type specimens. Lack of 

sufficient sheet material, from the same batch as the nail plates, precluded further 

investigations into the nail plate parent sheet properties. It only remained to be 

suspected that the grinding process had induced residual stresses and strain hardening 
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that affected both the strength and stiffness of the plate material. It is also possible that 

the extensometer could not accurately pick up the small specimen extensions in the 

elastic phase of the tests. Further, the plate thickness may have been exaggerated by the 

zinc coating layer, which tended to be brittle and cracked under tension. The lower 

Young's modulus was accepted for use in modelling since there was not enough 

evidence to suggest that its determination from pseudo proportional specimens was 

erroneous. Use of the lower stiffness would also produce conservative results. 

Along with the tooth capacity results from Test House 2 referred to in Section 5.4.1.4, a 

set of plate tensile test results were also obtained. These results are shown in Table 5.15. 

Table 5.15: Steel plate properties based on Test House 2 tests 

Specimen Thickness fy (N/mm2) fu {N/mm2) (mm) 

1 1.00 312 371 

2 0.97 330 385 

3 0.96 329 375 

4 0.99 323 369 

AVERAGE 0.97 323 375 

In comparison with the pseudo-proportional specimen test results presented in Table 

4.11, it is clear that there is very good agreement between the two sets of results. The 

yield strength from Test House 2 is 4% lower than was determined from this study, and 

the ultimate strength 1 % lower. However, Test House 2 results did not include Young's 

modulus values so no comparisons can be drawn with respect to that property. 

Measured plate thicknesses are also in good agreement, with both sets of results 

yielding an average plate thickness of 0.97 mm. Although the tensile properties were 

determined from a limited set of tests, the independent verification provided by Test 

House 2 instills some confidence in their validity. 
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The X-ray imaging technique adopted for measuring in-test tooth rotations was quite 

effective despite the shortcomings discussed in Section 4.6.2. The large scatter in the 

test results, however, means that more joint X-rayed tests need to be undertaken in order 

to make the ultimate rotation prediction model more credible. As a first step, the model 

given by Equation (5.42) is accepted for estimating in-test tooth rotations until such 

time as model improvements are made. The model given by Equation (5.43) was 

obtained from very few points with the intercept set to that obtained from half nail plate 

tests. It is, therefore, not generally valid for predicting full nail plate joint tooth 

rotations, 

5.5.5 Discussion of out of test tooth moment-rotation behaviour 

The nail plate tooth moment-rotation behaviour test was developed because of the 

unavailability of tooth moment capacity data. Simple structural mechanics could also 

not be used to estimate tooth moment capacity because of the plasticity present in the 

root zone and the complex tooth profile that incorporated both twist and curvature. The 

combined effect on moment capacity of curvature, plasticity and strain hardening at the 

nail plate root is evaluated numerically in Chapter 6 using the finite element method, 

inverse modelling and the experimentally determined moment-rotation curves. 

BS EN 1995-1-1: 2004 contains formulae for estimating the characteristic yield moment 

capacity of round and square nails. However, it is stated in the code that the nails must 

be manufactured from material of minimum tensile strength 600 MP a. So it was felt that 

the formulae are not appropriate for the case of nail plate teeth. In any case, the 

characteristic values quoted in the code were derived from nail bending tests, such as 

the ones reported by Whale et al (1989). 
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Chapter 6 : Finite Element Modelling 

6.1 Introduction 

Experimental results presented in Chapter 4 established the characteristics of double

sided punched metal plate fastened joints and the timber and steel plate used in the tests. 

The experimental methods adopted, however, did not facilitate for the establishment of 

the stress state of the metal connector base plate. This stress state provides the basis for 

determining the amount of base plate material required for optimal connector 

performance. The optimal amount of base plate material was, therefore, determined 

numerically using finite element method (FEM) simulation. The FE modelling package 

ABAQUS Version 6 .3 (Hibbitt, Karlsson & Sorensen [HKS] Inc., 2002) was used. 

The literature reviewed in Section 2.11.4.4 showed that the tooth-wood interaction in 

nail plate joints is complex to model. This complexity has often necessitated the 

treatment of the connections as three separate entities - wood, plate and tooth-wood 

interface. The material properties for modelling the wood and plate can be obtained with 

reasonable accuracy from standard tests. However, what exactly transpires at the tooth

wood interface is difficult to quantify directly from theory. As a result, the interaction is 

often lumped, at the tooth root position, into fictitious springs whose load-deformation 

characteristics are determined, again with reasonable accuracy, from joint tests. By and 

large, the spring behaviour has been assumed to be represented by F oschi' s (1977b) 

three parameter model given in Equation (2.87). Implementation of that spring model in 

FE analysis of nail plate joints has generally yielded results in good agreement with 

experimental results. Three approaches of implementing spring model representation in 

FE analysis can be identified from the cited literature. The first method involves 

representing the springs as ' real' elements in the model (e.g. Cramer et al, 1990), the 

second incorporation of the spring constants in the global stiffness matrix (e.g. Foschi, 

1977b ), and the third, creation of virtual contact elements with prescribed stiffnesses 

( e.g. Amanuel et al, 2000). The first two approaches have worked very well in practice 

as implemented by the various researchers. The application in the third approach, whilst 

having potential was, from this author's point of view, less convincingly implemented 

since no empirical calibration was undertaken and no alternative way of dealing with 
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the established complexity of the interaction put forward. The spring model as 

successfully implemented, therefore, had missing from it the geometrical definition of 

the key load transfer component in the joint - the nail plate tooth itself. Further, limited 

sensitivity studies by Vatovec et al ( 1996) showed that the wood and plate stiffnesses in 

the spring model had little influence on joint stiffness, whereas the in-plane tooth-wood 

characteristics significantly influenced the joint stiffness. This, therefore, means that 

true tooth interaction with the plate can not be established from the spring model. In 

double-sided nail plate joints, it has been hypothesised herein that teeth act as dowels 

conforming to Johansen's (1949) pin joint theory Mode 2 failure. It was shown in 

Chapter 5 that good predictions of joint capacity on the basis of the EC5 theoretical 

equations could be obtained. Refinement of the theoretical embedding strength 

prediction model also showed potential to yield even better joint capacity predictions. 

That being the case, therefore, tooth-plate interaction in rotation plays a more central 

role in developing joint resistance than the tooth-plate interaction in translation which 

the spring model is only capable of yielding. The spring model is clearly inadequate as a 

tool for optimisation of double-sided nail plate joints. (See also Section 2.13(12) for 

more discussion on spring model limitations). 

An alternative to the spring model approach is defining the joint only in terms of its 

physically present components, i.e. the wood and the steel (incorporating base plate 

with integral teeth), and modelling their interaction at the interface using only contact 

mechanics. This approach was proposed by Adjanohoun et al (1999). Although they 

only applied it in 2-D, the principle is quite extendable to the 3-D space, a situation 

desired for this project. However, use of this approach requires suitable means of 

handling the difficulty involved in direct quantification of the tooth-wood interaction 

effects. Handling the interaction has long been accepted as an issue requiring some form 

of empirical calibration. Simply ignoring this fact, as was the case with Adjanohoun et 

al (1999), can only be guaranteed to yield model predictions that are at variance with 

test results. 

It is proposed herein, to the best of the author' s  knowledge, to use for the first time 

contact mechanics in modelling a nail plate joint in 3-D space, i.e. with no fictitious 

interface elements of any kind. Further, it is proposed, also for the first time, to use the 

inverse technique (see Section 2.4 for the argument for the case) combined with FEM to 
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empirically obtain altered material properties, in the connected zone, that are capable of 

giving model output in agreement with test results (in fact, this is a natural consequence 

of inverse modelling). In nail plate joint numerical modelling, the closest to adoption of 

this approach is seen in the work of Cramer et al (1990). They used back-substitution in 

their purpose-coded software to isolate tooth-wood spring characteristics from the full 

joint characteristics which also incorporated the effects of base plate and wood 

deformation, entities they wanted to handle separately in their model. The general FE 

modelling approach adopted in this study is shown in Figure 6.1. 

INVERSE 
TECHNIQUE 

Define mesh 

N Yes 
�-0---< Steel? >-----� 

Define wood properties: 
d', f, Eii, Gij, Vjj 
Calculate Rii 
NB: (ij =1,3); iij; 0ii

=0ii 

Define steel properties: 
• E pl 

s, O"y, Vs, E: 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , 
Define properties D' :  
□ '  = □IXEX 

1-------� 

END 

Define: 
• Boundary conditions 
• Loading 
• Analysis type 

KEY 
D = Original material 

property parameter 
D '  = Modified material 

■ Step size property parameter 
■ Output requests XEx = Empirical modification 

factor 
� P-�= Load-displacement 

curve 
I 3 3 Yes -.....-..... ABAQUS/Standard : (ij = l ,3) => II□i/ 
I i=l J=I 

I - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I 

Figure 6.1 :  Flow chart of FE analysis process 

Processes in Figure 6.1 are implemented using ABAQUS/Standard script syntax. The 

material property definition phase is cycled until all the materials are defined. During 

inverse technique model calibration, the analysis is manually restarted once the material 

properties have been altered in the input file. Other model parameters remain fixed. 
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Just as the base plate stress state could not be established experimentally, there also 

existed other material property and test condition variables which, similarly, could not 

be determined. Such variables included the precise geometry and plastic stress state at 

the root of the nail plate teeth prior to testing, the embedment properties of timber 

damaged by nail tooth penetration during joint pressing and the magnitude and extent of 

the gap between the concave part of the nail plate teeth and the timber. In the absence of 

these key variables, and probable presence of other unknown factors, the empirical 

approach was found suitable for numerical modelling. With this approach, the 

numerical models were calibrated to reproduce the observed test behaviour using 

inverse modelling. Therefore, FEM was initially used only as a tool to clone the test 

behaviour. Stiffness and strength parameters used in calibrating the numerical models 

were obtained by factoring with empirical modification factors corresponding material 

property values from material tests conducted in this project, and/or from literature. The 

calibrated FE models were latterly used to optimise the metal plate connector. 

For modelling of dowel type joints, timber embedment and dowel moment-rotation 

behaviour are the key model parameters. Plug shear failure, observed in full nail plate 

joints, made timber shear behaviour another key parameter. FE joint model calibration 

was progressed from part to whole, the parts being timber behaviour in embedment and 

shear, and tooth root moment-rotation behaviour. Base models, with relatively high 

mesh densities in critical zones, were used for the calibration. 

Adoption of base model fine mesh in constructing whole joint models was potentially 

inefficient and also carried prohibitive computational costs. To overcome this potential 

problem, derivative models utilising lower mesh densities were developed and analysed. 

Derivative models that showed acceptable convergence with base model solutions were 

used in constructing the full joint models. 

6.2 Timber embedment model calibration 

Timber rigid embedment behaviour was modelled using the orthotropic elastic-perfectly 

plastic material constitutive model discussed in Chapter 2. Anisotropic yield governed 

by Hill' s  potential function and the associated flow rule were also assumed (Equations 

(2.42 )-(2.57); HKS Inc., 2002). Elastic constants for Norway spruce quoted in 
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Dinwoodie (2000) were taken as reference values for European whitewood. The choice 
of species was not considered critical since all the properties were eventually modified 
by empirical factors during model calibration. Two quoted values of Poisson's ratio, 
however, were reduced from 0.5 1 to 0. 1 for VTL and from 0.38 to 0.25 for VRL in order to 
satisfy the material stability requirements (HKS Inc, 2002 and Equations (2.38)-(2.4 1 )). 
Reference timber elastic constants assumed in the FE modelling are given in Table 6. 1 .  
A simplifying assumption was that all the timber in the model formed part of the rigid 
tool-wood interaction zone. The extent to which this is true is discussed later. 

Table 6.1 :  Reference timber elastic constants 
Constant (Wood Constant (FE Model Reference 

block designation) Model designation) Valuet 

E1 E1 430 
EL E2 1 0700 ER E3 7 1 0  
GrL G12 620 
GrR Gn 23 
GLR G23 500 
VTL V12 0. 1 
VTR V13 0.5 1  
VLR V23 0.03 
VLT V2J 0.025 
VRL V32 0.25 
VRT V3 1  0.3 1 

.l. Moduh umts N/mm 
Assumed values of Poisson's ratios Vij which satisfied the material stability upper limits 
(E/Ej) are shown in Table 6.2. The given Vij values also satisfied Equation (2.4 1) .  

Table 6.2 : Material stability limits for Poisson's ratios 
Poisson's Ratio Assumed Vij Limit (E/Ej)°·5 

VTL 0. 1 00 0.200 VTR 0.5 1 0  0.778 VLR 0.030 3 .882 VLT 0.025 4.988 VRT 0.3 1 0  1 .285 VRL 0.250 0.258 
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6.2.1 Base model description 

Timber rigid embedment tests were conducted using clear timber blocks measuring 35 

mm x 20 mm x 10 mm. Test loads were applied through two tooth projections which 

were anti-symmetrically disposed to counter specimen loading eccentricity. Because of 

this anti-symmetry, only half a block measuring 17.5 mm x 20 mm x 10 mm was 

modelled. ABAQUS type C3D8 elements were used for modelling the timber block. 

These are eight node continuum brick elements which utilise full integration algorithms 

(HKS Inc., 2002). Additionally, type R3D4 rigid elements were used to model the rigid 

platform on which the specimen rested in the test rig. 

6.2.1.1 Rationale for mesh selection 

The initial settlement adjusted ultimate deformations in the rigid embedment tests 

generally ranged from 0.15 mm to 0.2 mm. Elements of dimensions of the same order 

of magnitude were therefore desirable in the embedment tool zone. Additionally, the 

vertical imprint edges observed in the tests could only be modelled using elements of 

small dimensions. Use of a coarse mesh would have resulted in excessive material 

'draw-in' leading to behaviour significantly different to that of timber. In order to 

satisfy these requirements without incurring excessive computational costs, a fine mesh 

was used only around the effective embedment zone, with a coarse mesh being used 

elsewhere. The in-built multi-point constraint (MPC) algorithm for mesh refinement in 

ABAQUS was unusable because of the significant edge effects generated in the vicinity 

of its points of application. A manual technique for three-dimensional mesh refinement 

was, therefore, developed. Using the technique, the mesh was refined from a surface 

density of 0.171 elements per mm2 at the specimen base to 4 elements per mm2 in the 

loaded zone. This represented a refinement of more than 20-fold from the coarsest mesh 

to the finest, a significant saving in computational costs. 

The mesh used for embedment base model is shown in Figure 6.2. The model consisted 

of 2097 nodes and 1730 elements. Use of a surface mesh density of 4 elements per mm2 
throughout would have required 30,135 nodes and 28,000 elements. 



Figure 6.2 : Finite element mesh for the timber embedment base model 

6. 2.1. 2 Load application and embedding stress measurement 
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The trapezoidal tooth profile used in the tests was idealised in the modelling as shown 

in Figure 6.3(a). This profile, however, had the potential to significantly complicate the 

mesh coarsening required in developing the derivative embedment models. Therefore, a 

rectangular embedding profile of the same area as the trapezoidal was also modelled 

and the results of the two profiles were compared. 

(a) Trapezoidal tooth profile (b) Rectangular tooth profile 

Figure 6.3 : Loaded area options for embedment modelling 

Simulating the loading process with non rotating stiff elements bearing on softer timber 

elements failed to progress beyond embedment depths that were well below those 

observed in the tests due to divergence of the contact algorithm solutions. Boundary 

condition loading, using incremental vertical displacement of the loaded zone, was, 

therefore, used to model the embedment process. This approach ensured that the 

embedding surface remained level, as observed in the tests. The deformed shapes of the 
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two profiles are shown in Figure 6.4. Both shapes showed good agreement with the 

observed test failure modes. The embedding stress-deformation curves from tests and 

numerical simulations will be shown later in Section 6.2.2. 

Figure 6.4: Deformed shapes of the two embedment zone models at 0.5 mm 
embedment 

Use of boundary condition loading meant that the applied load was no longer directly 

available from the ABAQUS output. Computing the average element stresses in the 

direction of loading was made onerous by the large number of elements and integration 

points at which the stress output was reported. Therefore, the average embedding 

stresses femh were calculated from the loaded area and the vertical reaction of the rigid 

elements reference node. The way ABAQUS Version 6.3 handles the R3D4 rigid 

elements made it possible for all the constraints needed in the model to be applied by 

just fully fixing the reference node. This node was chosen such that it lay along the 

centre of the loaded profile longitudinal direction and in the middle of the finely meshed 

zone. Minimal eccentricity effects arising from the reference node location had little 

effect on the stress distribution in the loaded zone. 

6. 2.1. 3 Rationale for material property selection 

The bearing surfaces of the embedment specimens were prepared by sanding with an 

electric rotary wood sander. Although a fine sanding disc was used, the process still left 

some shallow groves on the specimen surfaces. The small magnitude of the ultimate 
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embedment deformation (typically <0.3 mm including initial settlement) meant that the 

specimen stiffness was most likely very sensitive to the discontinuities in the timber cell 

wall formations caused by sanding. Furthermore, the orthotropic material behaviour 

assumed in the model is based on metal elasticity/ plasticity. In the case of metals, 

deformation due to compressive forces leads to immediate densification of the material 

below the loading surface. On the other hand, timber cell walls, especially where 

material discontinuities exist, are likely to collapse into voids and lumens first before 

the densification begins. This effect is likely to be more severe in embedment tests 

because deformation is localised around a relatively small bearing area that leaves the 

rest of the member little affected by the compressive stresses. The above factors point to 

expected stiffer responses in embedment behaviour modelled using reference elastic 

constants. The disparity between measured and modelled embedment stiffness was 

corrected using empirical model calibration. 

Calibration of the embedment base model involved closely matching modelled load

embedment behaviour with the experimental curves using an iterative procedure. 

Starting from the reference values in Table 6.1 ,  the elastic moduli were adjusted until 

the initial gradients of the experimental and modelled load-deformation curves were 

nearly equal. It was assumed that the Poisson's ratios remained constant and thus the 

linear relationship between the different elastic moduli was maintained. For modelling 

purposes, the generalised elastic moduli KiJ were modified according to Equation (6.1). 

K 
KmiJ = -I]- (6.1) 

XEc 
where KmiJ is the modelled timber elastic modulus (Young's or shear) 

KiJ is the reference elastic modulus of the timber 

X EC is the empirical modulus modification factor 

To maintain the linear relationship between the moduli, the same value of XEc was 

used for all moduli at any iterative stage. 

Due to the metal plasticity approach upon which the numerical model was based, none 

of the modelled embedment curves had a definite yield peak. They all closely followed 

the characteristics of Type 4 embedment curves described in Section 4.3.2. For Type 4 

curves, the 5% of dowel diameter offset method (ASTM, 1998) is the most rational way 



of determining embedding strength. In the numerical model, the embedding strength 

was controlled by the magnitude of the material reference yield strength. The model 
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reference timber yield strength o-0 was established iteratively such that, for a chosen 

case, the modelled 5% offset embedding strength nearly equalled that determined 

experimentally. This concept is illustrated in the example that follows. 

Eleven embedment test specimens that exhibited Type 4 embedment characteristics 

were selected for base model calibration. The other selection criteria applied were that 

the density and embedding strength of each of the specimens were comparable to the 

rest in COV terms. The individual specimen embedding strength was determined using 

the 5% offset method. The stress-deformation curves of the specimens were averaged 

into one representative curve used for model calibration comparisons. The densities and 

embedding strengths of the 11 test case specimens are shown in Table 6.3. 

Table 6.3 : Properties of embedment calibration test specimens 

Specimen Test Density Embedding Strength 
(kg/m3) (N/mm2) 

21AB 403 38.4 
22DT 438 40.5 
25AT 392 39.1 
28EB 401 39.5 
28ET 435 39.1 
31AT 459 40.3 
37AB 397 39.4 
43BB 424 40.3 
43BT 437 40.5 
43ET 418 40.2 
44ET 435 40.2 

AVERAGE 422 39.8 
cov 0.050 0.018 

Through iteration, it was established that a value of ( x EC = 4 ) gave an initial modelled 

stiffness close to that obtained experimentally. The anisotropic yield strengths used in 

the modelling were computed from the stress ratios Rij as detailed in Section 2.6. A 

reference timber yield strength o-0 of 29.25 N/mm2 produced the match in capacity 
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between the model and experimental results. From this value, the nominal yield strength 

for Hill's yield theory was calculated as follows. 

r 0 = 
a o 

= 
2925 

= 16.89 N/mm2 

✓
3 

✓
3 (6.2) 

The compressive yield strength of the timber parallel to grain was assumed equal to the 

reference strength. Compressive strengths perpendicular to grain were assumed at 10% 

of the parallel to grain value. The shear strength perpendicular to grain was also 

assumed equal to the reference strength. The experimentally determined shear strength 

parallel to grain was used in the modelling. Stress ratios Rij, representing au/ a
0 (i = j) 

for direct stresses and au/ r O (i -I j) for shear stresses, used in the modelling are 

summarised in Table 6.4. 

Table 6.4: Assumed model strength properties 

Model au Wood Block a yX(Y) 
-
(J'I I CJ' yT 
-

(J' 22 CJ' yl 
-
CJ' 33 CJ' yR 
-
CI'12 T yTL 
-
(J'I 3 T yTR 
-
CJ' 23 TyLR 

6.2.2 Base model stress-embedment curve 

RiJ Value Modelled Yield 
Stren2th (N/mm2) 

0.10 2.93 
1.00 29.25 
0.10 2.93 
0.25 4.30 
1.00 29.25 
0.25 4.30 

Modelling of the rigid embedment using the material properties derived above was 

performed using the trapezoidal profile until the required match was established. 

Modelling was then repeated using the same material properties but with a rectangular 

profile. The FE modelled embedding stress versus deformation curves are shown 

superimposed on the experimental results in Figure 6.5. 
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Figure 6.5: FE model and experimental embedment curves for fi = 40 N/mm2 

The stiffness and strength characteristics of the above embedment curves are 

summarised in Table 6.5. 

Table 6.5: Stiffness and strength characteristics for calibrated embedment curves 

Embedment Curve Initial foundation 5% offset embedding 
modulus, Ka, (N/mm3) strength,fh, (N/mm2) 

Average test results 358.7 39.7 
FEM trapezoidal profile 391.6 39.8 
FEM rectangular profile 373.9 38.6 
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The initial stiffness of the test was modelled to within 10% for both trapezoidal and 

rectangular profiles. Use of the rectangular profile resulted in a reduction in both 

stiffness and capacity of about 3% compared to the trapezoidal profile. The stiffness of 

the rectangular profile model, however, was comparatively better matched with the test 

results. Use of higher reference strength a0 had the potential to improve the match in 

capacity for the rectangular profile model as well. The rectangular profile was adopted 

for derivative model convergence analysis because of the simplicity of mesh coarsening 

it offered and its satisfactory test simulation capability. 
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The distributions of the Mises stresses at similar stages of modelling are shown in 

Figure 6.6 for the trapezoidal profile model and Figure 6.7 for the rectangular profile 

model. Both models produced nearly similar stress distributions. In the elastic phase, 

shown in Figure 6.6(a) and Figure 6.7(a), the modelled stresses were higher along the 

perimeter than elsewhere on the loaded area. After the perimeter yielded, the plastic 

stresses spread inwards towards the centre of the loaded area (Figure 6.6(b) and Figure 

6.7(b)). This indicated that timber detachment along the perimeter had been 

satisfactorily modelled. Model peak stresses dropped after the embedding strength was 

attained, as shown in Figure 6.6(c) and Figure 6.7(c). This was due to the development 

of full plasticity in the loaded zone. Throughout the modelling, higher stresses were 

concentrated over the loaded surface and the zone below it. This reiterated the localised 

nature of embedding stresses and embedment failures. 
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Figure 6.6: Progression of Mises stresses in trapezoidal profile FE embedment 
modelling ( Original in colour) 
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Figure 6.7: Progression of Mises stresses in rectangular profile FE embedment 
modelling (Original in colour) 
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Typical modelled parallel to grain shear stress distributions are shown in Figure 6.8 for 

when the average embedding stresses were 83% of the embedding strength. As with the 

Mises stress distributions, higher shear stresses for both loaded area profiles were also 

concentrated along the perimeter of the loaded area. This further underlined the 

importance of accounting for timber shear behaviour in embedment modelling. 

L. L. 

(a) Trapezoidal profile (b) Rectangular profile 

Figure 6.8: Parallel to grain shear stress ( rn) distributions for FE embedment base 
models ( Original in colour) 



6.2.4 Convergence tests on derivative embedment models 
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In developing the derivative models, a mesh coarser than that used in the base model 

was initially chosen and the embedment re-modelled. The results were compared and 

then the mesh was refined to assess the effect of mesh density on the modelled 

behaviour. All the models maintained the same material properties as the base model. 

On the first derivative model, EDMl ,  the bearing surface was modelled using four 

elements. In order to minimise the effects of material draw-in due to the increased 

element sizes, narrow elements measuring 0.5 mm wide were used in the element layer 

bordering the bearing surface perimeter. Derivative model EDMl mesh, shown in 

Figure 6.9, was made up of 328 nodes and 204 elements. The deformed shape, showing 

the minimised material draw-in, is also shown alongside. 

Figure 6.9: Mesh and deformed shape for derivative model 1 EDMl 

Refinement of model ED Ml  led to the second derivative model, EDM2. This model 

mesh had 813 nodes and 580 elements and is shown, along with the deformed shape, in 

Figure 6.10. 



Figure 6.10: Mesh and deformed shape for derivative model EDM2 
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Figure 6.1 1 :  Convergence of derivative model behaviour on base model behaviour 
and test results 
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The tests and modelling on embedment behaviour considered so far were based on the 

assumption of all points on the bearing surface undergoing the same amount of 

deformation. This deformation pattern, however, was not true of the actual double-sided 

joint tested. The initial plane on which the bearing surface lay underwent this uniform 

deformation as well as rotation as the nail plate teeth were displaced and rotated under 
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load. The uniform planar embedment will be referred to as 'on-flat' embedment and the 

rotational component will be referred to as 'on-slant' embedment. Although the 

individual contributions of each of on-flat and on-slant deformations to overall joint slip 

were not measured in the tests, they were assumed to have both equally contributed to 

total joint slip. 

To assess the effect of mesh density on on-slant embedment, further modelling was 

undertaken using the rectangular profile and assuming that the bearing surface had a 

pivot along the line at the free end of the nail plate tooth position. Displacement 

controlled loading was applied as before but with no imposed boundary condition at the 

pivot and the largest displacement being applied at the edge of the model. In between, 

the variation of the imposed displacement was linear. A notional average embedding 

stress was calculated from the reaction force and the total area of the bearing surface. 

Bearing surface deformation was assumed as the average displacement of all the points 

on the surface. The deformed shapes for the base and derivative models are shown in 

Figure 6.12. 

(a) Base model (b) Derivative model EDM2 (c) Derivative model EDMl 

Figure 6.12: Deformed shapes for on-slant embedment modelling 

The corresponding stress-deformation curves for on-slant embedment models are shown 

in Figure 6.13. 
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Figure 6.13:  Convergence of derivative model on-slant embedment behaviour on base 
model behaviour and on-flat test results 

As expected, earlier onset of timber yielding was realised at lower average embedding 

stresses in on-slant models when compared to on-flat embedment behaviour. This was 

because, for the same average embedding stress, the strains at one extreme of the on

slant models are twice those of on-flat models. The on-slant ultimate capacity 

approached that of on-flat experiments as the yielding spread inwards from the more 

heavily strained end. The rate of approach diminished with the coarseness of the mesh. 

By assuming the equality of contributions to overall deformation of on-slant and on-flat 

behaviour, the overall performance of the models was assessed by averaging the 

embedding strengths for the two loading modes. The 5% of dowel diameter offset 

method was used to determine the embedding strengths. The strengths from on-slant 

and on-flat model are shown in Figure 6.14. 
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Figure 6.14: Variation of embedding strength with model selection 
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Based on the mean strengths for the two loading modes, derivative model EDM2 had an 

overall strength reduction of about 3% when compared to the base model. The reduction 

for derivative model EDMI was about 7%. Derivative model EDM2 was used for 

modelling the full joints because of the balance between computational costs and 

convergence of solution to the experimental behaviour. 

6.3 Timber shear model calibration 

Stress distributions from modelling of timber embedment revealed that timber shear 

behaviour had an influence on embedment behaviour. The timber shear capacity, 

whether modelled in embedment or in shear, was expected to remain constant because 

of the enforcement of Hill's yield surface in ABAQUS (HKS Inc., 2002). The modelled 

shear stiffness, however, was expected to vary with the model selection. Factors which 

affected the experimental embedment stiffness, such as bearing surface roughness and 

cell wall collapse under compression, were not applicable to timber behaviour under 

shear loading. However, the shear tests themselves were subject to factors influencing 

stiffness which arose from the preparation, shape and dimensions of the test specimens. 

It, therefore, followed that the elastic moduli empirical modification factors x EC were 

not necessarily equal for both embedment and shear behaviour model calibration. 

Although complying with basic material laws dictated that only one value of x EC was 
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usable in any single model, numerical calibration was conducted for shear behaviour to 

establish the extent of the difference, if any, between the XEc factors for embedment 

and shear models. Just like in the embedment behaviour model, orthotropic linear-

perfectly plastic timber behaviour with Hill's isotropic yield theory was assumed for the 

timber. The frame was modelled using very stiff elastic brackets. Because the brackets 

in the model were much smaller than those actually used in the tests, a very high 

Young's  modulus of200x106 N/mm2 was chosen to minimise the contribution of 

bracket deformation to overall model deformation. 

6.3.1 Base model description 

The model butterfly shear specimen was 35 mm wide, 10 mm thick and about 55 mm 

long. The notched section area was 19 mm long at the section with the minimum length. 

This section formed the critical shear plane for the model. In general, type C3D8 

elements were used throughout the model. However, it was necessary to use also some 

type C3D6 six-node triangular prism elements to mesh the timber transition zone from 

fine to coarse mesh. The brackets were assumed to be rigidly connected to the timber 

specimen, i.e. no de-bonding could occur. 

6. 3.1.1 Rationale for mesh selection 

In the shear tests, stress concentrations around the notched zone were minimised by 

using drilled round holes. This effect was reproduced in the model by using a relatively 

fine mesh to define the geometry of the holed area. The modelled butterfly shear 

specimen was expected to fail at the critical section because no material or geometric 

imperfections were introduced into the model. A fine mesh parallel to the critical shear 

plane was therefore also used throughout the notched zone. It was gradually coarsened 

outwards from the centre. Perpendicular to the shear plane, a less refined but uniform 

mesh was used since the model could even be idealised as a plane stress problem. A 

coarse mesh was used for the brackets since the stresses in them were of no interest. For 

the loads modelled, the brackets were assumed as both unyielding and non-deformable. 

The shear behaviour model, shown in Figure 6.15, had 968 elements and 1385 nodes. 



Figure 6.15:  FE mesh for the shear behaviour model 

6.3.1.2 Load application and deformation measurement 
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Frame nodes lying in the critical shear plane were constrained for all translational 

degrees of freedom at the top and free to translate only vertically at the bottom. No 

rotational degree of freedom fixity was applied. Incremental vertical concentrated loads 

were applied at the bottom. The reactions from the top nodes were used to calculate the 

average shear stress at the critical shear section and the deformations were obtained 

from the deformation of the bottom nodes. 

The typical deformed shape for a model after failure is shown in Figure 6.16. This shape 

was similar to the observed failure modes in tests, where generally the two halves of the 

butterfly specimens split from each other. The relatively fine mesh in the critical zone 

enabled this specimen detachment to be satisfactorily modelled. 

Figure 6.16: Deformed shape for the butterfly-type specimen shear model 



6.3.2 Base model shear stress-deformation curve 
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Experimental shear test load-deformation behaviour was presented in terms of the 

average nominal shear stress and the relative translation between the two sides of the 

test frame. Since the frame assembly was assumed to be rigid, the measured relative 

translation was, therefore, assumed to be due to timber deformation. This deformation 

was made up of mostly a shear component, with an extensional component due to 

tensile stresses in the region outside the critical shear plane. Isolation from these 

components of only the deformation associated with the shear stresses in the critical 

section of the specimen was complex and was not attempted. It was assumed that the 

slopes of the different shear load-deformation curves adequately approximated the 

relative stiffness, in shear, of the specimens. It is this comparative measure that was 

used to calibrate the shear behaviour model. 

Thirteen shear tests specimens, whose densities fell within the lower density range of 

Figure 4.50, were selected for use in calibrating the FE shear behaviour model. The 

properties of these 13 specimens are shown in Table 6.6. Although the densities are 

within a COV of just 0.021, the experimentally observed large scatter of shear strength 

results is again evident in the large strength COV. Irrespective of this scatter, the 

average deformation curve was calculated from the test results of all 13 specimens. 

Using the same reference timber material properties as in the FE embedment model, the 

empirical modification factor of value ( x EC = 2) was iteratively established as 

producing a good match with the average test results curve. This value is half that 

established for the FE embedment model. The implication of using of the higher value 

of x EC 
is that shear deformations are overestimated in the embedment model. The 

shear strength remains unaltered because it is capped by Hill's yield potential function. 

Since shear deformations are generally smaller than direct deformations in normal 

loading conditions, this overestimation is not expected to have a significantly adverse 

effect on the overall joint deformation. Shear modulus values used in the embedment 

model were assumed to have a more dominating influence on the model stiffness in 

shear than the mesh density. On this basis, no derivative model analysis was performed 

for the timber behaviour in shear. The experimental and modelled shear behaviour 

curves are shown in Figure 6.17. 



Table 6.6: Properties of shear behaviour calibration test specimens 

Specimen Test Density Shear Strength 
(kg/m3) (N/mm2) 

16BB 422 4.6 1 
16DB 4 13 3.97 
16ET 438 4 .84 
17AT 43 1 4.64 
19BB 4 18 4.55 
19CB 427 4 . 16 
20AT 43 1 3.70 
20AB 435 3.88 
2 1 AT 4 14 4 .24 
2 1 BB 430 3.8 1 
22AB 437 4.00 
22BT 440 3.97 
22DT 438 5.66 

AVERAGE 429 4.3 1 
cov 0.02 1 0. 125 
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Figure 6.17: Model and experimental shear stress vs deformation curves 
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Although the match in the initial stiffness of the above two curves is very good, there 

was deviation on approaching the shear strength limit. This was likely due to slip, at 

relatively high test loads, in the screw fastened connection between the aluminium 

brackets glued to the specimens and the test frame. A more robust fastening method 

would most likely eliminate this slip. 



6.3.3 Base model stress states 
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The modelled stresses in the notched zone were predominantly of shearing type, in 

agreement with theoretical predictions of the type and direction of plincipal stress at the 

clitical shear section. The distributions of parallel to grain shear stress 't TL (ABAQUS 

S 1 2) are shown in Figure 6 . 1 8  for progressive modelling stages, and in Figure 6. 19.  
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Figure 6.18: Progression of modelled parallel to grain shear stresses ( 'Z°TL) 
( Original in colour) 
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Figure 6.19: Typical shear stress distlibution in butterfly -type specimen 
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Other stress components in this zone were negligible. The stress contours show little 

stress concentration at the low points of the notches, confirming the effectiveness of 

using the round holes. However, from the typical shear stress distribution shown in 

Figure 6 . 1 9, it is evident that stress concentration moved to the sharp re-entrant comers 

of at the ends of the notches.  These local stress concentrations were much lower than 

the peak shear stress at the middle of the specimen and are, therefore, not expected to 

initiate yielding in the model. Further away from the critical section, shear stresses tend 

to be higher on the edges of the specimens, but still lower in magnitude to those at the 

critical section. 

6.4 Tooth root moment-rotation model calibration 

A single tooth model was used for calibrating the root moment-rotation behaviour of the 

connector. The base plate thickness was taken as 1 mm and the area modelled extended 

beyond the tooth perimeter by 3 mm in the plate longitudinal direction, and by 1 .5 mm 

in the plate transverse direction. The tooth was also taken to have a thickness of 1 mm, a 

width of 3 mm and a length of 6.5 mm. Non-linear analysis using linear-perfectly 

plastic Mises stresses was performed. 

6.4.1 Base model description 

C3D8 type elements were used also for modelling tooth moment-rotation behaviour. 

When used with a coarse mesh, these elements tend to become numerically very stiff in 

bending because of shear locking effects (HKS Inc. ,  2002). However, they are superior 

in modelling contact problems than the alternative 20 node quadratic elements C3D20 

(HKS Inc. ,  2002). Contact problems were significant in the joint modelling undertaken 

so they were given first consideration in element type selection. The model mesh was 

refined until the shear locking effects were minimal. Comparison of model behaviour 

with elastic beam theory was used to judge the extent of the shear locking effects on the 

model stiffness the in the elastic range. The C3D8 mesh used for the single tooth base 

model comprised 1 1 05 nodes and 728 elements and is shown in Figure 6.20. 



Nail tooth 

Figure 6.20: Finite element mesh for single tooth 
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In the root moment capacity tests, the base plate was virtually fixed in position by stiff 

connection to the holding timber piece via teeth on the side not under test. This 

condition was reproduced in the model by fixing the base plate face opposite the tooth 

projection (the back face). 

6.4.1.1 Rationale for mesh selection 

X-ray photographs of the anchorage tests revealed that tooth deformation comprised 

mainly rotation about the root and the projections remained relatively straight. As a 

result, only a coarser mesh was deemed necessary for the tooth zone further away from 

the root area. 

Comparison of embedment test results from nail plate type dowel profiles with those of 

other profile types also showed that the embedding strength depended mainly on the 

projected dowel area. Modelling of the embedment also showed that use of a 

rectangular instead of trapezoidal projection resulted in reduction of both initial stiffness 

and capacity by only 3%. In order to simply the modelling, a rectangular tooth profile of 

equal projected area was adopted. 
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The actual nail plate teeth possessed both curvature and twist in their profile as 

illustrated in the cross-section in Figure 6.21(a). Determination of the exact tooth profile 

presented a disproportionate magnitude of effort in relation to the potential of the 

results. Small scale trial modelling with flat surfaces showed that there was some 

difficulty in obtaining convergence for the steel to timber interface contact problem. 

The use of the curved and twisted profiles was most likely to lead to further 

exacerbation of the contact problems. A flat tooth profile of the same projected area 

was, therefore, adopted. 

(a) Curvature and twist in tooth section 
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(b) Idealised circular arc curvature 

Figure 6.21 :  Curvature and twist in nail plate teeth (a) actual and (b) idealised 

To simplify the tooth modelling further, the original plate thickness of the tooth was 

maintained. A consequence of these choices was the reduction in tooth bending related 

section properties. These properties are key parameters in the load-transfer mechanisms 

of double-sided punched metal fastened joints. For constant material properties, nail 

plate tooth stiffness in bending is affected by the second moment of area of the section 

I, and the plastic moment capacity Mp is dependent on the section plastic modulus S. 

Generalised effects of the tooth shape simplifications were investigated for the idealised 

circular curvature shown in Figure 6.21 (b ). The curvature of the cross-section was 

gradually increased from the flat rectangular to nearly hollow semi-circular section. 

With the cross-sectional area held constant in each case, the second moment of area le 

and section plastic modulus Sc for the curved sections were calculated using standard 

mechanics formulae. The results are presented, normalised with respect to the flat 

section properties I1 and S1, in Figure 6.22. 
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Figure 6.22: Effect of curvature on bending section properties 
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The minimum analysed radius of curvature of 1.5 mm produced a section depth of 1.46 

mm. The measured section depths of actual tooth projections were upward of 1.65 mm, 

but these included amounts of non quantified twists. From the above analysis, nail plate 

tooth shape simplifications are expected to theoretically account for at least 20% 

reduction in moment capacity and at least 40% reduction in initial stiffness if the 

original material properties are used in the modelling. The case for the actual nail tooth 

is more complex to be solved by theoretical considerations alone owing the complexity 

of both the shape and the material properties at the root level. An empirical approach 

tying modelling results to experimental results was therefore judged more suitable. 

6. 4. 1. 2 Rationale for material property selection 

Prior to finalising the design of the tooth root moment capacity tests, the capacity was 

estimated manually using weights mounted on an extender bar and dial gauges. In the 

initial stages, weight increments of 100 g at about 100 mm lever arm were used. These 

were lowered in the latter incremental stages to 50 g and eventually 10 g. The dial 

gauge readings due to previous load increments were allowed to settle prior to addition 

of extra weights. Throughout the load increment stages it was noted that the tooth 

rotations were not instantaneous but occurred gradually. The time to settlement 
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increased considerably with load, with settlement times of over three minutes being 

recorded in the latter stages. This implied a reduced rotational stiffness at the tooth root. 

The nail plate teeth were produced by punching, a process which caused severe plastic 

deformation of the teeth during formation particularly at the root. The plasticity in the 

tooth root was therefore largely responsible for the loss of stiffness in the tooth. The 

physical extent of the plasticity in the root was not measured but it was assumed to 

extend across the thickness of the base plate up to 1 mm beyond the base face on which 

the teeth projected. To account for loss in rotational stiffness, the modulus of elasticity 

used in modelling the nail root zone was modified in accordance with Equation (6.3). 

E = _s_ 
ms 

XEM 
(6.3) 

where Ems is the modelled steel Young's  modulus 

Es is the measured Young's  modulus for the plate steel 

x EM is the empirical modulus reduction factor (greater than 1 )  

The factor x EM represents the net effect of the stiffness enhancement due to changes in 

section geometry and the stiffness reduction due to plasticity at the nail tooth root. Its 

value was determined by trial and error in finding the model solution that yielded a 

good match between experimental and numerical moment-rotation curves. The 

measured Young's  modulus was used for the rest of the tooth model. 

The trial and error process involved matching both the stiffness and moment capacity of 

the tooth root. The use of the weaker in bending flat section instead of the actual curved 

and twisted section was compensated for by using higher yield strength in the model. 

The geometrical analysis in Section 6.4. 1 . 1  showed that a minimum enhancement factor 

of 1 .25 was required to compensate for the loss of section curvature in the model. The 

larger actual section depth due to section twist pointed to the need for an even larger 

factor. Furthermore, strain hardening of the material also needed to be taken into 

account in the model. The steel yield strength used in modelling the tooth was therefore 

modified according to Equation (6.4). 

J, = Jy my 
XEY 

(6.4) 

where fmy is the modelled steel yield strength 
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h is the measured yield strength of the plate steel 

X Er is the empirical yield strength modification factor 

The material properties and derived empirical factors x EX for the base model whose 

moment-rotation behaviour acceptably matched experimental results are shown in Table 

6.7 for the Young's modulus and Table 6.8 for the yield strength. 

Table 6.7: Measured and modelled Young's modulus values 

Part Measured Value Modelled Value 
(N/mm2) (N/mm2) 

Base plate 170x10j 170x lOj 

Tooth root 170x l Oj 75x10j 

Rest of tooth 170x 103 170x 103 

Table 6.8: Measured and modelled yield strength values 

Part Measured Value Modelled Value 
(N/mm2) (N/mm2) 

Base plate 336 336 
Tooth root 336 480 
Rest of tooth 336 480 

6.4.1. 3 Load application and moment-rotation measurement 

XEM 

1.000 
2.267 
1.000 

XEr 

1.0 
0.7 
0.7 

Loading was assumed as line type acting vertically across the tooth width at lever arm 3 

mm from the front face of the plate base. The choice of lever arm was arbitrary since the 

expected vertical loads were small enough for the behaviour around the root area to be 

assumed as influenced primarily by tooth rotation. The choice was also influenced by 

the need to limit shear deformations to negligible levels whilst avoiding boundary 

effects in the vicinity of the applied loads affecting the nail root behaviour. The line 

load was applied as nodal loads distributed between all three equally spaced nodes 

along the lever arm section. To enable the line load to be interpreted correctly at the 

element Gaussian quadrature points, the middle nodal load was twice the load at the 

exterior nodes. 
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Type C3D8 brick elements have no capability to directly output moment and rotation 

data. A statics approach neglecting shear deformations was used to extract these data 

from the model geometry, load and displacement output. The tooth was taken as a 

cantilever with original position O 12 and displaced position O 1 '2 ' as shown in Figure 

6.23. The load P was the sum of the applied nodal loads. 

p 

@_ - - - - - - - - - r=-,{i) - - - - - - - - - - @ ---+-� 

VJ 

UJ 

R M = P(X1 - u1) 

Figure 6.23: Statics of a cantilever beam problem used to extract moment-rotation data 

The slope <[) in Figure 6.23 was calculated from the cantilever beam geometry and 

displacements using Equation (6.5). 

V2 - VI <[) = --------
(X 2 - u2 ) - (X1 - u1 ) 

where X1 = the span of the applied, 

X2 = original length of the beam, 

u 1 = horizontal displacement of loaded point, 

u2 = horizontal displacement of tip of cantilever, 

v 1 = vertical displacement of loaded point, and 

v2 = vertical displacement of tip of cantilever. 

(6.5) 

From elastic beam theory, the slope of the beam at the same point, in the elastic range, 

is given by Equation (6.6) (Young, 1989). 

2 
<P _ PX1 

elastic - 2£ J ms f 
(6.6) 

where Ems = the steel Young's modulus, 

11 = the second moment of area based on assumption of a flat 
(rectangular) cross-section, and 

P = the applied load. 
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Base model calibration using the 8-node FE model involved matching, in the elastic 

range, the stiffness with that of the theoretical curve and, in the plastic range, the 

capacity with that of the experimental curve. The moment-rotation behaviour of the nail 

plate tooth at the root from which the material properties in Table 6.7 and Table 6.8 

were derived is shown in Figure 6.24. For comparative purposes, the curve for the 8-

node FE model is shown along side those of the 20-node FE model, elastic beam theory 

and average experimental results. The experimental moment-rotation curve was 

characterised by non-linear behaviour from low loads, whereas the modelled curves had 

comparatively extended linear ranges. The shape disparity was due to the undetermined 

complex plasticity in the nail tooth root, which could only be approximated in the model 

by reduction of the model effective bending stiffness. 
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Figure 6.24: Comparison of calibrated FE models moment-rotation curves with 
average experimental results and elastic beam theory 

6.4.3 Base model stress states 

The stress distribution in the nail plate tooth model at different levels of moment at the 

root is shown in Figure 6.25. In order to approximately track the development of the 

plastic hinge at the root, Mises stresses beyond 480 N/mm2, the value of the modified 

yield stress in the tooth, are not differentiated in the contours. 
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The stress contours show that tooth bending about the root did not significantly affect 

the base plate zone beyond 0.5 mm of the tooth perimeter. In fact, even though a plastic 

hinge was nearly fully developed at 99% of moment capacity, the spread of plasticity 

into the base plate area beyond the limits stated above was minimal. Implications of this 

are that there is potential for utilising only a minimum amount of base plate area to 

support the development of plastic hinges at the nail roots. 

M/Mp = 0.58 

M/Mp = 1 .00 

M/Mp = 0.95 

s, Mises 
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Figure 6.25: Mises stress states of the nail plate tooth at selected moment capacity 
levels ( Original in colour) 

6.4.4 Convergence tests on derivative models 

Initially selected derivative models for modelling tooth moment-rotation behaviour 

were arrived at on the basis of the need to reduce the model size. The meshes for these 

models, MDMl and MDM2, are shown in Figure 6 .26 . Model MDM l mesh comprised 

168 nodes and 76 elements, and MDM2 mesh comprised 228 nodes and 112 elements. 

Both these models experienced significant shear locking, as will be shown in the 

moment rotation curves presented later. 



(a) Derivative model MDMI (b) Derivative model MDM2 

Figure 6.26: FE mesh for tooth root capacity derivative models that suffered from 
significant shear locking 
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A further derivative model, MDM3, was developed so as to overcome the shear locking 

problem experienced by the other derivative models. Since shear locking affects linear 

elements in bending, the tooth root, which was primarily under bending, was most 

affected. Mesh refinement was undertaken at the tooth root but off the base plate. A 

rectangular mesh was used throughout the tooth length to facilitate easy replication of 

tooth elements in constructing whole joint models. The resulting mesh for derivative 

model MDM3 is shown in Figure 6.27. It comprised 273 nodes and 136 elements. 

Figure 6.27: FE mesh for MDM3 - the selected derivative model for tooth root 
capacity 
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The moment-rotation curves for the derivative models MDMI ,  MDM2 and MDM3 are 

shown in Figure 6.28. The theoretical elastic curve, base model curve and average test 

results curves are also shown in the same figure. 
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Figure 6.28: Convergence of derivative model behaviour on base model and 
experimental behaviour for tooth root capacity 

The behaviour for base model MDM3 deviated from elastic theory and base model 

behaviour within reason. It was therefore adopted for modelling of the joints. 

6.5 Single tooth joint model calibration 

1 0  

Joint behaviour calibration was undertaken using the idealised single tooth embedded in 

a wood block. Discontinuity in the timber was introduced by means of a recess in the 

wood at the location where the tooth was embedded. The simplifying assumption made 

here was that the material at this location was simply cleanly taken away, whereas in 

practice some wood crushing takes place to accommodate the teeth as they are pressed 

in. The error due to this assumption will be lumped into the material properties 

determined using the inverse technique. The tooth fitted tightly into the recess since the 

latter was the same size as the tooth itself. Interaction between the metal tooth and the 

timber was modelled using the contact algorithm in ABAQUS/Standard. The Coulomb 

friction model described in ABAQUS was used for modelling the contact. 
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6.5.1 Model description 

All elements in the single-tooth joint model inherited geometric properties from the 

selected part level base models, i.e. base model EDM2 geometry was adopted for 

modelling the timber elements and base model MDM3 geometry was adopted for 

modelling the nail plate tooth elements. The wood block, therefore, had a height of 41 

mm (double the height of EDM2 plus 1 mm for the recess height), width 17.5 mm and 

thickness 10 mm. The mesh for the single tooth joint model was defined using 1821 

nodes and 1322 elements and is shown in Figure 6.29. 

(b) 

(a) 

Timber 

Recess in 
wood model 

Figure 6.29 : FE mesh for the single tooth joint model showing (a) full model, 
(b) cross-section of tooth penetration zone, ( c) isometric view of tooth 
position, and ( d) recess in timber for placing nail plate tooth 

6.5.2 Model calibration basis 

Model calibration was targeted at producing load-slip behaviour that matched the 

experimentally determined characteristics. A simplifying assumption made was that 

tooth embedment into timber at pressing does not alter the material properties of the 

steel. Therefore, the same properties as inversely determined for the single tooth are 

retained throughout the process. For timber, material with a rigid embedding strength of 

43.3 N/mm2 was arbitrarily chosen to govern the joint properties for the calculation of 

joint characteristics used for model calibration. 
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The load-slip curves of all the joints tested had well defined single peaks. This meant 

that only three key characteristics were required to fully characterise the load-slip 

behaviour of double-sided metal plate fastened joints at critical points. These were 

chosen as: 

(1) joint foundation modulus, assumed as equal to the slip modulus Kser, 

(2) tooth load-carrying capacity R1, and 

(3) ultimate modulus Ku 

The relationship of these key characteristics is shown in Figure 6.30. 

(2) Tooth capacity limit 

( 1 )  SLS stiffness limit 

Kser / 
Ultimate slip i 

(3) ULS stiffness limit 

Joint Slip (mm) 

Figure 6.30: Characteristics fully describing peaked joint load-slip behaviour 

A model load-slip curve matching experimental behaviour would, therefore, have an 

initial slope equal to the serviceability stiffness, an ultimate strength equalling the tooth 

load-carrying capacity and a secant modulus equal to the calculated stiffness at ultimate 

limit state. Expected magnitudes of slip in the joint are obtained by calculation from the 

key characteristics. 

For joint calibration purposes, the key characteristics were expressed on a per tooth 

basis. Representative per tooth relationships were based on the combined half nail plate 

test results because of the inconsistency of the full nail plate test results as discussed in 

Chapter 5. Since all the joint behaviour prediction models were linear, the choice of the 

material properties on which to base the calibration was arbitrary, but was kept within 
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the range of values used in the testing. Assuming an embedding strengthJ,,,rigid of 43.3 

N/mm2, characteristics describing the expected joint behaviour are given in Table 6.9. 

Table 6.9: Load-slip characteristics for assumed timber embedding strength 

Property Symbol Value Reference 
Equation 

Equivalent density Pw 432 kg/m3 (5 .39) 
Tooth capacity R1 274.0 N (5.44) 
S lip modulus Kser 1 1 89.6 N/mm (5.68) 
Ultimate modulus Ku 303.3 N/mm (5 .69) 

The ultimate slip per tooth calculated from the tooth capacity and secant modulus values 

in Table 6.9 was 0.903 mm. This compared well with the regression-fitted value of 0.95 

mm. The regression-fitted ultimate slip was taken as half the value obtained from 

Equation (5.37) since only one side of the nail plate was active in the FE model. 

Two half-nail plate joint specimens, one from the in-direction category (specimen 21B), 

and another from the against-direction category (specimen 38C), were chosen for 

comparing with the modelling results . These specimens had average characteristics 

matching those predicted by the empirical models proposed as shown in Table 6. 10 .  

Table 6.10: Characteristics of joint specimens matching predicted values 

Specimen Density Maximum Load Slip at maximum 
(N) 

2 1B  436 280.6 
38C 444 269.4 

Average 440 275 .0 

6. 5. 2.1 Rationale for material property selection 

(mm) 
1 . 1 66 
0.645 
0.906 

/h,rigid 
(MPa) 
42.3 
44.3 
43.3 

Timber material properties in tooth penetration zones of punched metal plate connector 

joints are much less than those of the virgin parent material under rigid fastener bearing 

(Section 5 .5 . 1 .2). Two major reasons are responsible for this material weakening are: 

( 1 )  wood damage due to tooth penetration during joint assembly, and 
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(2) gaps between the teeth and the timber due to tooth curvature and, in some cases, 

non-perpendicular driving in of the teeth during pressing. 

The complexity of the interaction between the nail plate teeth and the wood, and the 

spring model approaches that are used for modelling nail plate joint behaviour have 

been discussed in Section 2.11.4.4 and reiterated in Section 6.1. In short, when using the 

finite element method to model a single-tooth joint such as the one shown in Figure 

6.31 (a), the tooth-wood interaction has been represented either by a single spring per 

tooth as shown in Figure 6.31 (b) ( e.g. Cramer et al, 1990) or by multiple springs per 

tooth as shown in Figure 6.31 ( c) ( e.g. Kevarinmaki, 2000). 

(a) 

Nail plate 
tooth 

Base plate 
(Steel 
properties) 

Timber 
(original 
properties) 

Non-existent gap 
F (introduced for clarity 

of schematic) 

(b) 

Nail plate (Steel 
properties) 

Notional springs 
(Stiffness k;) 

F 

t
Rigid base 

Rd 

(c) 
Figure 6.31 :  Single-tooth nail plate joint representations (a) physical configuration 

(b) single-spring joint model, and (c) multi-spring model 

The springs themselves are not physically present in nail plate joints but are notional 

elements introduced into the modelling to capture the essence of the interaction as 

observed from test results. As a result, the spring stiffnesses are usually obtained from 

test results of full joints assuming equal load sharing among all the teeth. From the 

literature accessed during the course of this research project, nowhere has it been 

reported as possible to obtain modelled nail plate joint output that is in agreement with 

experimental results without utilising the spring behaviour. On the other hand, however, 

FE modelling of other timber joints like bolted connections has been reasonably 

accomplished without incorporating notional spring behaviour but using various 

constitutive models for wood in compression as discussed in Section 2.10 ( e.g. Pattom-
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Mallory et al, 1997). Whilst no definitive research could be found that investigated this 

apparent disparity, it can only be postulated here that the differences lie in the joint 

fabrication techniques employed and in the physical geometry of the connecting 

elements, i.e. bolts and nail plate teeth. 

The introduction into the modelling of nail plate joints of notional spring elements 

whose stiffnesses are much less than those of the connected physical elements (i.e. 

wood and steel) means that the joint behaviour, largely the joint stiffness and 

deformation, are controlled by the spring stiffness. In the case of the single-spring per 

tooth models, it means that the joint stiffness and deformation become concentrated at 

the root of the tooth. Furthermore, the spring model only simulates tooth response in the 

spring axial direction and does not directly account for the rotation that occurs about the 

root. In Section 5.4.1.4, it was shown that good agreement with test results is obtained 

for joint capacity per tooth calculated using Johansen's (1949) theory. In this theory, 

tooth moment-rotation behaviour is a key aspect and should, therefore, be accounted for 

as much as possible in modelling aimed at studying the behaviour of the whole nail 

plate. This can be achieved if the physical geometry of the tooth is retained, to some 

extent, in the model and the observed stiffness spread over the whole length of the 

tooth. Kevarinmaki' s (2000) model shown in Figure 6.31 ( c) goes some way in 

addressing this problem. However, the model does not account for tooth withdrawal, 

which is one of the most commonly observed failure modes as detailed in Section 

2.11.2. Furthermore, when modelling an array of teeth in 3-D as required in this study, 

implementation bec�mes onerous as a large number of springs would then be required. 

The approach proposed in this study is one of using continuum elements that yield the 

same stiffness as the springs, and its development is outlined as follows. 

Consider a bar of known geometrical and linear material properties subjected to axial 

compression as shown in Figure 6.32(a). Generally, modelling the behaviour of the bar 

involves specifying the axial stiffness of the bar, and for a given force F the deformation 

of the bar L1 can be computed and vice-versa. This, in essence, is the same as specifying 

the stiffness of the spring shown in Figure 6.32(b). This approach is a simple illustration 

of the direct modelling approach commonly encountered in everyday design and 

analysis of structural systems. 



F F 
Continuum Direct modelling t Spring 
Area = A Stiffness = K 
Length = L E, A & L known --> K Force = F 
Modulus = E Deformation = LI 
Force = F 

F = EA
/:,,. Deformation = LI F = KLI 

L 
I , ,  , 

t 
E?, A ?  & L? <- K known t 

Inverse modelling F 

(a) (b) 
Figure 6.32: Representation of a bar under axial compression (a) physical 

configuration, and (b) spring model 
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Suppose that the bar system shown in Figure 6.32(a) is masked in some way such that 

some or all of the geometrical and/or material properties cannot be measured directly. 

However, it is also given that from an experiment, it is possible to measure the applied 

force F and the deformation of the bar LI from which the spring stiffness K can be 

computed. If any of the unknown properties required determination, they can be 

estimated using parameter identification inverse methods. As discussed in Section 2.4, 

this process requires the setting up of a model and this invariably involves making 

assumptions on the form of the model, e.g. the geometry or constitutive laws. If there is 

more than one unknown in the system, then the solution of the inverse problem cannot 

be unique but is dependent on the assumed properties of the model. 

The simple problem in Figure 6.32 has parallels that can be drawn with the nail plate 

joint problem addressed in this study. The alteration of the material properties and the 

effect of the interaction are not readily determined in a nail plate tooth problem. The 

degree of contact between the nail plate teeth and the wood is also difficult to establish 

but the twisted and curved nature of the nail plate teeth implies that gaps exist between 

the wood and the tooth surfaces at some points. As discussed above, the use of spring 

elements to represent tooth-wood interaction has limitations in meeting the nail plate 

optimisation goals set for this study, but is at the same time necessary for realistic 

model prediction of joint load-deformation behaviour. In Section 2.11 .4.4, it was stated 

that Adjanohoun et al (1999) did not take this aspect into account, resulting in 
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significant problems with their modelling. If, as shown in Figure 6.32, continuum 

behaviour can be represented by spring behaviour, it should also be possible to take 

given spring behaviour and represent it using continuum behaviour. In other words, the 

stiffness of the springs is redistributed to continuum elements in the vicinity of the nail 

plate tooth. Since physically the continuum elements in this region are timber, the 

stiffness of the springs is redistributed to these elements. In keeping with the model 

shown in Figure 6.31 ( c ), the material properties of the nail plate determined from the 

inverse modelling discussed in Section 6.4 are not altered. This then becomes an inverse 

problem requiring setting up of an appropriate, but not necessarily unique, model and 

determining the effective material properties of the medium. The scheme shown in 

Figure 6.33 is proposed for modelling a single-tooth nail plate joint. Tooth rotation and 

nail plate pull out can then be simulated in the FE model. 

F 

Timber ( origina 
properties) 

Notional spring stiffness 
redistributed into timber 
elements in this region 

Nail plate-wood interfaces 
modelled using contact 
mechanics 

F 

Figure 6.33 : Proposed scheme for modelling single-tooth nail plate joint 

Unlike the simple bar system in Figure 6.32, the stiffness of the connection in Figure 

6.33 is more complex and cannot be readily calculated from simple mechanics since 

material continuity around the tooth and eccentricity of load induce shear and bending 

effects in the stiffness. Therefore, an FE-based inverse technique is used to determine 

the effective stiffness by Equation (2.14) and strength. For convenience, the region over 

which the spring stiffness is redistributed is referred to herein as the 'damaged' timber 

zone. In redistributing the spring stiffness to the continuum elements, several 

assumptions of how the modulus of elasticity varies as the distance from the interface 

increases are possible. Two simple possible variations are shown in Figure 6.34. 



Perfect timber 

< �---,---� 
� - - -..._:._ Linear variation of stiffness 
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Assumed timber element modulus 

Figure 6.34: Two of possible ways of distributing joint spring stiffness into timber 
elements in the vicinity of the tooth 
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The modulus can be assumed to increase linearly with depth from an initial value Ew ' at 

the interface to a value EL at the boundary of the perfect timber and the 'damaged' 

timber zone as indicated by the dashed line. This distribution, however, is difficult to 

implement in an FE model as the method is based on discretisation of regions. A very 

fine mesh would then be required to get a good approximation of the variation. This 

approach is not desirable as the feasibility of carrying out the analysis is then 

compromised by the model size. An alternative approach is to assume that the modulus 

is constant over the depth of the 'damaged' timber zone as shown by the solid lines. 

This approach is computationally efficient but introduces a sudden change in the 

material properties of a physically continuous medium at the interface ofthe perfect 

timber and the 'damaged' timber. Due to the fact that inverse modelling is used to 

determine the effective modulus, the constant modulus model is assumed for the single

tooth model analysed here. 

Wood damage affects both the stiffness and embedding strength, and gaps mainly 

influence the joint stiffness. To take these effects and the observed spring stiffness into 

account, a 'damaged' timber zone around the tooth locality is assumed. Although in 

practice the extent of the 'damaged' timber zone is very limited, in the proposed model 

it is assumed to extend 0.5 mm from the three tooth edges and 3.5 mm from both faces. 

The choice of the limits was influenced by the facts that: 

(1) the model assumed no gaps between the tooth and the timber, so the gap effects 

were simulated by using a larger zone of weakened timber, and 
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(2) the economic timber mesh assumed was such that at least three elements were 

required on either side of the tooth-wood contact surfaces to avoid sudden 

material discontinuities that would probably have influenced the outcome of the 

modelling. 

The mesh for the FE model indicating the zone of the 'damaged' timber material 

properties is shown in Figure 6.35. The effective material properties taking into account 

the spring stiffness are calibrated using the inverse technique. 

Figure 6.35 : Assumed 'damaged' timber zone 

'damaged' timber 
elements (bottom 
half only) 

In calibrating the single-tooth joint model, the joint stiffness was adjusted through the 

'damaged' timber elastic constants and the capacity through the reference yield stress. 

The FE model matching the joint characteristics utilised an empirical modulus reduction 

factor x EC of 45 .2 and an FE-derived empirical embedding strength reduction factor 

x TF of 2.40. The severity of x EC illustrates the influence of gaps over the sub-1 mm 

joint slip modelled, the incorporation of spring stiffness and, as will be discussed in 

later (Section 6.6.3 .1 ), the relatively low sensitivity of joint stiffness to the modulus of 

elasticity of the timber elements in the 'damaged' zone. A few examples will be cited to 

compare this seemingly unbelievable factor with possible effective moduli obtainable 

from published research, were the proposed approach applied in those cases. 

Kevarinmaki (2000) used spring stiffness taken as equal to the foundation modulus (in 

MPa /mm) of the nail plate connection multiplied by the tributary area of each spring 

used. The foundation modulus used was obtained from the foundation coefficient (in 



MPa) which in tum is given as approximately obtainable from the wood modulus of 

elasticity through the expression: 
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K = 0.03Ew (6. 7) 

where Ew = the timber Young's modulus parallel to grain (MPa), and 

K = nail plate connection foundation coefficient (MPa). 

From Equation (6.7), the value of XEc can be deduced to be 33.3, which is of the same 

order of magnitude as determined here, although admittedly 26% lower. The difference 

is quite probably attributable to the difference between the nail plates used to derive the 

relationship in Equation (6.7) and those used in this study. Therefore, if the modulus of 

elasticity is taken as 10 700 MPa, the effective modulus of continuum elements under 

Kevarinmaki's nail plate tooth would be equal to 321 MPa. This stiffness, in theory, 

would all be distributed to the wood under tooth bearing because the springs in 

Kevarinmaki's model are assumed to be resting on rigid supports (Figure 6.3 l (c)). A 

second example is that of the spring stiffness used by Vatovec et al (1996) in their 3-D 

FE model. From the tooth geometry given in Table 2.1, the area of each tooth can be 

deduced to be 21.76 mm2
, if a 45° mitre is assumed for the pointed end of the nail plate 

tooth. The value of K is given as 1380 N/mm. If this spring stiffness were redistributed 

over the timber elements extending to a depth of 3.5 mm below the fastener, and 

assuming the elements beyond that depth to be rigid then, by neglecting bending and 

shear effects, the effective modulus of elasticity of those elements can be approximated 

from the inverse principle shown in Figure 6.32 as: 

E =
KL

= 1380 x 3.5 = 222 MPa 
A 21.76 

(6.8) 

The factor associated with the elastic continuum matching the Vatovec et al (1996) 

spring stiffness would then be 48.2, if the perfect wood modulus is taken as 10 700 

MPa. Figure 2.20 shows the general values of joint stiffnesses per tooth obtained from 

various tests and, save for a few cases discussed in 2.11.3, they are generally of the 

same order of magnitude. It, therefore, follows that were all the tooth geometry data 

available and the stiffness of the springs were distributed to the continuum below the 

nail plate teeth, similar order modification factors to the 45.2 inversely determined here 

by the FE method for the single-tooth joint would be realised. These modification 



factors, however, do not precisely represent the physical alteration of the timber 

modulus but are used to numerically capture the essence of observed spring stiffness. 
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Factor XrF also shows agreement with the Johansen based embedding strength 

reduction factor XTJ of 2.00 derived in Section 5 .5.1.2. The friction coefficient µ in the 

contact algorithm influenced the deformation at which the peak load was achieved. A 

high value of µ meant that no peak was recorded and a low value meant that the peak 

was attained prematurely. The match was obtained for µ = 0.215. 

6.5.3 Model load-slip behaviour 

The moment-rotation behaviour for the calibrated single-tooth joint FE model is shown 

in Figure 6 .36. The bounding characteristics for tooth load capacity and stiffness in the 

SLS and at the ULS are also shown together with typical experimental curves for in

direction and against-direction test specimens of density and embedding strength 

comparable to those assumed in the FE model. The FE model curve showed good 

agreement with the experimental results. The model was therefore accepted as good 

enough for replication to build the full double-sided punched metal plate fastened joints. 
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Figure 6.36: Single-tooth joint load-slip curves for the calibrated FE model and 
comparable test specimens 
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6.5.4 Model stress states 

The stress distributions for the single-tooth model at ultimate are shown in Figure 6 .37. 
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Figure 6.37: Mises and shear stress contours at ultimate for the single-tooth joint 
model ( Original in colour) 

The contours in Figure 6.37 show concentration of higher stresses around the 

wood/tooth connection zone. However, there is a distortion of stress dist1ibution at the 

interface of the 'damaged' timber with sound timber. This is due to a sudden change in 

modulus of elasticity at the interface. Because of compatibility, strains are continuous 

throughout the model and are, therefore, equal on both sides of the interface. The 

sudden change in modulus of elasticity creates a jump function in the stress field. This 

stress discontinuity dissipates with distance from the interface. The discontinuity could 

have been minimised by gradually increasing the modulus of elasticity from layer to 

layer. But this would have meant more elements and a bigger model, effectively 

defeating the objective of developing a small, efficient and reasonably accurate model. 

6.6 Two-tooth model 

The construction of the Wolf plate i s  based on two teeth that are punched out of the 

same slot. For the full double-sided nail plate fastened timber joints under lateral 
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loading, the member loads are transferred by the teeth through the base plate. Assuming 

that the rows of teeth nearest to each other but located on opposite sides of the nail plate 

act as a unit, then force-couple systems are formed as shown in Figure 6.38. 

c:::::::J 0 

c:::i2 
c:::::::J a > 

C:::J 

c:::::::J 
C:::J Nail plate plan 

c:::::::J 
C:::J 

0 F) 0 F) 0 0 0 0 ! Moments on base plate 
Assumed zero deflection points 

'¥ '¥ '¥ '¥ <:::t::::=��==:t:::::=:!"�;;:;:::::::t::::�::::;:;:�::::.::::�::s:;:; __ ;; __ �1 Base plate deflected shape 

Figure 6.38: Nail plate loads and assumed out-of-plane deflected shape of base plate 

Taking the net force between counter-acting rows as concentrated midway between 

their positions leaves only concentrated moments acting on the base plate. Tensile 

forces, however, are intermittently present in the stretch of plate between the counter

acting rows. The concentrated moments tend to cause double curvature deflection of the 

base plate. Certain positions along the nail plate undergo no out-of-plane displacement 

as a result. 

Plug shear failure observed in the joint tests took place between neighbouring teeth 

located within the slot areas. In order to model this situation during the planned 

parametric studies, a two-tooth FE model as shown in Figure 6.39 was developed. To 

simplify the analysis, the nail plate nodes at the mid-plane of the base plate were 

constrained in the 2-direction only. From consideration of symmetry, translations in the 

I -direction were also constrained at some of the nodes that were expected to undergo 

zero displacement in the same direction. For the double-sided nail plate, these points fell 

on the base plate at the locations indicated in Figure 6.38. The ends of the two-tooth nail 

plate were assumed to coincide with the zero displacement points. Enforcement of these 

boundary conditions means that even though the teeth are located on one side of the 

base plate, the nail plate action is effectively that of double-sided nail plates. Loading of 

the system was by boundary condition shift of the end of the timber part parallel to the 
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nail plate base, so no rotation was allowed. However, the timber part was not 

constrained in any other way. The loads on the system were determined from the 2-

direction reactions at the constrained nodes. The eccentricity moments generated were 

countered by reactions at the nodes constrained in the 1-direction. 

Timber part 

3 � 1 

Figure 6.39: Two-tooth joint model mesh 

Two-tooth steel 
nail plate 

The two-tooth model was used to conduct parametric studies of joint material factors 

influencing joint behaviour. The connection zone ('damaged')  timber strength 

properties assumed for the basic case of the joint model are shown in Table 6.11 

Table 6.1 1 :  Assumed base case 'damaged' timber strength properties 

Model ciiJ Wood Block CY yX(Y) Ru Value Modelled Yield 
Strength (N/mm2) 

- 0.225 2.93 CY1 1 CY yT 
- 1.000 13.00 CY 22 CY yl 
- 0.225 2.93 CY33 CY yR 
- 0.573 4.30 CY1 2  r yTL 
- 1.000 13 .00 CY13 ryTR 
- 0.573 4.30 CY 23 ryLR 

For the base case of the parametric study, the elastic moduli for the connected zone 

were assumed at half the reference values and are given in Table 6.12. For the 

undamaged timber, the reference values as given in Table 6.4 were assumed. The 



Poisson ratios were assumed constant for all cases and the values given in Table 6.2 

were used. For the nail plate, calibrated steel material properties from Table 6 .7 and 

Table 6.8 were used. A low coefficient of friction µ value of 0.16 was assumed. 

Table 6.12: Assumed base case 'damaged' timber elastic moduli 

Constant (Wood Constant (FE Model Reference 
block desi2nation) Model desi2nation) Value(N/mm2) 

Er E1 2 1 5  

EL E2 5350 

ER E3 355 

GrL G12 3 1 0  

GTR G13 1 1 .5 

GLR G23 250 

3 1 5  

The reduction in the timber elastic modulus to account for tooth-wood interaction in the 

connection zone introduced a huge sudden change in element stiffness from the 

'damaged' timber zone to the sound timber zone. This resulted in convergence problems 

when modelling the connection on a larger scale. A numerical device (Griffiths, 1987) 

was employed to aid convergence by introducing a transition layer having appropriately 

chosen intermediate elastic moduli. Three material property zones were, therefore, 

required in the region of the timber elements. The three timber zones modelled are 

shown in Figure 6.40. 

Sound timber material properties 

'Damaged' timber material properties 

Transition layer timber material properties 

Figure 6.40: Zones assumed for assigning timber material properties 

The schemes of wood modulus of elasticity assignment used for the parametric study 

are graphically shown in Figure 6.41. The introduction of the transition layer provides a 
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stepped transition from the low 'damaged' timber modulus to the high perfect timber 

modulus as shown in Figure 6.41 (b ). This aspect is useful for minimising converge 

problems in joint models utilising many teeth. It should be emphasised that the step 

does not represent the physical difference in timber elastic modulus but rather a result of 

numerically accommodating observed spring stiffness within the timber elements in the 

'damaged' zone. The two tooth joint model, however, can be solved even without the 

transition layer properties. The transition layer and 'damaged' timber zones are, 

therefore, generally assigned the same material properties. In carrying out parametric 

studies for factors other than the wood modulus of elasticity, the distribution shown in 

solid lines in Figure 6.4 l (c) is assumed as the base case. 

Transition layer Perfect timber 

(a) 

< < 
OJ) = 
0 

= .:a 
"<ii 
0 � 

_ .[_� -,.:_:- - - - - - - -
235 2675 10700 

Modelled timber modulus 
(MPa) 
(b) 

< < 
OJ) = 
0 -; ---�- - - - - - -= f----.,. - - - - - - - ,  .:a 
;:: "' 
0 � 

0 5350 10700 

Modelled timber modulus 
(MPa) 
(c) 

Figure 6.41 :  Schematics of tooth connection utilising three material property zones in 
the timber (a) model configuration, (b) example of three-material 
property implementation, ( c) example of two-material property 
implementation 

6.6.1 Contact pressure distribution 

The use of the ABAQUS/Standard contact algorithm allows for the pressure distribution 

under the fastener to be estimated. The pressure distribution under the idealised 

rectangular flat tooth is extracted from the linear part of the load-slip curve (elastic case) 

and from the non-linear part as well (plastic case). For the elastic and plastic cases, the 

contact pressure distributions are shown in Figure 6.42 and Figure 6.43 respectively. 
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Figure 6.42 : Contact pressure distribution in elastic region - tooth load = 170 N 
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Figure 6.43 : Contact pressure distribution in plastic region - tooth load = 274 N 

In the figures above, the x-direction is along the length of the nail plate and parallel to 

the I -direction in Figure 6.39, and the z-direction is along the fastener width direction 

and parallel to the 3-direction. For both elastic and plastic states, it is evident that a state 

of uniform pressure under the fastener does not exist. The pressure is highest at the 

edges and lowest in the middle length-wise portion of the tooth. Wood crushing would 

be expected to occur on the heavily loaded edges. Very low pressures were found at the 

tip of the tooth. This seems to support the notion that tooth rotation about the root is 

more dominant than rigid body lateral tooth displacement in the joint load transfer 

mechanism. In the elastic state, the distribution of pressure from the root to the tip is 

nearly linear, giving a trapezoidal pressure distribution in the lengthwise direction as 

postulated in Figure 4.4. However, this profile changes in the plastic state, with the 

plasticity spreading more in the length-wise than width-wise tooth direction. The 

pressure patterns confirm the heavy loading of the critical plug shear block near the 

tooth root. Real Wolf plate teeth, however, are not flat but are curved and twisted. So 

the pressure distribution under the real fastener teeth is much more complex to map. 



6.6.2 Parametric study 

Parametric studies were conducted using the two-tooth model to investigate the 

influence of various material-dependent factors affecting joint behaviour. The 

investigated factors were (empirical modification factors shown in brackets) : 
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(1) wood elastic moduli (XEc) (Young's and shear, all assumed to be linearly related), 

(2) coefficient of friction between wood and nail plate, (µ) 

(3) crushing strength of wood (XEw) (only parallel to grain direction considered), 

(4) spacing of the teeth, (s) 

(5) shear strength of wood parallel to grain (XEsh), 

(6) tensile strength of wood perpendicular to grain (XETn), 

(7) elastic moduli of the steel plate (XEM), and 

(8) yield stress of the steel (XEY ). 

Each of these factors was varied in turn about the values assumed for the base case. 

Generally, the properties were reduced from the initially assumed values and, therefore, 

gave values of empirical modification factors greater than unity. In other cases, 

however, it was felt necessary to study the effects of increasing the magnitude of the 

property to account for values actually used in modelling (e.g. steel yield stress in Table 

6.8) or values anticipated in practice. Values of empirical modification factors less than 

unity were then obtained in those cases. 

6.6.2.1 Effect of timber elastic modulus 

The timber elastic moduli (i.e. Young's and shear moduli) were assumed to be linearly 

related so they were all modified by the same modification factor for all the cases 

analysed. The two-tooth joint model was run assuming that all the timber elastic moduli 

were equal to the values given in Table 6.1, for which the value of the Young's modulus 

parallel to grain is 10,700 MP a. Thus, the empirical modification factor for the wood 

elastic moduli XEc was taken as 1.0. In subsequent analysis, modified elastic moduli 

were assigned to timber in the transition layer and the 'damaged' timber zone. For the 

purpose of the parametric study, the modified elastic moduli in these zones were 

assumed equal (e.g. Figure 6.41(c)) unless stated otherwise. Modified elastic moduli 

were obtained by dividing the initial values by values of XEc ranging from 2 (i.e. halving 
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the elastic moduli for the connected zone) to 45.5 Gust above the value determined from 

calibration of the effective timber material properties using the single-tooth joint 

model). A further case considered involved using XEc = 4 for the transition zone (value 

obtained from rigid embedment material property calibration) and XEc = 45.5 for the 

'damaged' timber zone (case XEc = 45.5/4). This distribution of modulus of elasticity is 

shown in Figure 6.41(b).The effects of these variations are shown in Figure 6.44. 
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Figure 6.44: Effect of timber elastic moduli in the connection zone 

As the elastic moduli are decreased, load-slip curves are pulled to the right, lowered and 

extended. This implies that both modelled joint stiffness and capacity decrease with 

decreasing elastic moduli, whereas the attained maximum slip increases. For the lowest 

assumed moduli, it was possible to model joint behaviour past the peak. The effect of 

zoning the modified moduli is illustrated by case (XEc = 45.5/4) which yielded similar 

performance to case (XEc = 20). This implies that by spreading wider the weakened 

zone, a single and less severe empirical modification factor can be applied leading to 

less convergence problems due to the reduced severity of the discontinuity introduced 

by modelling into what is basically a continuous medium. However, such an approach 

deviates significantly from the real situation where, for example, deformations in dowel 

type joints have been shown to be localised around the fastener (Rodd, 1973; Humphrey 

and Ostman, 1989; and Gattesco, 1998). Therefore, the zoning approach is used for 

further analyses in this study, even though convergence problems are still encountered. 



6. 6. 2. 2 Effect of coefficient of friction 
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Concentric lateral joint loading in Wolf plate fastened connections generates eccentric 

tooth loads, both in- and out-of-plane of the base plate. Without restraints, these 

eccentricities result in plate rotations, both in- and out-of-plane. The in-plane plate 

rotation is resisted by the fastener bearing on the timber, mainly by tooth thicknesses 

bearing perpendicular to the grain for the joint configurations tested in this study. On 

the tooth widths, both lateral ( direct) forces and fastener axial frictional forces are 

generated at the tooth-wood interfaces. In addition to resisting tooth withdrawal, the 

frictional forces also generate moments, about the plate minor axis, which resist the out

of-plane rotation of the plate. In the FE models used in this study, the base plate is 

constrained against out-of-plane rotation at node positions where zero out-of-plane 

displacements are expected as shown in Figure 6.38. Reactions at these constrained 

nodes balance the eccentricity moments tending to cause plate rotation. Only the 

component of the frictional force resisting tooth withdrawal is required in the model. 

This is defined using the Coulomb Friction model (HKS Inc., 2002) and the coefficient 

of friction. The coefficient of friction used in the modelling, therefore, is less than that 

prevailing in real double-sided nail plate fastened joints. 

The effect of the friction component resisting tooth withdrawal was assessed using 

coefficients of friction µ ranging from 0.10 to 0.75 as shown in Figure 6.45. 
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Generally, the stiffness of the load-slip curves is unaffected by the magnitude of the 

coefficient of friction. The tooth capacity, however, increases with the coefficient of 

friction. The other effect of the coefficient of friction is to increase the maximum slip 

attained. This has a net effect of shifting the peak of the load-slip curves rightwards, i.e. 

to increase joint ductility and decrease the secant ultimate modulus. The appropriate 

coefficient of friction to properly locate the peak is, of course, iteratively determined 

using the inverse technique. The increase in both maximum slip and peak load with 

coefficient of friction can be explained in terms of the Coulomb Friction model. As long 

as the frictional force (related by the coefficient of friction to the contact pressure) is 

below a critical value, no relative slip occurs between the contact surfaces. Thus, the 

stuck surfaces stay attached for longer (in modelling time steps) with rising values of 

coefficient of friction. Once slippage is initiated between the contact surfaces, then the 

further development of joint slip and capacity are curtailed. 

6. 6. 2. 3 Effect of timber crushing strength 

The prism strength of wood was identified in Section 2.6.1 as one of the major factors 

influencing embedding strength. The effect of the crushing strength of the wood was 

modelled in terms of the metal plasticity yield strength. Starting from a yield strength of 

29 .25 MP a ( determined from rigid embedment test calibration for fi.rigid = 40 MP a), 

further values where obtained from dividing the initial value by the empirical 

modification factor for wood crushing strength XEw in the range 1.11 to 3.33. The 

lowest modelled yield stress (8.775 MPa) corresponded to a connection zone timber 

effective embedding strength of 12.2 MPa, determined from the model output using the 

5% of diameter offset rule. The modified yield strength was applied to timber in both 

the transition and 'damaged' zones. The effect is shown in Figure 6.46. 

In general, both the maximum slip attained and load capacity decreased with decreasing 

yield strength in compression. The initial slope of the load-slip curve, however, was 

little affected by the magnitude of the compression strength assumed. The decrease in 

capacity with decreasing embedding strength is in agreement with the observed increase 

in joint capacity with embedding strength. 
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Figure 6.46: Effect of timber compression strength 

6.6.2.4 Effect of tooth spacing 

0.7 0.8 0.9 
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The tooth spacing played a key role in determining the failure mode of the test 

specimens. For full double-sided nail plate joint specimens, plug shear failure was the 

dominant mode. Half nail plate fastened joint tests, however, did not result in any plug 

shear failure. It should, therefore, be theoretically possible to determine an optimum 

spacing of the teeth. In the original Wolf plate, the two teeth punched out of the same 

slot produced a depth parallel to load of the critical shear block, designated here as s, of 

10.5 mm (See Figure 4.4) once fastened. For the parametric study, this depth was varied 

from 6.5 mm to 25 mm, the approximate block depth for the double-sided nail plates 

used in the half nail plate joint tests. The analysis results are shown in Figure 6.47. 

Figure 6.47 shows little difference in the modelled load slip behaviour as a result of 

changes in the tooth spacing. The reason for this is that plug shear failure is more of a 

fracture mechanics problem than a continuum mechanics one (Johnsson, 2004). 

Continuum models such as the one used in this study, therefore cannot easily account 

for fracture failures as they involve discrete material evolution phenomena. Fracture is 

generally difficult to handle numerically due to the creation and continuous motion of 

evolving crack surfaces (Wittel et al, 2005). Assessment of the stress contours of the 

modelled critical block (shown later) indicated that yielding in shear occurred in parts of 

the block, and tension perpendicular to grain also co-existed. However, this did not 
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evolve into cracks since the continuum model could not handle the problem. Modelling 

of the problem using fracture mechanics was outside the scope of this investigation. 
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Figure 6.47: Effect of tooth spacing 

6.6.2.5 Effect of parallel to grain shear strength of timber 

0.6 

Shear strength failure in nail plate connections is brittle and, therefore, undesirable. In 

this study, shear strength was a factor (together with tension perpendicular to grain) in 

the plug shear failure observed. The effect of the shear strength of timber parallel to 

grain was analysed starting with an initial shear strength of 4.3 MPa. Subsequent values 

were obtained by its reduction using the modification factors for shear strength XEsh in 

the range 1.25 to 5. An additional case considered the effect of doubling the shear 

strength, hence a modification factor of 0.5. The results are shown in Figure 6.48. 

The results show that joint capacity decreases with decreasing shear strength. Doubling 

the shear strength yielded a 20% increment in joint capacity. The initial joint stiffness 

does not seem to be affected by the shear strength. The maximum slip, however, 

increases with decreasing shear strength. The typical distribution of shear stresses in the 

critical block is shown in Figure 6.49. These contours confirm the hypothesis of 

probable co-existing stress distributions made in Figure 4.4. 
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Figure 6.48: Effect of timber parallel to grain shear strength 
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Figure 6.49: Typical distribution of shear stresses parallel to grain in the plug shear 
critical block (vertical = S12, horizontal = S23) (Original in colour) 

6.6.2.6 Effect of timber tensile strength perpendicular to grain 

Brittle fracture in timber joints is mostly associated with timber splitting parallel to 

grain under tension applied perpendicular to grain (See Section 1 .2 and Section 2 .11.2). 

An initial tensile strength perpendicular to grain of 10% the compression yield strength 

was assumed. This strength of 2.93 MPa was then modified using a similar scheme of 

tension strength modification factors XETn as just described above for shear strength. 

The results of the analyses are shown in Figure 6.50. Typical tensile stress distribution 

in the critical block is shown in Figure 6.51. 
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Figure 6.50: Effect of timber tensile strength perpendicular to grain 
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Figure 6.51 :  Typical distribution of direct stresses perpendicular to grain in the plug 
shear critical block ( Original in colour) 

From Figure 6.50 it is clear that the numerical model did not pick up any effect of 

tension perpendicular to grain. This was because of the limitation of continuum models 

to model fracture type problems that was discussed under Section 6.6.2.4. Investigation 

of the problem any further was beyond the scope of this study. 

6.6.2. 7 Effect of steel elastic moduli 

During optimisation of joint performance, the steel nail plate material properties were 

held constant. This was because it is assumed that these properties are not altered by 

joint fabrication in the same way the timber is. However, the effect of the plasticity and 

damage evolution in the root area are of interest (see Section 2.4. 1 ). Starting from the 

measured Young's modulus of 170 GPa, further values were obtained by reduction 
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using steel modulus modification factors XEM in the range 1. 11 to 5. An increment of the 

modulus to the conventionally assumed steel modulus of 210 GP a was also considered. 

The results are shown in Figure 6.52. 
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Even though the joint stiffness decreased with decreasing Young's modulus of the tooth 

root area, the effect was minimal in the initial stages. Some effects of material softening 

are evident in the intermediate stages. The capacity and maximum slip did not show 

much change with reduction of the steel modulus. This is a possible indication that the 

wood behaviour influences joint behaviour more than the steel. This fact will be 

assessed later during sensitivity analysis. 

6. 6. 2. 8 Effect of steel yield strength 

The yielding of the steel determines when plastic hinges form in the teeth and the 

magnitude of the plastic moment capacity thus developed. Under Johansen's (1949) 

theory, the plastic moment capacity also controls the connection load capacity. The 

average experimentally determined yield strength value of 336 MP a was assumed for 

the initial case. This value was modified using the steel yield strength modification 

factors XEY such that both reduced and increased yield strength were obtained. The 

range of steel yield strength used was from 150 MP a (XEY = 2.24) to 600 MP a (XEY = 

0.56). The results of the analysis are shown in Figure 6.53. 
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Figure 6.53: Effect of steel yield strength 
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As expected the modelled initial joint stiffness is not affected by the yield strength. 

Again, as expected, the joint capacity decreased with steel yield strength. This points to 

the early development of the plastic hinge at the root thus lowering joint capacity under 

Johansen's theory. The maximum slip increased with decreasing yield strength. 

6.6.3 Sensitivity analysis 

The various factors considered in Section 6 .6 .2 affect modelled joint behaviour in 

different ways. In order to view the relative effect on joint behaviour of these factors, 

the results data was re-analysed in the form of sensitivity studies. Since the calibration 

of material parameters using the inverse method in this study has largely involved 

reducing them by empirical modification factors, the sensitivity analyses are similarly 

oriented, i.e. the system responses were analysed for the effect of reducing the variables. 

Experimental joint behaviour was characterised in terms of the initial stiffness, load 

capacity per tooth and the stiffness at ultimate load as shown in Figure 6.30. The 

sensitivity of each of these characteristics to the various factors analysed in the 

parametric study is quantitatively examined in the following sub-sections. Base values 

from which the reductions were made are given in Table 6.13. 
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Table 6.13: Initial values of variables used in the sensitivity analyses 

Variable Ref. Value Units 
Wood Elastic Moduli 10700 MPa 
Compressive Strength 29.25 MPa 
Coefficient of Friction 0.75 
Tooth Spacing 25 mm 
Shear Strength 4.3 MPa 
.L Tensile Strength 2.93 MPa 
Steel Elastic Moduli 170 GPa 
Steel Yield Strength 600 MPa 

For material properties, the values given correspond to initial values to which empirical 

modification factors were applied, except for the steel yield strength. Because of tooth 

cross-sectional shape idealisation and material strain hardening, the value of the steel 

yield stress used in the tooth root areas area was larger than the reference value. This 

value was determined using the inverse technique as detailed in Section 6.5.2.1. In order 

to maintain the orientation of the sensitivity study, a different reference value of 600 

MPa was assumed. The compressive strength value given corresponds to a metal 

plasticity value which yielded a modelled rigid embedding strength of 40 MPa. 

6. 6. 3.1 Sensitivity of the initial joint stiffness 

The initial stiffness for each modelled case was computed from the load-slip data. 

Starting from the base case, the percentage reduction of the parameter under 

investigation was computed together with the corresponding change in the initial joint 

stiffness. The process was repeated until all the modelled cases for that particular 

parameter had been considered. The generated data pairs were then plotted against each 

other to produce the initial stiffness sensitivity plot for that parameter. The sensitivity 

plot graphically illustrates how the modelled initial stiffness is affected by reducing the 

parameter in question. For the eight parameters considered, the initial stiffness 

sensitivity plot is shown in Figure 6.54. 
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The plot shows that joint stiffness is most sensitive to the assumed wood modulus of 

elasticity in the transition layer and 'damaged' timber zone. The stiffness falls with 

decreasing wood moduli, with the stiffness decrease occurring more rapidly as the 

modulus reduction exceeds about 65%. Modelling on the assumption of perfect timber 

modulus of elasticity throughout (i.e. including the transition layer and 'damaged' 

timber zone) yielded an initial joint stiffness of 6156 N/mm. The most severe case 

modelled involved reducing the modulus of elasticity by a factor of 45.5 as determined 

necessary from the inverse modelling. This resulted in a modelled initial joint stiffness 

of 632 N/mm. This change represents a factor of 9.74 reduction in joint stiffness, way 

below the 45.5 implemented for the wood elastic modulus to effect the change. Using 

the three-material property zoning shown in Figure 6.41(b), the factor change for initial 

stiffness was even lower at 5.76. The lack of one-to-one correspondence explains why a 

such large factor was numerically required to produce a match with the test behaviour 

which was based on measured joint stiffness. Reduction in wood compression strength 

and steel elastic moduli also result in joint stiffness reduction, but to a lesser extent 

when compared to the wood modulus of elasticity. For all other factors, parameter 

reductions of up to 80% generally account for less than 10% stiffness change. 

Vatovec et al (1996) also conducted studies on the sensitivity of initial joint stiffness in 

their 3-D FE model (see Section 2.11.4.4, pp 93). They observed no influence on 
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general joint stiffness when the wood modulus of elasticity was halved. Clearly a 

contradictory effect was observed in this study. The discrepancy may be due to the fact 

that in their model the joint stiffness they considered was partly taken into account by 

the lumped spring stiffness of the tooth-wood interface. The measurements they used to 

compute the stiffness were also taken from near the ends of the plates so overall timber 

elongation had a minimal influence there. They noticed only slight influence on joint 

stiffness from halving the steel plate stiffness. A similar effect was observed here. This 

is probably due to the fact that in anchorage failure, wood properties at the tooth 

interface have more influence on joint stiffness. This was confirmed by Vatovec et al 

(1996) when they swapped in-plane per tooth spring parameters and noticed significant 

reduction in model stiffness in the post-linear phase. 

6. 6. 3. 2 Sensitivity of the joint capacity per tooth 

The sensitivity computation process described above for the initial joint stiffness was 

also conducted for modelled capacity per tooth. The results of the sensitivity analysis 

are shown in Figure 6.55. 
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Figure 6.55: Load capacity sensitivity analysis 
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Clearly the load capacity is most sensitive to the assumed crushing strength of the 

wood. The worst case scenario modelled involved a compression strength modification 
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factor of 3.33 and this corresponded to a load capacity reduction factor of 1.84. This 

level of sensitivity is therefore much higher than that observed between wood modulus 

of elasticity and initial joint stiffness. The fact that wood compression strength is the 

most influential parameter for joint capacity is most probably linked to the sensitivity of 

joint capacity to embedding strength. The joint capacity also showed a high degree of 

sensitivity to timber shear strength parallel to grain. This order of sensitivity was similar 

to the one due to steel yield strength. The two sensitivities, however, diverged at around 

45% reduction levels, with the shear strength getting more sensitive to further 

reductions. It is interesting to note that two model factors linked to Johansen's theory, 

the compressive strength (linked to embedding strength) and steel yield stress (linked to 

the fastener plastic moment capacity) feature higher in the order for joint strength 

sensitivity. This is further evidence of dowel type action in the nail plate. Sensitivity to 

assumed coefficient of friction was next in the order. The sensitivity to wood elastic 

moduli was initially low, but rose sharply after over 90% reduction. For the worst case 

scenario, the wood elastic modulus empirical modification factor of 45.5 corresponded 

to a load capacity reduction factor of 1.37, which still is comparatively quite low. 

Sensitivities to tension perpendicular to grain and tooth spacing were not picked up 

properly because of fracture-type failure that could not be modelled in the approach 

used. The load capacity showed little sensitivity to the steel Young's modulus. 

6. 6. 3. 3 Sensitivity of the joint stiffness at maximum load 

The joint stiffness at maximum load is indicative of the joint ductility. It was computed 

from the modelled maximum load and slip at maximum load data as a secant modulus. 

For simplicity, the stiffness computed in this way is also referred to herein as the 

ultimate stiffness. Sensitivity of joint stiffness at maximum load to input parameters was 

computed as previously described for the initial joint stiffness. The sensitivity plots are 

shown in Figure 6.56 for the coefficient of friction and Figure 6.57 for all the other 

factors. The plots were separated because the range of variation of the ultimate stiffness 

sensitivity to the coefficient of friction was much larger than, and generally in the 

opposite direction to, the other factors thereby strongly influencing the scale of the 

plots. 
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Figure 6.56: Ultimate stiffness sensitivity to coefficient of friction 
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Figure 6.57: Ultimate stiffness sensitivity excluding coefficient of friction 

Clearly the stiffness at maximum load (or joint ductility) is most sensitive to the 

coefficient of friction. As the coefficient of friction is reduced, the ultimate stiffness in 

increases, indicating a reduction in joint ductility. This is mainly as a result of the large 

drop in maximum slip modelled as the coefficient is reduced. A reduction factor of the 

coefficient of friction of 7 .5 corresponds to an increment by a factor of 4.21 of the 

ultimate stiffness. For all the other factors, the modelled ultimate stiffness generally 

decreased with factor reduction as shown in Figure 6.57. In this category the ultimate 
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stiffness was most sensitive to the timber shear strength. The steel yield strength 

reduction also produced significant decreases in ultimate stiffness. This was probably 

linked to the free rotation of the teeth once the plastic hinge had been developed at the 

tooth roots. This occurred earlier in the analysis with decreasing value of yield strength. 

6. 6. 3. 4 General discussion and summary on the sensitivity analysis 

The results of the sensitivity present a vast array of data that is difficult to present in a 

single matrix because of the non-linear variations in the plots obtained. However, a 

snapshot view of how each parameter influences each of the three key joint performance 

measures can be obtained by assessing the effect of halving the parameter values given 

in Table 6.13 . A similar approach was employed _by Vatovec et al (1996). Sensitivities 

of each of the key characteristics to halving of the parameters are shown in Figure 6.58. 
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Figure 6.58 : Proposed scheme for modelling single-tooth nail plate joint 

If it is assumed that a sensitivity to 50% parameter reduction of about 10% and below is 

not significant to warrant further investigation, then key parameters that need to be 

addressed in modelling nail plate joints can be identified from Figure 6 .58 as follows: 

(1) wood elastic modulus significantly influences only joint stiffness, 



(2) wood compression strength significantly influences only joint capacity, 

(3) wood shear strength significantly influences both joint capacity and ultimate 

stiffness, 
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(4) the effect of wood tensile strength perpendicular to grain could not be picked up 

in the continuum FE model (fracture mechanics model more suitable), 

(5) coefficient of friction significantly influences ultimate stiffness ( ductility), 

(6) steel elastic modulus has little influence on the key characteristics, 

(7) steel yield strength significantly influences ultimate stiffness (ductility) and 

marginally joint capacity, and 

(8) the effect of tooth spacing could not be picked up by the continuum FE model 

(fracture mechanics model more suitable). 

The 10% figure used to draw the above summaries was arbitrarily chosen and focussed 

studies are necessary to determine the level at which the significance could be set. 

The sensitivity analysis presented here has illustrated how the various factors influence 

joint behaviour. In terms of nail plate optimisation, however, only the yield strength of 

the steel at the tooth root area showed some influence on joint behaviour. This is due to 

the link with the yielding that occurs at the root as the tooth rotate under load. The use 

of plates manufactured from sheets of higher yield strength is of likely benefit to 

optimum nail plate design. However, further modelling work is required to establish the 

exact limit where the full yield moment ceases to be attained for different strengths of 

timber. 

6.6.4 Effect of tooth length 

Using 'damaged' timber material properties determined in Section 6.5.2.1 and other 

properties as described for the base case in Section 6.6, the two-tooth model was used to 

investigate the effect of tooth length on joint performance. In Section 5.4.1.4, it was 

shown that the effective tooth length of 6.5 mm lay at the theoretical boundary for joint 

failure to change from Mode 2 to Mode 3 under Johansen's theory. Reductions to tooth 

lengths were considered to examine the effect of taking the stockiness towards Mode 1 

failure. An arbitrary lower limit of 4.5 mm tooth length was assumed since it was 

envisaged shorter teeth would have significantly reduced out-of-plane (of base plate) 
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holding capacity. Two cases of slender teeth were considered. A maximum tooth length 

of 12 mm was considered, since beyond that it was envisaged that the slenderness 

would make it difficult for the plates to be pressed in, unless a heavier gauge plate was 

used. The effects of varying the tooth length are shown in Figure 6.59. 
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Figure 6.59: Modelled load-slip curves for various tooth lengths 

The load capacity, as expected, falls with decreasing tooth length. It can also be seen 

that the numerical model handled the shortest tooth length and the slender teeth better 

than medium length teeth. This may due to the contact problem whereby the meshes are 

better matched for these cases. For example, the load drops when slippage occurs 

between the surfaces in contact. The numerical model more easily associates the slipped 

nodes with new ones for the short teeth, and for long teeth the original association is 

maintained. With the severe discontinuity problem numerically solved, the model is 

then able to re-establish equilibrium at a lower load level and the analysis proceeds. 

This manifests as steps in the load-slip curves. When slippage occurs in the medium 

tooth length models, the severe discontinuity problem does not converge, and even if it 

does the model has problems re-establishing equilibrium without using very small 

increments which themselves cause analysis termination. However, the recorded 

maximum load is most probably a good estimate of the joint strength. 

The stress distribution in the long teeth models is shown in Figure 6.60 and Figure 6.61. 
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The stress distribution in the base plate is consistent with moment loading at the tooth 

root interface as postulated in Figure 6.38. The double-curvature buckling shape is also 

evident in the deflected shape of the models. The greyed out portions in the contours 

indicate the regions where the Mises have exceeded the yield strength of the steel tooth. 

It is clear that with increase in tooth length failure in the joints changes from Mode 2 to 

Mode 3 under Johansen's  (1949) theory. Whereas yielding in shorter teeth occurs in the 

tooth root area first, longer teeth tend to yield first on the length. 



The effect of varying tooth length is assessed in terms of the capacity per tooth as 

shown in Figure 6.62. 
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It is clear that the tooth capacity per tooth falls with tooth length. This is in agreement 

with Johansen's theory of falling joint capacity with increasing mode of failure. Also, 

the effect of increasing slenderness on reducing developed effective embedding strength 

is evident. This is in agreement with Trayer's ( 1932) findings of falling embedding 

strengths with increasing slenderness. Although it is clear that using short tooth lengths 

results in better material utilisation for this type of connection, other factors such as 

resistance to pressing in and pull-out, the cost of punching many small slots and the 

practicability of tooling the desired slot size also have a major influence on the optimum 

tooth length. Such factors, however, can not be modelled with the model used in this 

study. Therefore, without further study of the associated factors, it is not possible to 

arrive at a suggestion of optimum tooth length. 

6.7 Double-sided nail plate optimisation 

Optimisation of the double-sided nail plate was carried out starting from the assumption 

that nail plate capacity could be raised by increasing the tooth width. This required 

modelling of joints in which double-sided nail plate action would occur. Optimal 

configuration was assumed to have been attained when increase in nail plate tooth width 

did not result in a raise in its capacity. 



6.7.1 Rationale for choice of joint model 
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In general, modelling of problems involving bodies coming into contact and interacting 

is complex and requires significant time investment in model development (HKS Inc., 

2002). For single-sided nail plate joints, the problem is further complicated by the fact 

that the two bodies coming into contact, the timber and the steel tooth, are both 

deformable (Adjanohoun et al, 1999). Modelling of double-sided nail plate joints is 

even more complex because of loading eccentricity on the connector. This results in 

complex motions in which the nail plate teeth have a tendency to penetrate more into 

the timber at some points whilst simultaneously withdrawing from other points as it 

responds to the eccentricity moments. The timber, for its own, has a tendency to move 

away from the nail plate teeth as they bend under load. All these motions are 

predominantly resisted by the friction between the wood and the nail plate teeth. Yet 

Adjanohoun et al (1999) experienced serious model convergence problems and could 

only manage to model with coefficients of friction up to 0.2. 

The contact problem, therefore, predominantly dictated the choice of the model used in 

nail plate optimisation. Firstly, C3D8 linear brick elements were chosen for modelling 

the nail plate teeth because of their good performance in contact problems. However, 

the same elements experience shear locking in bending as demonstrated by the models 

presented earlier. The shear locking problem was overcome by mesh refinement, which 

resulted in the teeth having a finer mesh in the main sliding direction than the timber. 

The master surfaces were formed on the nail plate to prevent it from being numerically 

penetrated by the timber (slave surfaces). In ABAQUS, it is always recommended that 

the slave surfaces be more finely meshed than master surfaces to prevent solution 

divergence. Refining the wood mesh any further was undesirable because of the model 

size it was likely to generate. Therefore, the base models were used as developed in 

constructing the double-sided nail plate joint models although this potentially would 

reduce model convergence rate in the later stages of the analysis. 

The regular shaped nature of the tooth and timber recess made definition of the exterior 

faces as a single contact surface for each material numerically unstable. This was 

because the normals to the nodes along the 90° edges so formed were interpreted by 

ABAQUS as being oriented at angels other than right angles. The problem was 
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overcome by defining each face as a surface and pairing corresponding surfaces on the 

timber and teeth in slave/master relationships. Each tooth interaction region, therefore, 

was defined by 10 contact surfaces, 5 on the tooth and 5 on the wood. 

The basic units making up the double-sided nail plates were modules with four teeth in 

two rows on either side. The tooth rows on each side were spaced at 11.5 mm centre-to

centre with an offset of 4 mm in the plate longitudinal direction between the rows on 

either the side. This basic configuration is illustrated in the numerous figures that 

follow. These eight-tooth modules were repeated 8 times at 25 mm intervals to form the 

full nail plate. Modelling of the full joint would have been desirable since the nail plate 

tooth dispersion was non-symmetric on both sides. However, the full model consisted of 

over 350,000 degrees of freedom and stretched the computing resources to the limit. For 

the full model, a single iteration lasted over 45 minutes with minimal demand on the 

supercomputer resource and 7GB of system memory. With hundreds of iterations 

required per case, this effort had to be abandoned and the full model was replaced by 

one eight-tooth module, which also was a one eighth (½) of the full model. The ½ 

model mesh was defined using 17,100 nodes, 10,312 elements and 40 contact pairs on 

80 surfaces. The total number of degrees of freedom was 50, 436. On average, a single 

analysis lasted just over 8 hours wall clock time. 

Pairs of successive tooth rows, one on either side of the nail plate, form force-couple 

systems which cause each module to deform in double curvature. Assuming an internal 

module for the modelling, the appropriate boundary conditions were to constrain the 

module ends for translation in both lateral directions (model 1- and 3-directions). The 

vertical direction (model 2-direction) remained unconstrained. Constraining the nail 

plate module in the model I -direction prevented plate rigid body rotation, due to 

eccentricity moments, about the model 3-direction. In real joints, this rotation is 

prevented by frictional forces generated between the teeth and the wood. Therefore, 

only the residual friction component, required to resist nail plate tooth withdrawal, was 

input into the model. Using the Coulomb model, the required friction was established 

iteratively, giving a value ofµ = 0.235. 
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6.7.2 Model performance 

The model used to optimise for tooth width is only a fraction of the full joint. To assess 

the effect of this simplification, the following factors are considered. 

6. 7. 2. 1 Effect of model size 

Three joint models have been used this far; the single-tooth joint model, the two-tooth 

joint model and the eight-tooth joint model. For the same material properties, the effect 

of each of these models on the modelled load-slip behaviour is shown in Figure 6.63. 
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Figure 6.63 : Effect of model size 
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There is good general agreement between the models. The eight-tooth model is slightly 

less stiff because of the eccentric loading applied to the base plate. It can be concluded, 

therefore, that the assumption of equal load distribution holds, at least in the sense of 

yielding the same capacity per tooth from the three FE models. 

6. 7.2.2 Effect of load-shearing of teeth 

The Wolf plate is doubly eccentric as discussed in Section 6.6. The three FE models 

used so far have not directly taken into account the full effect of these eccentricities. As 

discussed in Section 6.7.1, attempts to model the full joint did not succeed as system 

resources were not adequate to cope with the problem size. Time to convergence was 
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also awfully long. To assess the effect of eccentric load shearing of the teeth, the full 

nail plate was modelled on its own. Constraints were applied to prevent out-of-plate 

rotation of the base plate in line with the deformed shape of Figure 6.38. Further 

restraints were also applied to prevent in-plane rotation of the base plate. These 

constraints are all idealised as they do not exist in practice, and more of the beam-on

elastic-foundation situation prevails. Tooth loads were then applied to shear the plate 

parallel to its principal direction. 

The moment-rotation behaviours of the teeth closest and furthest from the centre of 

rotation are compared in Figure 6.64. 
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The tooth furthest from the centre of rotation marginally undergoes less rotation about 

the root for the same applied moment in the elastic state. This is due to the larger 

reactions, acting perpendicular to plate principal direction, which resist the base plate 

in-plane rotation. This leads to a resultant force acting at an angle to the plate principal 

direction. The larger resultant force, however, leads to early yielding of the furthest 

tooth and the curves crossover in the plastic range. However, load shearing effects from 

the model were detected as minimal. In practice the flexible constraints of teeth bearing 

on wood may produce a more pronounced effect. 
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The tooth-wood interface was modelled so as to allow the surfaces in contact to slide 

relative to each other, simulating tooth withdrawal, once the frictional resistance had 

been overcome. This process then models the tooth withdrawal process in real joints. 

The joints separation from the eight-tooth FE model are compared to the experimental 

results for in-direction, against-direction and full nail plate joint test results in Figure 

6.65, Figure 6.66 and Figure 6.67 respectively. 
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Figure 6.65: Comparison of FE predicted joint separation with in-direction test results 
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Figure 6.66: Comparison of FE predicted joint separation with against-direction test 
results 
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Figure 6.67: Comparison of FE predicted joint separation with full nail plate test 
results 

Reasonably good model prediction is evident in all three cases. The model can, 

therefore, be accepted as having performed very well in this respect. 

6 
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6.7.3 Nail plate parameterisation 

The original overall dimensions of the nail plate and the centre-to-centre spacing of the 

tooth rows were maintained for the parametric study. Only the nail plate tooth widths 

were varied. The following cases were considered: 

(1) Case 1: nail plate tooth width = 3.00 mm (Original nail plate) 

(2) Case 2 :  nail plate tooth width = 3.25 mm 

(3) Case 3: nail plate tooth width = 3.50 mm 

(4) Case 4: nail plate tooth width = 3.75 mm 

(5) Case 5 :  nail plate tooth width = 4.00 mm 

6.7.4 Joint deformation 

Figure 6.68 shows the typical joint deformation in the tooth zones of the one-eighth 

models. The timber beneath the teeth is crushed and gaps open up on the opposite sides. 

Nail plate withdrawal from the wood can also be seen from the gaps at the tooth ends. 
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Figure 6.68: Joint deformation in the connected zone 

6.7.5 Nail plate deformed shapes 

In this parametric study, the main focus was on the nail plate behaviour. For each joint 

failure, the state of the nail plate module was examined. The deformed shapes of the 

nail plate for the five cases listed in Section 6.6.2 are shown in Figures 6.69 to 6.73. 
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Figure 6.70: Deformed shape of nail plate at maximum load - 3.25 mm wide teeth 
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Since the modelled curves did not show definite peaks, as illustrated in Figure 6.74, the 

deformed shapes at the maximum load for each case were shown. A deformation scale 

factor of 2 was to improve the visualisation of the deformed shapes. For the original 

configuration, the main nail plate deformation was tooth rotation about the root. Base 

plate deformation was minimal. Double-curvature buckling of the base plate in the 1-2 

plane due to force-couple moments became more pronounced with increasing tooth 

width. The nail plates for this tooth width were only constrained in the 3-direction, to 

simulate plate continuity beyond the modelled module. However, remarkable agreement 

of base plate buckling mode was obtained with the constrained two-tooth models shown 

in Figure 6.60 and Figure 6.61. Buckling in the 2-3 plane under shear forces also 

became more pronounced. Tooth rotations about the root, however, decreased. 

6.7.6 Load-slip curves 

The load-slip curves for the five joint cases modelled are shown in Figure 6. 74. Base 

plate buckling shows up as minor plateaus before the maximum load in the curves for 

the 3.75 mm and 4 mm wide tooth cases. 
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Figure 6.74: Load-slip curves for nail plate optimisation models 

6.7.7 Nail plate stress states at ultimate 
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The stress states at maximum load for the modelled cases are shown in Figures 6.75 to 

6.79. A contouring upper limit of 336 N/mm2 was set in the plots in order to track the 

spread of plasticity in the base plate. The plasticized zones are shown in grey. 
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Figure 6.75 : Mises stress contours for nail plate at maximum load - 3 mm tooth width 
( Original in colour) 
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Figure 6.76: Mises stress contours for nail plate at maximum load - 3.25 mm tooth 
width ( Original in colour) 
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Figure 6.77: Mises stress contours for nail plate at maximum load - 3.50 mm tooth 
width ( Original in colour) 
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Figure 6.78: Mises stress contours for nail plate at maximum load - 3.75 mm tooth 
width ( Original in colour) 
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Figure 6.79: Mises stress contours for nail plate at maximum load - 4 mm tooth width 
( Original in colour) 

The stress contours presented are consistent with out-of-plane moments being the major 

force acting on the base plate. This is in agreement with the supposition illustrated in 

Figure 6.38, which was later used to make decisions on where to apply constraints to the 
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base plate to allow parametric studies to be conducted using the two-tooth joint model. 

Yielding in the base plate is initiated at the tooth root interface where plastic moments 

are developed as part of the fastener load transfer mechanism. As the base plate 

columns in between the slots get narrower with increasing tooth widths, the yielding 

spreads further along the plate length. With the narrower base plate columns, the stress 

contours also show the increasing influence of the shear buckling induced by eccentric 

load shearing of the teeth. Throughout the cases analysed, there was very little evidence 

of significant axial interaction in the plate direction. This implies that similar contours 

would have been obtained if the direction of load had been reversed. The stress contours 

presented here support the assumption made at the experimental design stage that the 

anticipated double-sided nail plate action would have yielded nearly the same joint 

behaviour under either compression or tension specimen loading. 

6.7.8 Joint capacity optimisation 

The joint capacities per tooth determined by FE modelling are shown in Figure 6.80. 

The capacities shown were determined from the load-slip data using the 5% of dowel 

diameter offset method and obtaining the maximum load attained in each model. 
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The gain in tooth capacity per increment in tooth width is shown in Figure 6.81. The 5% 

offset method was introduced since the load-slip curves showed no definite peak. Use of 

this method shows that, for the cases modelled, the tooth capacities always increased 

with tooth width. The maximum load method, however, shows that the tooth capacity 

peaked at 3.75 mm tooth width. This is a better reflection of the modelled joint 

performance since it can be seen from Figure 6.74 that the 4 mm wide tooth curve 

plotted just below that for the 3. 7 5 mm wide tooth curve after the base plate buckling. 

The optimum tooth width can therefore be assumed to lie between 3.75 mm and 4 mm. 
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Figure 6.81 :  Normalised tooth width increment to normalised capacity gain 

6.7.9 Discussion on nail plate behaviour towards optimisation 

From the deformed shape of the original nail plate configuration (Figure 6.69), it can be 

inferred that the both the tooth and base plate were stocky to start with. As the tooth 

width increased, the tooth itself became stockier, thereby undergoing less rotation, and 

the base plate columns in between the punched holes became slenderer, thereby 

undergoing buckling under bending moment and shear loading. Figure 6. 73 even 

suggests that, for the slenderest cases, the plate also undergoes twist out of the model 

2-3 plane. As seen in the stress contour plots, the plasticized region spreads wider from 

the tooth roots with increasing tooth widths. This complex interaction of failure modes 
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aggravates the non-linear response of the nail plate joint problem. With the contact and 

wood non-linearity added, it is not surprising that the solutions diverged after the 

maximum load attained in each model joint. 

From Figure 6.81, it is clear that the magnitude of tooth capacity gain is less than that of 

the tooth width increment. This may be attributable to the interaction of base plate 

column and tooth root capacities, with column capacity decreasing for increasing tooth 

root capacity. Using the maximum load method, the largest capacity gain achieved was 

about 12% for a 25% tooth width increment. 

The exact tooth width at which maximum capacity is attained could have been 

established by iterating tooth widths between 3.75 mm and 4 mm and remodelling the 

joints. Such an exercise, however, would serve little purpose as the potential gain in 

capacity is likely to be minimal. Also, it must also be realised that smaller base plate 

column widths are likely to lead to significant base plate distortion problems during 

joint pressing. Therefore, the case for optimisation of the Wolf double-sided punched 

metal plate is concluded here. 

6.8 Other design factors requiring consideration 

As shown in the double-sided nail plate optimisation analysis undertaken in Section 6.7, 

increase in tooth width produces in-plane base plate buckling due to the eccentric load 

shearing of the teeth. The base plate shear buckling takes place about the column 

interface with the wider plate and was shown to eventually take over from tooth 

bending capacity as the mechanism controlling joint capacity. It would be of interest to 

investigate how the stagger between the counter-acting tooth rows influences the joint 

capacity. This investigation was not undertaken due to time constraints, but the 

developed model is equipped to handle the task. 

Another factor requiring further inquiry through modelling is the nail plate behaviour 

perpendicular to its principal axis. This aspect needs to be developed through 

experimental work whose results would be used to calibrate the model before it is used 

to investigate other factors. 
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The behaviour investigated in this thesis was based on concentric joint loads. However, 

as stated in Section 1.2.2, double-sided nail plates are generally subject to eccentric 

loading in practice. Joint behaviour under eccentric loading is, therefore, another factor 

that needs to be investigated further. Although the model assembled in this study could 

be used to investigate the behaviour, the supercomputing power limitation cited in 

Section 6. 7 .1 in connection with full joint analysis prevented that from being carried 

out. It was felt that unlike the case for concentric loading, no suitable boundary 

conditions could be imposed for the eccentric loading case to permit the analysis to be 

undertaken using smaller models that can be handled more easily with the computing 

power currently available. Further work can be contemplated once the capacity of the 

computing or if experimental data is gathered for eccentric loading tests, and the model 

calibrated accordingly. 

6.9 Limitations of FE modelling 

Although the FE model developed in thesis performed satisfactorily, it has the following 

limitations: 

(1) It cannot pick-up fracture-type failure due to tension perpendicular or shear. 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

It is based on assumed metal plasticity whilst real wood behaviour is different. 

The nail plate tooth profile used is idealised as rectangular and flat. 

The mesh used was not fine enough to pick up all stress concentrations. 

Real plate rotation is resisted by friction but was here contained using constraints. 

The full joint was not modelled; there was no capacity to do so. 

Calibration could be improved by using least-squares based curve-fitting methods 

when implementing the inverse technique. 
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Chapter 7 : Conclusions and recommendations 

7.1 Summary 

This study charted a course towards an optimised double-sided punched metal plate 

fastener for timber connections. Due to the paucity of published works on the 

performance of this type of fastener, this research began by having to establish its own 

basic but vital database of softwood joint performance. The inquiry was then followed 

through to using the experimentally determined characteristics as input for numerically

based parametric studies on fastener performance in typical timber joints. 

With the area of study being relatively unexplored, there were several alternative routes 

the study could have taken. The chosen route was that of studying joint performance in 

the fastener longitudinal direction under shearing loads that are applied parallel to both 

the grain of the timber and the principal direction of the nail plate. Milestones along this 

route were: 

■ literature review to establish the state-of-the-art positions with respect to testing 

and modelling of nail plate fastened timber joints, 
• the design and conduct of structural tests on softwood joints involving double 

sided nail plates in order to determine average tooth load carrying capacity, 
• the design and conduct of various experiments in order to determine key 

properties for the materials and components used in joint fabrication, 
■ the use of simple statistical methods to derive empirical models for characterising 

joint behaviour and capacity, 
• the use of the derived empirical models to demonstrate the applicability of 

Johansen's theory to the design of double-sided nail plate joints and thereby 

intimating that European design of the proposed nail plate joints can be 

harmonised with that of the other pin-type mechanical fasteners, 
• the development of FE models capable of predicting the experimental behaviour 

of materials and components used in double-sided nail plate joint fabrication, and 
■ the application of the developed FE models in determining the optimum 

performance for the prototype double-sided nail plate. 
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In this thesis, the evolution of the double-sided nail plate fastener was qualitatively 

tracked from beginnings in simple eccentric lapped timber joints fastened with nails or 

bolts, through timber board and steel plate gusseted joints, to single-sided punched 

metal plate fasteners, as well as various other forms of double-sided connectors. With 

regards to experimental data, it was established from the literature search that the 

proprietary nature of punched metal plate fasteners puts a limit on the amount of basic 

research information on their performance that is available in the public domain. 

In order to generate joint performance data required to implement the modelling for the 

optimisation of the proposed double-sided nail plate, tests were conducted on 

hydraulically pressed softwood timber joints incorporating the prototype fastener. 

Anchorage-type tests utilising boot-type specimens under concentric compressive joint 

loading were used. This test set-up was preferred to the conventional tension specimen 

loading used for single-sided nail plates because of the economy offered by the shorter 

overall specimen lengths. Technically, it was hypothesised that the operation of the 

double-sided nail plate was such that buckling of the base plate would occur as a result 

of moments at the tooth root positions and the effect of eccentric load shearing of the 

teeth. Direct compression loading of the base plate, therefore, was not considered as a 

factor in joint performance, i.e. the same capacity was expected under either tensile or 

compressive joint loading. The design of the joint tests took into account the fact that 

punched metal plate fasteners are products of metal working processes. As such, they 

are subject to factors that affect the plastic behaviour of metals subject to cyclic loading. 

The Bauschinger effect, associated with the reduction of yield strength upon reverse 

loading of material previously subjected to plastic deformation, was identified as a 

possible major factor. This is because the teeth of the prototype double-sided nail plate 

are bent in counter directions for each pair punched out of the same slot. Furthermore, 

the punching produced teeth that were curved and twisted in their profile resulting in 

different bearing surfaces, concave and convex, depending on the direction in which the 

load is applied. Joint tests, therefore, were conducted for three nail plate configurations, 

namely in-direction tests utilising plates in which the teeth under joint loading 

continued to be bent in the initial direction of punching and bearing on the concave 

surfaces; against-direction tests in which the teeth were subject to reverse bending with 

the teeth bearing on the convex surfaces; and full nail plate tests utilising the full bi

directional double-sided nail plate. 
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From some of the published test data on single-sided nail plate joint tests, it was 

established that the most predominant failure mode in tension splice joints was tooth 

withdrawal. This anchorage type-failure involves wood crushing and tooth bending and, 

therefore, indicated the possible existence of a link between single-sided nail plate tooth 

capacity and Johansen's theory. This theory is used in Europe for the design of dowel

type joints and is rapidly gaining worldwide acceptance as a rational method for design 

of joints utilising mechanical fasteners. Design of joints fastened with single-sided nail 

plates, however, is generally not done using Johansen's theory because of the 

occurrence of other plate failure mechanisms such as buckling in compression, net 

section failure in tension and in shear, and timber splitting under tension perpendicular 

to grain. These other plate failure mechanisms are mostly associated with transfer of 

joint forces through the unsupported portion of the base plate falling at the joint line. 

The use of double-sided nail plates, as envisaged in this study, leaves no portion of the 

plate unsupported and, therefore, the occurrence of failures associated with the joint line 

can be minimised by appropriate nail plate design. This study, therefore, sought to 

establish the applicability of Johansen's theory to double-sided fastened timber joints. 

The embedding strength of the timber under fastener bearing and the plastic moment 

capacity of the fastener, together with the joint geometry, are the key parameters in 

Johansen's theory. The embedding strength is not a unique material property, but one 

that varies widely depending on a number of parameters, eight of which were identified. 

It was demonstrated through literature search that the apparent embedding strength of 

timber under fasteners of the same projected bearing width can vary in magnitude by as 

much as a factor of 2 ,  and possibly more. However, the embedding strength was shown 

to be strongly correlated to the density of the timber for all the fasteners reviewed. Most 

of the available research output on single-sided nail plates does not treat timber density 

as a key joint performance parameter. There was, therefore, scope in this project to 

explore the correlation between double-sided nail plate joint performance and timber 

density. 

Embedding strength values applied to joint design using Johansen's theory are based on 

experimental values obtained from embedment tests conducted using real fasteners in 

conditions that mimic as closely as possible the joint conditions that obtain in practice. 

The major current standard methods aim to minimise fastener bending during 
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embedment test loading. The construction of the nail plate and the method of joint 

fabrication made it impossible for standard methods to be used to directly determine 

embedding strength under nail plate teeth bearing. This study examined the possibility 

of combining factors influencing embedment test performance in order to approximate 

the maximum obtainable embedding strength. This was done using a combination of a 

rigid and non-enclosed embedment tool and near plane cut (fine sanded) wood surfaces. 

The process resulted in what were termed 'rigid' embedding strengths, mainly to make 

reference to the type of tool used. The rigid embedding strengths were earmarked for 

correlation with theoretical values obtained from assuming Johansen's theory. The 

advantage of this approach is that once the correlation is established for particular nail 

plate type, it can be used to determine the effective embedding strength for the same 

nail plate used in different timber from the simple rigid embedment test. 

For determining the yield moment capacity of dowel-type fasteners, current standard 

methods employ four-point bending tests that give a constant moment over a specified 

portion of the fastener. The length of nail plate teeth was such that a similar principle 

could not be implemented to determine their moment capacity. As a result, the moment 

capacity was approximated from a non-standard method utilising a direct force applied 

at a constant lever arm, with the rotation being computed from the vertical displacement 

of the loaded point. In order to determine whether the nail plate teeth in the joints 

underwent enough rotation to enable development of plastic hinges that are assumed in 

implementing Johansen's theory, X-ray photographs of the joints were taken before and 

after testing for 20% of the joints tested. This approach was adopted because the 

conventional method of saw-cutting through joints in order to examine the extent of 

fastener bending was not suitable for the double-sided nail plate joints. 

In the joint tests utilising the full double-sided nail plate, most of the failure occurred by 

timber plug shear failure in between pairs of teeth punched out from the same slot. To 

generate shear behaviour data required for modelling, tests were conducted using a non

standard method that utilises butterfly-type specimens. The method was chosen because 

the literature search espoused a view that the shear strength of timber is dependant on 

the shear area. The butterfly type specimens were sized to provide a shear area 

approximately equal to that subjected to plug shear failure. An added advantage was 
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that the butterfly type specimens could be manufactured from timber recovered from the 

connected zone of the tested specimens. 

From the literature review, it was established that the interaction of the nail plate teeth 

and wood at the connection interface is complex. As a result, empirical methods based 

on beam-on-elastic foundation theory have to be employed to model joint behaviour. In 

finite element modelling, the conventional approach to the nail plate joint problem is to 

consider the connection as being made of three separate entities - the wood, the steel 

and the tooth-wood interface. Of these three, the tooth-wood entity is the most complex 

to model. It lumps together the interaction of the tooth-wood interface as a spring at the 

tooth root and uses empirical models to define the spring load-deformation behaviour. 

The most commonly used spring model is Foschi's (1979b) three parameter model that 

is based on experimentally determined characteristics. Implementations of this model 

have included assembling its properties into a global stiffness matrix, defining it as 

stand-alone spring elements and defining virtual elements with spring stiffness that are 

located at the contact surface. Whilst this approach has enabled complex nail plate joint 

behaviour to be successfully modelled, the lumping together of the tooth-wood 

behaviour makes it impossible to isolate the full nail plate itself so that it can be 

optimised based on its performance. 

This study, therefore, proposed a new FE approach that uses contact mechanics to 

model the tooth-wood interaction and, therefore, allows the full 3-D nail plate geometry 

to be considered in the analysis. This differs from the conventional approach described 

above in that the wood and nail plate are treated as the two and only physical entities in 

the joint. Their interaction is modelled using the Coulomb friction model, which allows 

bearing and sticking on coming into contact, and sliding between the surfaces when the 

frictional forces exceed the resistance as defined by the coefficient of friction. Whilst 

this approach has been attempted before in 2-D modelling of single-sided nail plates 

(Adjanohoun et al, 1999) the choice of material properties in that study resulted in many 

complications, and modelling results that possibly failed to reflect real nail plate joint 

behaviour. The novelty of the approach proposed in this study lies in the use of inverse 

modelling techniques to determine material properties appropriate for a pre-determined 

zone of influence of the tooth-wood interaction, which is also referred to as the 

damaged timber zone for simplicity. The inverse technique involves using measured 
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experimental behaviour to calibrate FE model behaviour conducted on the basis of 

assumed material constitutive laws. Simple elastic-perfectly plastic behaviour was 

assumed for both the steel and the wood, with the wood being assumed as an 

orthotropic material whose yield surfaces were defined by the Hill (1948) yield potential 

function, for both direct and shear stresses. 

In order to inversely determine the effective material properties, typical load

deformation behaviour from tests were used to calibrate FE model behaviour developed 

using the commercial software package ABAQUS/Standard. Beginning with the 

components making up the joints, calibration of modelled timber embedment behaviour 

was conducted using load-deformation behaviour obtained from the rigid tool 

embedment tests. Material properties not measured were assumed from values in 

published literature. The model for nail plate tooth moment-rotation behaviour was 

calibrated using material properties from standard tension testing of strips of metal 

obtained from the same batch as the nail plates, and the moment-rotation behaviour 

from the tests conducted. A single-tooth model based on an idealised flat rectangular 

profile was then developed and calibrated against the experimental behaviour per tooth 

obtained from the anchorage tests. The experimental behaviour was expressed in terms 

of three density-correlated characteristics derived from the joint test results using simple 

linear regression. These were the slip modulus, joint capacity and the secant ultimate 

modulus, all expressed per tooth on the basis of assumed equal load sharing of all the 

teeth in the double-sided nail plate fastened joints. These characteristics, however, only 

represented joint behaviour up to maximum load. Post-peak behaviour was not 

modelled. With the calibrated material properties in the single tooth model, a two-tooth 

model, also single-sided, was developed. However, the two-tooth model was 

constrained so as to yield double-sided nail plate behaviour. Parametric studies were 

then conducted with the two-tooth model assessing the effect of eight factors related to 

material properties and observed plug shear failure observed in full nail plate tests. A 

sensitivity study was then carried out on the obtained FE model results. The geometry 

of the idealised teeth was also studied, considering only the tooth length and width. The 

two-tooth model was used to study the effect of tooth length, and an eight-tooth double

sided nail plate model was developed to study the effect of tooth width. A full joint 

model although developed was, however, not run as the model size made it difficult to 

obtain convergence of the solution in reasonable time on the supercomputer platform 
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(i.e. only a couple of iterations were completed in a 24 hour period). The performances 

per tooth of the three FE models, i.e. single-tooth, two-tooth and eight-tooth models, 

were compared and found to be in good agreement amongst themselves and with 

experimental results from which they were calibrated. 

7.2 Conclusions 

As a result of this inquiry, the following conclusions are drawn: 

(1) Statistical analysis of the tests results showed that at the 95% confidence interval, 

double sided nail plate performance is well correlated with timber density for 

most characteristics. However, correlations were insignificant for the tooth 

capacity in full nail plate joints where plug shear failure was observed. 

(2) Double-sided nail plate joints under shear loading typically have definite peaks on 

the load-slip curves. As a result, the joint behaviour up to peak load can be fully 

described using only three empirical characteristics namely the joint slip modulus, 

the capacity per tooth and the ultimate (secant) modulus. The simplicity of this 

form of characterisation makes it very handy for design purposes since all the 

required resistances and slips are either explicitly or implicitly given. 

(3) The average capacity per tooth in double-sided nail plate joints increases linearly 

with density. 

(4) The slip modulus of double-sided nail plate joints increases linearly with density. 

The empirical prediction model proposed in this study agrees with the BS EN 

1995 model for nailed joints without pre-drilled holes at high densities but 

predicts lower values at lower densities. This further confirms that nail plate joints 

can be designed using Johansen's theory. 

(5) The ultimate (secant) modulus of double-sided nail plate joints increases linearly 

with density. Whilst the BS EN 1995 ratio of the slip to ultimate moduli for nailed 

joints without pre-drilled holes is 1.5, those obtained from the proposed empirical 

model range from 2.2 for 350 kg/m3 density to 5.8 for 600 kg/m3 density. 

( 6) With adequate spacing in between the nail plate teeth in the direction of load, the 

failure mode in double-sided nail plate fastened joints under concentric loading is 

anchorage-type, involving wood crushing under tooth bearing, tooth bending 

about the root, and tooth withdrawal upon attainment of maximum load. 
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(7) The average capacity per tooth of double-sided nail plate joints with anchorage

type failure is comparable to that of equivalent single-sided nail plate joints tested 

under tensile loads and with anchorage-type failure. This affirms the hypothesis 

made to the effect that for anchorage-type failure, joint loading in tension or 

compression yield the same strength. 

(8) The predictability of joint performance is significantly degraded by nail plate 

distortion during joint pressing, especially if the nail plate teeth are not driven in 

perpendicular to the connected timber faces. Higher tooth density nail plates are 

the most affected by nail tooth distortion. The distortion is minimised by pressing 

the nail plate in turn into each of the timber pieces to be connected, with the base 

plate rigidly supported during the first pressing. 

(9) The two-step joint pressing procedure, the order of nail plate pressing, the 

positioning in the test rig and the orientation of the nail plate all have no singular 

effect on the qualitative behaviour of double-sided nail plate joints. This implies 

that these variables do not singly influence overall joint performance in a 

significant way. 

(10) Representative results showed that the ductility of double-sided nail fastened 

timber joints is larger than that quoted for single-sided nail plates. However, 

variability was observed even for joints of nominally the same density. 

(11) The moment-rotation tests showed the presence of the Bauschinger effect in 

reverse loading of nail plate teeth. The effect was more pronounced for one side 

(designated side A) than the other. The difference between sides, however, may 

still have been due to experimental errors, even though a large number of tests 

were conducted in order to minimise the errors. 

(12) The direction of punching of the nail plate teeth affects their moment-rotation 

behaviour. However, equal numbers of teeth punched in opposite directions on 

both sides of the Wolf plate made the performance of both sides equal, i.e. there is 

no weaker or stronger side of the Wolf plate. By considering the average 

behaviour of both in-direction and against-direction teeth, the average moment

rotation curves of both sides of the nail plate were coincident. 

(13) Comparison of the in-test rotation measurements obtained from X-ray 

photographs with the tooth moment-rotation behaviour showed that enough 

rotation took place for plastic hinges to develop in low density timber joints, and 

the lesser rotations for higher density joints meant that it was likely that full 
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development of plastic hinges did not take place. The correlation, however, is not 

conclusive because of the small sample size and a relatively high percentage 

(17%) of test results with outlier characteristics that were, therefore, excluded 

from the regression analysis. 

(14) On the basis of comparison of test results with theoretical values obtained from 

EC5 equations, Johansen's pin joint theory can be concluded as applicable to the 

design of double-sided nail plate timber joints of the type studied. The accuracy of 

the prediction, however, depends on the timber density and assumed size of gap 

due to tooth withdrawal at maximum load. By assuming no separation at 

maximum load, the theoretical model over-predicted the joint strength by 15% at 

density 350 kg/m3 and by 8% for 600 kg/m3 density. 

(15) The embedding strengths determined from the rigid embedment tests are perfectly 

correlated with theoretical values derived from solving Johansen's equations for 

Mode 2 failure. Conservatively assuming no separation between the base plate and 

timber, the effective embedding strength is calculated as half the rigid embedding 

strength, a figure in agreement with a desk assessment of the effect of the 

differences between the two sets of embedment conditions. An assumed separation 

of 0.5 mm, about the maximum possible obtained from the tests assuming 

withdrawal to take place from only one side, sees the reduction factor fall to 1.66. A 

factor of 2.4 was deduced from the FE modelling of the single-tooth joint. 

(16) There are four types of embedment curve for softwood specimens tested parallel 

to grain but with arbitrary angle of grain orientation with respect to the dowel. 

The two extremes of the curves are one with a sharp load peak occurring soon 

after the linear region, and another with a peak occurring after an extended 

yielding zone. 

(17) Inverse modelling is a powerful tool for obtaining effective material properties for 

tooth-wood interaction in double-sided nail plate fastened timber joints. 

(18) In double-sided nail plates, FE analysis shows that the dominant loading on the 

base plate are reactive moments at the tooth roots occurring as a result of tooth 

rotations during load transfer. 

(19) Sensitivity analysis of FE results obtained using the two-tooth model shows that 

wood elastic modulus in the connected zone is the most influential factor for 

initial joint stiffness, with the modelled stiffness decreasing with reduction in 
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elastic modulus. However, the modelled elastic modulus in this zone incorporated 

the spring stiffness observed in nail plate joint tests. 

(20) The sensitivity analysis also showed that wood compressive strength is the most 

influential factor for modelled tooth capacity, with modelled capacity decreasing 

with reduction in compressive strength. Also significantly influential for this joint 

characteristic are wood shear strength and steel yield stress. Of interest is the 

combination of wood compressive strength and steel yield strength and the link to 

factors in Johansen's theory. Wood compressive strength is associated with 

embedding strength and steel yield stress is associated with the development of 

the plastic hinge. 

(21) The coefficient of friction is the most significant factor for the sensitivity of 

modelled joint stiffness at maximum load. Timber shear strength and steel yield 

strength are also significant factors. Whereas reduction in the coefficient of 

friction results in increase in ultimate stiffness (decreasing ductility), timber shear 

strength and steel yield strength reduction lead to decrease in ultimate stiffness 

(increasing ductility). 

(22) Contrary to the observed test behaviour, the FE model results show no influence 

of tooth spacing on joint capacity. The reason for the contradiction is that plug 

shear failure is a fracture mechanics problem that cannot be easily modelled using 

continuum mechanics. 

(23) In the same manner, the FE model results show no influence of timber tensile 

strength perpendicular to grain, a well known cause of brittle failure in timber 

connections. Again the fracture mechanics nature of wood splitting parallel to 

grain explains the anomaly. 

(24) At large reductions of effective wood elastic moduli, significant drops in tooth 

capacity are also observed in the sensitivity analysis. 

(25) The reduction in steel elastic modulus has little influence on joint capacity. This is 

because for the same yield stress, reducing the steel modulus only extends the 

strain range over which the material stays in the elastic state, i.e. it delays the 

development of the plastic hinge. 

(26) With the steel yield stress being fixed by the sheet material used in manufacturing 

nail plates, geometrical considerations, therefore, are more significant in double

sided nail plate optimisation. 
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(27) Results from FE analysis indicate that tooth capacity per unit length increases 

with decreasing tooth length for concentric joint loading. However, the 

performance of shorter teeth is likely to be severely compromised under eccentric 

joint loading and also when subjected to forces causing direct nail plate pull-out. 

As the latter factors were beyond the scope of this study, it is not possible to 

derive an optimum tooth length solely from the FE analysis. 

(28) With increasing tooth widths, the width of the base plate column strips in between 

slots decreases thereby making the shear buckling of the base plate under 

eccentric load shearing of the teeth critical. 

(29) The load carrying capacity per tooth of the prototype double-sided nail plate, in its 

current general form, is increases by 12% if the tooth width is increased by 25% 

from 3 mm to 3.75 mm. Tooth width increments much larger than 25% result in a 

drop in capacity due to base plate buckling under bending moment and shear 

loading. The significance of this finding lies in the potential cost savings that can 

accrue as a result of changing the tooth width. 

(30) From the stress contours of double-sided nail plates, it is deduced that the effect of 

base plate-axial stresses is minimal, unlike in single-sided plates where it can 

result in net-section rupture in tension. 

The objectives set out at the beginning of the study were met and the lessons learnt from 

it numerous. Empirical, analytical and numerical models developed will help improve 

the understanding of the behaviour of double-sided nail plate joints and their design. 

7.3 Recommendations for future work 

(1) The joint performance characteristics were developed using single equation 

regression analysis which assumed that timber density could be determined with 

precision. However, this is not the case as timber density cannot be determined 

with precision. There was not enough data in this study to justify treatment of the 

joint problem as bivariate, with both the regressor ( density) and the predicted 

variables having only certain probabilities of being determined with certainty. 

Further data generation and bivariate regression analysis are recommended. 



(2) The joint model with the two teeth from each hole punched out in the same 

direction experiences base plate shear buckling. Modelling of the same joint 

should be repeated but with the teeth from each hole punched out in opposite 

directions to determine the effect of eccentricity on the nail plate capacity. 
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(3) Four types of timber embedment curve were identified in the embedding tests. BS 

EN 383 needs to be updated to provide a rational common base for determining 

embedding strength from load-embedment curves. The current deformation limit 

of 5 mm is not appropriate for nail plate tooth embedment. For example in BS EN 

1193 : 1998, an offset method is used to determine the wood compression strength 

where there is no definite yielding peak. 

(4) Shear strengths obtained from narrow width timber specimens tested using non

standardised methods were lower than those generally quoted in literature. Further 

investigations are needed to assess the shear strength effect of specimen thickness. 

(5) The tooth distortions in full nail plate joints rendered them unusable for 

constructing empirical models. More research is needed on the effect of pressing 

procedures on tooth distortion for different tooth and timber densities. 

(6) The FE model was only successful in handling part of the joint. However, for 

eccentric-loaded joints, more meaningful model output can only be obtained from 

analysis taking into account the full length of the joint as symmetry conditions 

are difficult to enforce. It is recommended that further inquiry be pursued with 

respect to reducing the contact problem size and, therefore, making it possible for 

the full joint to be modelled. 

(7) The approach introduced here needs to be widened further to consider other nail 

plate principal direction and angle of grain orientations. 

(8) For the Wolf plate, further analysis is recommended to investigate the effect of 

the stagger in the alternate rows. 

(9) It would also be of interest to fit all the test data up to peak load using the Foschi 

(1979b) model, and the post-peak data using the Foschi et al (2000) model and to 

use these curves to automate the computation of joint ductility. 



Appendix A 

Table A.1 :  Ultimate Loads and Density and Moisture Content at Test of All Specimens Tested 
Specimen Peak Average Average Average Specimen Peak Average Average Average 
Tested In Load Wet Dry Moisture Tested Load Wet Dry Moisture 
Nail Plate Density Density Content Against Density Density Content 
Direction Pw Po Direction Pw Po 

kN kg/m3 kg/m3 % kN kg/m3 kg/m3 % 

1 6A 4.35 376 350 1 2.5 28A 3.95 383 363 12.6 
16B 4.44 4 1 0  3 8 1  1 3 . 1  28B 4. 1 3  406 385 12 .9 
1 6C 4.22 406 378 12 .9 28C 3.98 392 366 1 3 . 1  
16D 4.09 407 383 12.6 28D 3 .82 387 363 1 2.8 
1 6E 4.70 42 1 397 1 2.2 28E 3.76 4 1 8  39 1  1 2.9 
1 7A 4.67 44 1 420 1 3 .2 29A 4.86 484 463 1 3 . 1  
1 7B 4.68 443 4 1 8  1 3 .7 29B 4.27 476 453 1 3 .5 
1 7C 4.32 445 425 1 3 . 1  29C 5.33 487 466 12.6 
1 7D 4.68 452 429 1 3 .3 29D 4.40 482 46 1 12 .9 
1 7E 4.08 454 435 1 3 .0 29E 4.68 473 455 1 2.4 
1 8A 4.48 490 469 12 .3 30A 5.55 53 1 506 1 3 .0 
1 8B 4.53 483 460 12.6 30B 6.53 553 533 1 3 .2 
1 8C 4.83 484 46 1 1 2.4 30C 5.75 548 526 1 3 .3 
1 8D 5.25 496 468 1 3 .0 30D 4.56 536 5 1 0  12 .9 
1 8E 5.06 5 1 0  482 1 3 .4 30E 5.37 565 542 1 2.8 
1 9A 3 .93 406 382 12.7 3 1A 3 .46 474 446 1 3 . 1  
1 9B 4.59 4 1 3  394 1 2.6 3 1B 4.09 455 434 1 2.5 
1 9C 4.55 437 4 1 8  12 .4 3 1C 4.09 480 456 1 2.3 
1 9D 4.54 47 1 454 12.3 3 I D  4.02 479 448 12.4 
1 9E 5.06 53 1 505 12.3 3 1E 3.75 462 427 12 .7 

Specimen Peak Average 
Tested Load Wet 

Using Full Density 
Nail Plate Pw 

kN kg/m3 

40A 8. 1 8  396 40B 7.66 379 40C 6.98 453 40D 9.79 437 40E 8.27 456 
4 1A  7.25 47 1 4 1B  9.30 442 4 1C  7.58 464 4 ID  7.23 454 4 1E  7.78 408 
42A 8.75 524 42B 8.25 52 1 42C 7.94 537 42D 8.98 523 42E 10.98 55 1 
43A 9.38 423 43B 9.8 1 430 43C 9.30 482 43D 8.47 453 43E 9.83 430 

Average 
Dry 

Density 
Po 

kg/m3 

372 
354 
429 
405 
429 
446 
408 
438 
430 
380 
497 
498 
5 1 5  
498 
527 
396 
405 
448 
429 
40 1 
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Average 
Moisture 
Content 

% 
12.6 
1 3 .0 
12.8 
1 3 .9 
13 .3 
1 3 .8 
1 3 .6 
1 3 . 1  
13 .5 
1 3 .3 
1 3 .0 
1 2.8 
12.7 
1 2.5 
1 3 . 1  
1 3 .3 
12.9 
1 3 .4 
1 3 .0 
1 3.4 

w 
O'\ 
--...) 



Table A.1 (continued) 

Specimen Peak Average Average Average Specimen Peak 
Tested In Load Wet Dry Moisture Tested Load 
Nail Plate Density Density Content Against 
Direction Pw Po Direction 

kN kg/m3 kg/m3 % kN 

20A 4.63 433 4 12  12.6 32A 4.58 20B 4.43 468 448 12.8 32B 5 . 14  20C 4. 13  474 452 12. 1  32C 5 .3 1  20D 5 .2 1  527 497 12.8 32D 5 . 1 3  20E 5.36 5 1 8  49 1 1 2.7 32E 3 .92 
2 1A  4.33 408 382 12.8 33A 4.5 1 2 1B  4.49 436 4 1 9  12.7 33B 4.99 2 1 C  4.43 465 452 12.2 33C 5 .40 2 10  4.43 480 462 12.5 33D 6.3 1 2 1 E  5 .34 53 1 506 12.8 33E 5 .09 
22A 5 . 1 7  458 433 12.3 34A 3 .57 22B 5.00 447 427 12.8 34B 4.86 22C 4.22 438 4 1 6  12.7 34C 3 .89 22D 4.46 448 424 13 .0  34D 5 .74 22E 5.25 488 470 12.5 34E 5.64 
23A 5 .43 507 487 12.4 35A 3 .86 23B 5.37 49 1 472 12.7 35B 4. 1 3  23C 4.65 485 455 12.9 35C 4.74 23D 4.70 466 43 1 1 2.6 35D 5 .62 23E 4.53 492 470 12.2 35E 5 .75 

Average Average Average 
Wet Dry Moisture 

Density Density Content 
Pw Po 

kg/m3 kg/m3 % 
499 479 12.4 500 476 12.5 5 1 8  493 12.3 503 478 12.3 490 466 12.3 
570 538 12.3 540 508 12.3 547 5 1 9  1 2.5 537 507 12.6 543 5 1 5  12.6 
359 330 12.4 48 1 453 1 1 .8 485 462 1 1 .8 5 1 1  486 12.2 577 549 12.4 
371  347 12.8 469 443 1 3 .  l 483 450 1 3 .6 508 48 1 1 2.7 570 541  1 3 . 1  

Specimen Peak Average 
Tested Load Wet 

Using Full Density 
Nail Plate Pw 

kN kg/m3 

44A 8.83 467 44B 9.78 478 44C 8.34 46 1 44D 8.70 453 44E 8.23 435 
45A 7.06 530 45B 7.62 557 45C 1 1 .4 1  547 45D 8.09 55 1 45E 9.65 548 

Average 
Dry 

Density 
Po 

kg/m3 

446 455 437 430 4 1 0  
5 12 534 523 520 526 

368 

Average 
Moisture 
Content 

% 
12.2 1 2.5 12.3 12.9 1 2.5 
12.4 12.3 12.6 12.6 1 2.2 

(.;.J 
0\ 
00 



Table A.1 (concluded) 

Specimen Peak Average Average Average Specimen 
Tested In Load Wet Dry Moisture Tested 
Nail Plate Density Density Content Against 
Direction Pw Po Direction 

kN kg/m3 kg/m3 % 

24A 5.32 564 539 12 .3 36A 
24B 5 .28 559 533 12.2 36B 
24C 5 . 1 9  559 530 1 2.4 36C 
24D 5 . 1 1  558 533 1 2.6 36D 
24E 5.37 575 550 1 2.4 36E 

25A 4.86 385 360 1 2.7 37A 
25B 4.65 457 433 12.6 37B 
25C 5 .26 476 450 1 2.8 37C 
25D 5 .39 509 478 1 2.8 37D 
25E 6.28 579 560 12.3 37E 

26A 4.09 394 365 1 3 .6 38A 
26B 5.07 490 46 1 1 3 .9 38B 
26C 4.49 466 434 1 3 .8 3 8C 
26D 5.37 472 445 1 3 .0 38D 
26E 4.64 548 525 1 2.9 3 8E 

27A 4.57 469 436 1 3 .4 39A 
27B 4.8 1  484 46 1 1 3 .3 39B 
27C 5 .29 465 443 12.9 39C 
27D 5 .71  546 525 1 2.8  39D 
27E 5 . 1 0  602 582 12.9 39E 

Peak Average Average 
Load Wet Dry 

Density Density 
Pw Po 

kN kg/m3 kg/m3 

3 .82 384 356 
5 .87 502 466 
5 .02 5 1 2  477 
6.03 527 496 
5 . 1 0  542 507 

4.76 4 1 5  383 
4.88 480 452 
4.69 503 470 
4.4 1  467 44 1 
6.05 530 497 

4.27 396 367 
4. 1 5  45 1 420 
4.3 1 444 4 1 0  
4.67 463 442 
6

.

03 575 555 

4.22 448 423 
5

.

3 8  48 1 457 
4.27 488 461 
5 .49 537 5 1 5  
5 .34 602 580 

Average Specimen 
Moisture Tested 
Content Using Full 

Nail Plate 

% 

1 3 .0 
1 3 .5 
1 3 .5 
12.9 
1 3 .4 

1 3 .8 
1 3 .0 
1 3 .3 
1 3 .2 
13 .7 

1 3 .9 
1 3 .7 
14.2 
1 2

.

3 
12.6 

1 3 . l 
12.9 
1 3 .4 
12.4 
12.7 

Peak Average 
Load Wet 

Density 
Pw 

kN kg/m3 

Average 
Dry 

Density 
Po 

kg/m3 
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